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FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The Great War, taking place between 1914 and 1918, and its consequences sig-
nificantly changed the history of the world and Europe in its very foundation. 
The dissolution of the defeated Austro-Hungarian Empire – and within that, the 
Kingdom of Hungary – reshaped the former geopolitical map of the Danube 
Basin. From a Hungarian perspective, it emerged into international law with 
the signing of the peace treaty of June 4, 1920 in Trianon, close to Paris, and 
it also meant the negative turning point of the modern Hungarian history. The 
Hungarian nation, which, until then could be defined as the sole constituent and 
maintainer of their very own multinational Kingdom of Hungary, found itself 
in the small nation position and this fact, along with the territorial and popu-
lational loss, determined the life and collective consciousness of Hungarians for 
generations. The resulting Trianon syndrome has many narratives and domains of 
interpretation, although, a common feature of these is that the attitude towards 
the Peace Treaty of Trianon still influences, to a greater or lesser extent, the fate of 
Hungarians living in the Carpathian Basin.

On the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the signing of the Hungarian 
peace treaty (generally accepted and widely used simplification: Trianon) after the 
Great War, many Hungarian research institutions and institutions of higher ed-
ucation organised academic events. However, the implementation of these were 
largely made impossible by the Covid-19 pandemic, spreading in multiple waves. 
An international conference was organised, named Trianon 1920–2020, by the 
Department of History of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities of the University of 
Debrecen, which could not be held even on the postponed date of November 2020 
due to the second wave of the pandemic. Therefore, the Executive Committee of 
the Conference decided to commemorate the centennial of the signature of the 
peace treaty with this English/German language academic publication compiled 
with the co-production of experts, who were invited to give lectures on the con-
ference. Our concept and goal with the composition of the publication was to 
give relatively new interpretations and original viewpoints in some respect, com-
pared to the previously existing ones.

Under no circumstances did we want to extend the Trianon discourse, which 
can be interpreted variably, with political, ideological, subjective aspects, nor with 
standpoints affected by emotional factors and feeling of loss. Therefore, experts 
of the period were invited primarily from the younger generations, furthermore, 
we paid special attention to a wider, international and European perspective in 
the volume via our topics and authors. In addition, it was a significant criterion 
not to simply approach the issues of Trianon through the classic, historical way 
of research, but ethnological, historical geographical, international cultural and 
humanitarian history of relations themed articles can also be marked in our pub-
lication. 
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The international aspects, the contemporary and regional conditions and the 
analogies and comparisons of these provide the backbone of the publication. The 
thorough study of Manfred Jatzlauk analyses the peace treaty concluded with 
Germany in Versailles and its consequences. Anssi Halmesvirta, in relation to 
the Hungarian peace treaty, draws a parallel between the Finnish and Hungarian 
development between the two world wars. Éva Mathey covers the case of the 
Hungarian peace treaty in close relation to the revisionist politics, and puts it in 
the focus of the USA’s reactions. Róbert Barta partially does the same from a 
British perspective, focusing on the work of Carlile Aylmer Macartney, who, as a 
pro-Hungarian historian and diplomat, represented the moderate British sympa-
thy towards the revisionist thoughts from 1937. Krzysztof Kania examines the 
procedure of the Polish state’s revival in the light of the contemporary balance of 
power from 1919 to 1921. The consequences and effects of the peace treaty of 
Trianon (as most of the peace treaties concluding the Great War) can mostly be 
perceived in the domestic political situation of the countries. Thus the following 
group of the studies deal with this subject, in which Róbert Kerepeszki examines 
the main tendencies and general characteristics of the deviances of Budapest be-
fore and after the Great War. In the study of László Bernát Veszprémy, examples 
for the radical, aggressive acts of right-wing groups can be read about, when he 
explains the western Hungarian events of the White Terror. Kinga Czechowska 
also concentrates on conflicts in domestic politics, examining the fate of Jewish 
minority in the newly independent Poland. Richárd Hörcsik gives an overview 
about the effects of the peace treaty on the Hungarian Reformed Church in his 
church history study. A similar research is conducted by Maarten J. Aalders in 
connection with the Dutch churches, and this essay is also important because 
the Dutch-Hungarian relations, dating back to centuries, in fact advanced the 
Dutch sympathy towards the defeated Hungarians, even if Holland had been 
in a very different situation during (neutrality) and after the Great War than 
Hungary. Róbert Keményfi examines the effects of the peace treaty from a geo-
graphical point of view, diversely and thoroughly, highlighting that the interna-
tionally known Hungarian geographers and cartographers did not only criticize 
the peace treaty on a professional level but also took part in the foundation of 
the Hungarian revisionist politics. The illustrated study of Szilvia Tömöri uses 
the research criterion of European ethnology to convincingly prove the presence 
of the Trianon syndrome and revisionist politics in everyday commodities and 
ornaments. New and exciting research findings are given by the studies about the 
child protection and child support actions. Réka Bozzay writes about the organ-
ization and implementation of the Hungarian Children’s Trains to Holland and 
Belgium, in relation to Debrecen. Gábor Pusztai, in his well-structured study, 
examines the Dutch press coverage of Trianon and the child-protective actions. 
The Hungarian aspects of the Dutch and Belgian cultural products (Trianon, 
Children’s Trains) are covered by Orsolya Réthelyi, graphically and in a broad 
spectrum.
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The editors of the book are first and foremost grateful to the authors of the 
studies who stood by the important project and topic and honoured us with their 
articles, despite of the postponed conference. Sincere thanks to Professor Levente 
Püski referee and Máté Barta for the proofreading. Without the press personnel 
and technical editors ensuring the technical background, the layout and the cov-
er design (Anna Kunkli, managing director, Debreceni Campus Nonprofit Kft., 
Ádám Novák, Zoltán Véber, Járom Cultural Association, Debrecen) we could not 
come through. Special thanks to our colleague Professor László Pósán, who has 
done a lot to create the financial resources for the project.

The fate of the conference proceeding is often burdensome, since generally, 
there is no large readership of them apart from the authors and experts related to 
the field. However, we, the editors of this publication, do hope that the domes-
tic significance, the international aspects and the focused emergence of new ap-
proaches and research findings (in English and German language) might arouse 
wider, international interest. We did not intend to take part in increasing the dis-
course and levels of interpretation of the Trianon syndrome remote from science, 
but our main goal was to publish a conference proceeding containing a broad 
spectrum of new and novel research aspects and findings. On the other hand, we 
do hope that, apart from professional circles, our volume contributes to the more 
objective, nuanced, and comparative approach of Trianon, applying many view-
points, in a wider range. With all this to strengthen our national self-awareness 
and the special Hungarian historical phenomena, in Brian Cartledge’s words: the 
will to survive, which is emphasised by so many.

Róbert Barta
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Manfred Jatzlauk

DEUTSCHLAND UND DER VERSAILLER 
FRIEDENSVERTRAG VON 1919

Der Vertrag von Versailles beendete den Kriegszustand zwischen Deutschland und 
den alliierten und assoziierten Mächte. In seinen 440 Artikeln und zahlreichen 
Anlagen, die in englischer und französischer Sprache verfasst waren, enthielt er 
Friedensbedingungen, die bei den Deutschen in allen politischen Lagern nahezu 
einhellig als unerträglich, ungerecht und demütigend angesehen wurden und ein 
Trauma auslösten. Der Name des Vertrages wurde zum Symbol für die innerlich 
nicht akzeptierte Kriegsniederlage. Allzu vielen Deutschen war damals nicht bewusst, 
dass die Mittelmächte im Herbst 1918 am Ende ihrer Kräfte waren und eine totale 
militärische Niederlage erlitten hatten, denn noch immer standen deutsche Armeen 
tief in Feindesland. Erst nach heftigen Debatten und einer Regierungsumbildung 
beugten sich die neue Regierung und die Nationalversammlung dem Druck 
des militärischen Ultimatums der Sieger und nahmen den Vertrag an, der ohne 
Beteiligung der Unterlegenen ausgehandelt worden war. Für Deutschland erfolgte 
die Unterzeichnung durch Außenminister Hermann Müller, dem Parteivorsitzenden 
der Sozialdemokraten, und Verkehrsminister Johannes Bell von der katholischen 
Zentrumspartei.1

Von den französischen Gastgebern war mit Bedacht ein geschichtsträchti-
ger Ort, der prächtige Spiegelsaal im Schloss Ludwig XIV. in Versailles, für die 
Unterzeichnungszeremonie am 28.Juni 1919 ausgewählt worden. Hier hatte am 
18. Januar 1871 im deutsch-französischen Krieg während der Belagerung von Paris 
die Proklamation des preußischen Königs Wilhelm I. zum deutschen Kaiser statt-
gefunden. Die Ortswahl geschah vor allem aus pragmatischen Gründen, denn zu 
dieser Zeit befand sich das deutsche Hauptquartier mit den maßgebenden politi-
schen und militärischen Entscheidungsträgern in Versailles. Der 73 Meter lange 
und zehn Meter breite Spiegelsaal, der ansonsten als Lazarett diente, schien für 
diese Veranstaltung besonders geeignet zu sein. Der Historienmaler Anton von 
Werner hat später das Ereignis in vier monumentalen Gemälden festgehalten, die 
millionenfach reproduziert auch Aufnahme in die deutschen Geschichtsbücher 
fanden. In nationaler Hochstimmung empfanden viele Deutsche Genugtuung dar-
über, dass die deutsche Einheit gerade hier verkündet worden war als Wahrzeichen 
der Rache für die Wegnahme Straßburgs (1681) und die systematische Verwüstung 
der Pfalz (1688-1697) durch die Soldateska Ludwigs XIV.2

1  Schwabe, Klaus (Hg.) Quellen zum Friedensschluß von Versailles. Darmstadt, 1997. Vgl. 
Niedhart, Gottfried “Kriegsende und Friedensordnung als Problem der deutschen und interna-
tionalen Politik 1917-1927 Kommentar des David Chytraeus”, In. Michalka, Wolfgang (hg.) Der 
Erste Weltkrieg. Wirkung-Wahrnehmung-Analyse. München–Zürich, 1994. 178–190, 184.

2  Vgl. Schulze, Hagen “Versailles”, In. François, Etienne; Schulze, Hagen (hrsg.), Deutsche 
Erinnerungsorte. Bd. I. München, 2009. 407–421, 410–413.
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Im nationalen Bewusstsein des französischen Volkes dagegen verursachte die 
Ausrufung des Deutschen Reiches in der Spiegelgalerie des Schlosses von Versailles, 
“als einem der heiligsten Orte im Geschichtsbewusstsein Frankreichs”, ein tiefes 
Trauma. Die Szene im Spiegelsaal wurde nicht nur als Symbol des Verlustes der 
Vormachtstellung in Europa empfunden, “sondern auch als eine Art politischer 
Vergewaltigung des nationalen Kulturguts.3

Die Demütigung durch die Kaiserproklamation wurde für den 78 jährigen 
französischen Ministerpräsidenten Georges Clemenceau, dem letzten überlebenden 
Abgeordneten der im Februar 1871 gewählten Nationalversammlung, erst aufge-
hoben durch die Unterschrift der deutschen Delegierten unter den Friedensvertrag 
am 28. Juni 1919 am selben Ort. Er hatte hinter dem Tisch an dem der Vertrag 
unterschrieben wurde, fünf französische Soldaten aufstellen lassen, deren Gesichter 
durch Kriegsverletzungen schrecklich entstellt waren. Diese Inszenierung war ein 
an die Adresse Deutschlands gerichteter lebendiger Vorwurf.4 Kurz vor seinem 
Tode äußerte Clemenceau gegenüber einem französischen Journalisten: “Der Hass 
meines Lebens gilt Deutschland, wegen all dem, was es Frankreich angetan hat.”5

Die nach dem Diktatfrieden von Brest-Litowsk (3.3.1918) ohne ein strate-
gisches Konzept durchgeführten deutschen Frühjahrsoffensiven an der Westfront 
brachten zwar Geländegewinne, verbesserten aber die Gesamtsituation nicht. 
Sie schwächten Kampfkraft und Kampfeswille der erschöpften Armeen. Die 
Verantwortung für Kriegsführung und Kriegsausgang trugen vor allem die füh-
renden Militärs der Obersten Heeresleitung (OHL) Paul von Hindenburg und 
Erich Ludendorff. Am 29. September 1918 leistete Ludendorff, der tags zuvor 
einen Nervenzusammenbruch erlitten hatte, den Offenbarungseid. Vor Offizieren 
der OHL und dem Kaiser äußerte er, “der Krieg sei nicht nur nicht zu gewin-
nen, vielmehr stehe die endgültige Niederlage wohl unmittelbar bevor.”6 Dieses 
Eingeständnis beweist, die deutschen Armeen sind 1918 im Felde besiegt wor-
den und nicht durch das Versagen der marxistisch verseuchten “Heimatfront”. In 
Panikstimmung geraten forderte die OHL überraschend die unverzügliche Bildung 
einer parlamentarischen Regierung und ein Waffenstillstandsangebot an den US-
Präsidenten Woodrow Wilson auf der Grundlage seines für Deutschland günstigen 
Vierzehn Punkte Friedensprogramms. Den Militärs ging es darum, die Armee weit-
gehend intakt zu halten und die Verantwortung für die Abwicklung des Krieges 

3  Bariéty, Jaques, “Das Deutsche Reich im französischen Urteil, 1871–1945”, In. Hildebrand, 
Klaus (hg.), Das Deutsche Reich im Urteil der Große Mächte und europäischen Nachbarn (1871–
1945). München, 1995. 203–218, 204.

4  Vgl. Stéphane, Audoin-Rouzeau “Die Delegation der “gueules cassées” in Versailles am 
28. Juni 1919”, In. Krumeich, Gerd; Fehlemann, Silke (hrsg.), Versailles 1919. Ziele-Wirkung-
Wahrnehmung. Essen, 2001. [weiterhin: Versailles 1919.] 280–287.

5  Zit. in: MacMillan, Margaret, Die Friedensmacher. Wie der Versailler Vertrag die Welt ver-
änderte. Berlin, 2015. 59.

6  Zit. in: Kolb, Eberhard, Der Frieden von Versailles. München, 2005. 22. Vgl. auch 
Mommsen, Wolfgang J., Das Deutsche Reich im Ersten Weltkrieg, in: Der Erste Weltkrieg. Anfang vom 
Ende des bürgerlichen Zeitalters. Frankfurt am Main, 2004. 59.; Strachan, Hew, Der Erste Weltkrieg. 
München, 2006. 365–393.
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den bisher von der Macht ferngehaltenen Parteien der politischen Mitte und der 
Linken zuzuschieben. Als neuer Reichskanzler wurde bereits am 3.Oktober auf 
Druck der OHL der als liberal geltende Prinz Max von Baden, ein Vertreter von 
Reformen und Verständigungsfrieden, durch Wilhelm II. ernannt. Unmittelbar 
nach Amtsantritt drängten ihn Kaiser und OHL über die Schweiz eine Note an 
Wilson mit der Bitte um Friedensvermittlung und Waffenstillstand abzusenden. 
Er gab dem nach, befürchtete aber, dass ohne politische Vorbereitung die Bitte um 
Waffenstillstand die deutsche Verhandlungsposition schwächen musste. So kam 
es dann auch. Die auf Verlangen der OHL überstürzt vorgenommene Anrufung 
des US-Präsidenten leitete den deutschen Zusammenbruch ein. In darauf erfo-
lgten Notenwechseln zwischen der deutschen Regierung und Wilson bestand 
der amerikanische Präsident zwar nicht auf einer bedingungslosen Kapitulation, 
aber doch auf Waffenstillstandsbedingungen, welche die deutsche Armee völlig 
kampfunfähig machen würden. Gleichzeitig wollte er einen überwältigenden 
Sieg der Alliierten verhindern, denn eine zu große Übermacht der Franzosen 
und Briten würde nach seiner Meinung einen echten Friedensschluss erschwe-
ren, vielleicht gar unmöglich machen. Einen Friedensschluss auf der Grundlage 
seines Programms wollte Wilson nur einer demokratisch legitimierten deutschen 
Regierung gewähren. Ihm ging es aber auch darum, seine Friedensvorstellungen 
bei den Alliierten durchzusetzen.7 In den folgenden Wochen gab es daher auf 
deutscher Seite erbitterte Auseinandersetzungen darüber, ob man nicht doch ei-
nen letzten verzweifelten Endkampf führen sollte. Auch auf alliierter Seite stan-
den Kräfte, die weiterkämpfen wollten. Als die deutsche Seekriegsleitung ohne 
Wissen der Reichsregierung einen militärisch sinnlosen Vorstoß der Hochseeflotte 
in die Nordsee vorbereitete, kam es Ende Oktober auf einzelnen Schiffen zu 
Befehlsverweigerungen, die sich schnell zur Matrosenrevolte entwickelten und 
Anfang November 1918 von Kiel aus die Revolution einleitete. Als die revolu-
tionäre Welle Berlin erreichte, verkündete Max von Baden am 9. November eigen-
mächtig die Abdankung des Kaisers, auch als König von Preußen. Indem er dann 
das Amt des Reichskanzlers an Friedrich Ebert, den Parteivorsitzenden der MSPD, 
übertrug, hoffte er, die inzwischen parlamentarisch gewordene Monarchie erhal-
ten zu können. Ebert, der “Vernunftmonarchist” war empört, als sein Parteirivale 
Philipp Scheidemann durch den Druck der revolutionären Arbeiter und Soldaten 
gegen 14 Uhr von einem Fenster des Reichstagsgebäudes die Deutsche Republik 
ausrief und damit das Ende des Kaiserreichs besiegelte. Ohne Aufsehen dankten 
auch die Monarchen der anderen deutschen Bundesstaaten ab.8 Die Revolution 
von oben wurde durch die Revolution von unten überholt. Sie war eine Folge, 
nicht die Ursache der deutschen Niederlage!

7  Vgl. Machtan, Lothar, Prinz Max von Baden. Der letzte Kanzler des Kaisers. Berlin, 2013. 
379. Vgl. Möckelmann, Jürgen, Deutsch-amerikanische Beziehungen in der Krise. Studien zur ameri-
kanischen Politik im ersten Weltkrieg. Frankfurt am Main, 1967. 84–95.

8  Vgl. Machtan, Lothar, Die Abdankung. Wie Deutschlands gekrönte Häupter aus der Geschichte 
fielen. Berlin, 2008. 237. Vgl. Mactan, Prinz Max von Baden, 2018. 447–469.
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Wilhelm II. befand sich in diesen Tagen im Großen Hauptquartier, im belgi-
schen Kurort Spa in den Ardennen. Dorthin war er am 29. Oktober aus Potsdam 
gegen den Willen des Reichskanzlers abgereist, um dem wachsenden politischen 
Druck aus der Reichskanzlei zu entgehen. Noch immer war der Kaiser nicht bereit, 
zur Rettung der Monarchie von sich aus abzudanken, um ein politisch akzeptableres 
Mitglied seiner Dynastie auf den Thron setzten zu können. Das führte zu tagelan-
gem, nervenzehrendem telefonischem Tauziehen zwischen den Machtzentren in der 
Reichskanzlei und dem Großen Hauptquartier über die Modalitäten des bevorste-
henden Wechsels an der Staatsspitze. Unter dem Druck der dramatischen Ereignisse 
am 9. November und dem unnachgiebigen Drängen der OHL war Wilhelm II. zum 
Abend dieses Tages schließlich bereit, sich in Sicherheit zu bringen. Den Oberbefehl 
über das Heer übertrug er Hindenburg. Nachdem er Ludendorff am 26. Oktober 
entlassen hatte. In den frühen Morgenstunden des 10. November fuhr Wilhelm 
II. mit seinem engsten Gefolge zuerst im Hofzug, dann kurz vor der Grenze im 
kaiserlichen Kraftwagen in die neutralen Niederlande, wo er bis zu seinem Tod im 
Jahr 1941 zunächst im Kastell Amerongen und dann im unweit davon gelegenen 
Schlößchen “Haus Doorn” im Exil lebte. Seine offizielle Abdankungsurkunde vom 
28. November 1918 war politisch nicht mehr von großer Bedeutung.9

Als Wilhelm II. nach Holland flüchtete befanden sich die Mitglieder der deut-
schen Waffenstillstandskommission unter Leitung des führenden Zentrumspolitikers 
Matthias Erzberger und des Generals Detlof von Winterfeldt schon seit den frü-
hen Morgenstunden des 8. November im Wald von Compiègne, in der Nähe von 
Rethondes, wo im Salonwagen des Sonderzuges von Marschall Ferdinand Foch, des 
alliierten Oberbefehlshabers, die Gespräche über die Waffenstillstandsbedingungen 
stattfanden. Die deutschen Unterhändler erreichten nur unwesentliche Änderungen 
der extrem harten Bedingungen. Dennoch fand die Unterzeichnung nach 
Rücksprache mit Berlin und Spa am 11. November 1918, früh morgens um 5 Uhr 
statt. Bereits sechs Stunden später trat der Waffenstillstand in Kraft. Nun schwiegen 
an der Westfront die Waffen. Das bedeutete aber noch nicht das Ende des Krieges. 
Der Waffenstillstand wurde dreimal verlängert, zuletzt am 16.2.1919 auf unbe-
stimmte Zeit.10

Die Waffenstillstandsbedingungen machten für Deutschland jede 
Wiederaufnahme von Kampfhandlungen unmöglich. Die Hauptbedingungen wa-
ren: sofortiger Rückzug aus allen besetzten belgischen und französischen Gebieten 
unter Einschluss von Elsaß-Lothringen, Räumung der linksrheinischen Gebiete 
Deutschlands mit drei Brückenköpfen rechts des Flusses (Mainz, Koblenz, Köln); 
Ablieferung umfangreicher Bestände an schweren Waffen, von Lokomotiven, 
Waggons u.a. sowie Internierung der deutschen Hochsee- und Unterseeflotte in 
Scapa Flow und Harwich; Rückzug des Ostheeres außer aus dem Baltikum hinter 

9  Vgl. Machtan, Lothar, Kaisersturz. Vom Scheitern im Herzen der Macht. Darmstadt, 2018. 
216–237. Vgl. Pyta, Wolfram, Hindenburg. Herrschaft zwischen Hohenzollern und Hitler. München, 
2007. 71–379. Vgl. Gutsche, Willibald, Ein Kaiser im Exil. Der letzte deutsche Kaiser Wilhelm II. in 
Holland. Marburg, 1991. 22–45.

10  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 37.
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die Grenze vom 1.8.1914; Annullierung der Friedensverträge von Brest-Litowsk und 
Bukarest; aber Fortsetzung der Lebensmittelblockade durch die Alliierten.11

Der Waffenstillstand kam einer Kapitulation mit Bedingungen gleich, der aber 
erst im Moment der Kampfunfähigkeit abgeschlossen wurde. Deutschland ver-
traute auf die Zusagen der Sieger, entwaffnete sich und wurde wehrlos. Damit war 
es bei der nun folgenden Pariser Friedenskonferenz kein Verhandlungspartner, der 
die Sieger zur Mäßigung ihrer Bedingungen hätte zwingen können. Am Ende des 
Krieges gab es auch keine unabhängige Großmacht, die nicht Sieger oder Besiegter 
war und vermittelnd oder mit der Androhung der Intervention zugunsten der 
Besiegten, auf die Sieger hätte einwirken können.12 In der Koalition der Sieger 
gab es keine eindeutig dominierende Macht, die den Bündnispartnern bei den 
Friedensverhandlungen den Kurs hätte vorschreiben können. Anders als 1945 waren 
die USA 1919 keine Supermacht. Sie waren noch nicht viel stärker als die ande-
ren Großmächte. “Die Europäer konnten ihre Wünsche ignorieren, und sie taten es 
auch.”13 Die unter demütigenden Umständen abgeschlossene Kapitulation war das 
Resultat der Kriegsführung Hindenburgs und Ludendorffs. Sie bahnte den Weg zu 
einem Diktatfrieden. Nie haben die führenden Militärs ihre Niederlage in der deut-
schen Öffentlichkeit eingestehen müssen. Sehr geschickt haben sie es verstanden, die 
Niederlage nicht der Überlegenheit der Kräfte der Kriegsgegner zuzuschreiben, son-
dern dem angeblichen Verrat durch die Revolution. Dadurch entstand die Legende 
vom “Dolchstoß”, den die Heimat in den Rücken des siegreich kämpfenden Heeres 
geführt haben soll.

Bis zum offiziellen Beginn der Friedenskonferenz am 18. Januar 1919 vergingen 
mehr als zwei Monate, weil die deutsche Kapitulation unerwartet kam und man 
daher kein Programm für den Ablauf der Friedensverhandlungen vorbereitet hatte. 
Einige Anhaltspunkte für die Organisation bot der Wiener Kongress von 1814/15. 
Weder die Briten noch die Amerikaner hatten Paris als Tagungsort gewünscht. Genf 
oder Lausanne oder ein anderer Ort im neutralen Ausland wären ihnen lieber ge-
wesen, aber Clemenceau bestand darauf. Seiner Hauptstadt sollte die Ehre zuteil-
werden, die Konferenz auszurichten, weil Frankreich in diesem Krieg am meisten 
gelitten hatte.14 Weit über 1000 Delegierte aus 27 Staaten mit ihrer Entourage ver-
sammelten sich in Paris. Daneben kamen aber auch Vertreter kolonialer Völker und 
imperial beherrschter Gebiete zusammen. Der Tag des Konferenzbeginns war mit 
Bedacht gewählt worden. Der französische Staatspräsident Raymond Poincaré erin-
nerte in seiner Eröffnungsrede im Uhrensaal des Außenministeriums am Quai d`Or-
say an die Proklamation des Deutschen Reiches vor genau 48 Jahren und sprach 
an die Teilnehmer gerichtet die Erwartung aus: “Sie sind versammelt, um das Übel 

11  Vgl. ebenda, 35.
12  Vgl. ebenda, 30, 39, 42. Vgl. Afflerbach, Holger, Auf Messers Schneide. Wie das Deutsche 

Reich den Ersten Weltkrieg verlor. München, 2018. 504. Vgl. Dülffer, Jost, “Versailles und die 
Friedensschlüsse des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts”, In. Versailles 1919. 17–34, 20, 23.

13  MacMillan, Die Friedensmacher, 2015. 24.
14  Vgl. Conze, Eckart, Die große Illusion. Versailles 1919 und die Neuordnung der Welt. 

München, 2018, 197–203.
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wiedergutzumachen dass es angerichtet hat, und um seine Wiederkehr zu verhüten. 
Sie halten in ihren Händen die Zukunft der Welt.”15

Auf Vorschlag des US-Präsidenten wählten die Delegierten den französi-
schen Ministerpräsidenten Clemenceau zum Präsidenten der Konferenz, der 
sogleich der Plenarversammlung Vorschläge zum weiteren Ablauf unterbreitete. 
Zur Konferenz waren nicht alle kriegführenden Mächte eingeladen worden. Die 
Besiegten schloss man von allen Verhandlungen aus, ebenso Sowjetrußland. Die 
von den Organisatoren vorgenommene Unterscheidung zwischen Staaten mit 
allgemeinen Interessen und solchen mit begrenzten Interessen führte dazu, dass 
zahlreiche Länder Statisten blieben. Nur die Staaten mit allgemeinen Interessen 
waren in allen Gremien und Ausschüssen vertreten. Die übrigen Länder dagegen 
wurden nur dann hinzugezogen, wenn ihre Interessen tangiert waren. Damit war 
die Dominanz der Großmächte gesichert. Die als eine Versammlung der Völker 
angekündigte Konferenz, erwies sich in Wirklichkeit als eine Zusammenkunft 
der Siegermächte, vor allem der “Hauptsieger”.16

In der ersten Phase der Konferenz bis etwa Mitte März 1919 bildete der “Rat der 
Zehn” das wichtigste Entscheidungsgremium. Dazu zählten die Regierungschefs 
und Außenminister der USA, Großbritanniens, Frankreichs und Italiens, außer-
dem gehörten ihm zwei Vertreter Japans an. Schließlich konstituierte sich am 
24. März der “Rat der Vier”, der in der zweiten Konferenzphase zum eigent-
lichen Macht- und Entscheidungszentrum wurde. Seine Mitglieder waren alles 
Politiker, nicht Militärs. US-Präsident Wilson, Ministerpräsident Clemenceau, 
Premierminister Lloyd George und Ministerpräsident Orlando trafen sich bis 
Ende Juni beinahe täglich, manchmal auch mehrmals täglich, insgesamt zu etwa 
200 Sitzungen.17 “Dieses Gremium der höchsten politischen Autoritäten der 
stärksten Mächte der Welt besaß für drei Monate eine imposante Zuständigkeit 
nicht nur bei der Vorbereitung der Friedensverträge mit Deutschland und den 
anderen Kriegsgegnern der Alliierten, sondern in allen bedeutsamen Fragen, wel-
che die Pazifizierung Europas, die Ereignisse in Rußland und die Regelungen für 
die außereuropäische Welt betrafen.”18

Die divergierenden Interessen der Siegermächte führten häufig zu dramati-
schen Diskussionen zwischen ihren führenden Repräsentanten, die sich in den 
Sitzungen persönlich näher kennenlernten, sich stritten und manchmal auch be-
schimpften. Dazu kamen noch interne Konflikte innerhalb der Delegationen. 
Von Anbeginn der Verhandlungen wussten sie, dass die Endfassungen der 
Friedensverträge Kompromisse sein würden, aber nicht zwischen Siegern und 
Verlierern, sondern zwischen den Hauptakteuren im “Rat der Vier.”

Woodrow Wilson, der 1912 zum 28. US-Präsidenten gewählte, idealistisch 
gesinnte Demokrat, wurde 1856 als Sohn eines presbyterianischen Pastors in 
Virginia geboren und war als Südstaatler von der Überlegenheit der “Weißen 

15  Zit. in: Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 49.
16  Vgl. Julien, Elise, Der Erste Weltkrieg. Darmstadt, 2014. 79.
17  Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 207–212.
18  Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 50.
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Rasse” überzeugt. Als wichtige Stationen seiner Karriere nach dem Studium 
der Rechtswissenschaften erwiesen sich eine Professur für Staatsrecht und 
Politikwissenschaften an der Princeton Universität, deren Präsident und Reformer 
er wurde und die 1910 erfolgte Wahl zum Gouverneur von New Jersey. Für den 
amerikanischen Präsidenten besaß die Gründung eines Völkerbundes die größ-
te Bedeutung. Diese Institution sollte eine universale Friedensordnung auf der 
Grundlage eines kollektiven Rechts- und Sicherheitssystems schaffen, in der die 
USA aufgrund ihres gewachsenen politischen und ökonomischen Gewichts eine 
führende Rolle übernehmen würden. Gegenüber den europäischen Politikern 
konnte Wilson durchsetzen, dass Aufgaben und Organisationsprinzipien des 
Völkerbundes gleich zu Beginn der Konferenzarbeit behandelt wurden und die aus 
26 Artikeln bestehende Völkerbundsatzung als integrierter Bestandteil in den allge-
meinen Friedensvertrag aufgenommen wurde. Dem amerikanischen Präsidenten 
gelang es aber wegen der speziellen Forderungen und Interessen der Alliierten 
nicht, sein hochgestecktes Friedensprogramm umzusetzen. Er konnte aber eine 
für Deutschland noch “dramatischere Gestaltung einzelner Bestimmungen des 
Friedensvertrages” verhindern. Als besonders schwerwiegend erwies sich dann 
später die Tatsache, dass ausgerechnet der US-Senat am 19. November 1919 
bzw. am 19. März 1920 den Völkerbundsvertrag ablehnte und damit auch den 
Friedensvertrag mit Deutschland nicht ratifizierte. Dem Völkerbund fehlte damit 
von vornherein das nötige politische Gewicht. Die Aufgaben, die Wilson ihm zu-
gedacht hatte, vermochte er deshalb nur unzulänglich zu erfüllen.1921 schlossen 
die USA einen separaten, bilateralen Friedensvertrag mit Deutschland.19

Georges Clemenceau stammte aus der Vendée. Er hatte wie sein Vater 
Medizin studiert, aber wie dieser nie praktiziert. Die Politik wurde zur gro-
ßen Passion des geistreichen und hochgebildeten Atheisten und entschiedenen 
Republikaners. Die Privatbibliothek in seiner Pariser Wohnung umfasste unge-
fähr 20.000 Bücher verschiedener Genres. Émile Zola und Claude Monet zähl-
ten zu seinen Freunden. Clemenceau verband “brutalen Machtwillen mit politi-
schem Instinkt.” Das verschaffte ihm den Beinamen “Der Tiger”. Seit November 
1917 erneut Ministerpräsident mobilisierte er alle Kräfte für den Krieg. Nach 
der deutschen Niederlage galt er in Frankreich als “Vater des Sieges”. Geschickt 
und mit rücksichtsloser Härte leitete er die Verhandlungen der Konferenz. Aber 
als er durch das Revolverattentat des Anarchisten Eugène Cottin am 19. Februar 
1919 verletzt wurde, verlor er einen Teil seiner früheren Konzentrationskraft. Bei 
den Friedensverhandlungen sah Clemencau seine Aufgabe darin, dafür zu sor-
gen, dass das potentiell überlegene Deutschland entscheidend und dauerhaft ge-
schwächt blieb, auf allen Gebieten, die Macht bedeuteten. Auch er befürwortete 
wie Poincaré oder Foch die Annexion linksrheinischer Gebiete durch Frankreich 
oder die Bildung eines abhängigen Separatstaates aus diesen Territorien.20

19  Vgl. MacMillan, Die Friedensmacher, 2015. 30. Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 
53–55. Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 64–70, 247.

20  Vgl. MacMillan, Die Friedensmacher, 2015. 62–68. Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 
2005. 51. Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 55, 203.
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Der 56 jährige David Lloyd George wuchs in bescheidenen Verhältnissen in 
einem walisischen Dorf auf. Er war der geborene Politiker und empfand eine tiefe 
Abneigung gegen jene, die Wohlstand und gesellschaftliche Position ererbt hatten. 
Als brillanter Redner liebte er die Schärfe und den Druck der Parlamentsdebatten. 
Er gehörte zum Führungskreis des radikalen Flügels der Liberalen und attackierte 
besonders scharf die großen Grundbesitzer und die Aristokratie. Stets blieb er ein-
fach und natürlich und wurde auch später nie zu einem Mitglied der englischen 
Oberschicht. Mit Kriegsbeginn organisierte Lloyd George als Rüstungs- bzw. 
Kriegsminister maßgeblich die britische Kriegswirtschaft und übernahm 1916 
das Amt des Premierministers in einem Koalitionskabinett von Liberalen und 
Konservativen und führte es erfolgreich.21 Der impulsive und dynamische Waliser 
wusste genau, wo die britischen Interessen lagen: “im Handel und im Empire, in 
einer starken Marine zum Schutz von beidem und in einem Machtgleichgewicht 
in Europa, das andere Mächte daran hinderte, diese Interessen in Frage zu stel-
len.”22 Um die hegemoniale Stellung Frankreichs auf dem Kontinent zu begren-
zen, durfte Deutschland nicht zu weitgehend geschwächt werden, um es auch 
nicht in die Hände Sowjetrußlands zu treiben.

Der Rechtsanwalt Vittorio Emanuele Orlando, ein Sizilianer, war “ein 
Produkt der trüben Welt der italienischen Politik mit ihren Absprachen, 
Arrangements und Patronagen”.23 Der liberale Politiker hatte schon als Minister 
verschiedenen Kabinetten angehört, ehe er 1917 an die Spitze der Regierung 
trat. Im Gegensatz zu Clemenceau sprach er nur schlecht Englisch und betei-
ligte sich in den Sitzungen nur wenig an den Diskussionen der anderen über 
die Völkerbundsakte und den Friedensvertrag für Deutschland. Sein Interesse 
und das seines Außenministers Sidney Sonnino richtete sich viel stärker auf die 
Verträge mit Österreich, Ungarn und dem Osmanischen Reich. Beide Politiker 
erwarteten die 1915 bei Kriegseintritt im Londoner Vertrag in Aussicht ge-
stellten territorialen Gewinne: das Trentino und das deutschsprachige Südtirol 
bis zum Brenner, Gebiete an der östlichen Adriaküste, in der Ägäis und in 
Südanatolien und damit den Aufstieg Italiens zur führenden Macht im östli-
chen Mittelmeerraum. Mit der Gründung eines großen südslawischen Staates 
hatten sie allerdings nicht gerechnet. Vor allem Wilson war nicht bereit, die 
italienischen Ansprüche auf Dalmatien und die Hafenstadt Fiume zu Lasten 
Jugoslawiens anzuerkennen. Die Italiener zeigten sich nicht kompromissbereit. 
Das führte im April 1919 zur schwersten Krise der Friedenskonferenz und zu 
keiner Einigung. Daraufhin verließen Orlando und Sonnino unter Protest die 
Konferenz. Dennoch gingen die Verhandlungen weiter. Am 5. Mai, zwei Tage 
vor Übergabe der Friedensbedingungen an Deutschland kehrten die beiden an 

21  Vgl. MacMillan, Die Friedensmacher, 2015. 70–77. Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 
2005. 52. Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 52.

22  MacMillan, Die Friedensmacher, 2015. 76. Vgl. O. Cohrs, Patrick, “Die Suche nach einem 
legitimen Äquilibrium. Das britische Streben nach europäischer Stabilität und einer neuen interna-
tionalen Ordnung nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg”, In. Jonas, Michael; Lappenküper, Ulrich; Wegner, 
Bernd (hrsg.), Stabilität durch Gleichgewicht? Paderborn, 2015. 103–113.

23  Vgl. MacMillan, Die Friedensmacher, 2015. 372.
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den Verhandlungstisch zurück. Orlando und Sonnino gaben im Juni wenige Tage 
vor Abschluss des Versailler Vertrages ihre Ministerämter auf. Francesco Nitti, der 
neue Ministerpräsident unterzeichnete schließlich für Italien den Friedensvertrag 
mit Deutschland. 1920 kam es dann zu einer bilateralen vertraglichen Lösung 
über den Grenzverlauf zwischen Italien und Jugoslawien.24

Nach etwa dreimonatigen kontroversen Geheimverhandlungen, die oft-
mals in gereizter Atmosphäre stattfanden, kamen die Hauptsiegermächte im 
April vor allem bei Grenzfragen und Territorialforderungen zur Einigung über 
die Deutschland zu stellenden Friedensbedingungen. Von den geforderten 
Gebietsabtretungen waren die im Osten am umfangreichsten. Davon profitier-
ten Polen und Litauen. Es handelte sich um den wertvolleren Teil Oberschlesiens 
sowie um die preußischen Provinzen Posen und Westpreußen. Dadurch wurde 
Ostpreußen durch einen Korridor vom übrigen Reichsgebiet getrennt und von 
ihm das Memelgebiet abgeteilt. Es fiel zunächst unter alliierter Verwaltung bis 
Litauen es 1923 im Frieden annektierte.25 Danzig wurde nicht polnisch, wie ur-
sprünglich von Polen und Frankreich gefordert, sondern mit seinem Umland 
zu einer “Freien Stadt”, die einem Völkerbundskommissar unterstand, aber zum 
polnischen Zollgebiet gehörte.26 Die Nationaldemokraten um Roman Dmowski 
hatten ein viel größeres Polen erstrebt, als jenes, das ihnen die Sieger zustanden. 
Wäre nach dem Prinzip des Selbstbestimmungsrechtes verfahren worden, dann 
hätte sich wohl nur in Posen eine Mehrheit für die Zugehörigkeit zu Polen ent-
schieden. 1920 durchgeführte Volksabstimmungen im südlichen Ostpreußen, 
im Gebiet um Marienburg und Marienwerder und 1921 in Oberschlesien, 
dort begleitet von gewaltsamen Übergriffen beider Seiten, ergaben immer eine 
deutliche Option der Bevölkerungsmehrheit für den Verbleib bei Deutschland. 
Die Siegermächte gaben aus strategischen Überlegungen der Errichtung eines 
polnischen Staates mit einem schwerindustriellen Zentrum um Kattowitz und 
einem direkten Zugang zur Ostsee den Vorrang gegenüber einer demokratischen 
Legitimierung dieser Gebietsverschiebungen. Sie behielten sich außerdem vor, die 
Ostgrenze Polens festzulegen. Das wiedererstandene Polen sollte stark genug sein, 
um zwischen Russland und Deutschland bestehen zu können. Dadurch würde 
es aus Sicht der Sieger eine europäische Sicherheitsfunktion erfüllen. Bis 1925 
verließen von den etwa 1,1 Millionen Deutschen in den abgetretenen Gebieten 
knapp 700.000 ihre Heimat gen Westen in die neue deutsche Republik.27

Im Westen musste Elsaß-Lothringen ohne Abstimmung nach fast einem 
halben Jahrhundert zurückgegeben und der Kreis Eupen-Malmedy an Belgien 
abgetreten werden. Auch hier zogen 200.000 bis 300.000 Deutsche in den 
Folgejahren aus diesen Gebieten ab. Das Saargebiet, das Frankreich sich ur-

24  Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 323–330. Vgl. Afflerbach, Holger, “»…nearly a case 
of Italy contra mundum?« Italien als Siegermacht, ” In. Versailles am 28. Juni 1919”, In. Versailles 
1919. 159–173.

25  Vgl. Kossert, Andreas, Ostpreußen. Geschichte und Mythos. München, 2005. 218–232.
26  Vgl. Fischer, Frank, Danzig. Die zerbrochene Stadt. Berlin, 2006. 288–299.
27  Vgl. Meyer, Enno, Grundzüge der Geschichte Polens. Darmstadt, 1990. 76–86. Vgl. Dralle, 

Lothar, Die Deutschen in Ostmittel- und Osteuropa. Darmstadt, 1991. 220–225.
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sprünglich angliedern wollte, sollte für 15 Jahre vom Völkerbund verwaltet und 
wirtschaftlich durch Frankreich genutzt werden. Eine für 1935 vorgesehene 
Volksabstimmung musste über die weitere Zukunft des Gebietes entscheiden. 
Wegen des Widerstandes der Angelsachsen gelang es Frankreich nicht, die links-
rheinischen Territorien von Deutschland abzutrennen oder einer ständigen mili-
tärischen Kontrolle durch die Alliierten zu unterstellen. Der Friedensvertrag sah 
aber eine nach drei Zonen gestaffelte, auf 5, 10 und 15 Jahre befristete Besetzung 
und dauerhafte Entmilitarisierung des linksrheinischen Deutschlands vor. Die 
Bevölkerung Nordschleswigs sollte in einer Abstimmung über die Zugehörigkeit 
zu Deutschland oder Dänemark entscheiden, wie es bereits im Artikel V des 
Prager Friedens zwischen Preußen und Österreich von 1866 vereinbart worden 
war. Dagegen wurde der Bevölkerung Deutsch-Österreichs dieses Recht nicht 
gewährt. Hierbei handelte es sich um eine der “deutlichsten Verletzungen des 
Selbstbestimmungsprinzips.” Ein Zusammenschluss mit Deutschland, wofür 
sich die österreichische und die deutsche demokratische Linke einsetzten, hät-
te der jungen deutschen Republik einen “erheblichen Legitimitätsschub” garan-
tiert. Von den Siegern wurde er aber verboten, weil Deutschland nicht nach-
träglich gestärkt aus der Niederlage hervorgehen durfte. 1938 brachte dann 
“einer seiner früheren Bürger namens Adolf Hitler unter allgemeinen Beifall den 
“Anschluss”zustande.”28

Insgesamt verlor Deutschland als Folge des Friedensvertrages mehr als ein 
Zehntel seiner Bevölkerung (etwa 7,3 Millionen Einwohner) und 13 Prozent 
seines Staatsgebietes (ca. 70.570 km²). Es büßte ein Drittel seiner Kohlen- und 
drei Viertel seiner Erzvorkommen u.a. ein. Dazu kam der Verlust aller deutschen 
Kolonien. Dennoch ist Deutschland im Vergleich zu Ungarn in Paris weniger 
hart behandelt worden.29

Neben den Gebietsabtretungen schwächten die Alliierten durch Eingriffe in 
die Militärverfassung Deutschland so, dass es nicht noch einmal einen Krieg be-
ginnen konnte. Dazu gehörte die Beschränkung des Heeres auf 100.000 und 
der Marine auf 15.000 länger dienende Berufssoldaten, damit nicht durch kurze 
Dienstzeiten die Zahl ausgebildeter Soldaten erhöht wurde. Daraus ergab sich 
schon zwangsläufig die Abschaffung der Allgemeinen Wehrpflicht. Der Besitz von 
modernen Waffen, von Panzern, Flugzeugen und U-Booten wurde verboten. Der 
Generalstab musste aufgelöst werden, der Bau von Kriegsschiffen über 10.000 
Tonnen wurde nicht gestattet. Die einst so stolze kaiserliche Hochseekriegsflotte 
war bereits seit dem Waffenstillstand in der Bucht von Scapa Flow auf den Orkney 
Inseln interniert. Als die Wiederaufnahme von Kampfhandlungen im Juni 1919 
möglich schien, ließ der Befehlshaber, Admiral Ludwig von Reuter, am 21.Juni 
alle Schiffe vom Schlachtschiff bis zum Zerstörer versenken und verhinderte da-
mit die Aufteilung der 74 Schiffe unter den Siegermächten. Eine in Deutschland 

28  Howard, Michael, Kurze Geschichte des ersten Weltkrieges. München, 2005. 169. Vgl. 
Stevenson, David, Der Erste Weltkrieg. Mannheim, 2010. 617.

29  Vgl. Gerwarth, Robert, Die Besiegten. Das blutige Ende des Ersten Weltkrieges. München, 
2018. 254–277.
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tätige Interalliierte Militär-Kontroll-Kommission, die aus 337 Offizieren be-
stand, hatte die Einhaltung dieser Bestimmungen zu überwachen.30

Auch bei der Frage der von Deutschland zu leistenden Reparationen gab 
es heftige Auseinandersetzungen zwischen den Siegern. Grundlage der alliierten 
Reparationsforderungen waren die Artikel 231 und 232 des Friedensvertrages. 
Artikel 231 wies Deutschland und seinen Verbündeten die Verantwortung für die 
alliierten Kriegsschäden zu, woraus sich nach Artikel 232 ergab, dass Deutschland 
für die verursachten Schäden Reparationen zu leisten habe. Die deutsche Seite 
legte dann unglücklicherweise diese Bestimmungen als Versuch aus, ihnen allein 
die Verantwortung für den Krieg anzulasten. Während Wilson ursprünglich die 
deutschen Reparationsverpflichtungen auf die Wiedergutmachung verursachter 
Schäden in Belgien und Nordostfrankreich begrenzt wissen wollte, forderten die 
anderen Sieger weitergehende Reparationszahlungen. Sie strebten einen vollstän-
digen Ersatz ihrer Kriegskosten an, einschließlich der finanziellen Unterstützung 
der Kriegsinvaliden und der Hinterbliebenen der Gefallenen. Daraus errechnete 
sich eine gewaltige deutsche Reparationslast, die es niemals würde tragen kön-
nen. Bisher hatte ein Friedensvertrag noch nie solche Bestimmungen enthal-
ten. Besonders Lloyd George und die Ministerpräsidenten der Dominions for-
derten eine Ausweitung des Reparationsbegriffs, da sie bei strikter Anwendung 
der Wilsonschen Kriterien nur geringe Anteile an den deutschen Geld- und 
Sachleistungen erhalten würden. Wilson gab schließlich nach, weil Clemenceau 
und Lloyd George unter massivem Druck der öffentlichen Meinung ihrer Länder 
standen. Angesichts der immensen volkswirtschaftlichen Notwendigkeiten, 
der sozialpolitischen Herausforderungen und wegen der hohen interalliierten 
Schulden durften sie ihren Wählern Zugeständnisse in der Reparationsfrage nicht 
zumuten.31

Die Schätzungen der alliierten Finanzexperten über die deutsche 
Zahlungsfähigkeit lagen weit auseinander, daher verzichtete man auf Festlegung 
einer bestimmten Geldsumme im Friedensvertrag. Eine Reparationskommission 
wurde beauftragt, innerhalb von zwei Jahren den Gesamtbetrag festzulegen. Bis 
dahin musste Deutschland 20 Milliarden Goldmark für den Wiederaufbau “in 
Gold, Waren, Schiffen, Wertpapieren” u.a. zur Verfügung stellen. Die Summe, 
auf die man sich 1921 im Londoner Zahlungsplan schließlich einigte, betrug 
132 Milliarden Goldmark. Davon sollte Frankreich 52%, Großbritannien 22 
%, Italien 10%, Belgien 8% und die kleineren Alliierten zusammen 8% er-
halten. Der Gesamtbetrag stand in keiner Beziehung zur Leistungsfähigkeit 
der deutschen Wirtschaft, wie John Maynard Keynes sofort kritisierte. Es war 
einfach die Summe, auf welche die Sieger sich angesichts der interalliierten 
Schulden einigen konnten. Der Zahlungsplan sah vor, dass Deutschland bis zur 
Tilgung der Schulden im Jahr zwei Milliarden Goldmark und 26% des Wertes 
seiner Exporte zu zahlen hatte. Die folgenden Jahre zeigten, dass dieser Plan 

30  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 67. Vgl. Gerwarth, Die Besiegten, 2018. 259.
31  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 65. Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 315–

322. Vgl. A. Craig, Gordon, Geschichte Europas 1815–1980. München, 1983. 387.
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nicht durchführbar war. Er destabilisierte das politische System der Weimarer 
Republik. Stundungen und Umwandlungen von Geld- in Sachleistungen präg-
ten die Zeit bis zum Inkrafttreten des Dawes-Plans im Jahr 1924. Dieser kam 
Deutschland entgegen, in dem die Jahresraten für die Erholungsphase bis 1929 
niedriger angesetzt und durch internationale Anleihen vor allem aus den USA fi-
nanziert wurden. Die multilaterale Regelung entzog Frankreich, das 1923 wegen 
angeblicher Reparationsrückstände das Ruhrgebiet besetzte, die Reparationsfrage 
als Druckmittel. Regierung und Wirtschaft in Deutschland zogen die kom-
merzielle Abhängigkeit von den USA der Reparationsabhängigkeit vor. Der 
Young-Plan reduzierte 1929 die Gesamtreparationssumme auf 112 Milliarden 
Goldmark, zu zahlen in 59 Jahren (bis 1988), so dass sich die Jahresrate von 
2,5 auf 2 Milliarden Goldmark verringerte. Infolge der Weltwirtschaftskrise ge-
währte der US-Präsident Hoover 1931 ein Moratorium, das die Reparationen für 
ein Jahr aussetzte. Durch die Konferenz von Lausanne im Jahr 1932 wurde die 
gesamte Reparationsforderung auf eine restliche Summe von nur 3 Milliarden 
Goldmark reduziert. Auch dieser Betrag wurde nicht mehr gezahlt. Nach deut-
schen Bewertungen betrugen die erbrachten Reparationsleistungen insgesamt 
55,1 Milliarden Goldmark, nach alliierten Berechnungen nur 20,8 Milliarden. 
Die unterschiedliche Bewertung bezog sich auf Sachleistungen, beschlagnahmte 
Gegenstände, Eisenbahnen und andere Vermögensgegenstände in den ehemals 
deutschen Gebieten.32

Von all diesen Bedingungen auf die sich die Alliierten in den Verhandlungen 
verständigt hatten, wurden die besiegten Deutschen nicht unterrichtet. Auch die 
am 18. April 1919 ergangene Vorladung einer deutschen Friedensdelegation nach 
Versailles enthielt keine Informationen. Die Delegation reiste am 28./29.4. in drei 
Sonderzügen, die ihre Geschwindigkeit während der Fahrt durch die verwüsteten 
belgischen und französischen Gebiete verlangsamen mussten, nach Versailles. Ihr 
gehörten etwa 180 Personen an, aber auch Truhen voller Akten wurden mitgeführt. 
Neben den sechs offiziellen Vertretern des Deutschen Reiches waren die übrigen 
Teilnehmer der Delegation Diplomaten, hohe Beamte, Militärs, Wissenschaftler, 
Vertreter der Hochfinanz und Großindustrie. Die Leitung hatte der knapp 50 
jährige Außenminister Ulrich Graf Brockdorff-Rantzau. Er entstammte einer 
Familie des holsteinischen Uradels und besaß ein ausgeprägtes aristokratisches 
Lebensgefühl. Der promovierte Jurist begann seine Karriere 1894 im kaiserli-
chen diplomatischen Dienst. Während des Weltkrieges trug er als Gesandter in 
Kopenhagen wesentlich dazu bei, dass Dänemark neutral blieb. Der hochintelli-
gente Exzentriker, der Champagner und Weinbrand liebte, manche behaupteten 
im Übermaß, vertrat liberale Positionen. Er hielt Wahlrechtsreformen in Preußen 
für notwendig und wurde von seinen konservativen Gegnern als “der Rote Graf” 

32  Vgl. Henning, Friedrich-Wilhelm, Das industrialisierte Deutschland 1914 bis 1986, 
Paderborn, 1974. 72–76, 121–126. Vgl. Hardach, Karl, Wirtschaftsgeschichte Deutschlands im 20. 
Jahrhundert. Göttingen, 1969. 24, 31–50.
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bezeichnet. Dies empfahl ihn dem Rat der Volksbeauftragten, die ihn am 18. 
Dezember 1918 mit dem Amt des Außenministers betrauten.33

In Versailles angekommen wurden die Mitglieder der deutschen Delegation 
von ihrem Umfeld isoliert in zwei benachbarten Hotels einquartiert. Die 
Kontaktaufnahme zu anderen Delegationen war nicht möglich. Nach tagelan-
gem Warten erfolgte am 7. Mai 1919 die Übergabe der Friedensbedingungen 
im großen Saal des Hotels “Trianon Palace”. Brockdorff-Rantzau hoffte noch 
immer, dass Präsident Wilson eine vermittelnde Position einnehmen und fran-
zösische Forderungen mäßigen würde. Er glaubte, die Hauptsieger würden kein 
Interesse daran haben, Deutschland durch einen harten Frieden wirtschaftlich so 
zu schwächen, und politisch so zu destabilisieren, dass es dem “Bolschewismus” 
ausgeliefert wäre. Als die sechs deutschen Hauptdelegierten in den Saal zu ih-
ren Plätzen geführt wurden, saßen ihnen an einer hufeisenförmigen Tafel die 
Vertreter von 27 Staaten gegenüber. Clemenceau als Vorsitzender der Konferenz 
erhob sich und hielt eine kurze Ansprache: “Die Stunde der Abrechnung ist da: 
Sie haben uns um Frieden gebeten. Wir sind geneigt, ihn ihnen zu gewähren”.34 
Dann stellte er wieder den Bezug zum deutsch-französischen Krieg her, der am 
26. Februar 1871 mit dem Präliminarfrieden von Versailles vorerst beendet wur-
de. Damals wurde allerdings der französische Unterhändler Adolphe Thiers von 
Bismarck stets mit ausgesuchter Höflichkeit behandelt und die Unterzeichnung 
des Präliminarfriedens fand in der bescheidenen Unterkunft des Reichskanzlers, 
der Villa Jessé, in der stillen rue de Provence statt. Nun erklärte Clemenceau, dass 
es keine mündlichen Verhandlungen geben werde, und dass die Siegermächte 
innerhalb von 15 Tagen eine schriftliche Antwort in französischer und englischer 
Sprache erwarteten. Dazu würde dann der Oberste Rat der Sieger schriftlich 
Stellung beziehen. Dann überreichte der Sekretär der Friedenskonferenz dem 
deutschen Außenminister eine “starke, blassgelb geheftete Druckschrift großen 
Formats”. Es waren die Friedensbedingungen.35 Brockdorff-Rantzau erhob sich 
nur kurz, setzte sich dann sofort wieder, und begann ohne zu zögern, sitzend 
seine Erwiderungsrede. Er hatte dafür drei Redetexte vorbereitet und wählte die 
schärfste Version aus. Darin bestritt er vehement die These von der deutschen 
Alleinschuld am Krieg und an völkerrechtswidrigen Aktionen. Sein Sitzenbleiben 
verstieß gegen diplomatische Umgangsformen und war wahrscheinlich ein 
“wohlüberlegter Akt”. Brockdorff-Rantzau wollte nicht als “Angeklagter” 
vor den Siegermächten stehen. Sein Verhalten und der Inhalt seiner Rede er-
regten großes Aufsehen und lösten bei den Alliierten einhellige Empörung 
aus, verstärkten deren Aversion gegen Deutschland und schmiedeten sie noch 
enger zusammen. Gerade Präsident Wilson, von dem man Entgegenkommen 
erwartete, wurde dadurch verprellt. Der Außenminister beabsichtigte aber 
auch, durch seine, “Konfrontation und Moralisierung” in Deutschland natio-
nale Geschlossenheit zu erzeugen, um dadurch die Alliierten doch noch zum 

33  Vgl. MacMillan, Die Friedensmacher, 2015. 602. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 343–349.
34  Zit. in: Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 349.
35  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 73, 92.
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Einlenken zu bewegen, vor allem bei den für ihn so wichtigen “Ehrenpunkten.” 
Dazu gehörten die Ablehnung der alliierten Unterstellung einer deutschen 
“Alleinschuld” am Kriegsausbruch, Ablehnung des Verlangens der Sieger nach 
Auslieferung des Kaisers und “sonstiger Kriegsverbrecher” aus dem deutschen 
Offizierkorps, um sie vor einem alliierten Tribunal zur Verantwortung zu ziehen 
sowie die Forderung nach sofortiger Aufnahme Deutschlands in den Völkerbund 
als Großmacht.36 Die harten Friedensbedingungen lösten in der deutschen 
Bevölkerung zuerst einen Schock und dann eine Welle der Empörung aus. Sie 
erzeugte eine nationale Geschlossenheit, die man nach den Monaten schärfster 
politischer Gegensätze nicht für möglich hielt. Am 12. Mai versammelte sich 
die Deutsche Nationalversammlung in der Aula der Berliner Universität und 
nicht in Weimar, um über den Friedensvertrag zu debattieren. Der Ortswechsel 
war kein Zufall, denn hier konnte man an den Philosophen Johann Gottlieb 
Fichte erinnern, der nach der preußischen Niederlage gegen Napoleon in seinen 
“Reden an die deutsche Nation” im Akademiegebäude 1807/08 eine neue natio-
nale Ideologie zur Befreiung von Fremdherrschaft verkündete und propagierte. 
Philipp Scheidemann, der sozialdemokratische Reichsministerpräsident, bezeich-
nete den Vertrag als unannehmbar. Auch alle folgenden Redner bekundeten ihre 
Empörung und ihren Abscheu. Nie zuvor und auch nie später hat es im Parlament 
der Weimarer Republik und darüber hinaus in der Gesellschaft eine solche 
Einmütigkeit und Geschlossenheit im Protest gegen die Friedensbedingungen 
gegeben. Sie dauerte aber nicht lange an und trug nicht zur Stabilisierung des 
parlamentarisch-demokratischen Systems der Weimarer Republik bei.37

In Versailles bemühte sich die deutsche Delegation um eine Milderung 
der Friedensbestimmungen. In insgesamt 17 zum Teil umfangreichen schrift-
lichen Noten an die Siegermächte wurde auf Widersprüche zwischen den 
Friedensbedingungen und den Vierzehn Punkten eingegangen und die deut-
schen Positionen erläutert. Die auf Brockdorff-Rantzau zurückgehende unabläs-
sige Thematisierung der Kriegsschuld sollte die “moralische Basis” der alliierten 
Forderungen erschüttern. Dadurch verschlechterte sich das Verhandlungsklima. 
Wilson war es bald leid, ständig an seine Vierzehn Punkte erinnert zu werden. Am 
29. Mai wurde den Alliierten die zusammengefassten deutschen Gegenvorschläge 
übergeben. Sie enthielten bei grundsätzlicher Kritik am Vertrag und an einzelnen 
Bestimmungen einige positive Angebote u.a. die Zustimmung zur Einschränkung 
des deutschen militärischen Potentials und die Zahlung einer Gesamtsumme 
von 100 Milliarden Goldmark als pauschaler deutscher Reparationsleistung bei 
Reduzierung territorialer Forderungen.38

Am 16. Juni antworteten die Siegermächte nach kontroversen Diskussionen 
auf die deutschen Gegenvorschläge. Im Vergleich zum Vertragstext vom 7. Mai 
gab es nur ein Zugeständnis. Für Oberschlesien, das ursprünglich an Polen fallen 

36  Vgl. Schwabe, Klaus, “»Gerechtigkeit für die Großmacht Deutschland«- Die Deutsche 
Friedensstrategie in Versailles”, In. Versailles 1919. 71–86, 75.

37  Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 357.
38  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 76. Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 359.
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sollte, hatte Lloyd George die Durchführung einer Volksabstimmung erreicht. 
Sie führte 1921 zur Teilung dieses Gebietes. Bei Deutschland blieb der westliche 
Teil, der wirtschaftlich wertvollere östliche wurde polnisch. Ebenfalls in einer 
Mantelnote wiesen die Alliierten ausführlich und in aller Schärfe die deutsche 
Darstellung zur Kriegsschuldfrage zurück und wiederholten ihren Schuldspruch, 
u.a. auch wegen der von Deutschland angewandten barbarischen Methoden der 
Kriegsführung (Gewaltexzesse beim Einmarsch in das neutrale Belgien, erstma-
liger Einsatz von Giftgas, Eröffnung des unbeschränkten U-Boot-Krieges.) Über 
Annahme oder Ablehnung des Vertrages sollte innerhalb von fünf Tagen ent-
schieden werden. Dann gab es aber eine Fristverlängerung bis zum 23. Juni.39 
Nun folgten dramatische Tage in der deutschen Politik. Brockdorff-Rantzau und 
die wichtigsten Mitglieder der deutschen Delegation reisten sofort nach Weimar, 
um dort ihre kategorische Ablehnung des Vertrages zu verfechten. Zunächst 
überwog auch die Unterstützung für diesen Standpunkt. Eine Gegenposition 
hatte schon früher Matthias Erzberger eingenommen und sie am 3.Juni in einem 
Memorandum der Regierung vorgestellt. Als Folge einer Ablehnung befürchtete 
er den Einmarsch alliierter Truppen nach Deutschland und den Abschluss geson-
derter Friedensverträge mit den süddeutschen Staaten, die letztlich zur Auflösung 
des Reiches führen würden. Wegen der eigenen militärischen Schwäche und der 
desolaten Ernährungslage infolge der Blockade könnte dies nicht verhindert 
werden.40

In den folgenden Tagen befanden sich in Berlin und Weimar die 
führenden Politiker in einem Sitzungsmarathon. Kabinettstagungen, 
Fraktionsbesprechungen, Beratungen mit dem Reichspräsidenten und den 
Ministerpräsidenten der Länder, Konferenzen mit hohen Militärs usw. bestimm-
ten das Geschehen. Im Kabinett gab es bei der Abstimmung über die Annahme 
oder Ablehnung des Vertrages am 18. Juni eine Pattsituation. Nachdem es am 
19. Juni in den Fraktionen der SPD und des Zentrums eine Mehrheit für die 
Annahme gab und es im Kabinett zu keiner Annäherung der Standpunkte kam, 
übermittelte am frühen Morgen des 20. Juni Scheidemann dem Reichspräsidenten 
den Rücktritt der Regierung. Scheidemann und Brockdorff-Rantzau hatten sich 
schon frühzeitig auf die Ablehnung des Vertrages festgelegt. Jetzt blieb ihnen nur 
die Demission.41

Die neue am 21. Juni gebildete Koalitionsregierung leitete der bisherige 
Arbeitsmini-ster Gustav Bauer von der SPD. Gestützt auf die Fraktionen von 
SPD und Zentrum besaß sie eine Mehrheit in der Nationalversammlung. Am 22. 
Juni erhielt die Regierung die mehrheitliche parlamentarische Zustimmung für 
die Unterzeichnung des Friedensvertrages, mit dem selbst formulierten Vorbehalt, 
weder die alleinige Kriegsschuld anzuerkennen, noch deutsche Kriegsverbrecher 
auszuliefern. Das Abstimmungsergebnis wurde sofort nach Versailles übermittelt. 
Wenige Stunden später bestanden die Alliierten in einer scharfen Antwortnote 

39  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 79. Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 383.
40  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 77. Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 365.
41  Vgl. Heinrich August Winkler, Weimar 1918-1933, München 1998, S.92 f.
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auf die vorbehaltlose Annahme oder Ablehnung. Die erbetene Fristverlängerung 
wurde nicht gewährt. Am 23. Juni stand alles auf Messers Schneide. Man war 
sich der Zuverlässigkeit der Reichswehr wegen der Auslieferungsforderung nicht 
mehr sicher. Hohe Offiziere hatten Pläne für die Bildung eines Militärstaates 
im ostelbischen Deutschland, eines “Oststaates”, entwickelt, der zur “Keimzelle 
einer späteren nationalen Erhebung” werden sollte. In der Zentrumspartei wollte 
jetzt wegen der Ablehnung der Vorbehalte eine Mehrheit dem Vertrag nicht zu-
stimmen.42 In dieser Situation wurde bekannt, dass General Wilhelm Groener, 
der Nachfolger Ludendorffs als Generalquartiermeister und damit faktisch der 
Oberbefehlshaber des Heeres, für das Militär eine Treueerklärung abgegeben 
hat. Dem Reichspräsidenten gegenüber und auch vor Offizieren der OHL versi-
cherte Groener, dass eine Wiederaufnahme der militärischen Kampfhandlungen 
aussichtslos wäre.43 Unter diesen Umständen entwickelte sich bei der Mehrheit 
der Zentrumsfraktion die Bereitschaft zur vorbehaltslosen Annahme des 
Friedensvertrages. Dagegen blieben DDP, DVP und DNVP nach wie vor bei 
ihrer Ablehnung. Am Nachmittag des 23. Juni fiel die Entscheidung. Mit gro-
ßer Mehrheit beschloss die Nationalversammlung in kurzer Sitzung, dass die 
Regierung zur Unterzeichnung des Friedensvertrages ermächtigt bleibe. Gleich 
darauf wurde die Nachricht mit dieser Entscheidung nach Versailles telegrafiert. 
Zwei Stunden vor Ablauf der Frist übergab der dortige deutsche Vertreter die 
Note über die bedingungslose Annahme der Friedensbedingungen an die alliier-
te Verbindungskommission. Der Wiederbeginn militärischer Kampfhandlungen 
war abgewendet. Alliierte Armeen standen schon bereit, Norddeutschland 
bis zur Weser zu besetzen und der Mainlinie entlang vorzurücken, um im 
Zusammenwirken mit den Tschechen Nord- und Süddeutschland voneinan-
der zu trennen. Nun aber erwiderten die Alliierten mit einer Einladung an die 
deutsche Regierung zur Vertragsunterzeichnung in Versailles. Hermann Müller 
und Johannes Bell trafen am Morgen des 28. Juni 1919 in Versailles ein, ge-
nau fünf Jahre nach dem Attentat von Sarajevo. Ab drei Uhr nachmittags fand 
die Unterzeichnungszeremonie statt, die am Anfang des Beitrages geschildert 
wurde.44

Wegen der in Aussicht gestellten Aufhebung der Blockade ratifizierte die 
Nationalversammlung bereits am 9. Juli das Vertragsgesetz. Wenige Tage später 
wurde die Blockade aufgehoben. Nachdem auch die Parlamente Frankreichs, 
Großbritanniens und Italiens die Ratifizierungen abgeschlossen hatten, trat 
der Versailler Vertrag am 10. Januar 1920 in Kraft.45 Unter den gegebenen 
Umständen war der Versailler Vertrag vielleicht der “bestmögliche Kompromiss”, 
aber er war ein Diktatfrieden. Den erhofften Wilson-Frieden, wie man ihn in 

42  Vgl. A. Craig, Gordon, Die preußisch-deutsche Armee 1640–1945. Düsseldorf, 1960. 402. 
Vgl. Conze, Die große Illusion, 2018. 369.

43  Vgl. Wheeler-Bennet, John W., Die Nemesis der Macht. Die deutsche Armee in der Politik 
1918–1945. Bd.1. Düsseldorf, 1981. 74–81.

44  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 84–87. Vgl. MacMillan, Die Friedensmacher, 
2015. 617.

45  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 87.
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Deutschland interpretierte, bekam man nicht. In Versailles konnten und woll-
ten sich die Alliierten nicht an die Vierzehn Punkte halten. Der Vertrag war 
aber auch kein “karthagischer Frieden”, wie ihn Frankreich anstrebte, denn 
Deutschland wurde nicht zertrümmert, sondern nur geschwächt. Daher wa-
ren die USA mit ihrer Präsenz erforderlich, um Deutschland dauerhaft zu 
kontrollieren und den Frieden zu garantieren. Sie waren aber nicht bereit, bei 
der Stabilisierung der Nachkriegsordnung mitzuwirken, wurden nicht einmal 
Mitglied in Wilsons Völkerbund. Die Alternative für die Gestaltung einer dau-
erhaften Nachkriegsordnung wäre die “aufrichtige deutsche Kooperation” ge-
wesen. Diese stand aber infolge des Friedensschlusses und der Verletzung der 
bindenden Verabredungen bei Kriegsende – “Waffenstillstand und deutsche 
Selbstentwaffnung gegen einen Wilson-Frieden” – nicht in Aussicht.46

Auf längere Sicht bestanden für Deutschland gute Möglichkeiten, den 
Großmachtstatus wiederzuerlangen. Im Bereich der Außenpolitik verbesser-
te sich sogar seine strategische Position. Deutschland war vom “Doppeldruck” 
eines französisch-russischen Bündnisses und der Abhängigkeit der Habsburger 
Monarchie befreit. Russland war aus Mitteleuropa zurückgedrängt. Stattdessen 
waren in Ostmitteleuropa eine Vielzahl von Mittel- und Kleinstaaten entstanden. 
Sie konnten bei “behutsam-stetiger Politik” zum wirtschaftlichen und politischen 
Einflussgebiet Deutschlands werden.47

Den Anteil des Versailler Vertrages an der Ermöglichung der 
Nationalsozialistischen Diktatur kann man nicht exakt bestimmen. Für das 
Scheitern der Weimarer Republik ist ein “weitverzweigtes Ursachengeflecht” aus-
zumachen. Es lässt sich nicht in erster Linie auf den Faktor “Versailles” zurück-
führen. Es gab keine “Kausalkette Versailler Vertrag-Hitler”.48

Die einzige Originalurkunde des Friedensvertrages von Versailles gelang-
te am 12. August 1940 in die Hände des Sonderkommandos Künsberg, nach 
seinem Leiter dem Legationssekretär und SS-Führer Eberhard Freiherr von 
Künsberg benannt. Er handelte im Auftrag des deutschen Auswärtigen Amtes, 
um in den Besitz diplomatischer Akten des französischen Außenministeriums 
zu gelangen. Als man am 14. Juni 1940 den Quai d`Orsay besetzte, musste das 
Kommando feststellen, dass die Archive ausgelagert worden waren. Sie befan-
den sich, wie man bald herausfand, in mehreren Schlössern in der Touraine. Die 
Bestände des Außenministeriums, darunter die umfangreiche Sammlung der 
Verträge Frankreichs mit anderen Staaten, waren in einem Nebengebäude des 
Schlosses Rochecotte, der Fondation Girollet, untergebracht worden. Dazu zähl-
te auch die Originalurkunde des Versailler Friedensvertrages. Dass sie durch das 
Sonderkommando Künsberg entdeckt wurde, ist einer Reihe von Zufällen zuzu-
schreiben, auf die hier nicht eingegangen werden kann. Der Botschaftsangehörige 
und spätere Leiter des Deutschen Instituts in Paris, Dr. Karl Epting, entdeckte 
bei der gezielten Durchsuchung der Archivbestände die Urkunden der Verträge 

46  Vgl. Afflerbach, Auf Messers Schneide, 2018. 515.
47  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 103.
48  Vgl. Kolb, Der Frieden von Versailles, 2005. 107.
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von Versailles und Saint Germain. Künsberg übernahm die Verträge, flog damit 
nach Berlin, um sie Hitler in der Reichskanzlei zu präsentieren. Seit dieser Zeit ist 
der Verbleib der Originalurkunde des Versailler Vertrages nicht geklärt. Vielleicht 
ist sie in der Reichskanzlei 1945 ein Opfer des Kampfes um Berlin geworden oder 
durch Auslagerung von Archivalien des Auswärtigen Amtes 1944 nach Schlesien 
verbracht worden, wo ein Teil der Akten dann in die Hände der Roten Armee ge-
langt sein soll. Bisher ist die Originalurkunde des Versailler Vertrages noch nicht 
zurückgekehrt.49

49  Vgl. dazu Schranz, Daniel, “Der Friedensvertrag als Beutestück. Zum Schicksal der 
Originalurkunde des Versailler Vertrages im Zweiten Weltkrieg, In. Versailles 1919. 342–348.
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Anssi Halmesvirta

HUNGARY AND FINLAND IN INTERWAR YEARS:  
A COMPARATIVE SURVEY

Introduction

Many of us might suspect that comparisons, even parallels and analogies be-
tween interwar Hungary and Finland are quite doubtful and unrealistic, in par-
ticular, because these countries belonged to different political and legal cultures 
and their traditional social structures were so dissimilar – Finland cherishing the 
Scandinavian traditions and Hungary inheriting them from the Dualistic era.

However, I am not the first one to try to find differences and/or similarities 
between Hungary and Finland in interwar years. The populist (népi) writer and 
fennophile János Kodolányi made himself somewhat ridiculous in the late 1930s 
in the eyes of his compatriots for his admiration of the Finnish free peasant, 
Finnish folk high schools and the blooming co-operative movement – the indi-
cators of a successful land- and other reforms in Finland after the Great War and 
the bloody Civil War of 1918. For Kodolányi, there were not only differences but 
also striking contrasts between the lifestyles of Finns and Hungarians, irrespective 
of how kindred racially they were considered to be in the literary and scholarly 
circles of the time.1 Namely, close friends and colleagues, József Szinnyei and 
Antti Jalava had paved the way to this rapprochement of the two nations already 
in the end of the 19th century, when they were still parts of Empires, Austro-
Hungarian and Russian,2 respectively, Finland as an autonomous Grand Duchy 
and Hungary as a kingdom of its own.

And, to give another example, there was Mr. Varga Domokos writing for the 
first volume of the Bibó Emlékkönyv, and declaring that the Finns had been more 
fortunate than the Hungarians because they had not been so enchanted by the 
Nazi ideology and German might (Hitler’s deadly embrace), and were able to 
avoid the 1944–1945 disaster. István Bibó’s dream of independent, democratic 
and progressive Hungary proved soon illusory. Hungary and Finland evidently 
moved along different “roads of development”3 in the 1920–1930s leading to 
very different destinations. These “roads” were studied more seriously at first by 
leading economic historians from both countries, whose co-operation was started 

1  See for details: Váradi, Ildikó, A parasztpolgárosodás “finn útja”. Kodolányi János finnorsági 
tevekénysége és finn útirajzai [The “Finnish Way” for a Peasant to Become a Member of the Bourgeoisie: 
Activities and Travel Books on Finland by János Kodolályi]. Jyväskylä, 2010. Cf. Kodolányi, János, 
Suomi. Budapest, 1944.

2  Halmesvirta, Anssi, “Identity in Difference: Antti Jalava’s Hungary of 1875 Revisited”, = 
Studi Finno-Ugrici 3, 1999–2001, 107–134.

3  Varga, Domokos, “Bibó István eszméi és a finn fejlődés útja”, In. Bence, György et al (eds.), 
Bibó emlékkönyv I. [Festschrift for Bibó, vol. I]. Budapest, 1991. 334–345.
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within the framework provided by the bilateral agreement between the Hungarian 
Academy of Science and the Academy of Finland since the early 1970s.4 Ever 
since the comparative approach has been employed to cover the period from 
World War II to the early 1990s and the Kádár- Kekkonen era, in particular,5 
one the most interesting achievement of such studies being the comparison of 
Hungarian and Finnish science policies (in Hungary pseudo-Marxist, in Finland 
“rosy reddish” and progressive, thus making the co-operation smooth-going).6 
This shift of interest has left room for reconsidering the interwar years,7 the peri-
od when the so called kinship relations reached their apogee.

Rapprochement in Politics of Culture

In what follows an attempt is made to deal with cultural political rapprochement 
of the two countries, and obviously it is proper to start from the early 1920s.

The outcomes of the Great War and the Russian revolution dramatically 
changed the European powers’ political constellation, and the situation of the 
two countries also changed for good: both Finland and Hungary became inde-
pendent but with different preconditions: with the Trianon Peace Treaty (1920) 
Hungary sunk into a status of a small state losing millions of its citizens to its old 
and new neighbor states, most of which remained hostile to it in the future. With 
good reason, many educated Hungarian felt that they had experienced a great in-
justice and a deeper catastrophe than in Mohács. Also Finland, which had made 
– for many in the extreme right, an unsatisfactory – peace with the Soviet Russia 
in Dorpat in 1920, was left without friends or supporters in the early 1920s but 
nevertheless officially rejoiced its newly-gained sovereignty. What was common 
to both countries in the aftermath of the Great War was that they sought security 
in the new Europe without really finding it.

For a long time they remained foreign politically isolated and alone as the 
Great Powers in Europe started to cast sullen glances to each other and play the 
suicidal game of blackmail and gamble.8 The revengeful Germany and the defiant 

4  For similarities and differences in preconditions of economic development, see Mauranen, 
Tapani (ed.), Economic Development in Hungary and in Finland, 1860–1939. Communications of the 
Institute of Economic and Social History. Vol. 18. Helsinki, 1985.

5  See “Halmesvirta, Anssi (ed.), Kádár’s Hungary – Kekkonen’s Finland”, = Hungarologische 
Beiträge 14, 2002. Halmesvirta, Anssi; Nyyssönen, Heino, Bridge-Building and Political Cultures: 
Hungary and Finland 1956–1989. Jyväskylä, 2006.

6  For details of various scientific co-operative projects: Halmesvirta, Anssi, Co-operation 
across Iron Curtain. Hungarian-Finnisjh Scientific Relations of the Academies from the 1960s to 1990s. 
Jyväskylä, 2005. (Studies in General History Vol. 12.)

7  There is a collection of studies of the cultural relations of the two countries: Heikkilä, Päivi; 
Karig, Sára (eds.), Barátok, rokonok. Tanulmányok a finn-magyar kulturális kapcsolatok történetéből 
[Friends, Kin People. Studies on the History of the Cultural Relations between Finland and Hungary]. 
Budapest, 1984. This article looks at them from a general, cultural-political point of view and 
updates the research situation.

8  For a ruthless interpretation of European self-destruction, see Kershaw, Ian, To Hell and 
Back. Europe, 1914–1949. London, 2015. Cf. Ormos Mária’s concept “fejőstehén” applicable to 
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Soviet Union were arising as competing threats in the continent, and Hungarian 
and Finnish leaders followed the developments with anxiety and caution in a 
geopolitically precarious situation as they were between the West and the East, 
now seen again by critical observers as a borderline between civilization and new 
barbarism. Optimism concerning the capabilities of the League of the Nations to 
hinder confrontations soon evaporated when it was realized in Hungary and in 
Finland that Western powers were not in the end truly ready to safeguard their 
security interests. Similarly disconsolate mood was expressed on a literary forum 
by Dezső Szabó in 1923 in a story of two orphans, a Hungarian and a Finn, 
whom he made meet at the Vienna main railway station. They are hungry and 
share their bread without comprehending each other’s speech but understanding 
the message of (I quote) “bread, flesh and heart”: it is as if Szabó wanted to say 
this: if Great Powers are like wolves and the small ones just lambs, outcasts of 
history, it is the small ones that preserve humanity, human contact and respect 
towards the foreign Other.9 A message of peace and friendship after so many years 
of horrible slaughter.

In the aftermath of the war, Hungary and Finland did not seem to have many 
common concrete interests to cherish at all, coordinated diplomacy did not work 
properly and the trading contacts were almost non-existent. Finland opened an 
Embassy in Budapest in 1934, a lot later than Hungary in Finland, in 1928. 
Finland was asked and it tried to support Hungary’s policy of revision of the 
Trianon borders and its complaints in the League of Nations to protect Hungarian 
minorities in neighboring countries but with little or no success. Finland was pre-
occupied with the so called Nordic approach and building a cordon sanitaire in 
the Baltic, also without any binding agreements and arrangements. In the long 
run, there seemed to remain only one alternative left for both: the direction of 
Germany, initially in good and ultimately in very bad.10

In the shade of gradually growing tension on the continent Hungarians and 
Finns appeared at least in certain intellectual circles – the fringes of rearguard 
right pressurizing foreign political decision-makers – to find common ground: 
The aggressively national-romantic Finns who dreamed of conquering Eastern 
Karelia could sympathize with Hungary’s losses in the Trianon and reciprocally 
the Hungarians, who compared Karelia to Transylvania, could very well under-
stand the ideas of “Greater Finland”. In the 1930s dissimilarities in macro- na-
tionalist visions of grandeur were gradually forgotten,11 although they were fore-
stalled in official policy until the Second World War.

Hungary. This role Finland was far more obstinate to accept; see Ormos, Mária, Magyarország a két 
világháború korában 1914–1945 [Hungary in the Years of Two World Wars, 1914–1945]. Debrecen, 
2006. 219.

9  Szabó, Dezső, “Kaksi orpoa”, = Suomen heimo 7, 1923. 190–191.
10  Halmesvirta, Anssi, Kedves rokonok. Magyarország és Finnország 1920–1945 [Dear Kin. 

Hungary and Finland, 1920–1945]. Budapest, 2014. Ch. VII.
11  Halmesvirta, Anssi, “From Nationalism to Macro-Nationalism”, In. Gyáni, Gábor; 

Halmesvirta, Anssi (eds.). Cultural Nationalism in a Finnish-Hungarian Context. Budapest, 2018. 
27–48. 42–44.
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The revisionist message arrived from Hungary to Finland via some moder-
ately enthusiastic kinship societies in Finland, such as the League of Finnishness 
(Suomalaisuuden Liitto), League of Independence (Itsenäisyyden Liitto) and 
Academic Kinship Club (Akateeminen Heimoklubi) which published journals 
and other papers (Heimotyö, Heimokansa) propagating the Hungarian predica-
ment and a solution to it, and distributed the internationally appealing Justice for 
Hungary. Review and Criticism of the Effect of the Treaty of Trianon (1928) which 
found its way to the hands of the Finnish political and cultural elite.12 It was 
Aladár Bán’s Turan Society that was most active towards Finland and Estonia and 
it tried to woo Finns to promote the ideology of pan-turanism. The Finns advo-
cating the kinship idea rather shied away from it, and were more eager to launch 
projects to disseminate the idea of finno- ugric cultural reunion and initiate res-
cue work for the forsaken finno-ugric kin peoples in the Soviet Union. Although 
turanism and finno-ugrism were similar in their far-fetched goals of political in-
fluence and geographical expansion, the directions differed: Hungarians looked 
to Turkey and further East whereas the Finns veered to the nearby cross-border 
“brothers”, Karelians, Vepsians, Vatjans and others, in particular. Nevertheless, 
solid common ground was found in the finno-ugric cultural congresses organized 
regularly, in Helsinki in 1921 and 1931, in Budapest in 1928 and in Tallinn 
1924 and 1936. In these highly spirited reunion meetings a quite new concept of 
Finno-Ugrian culture was flaunted which was imagined to become a challenger 
to obviously threatening Germanic and Slavic cultural and political encroach-
ments. It was as if all differences in cultural goals between Hungarians, Finns and 
even Estonians would be overcome and the “roots” of ancient culture behind the 
Ural mountains could be resuscitated. There was wide agreement on what could 
be the power of this cultural reunion: If Finns and Hungarians could not conquer 
the world with sword, they were destined to rule it by word. This was the time 
of – as Mika Waltari put it – “Great Illusions” connecting the small ones aiming 
at something bigger.

For the Hungarian advocates of the finno-ugric or turanian cultural revival 
it was important to acquaint with the Finnish “brother”, his lifestyle and natu-
ral as well as cultural environment on the spot. Only in this way it was deemed 
possible to find out how different from Hungarians or similar to them they ac-
tually were.  It was no lesser personality than the former Prime Minister and the 
Chairman of the Turanian Society, Pál Teleki himself, who led the expedition 
to Finland and Lapland in 1924.13 It has been claimed that he went there to 
refresh his over-burdened mind but I would think that the expedition was very 
serious for its members came from the top of Hungarian sciences and humani-

12  Cf. E.g. Arvi Järventaus’s lament, who wrote several historical novels set in Hungary, that 
“hopefully in the near future dawns the day, when every Hungarian is at home again in one coun-
try, and then can I shout from my sick-bed ’long live Great Hungary’ for its recovery”. He hoped 
that new maps showing the difference between “mutilated” and “Great” Hungary could be sent 
to Finland by his finnophile friends. Arvi Järventaus to Petőfi Society on the 2nd of March, 1934.

13  For details, see Halmesvirta, Anssi, “Teleki Pál finnországi tanulmányútja 1924-ben [Pál 
Teleki’s Expedition to Finland in 1924]”, = Történelmi Szemle 52, 2010, 2, 189–208.
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ties. Without going into detail, which can be read in this issue of the Történelmi 
Szemle (2010/2), the expedition was quite successful and it published reports and 
a book, which jettisoned the “old” stereotype of the Finn as belonging somehow 
to the lowly Mongolian “race” and confirmed their attachment to the superior 
Finno-Ugric one.14 It was their progressive economy, modernized culture and 
lifestyle, which flabbergasted the Hungarians and made them wonder whether 
Finns were already ahead of the southern brothers in many areas of life since 
they had been able to combine “old” Kalevala -type of traditional way of life 
with modern, streamlined economy and social structure. As one Finland was not 
only a land of thousand lakes but, as Dániel Fehér put it, “thousands of (hap-
py) farmers”.15 Despite all the factual differences seen in Finland, the expedition 
proved to fennophile Hungarians that they and Finns were now, from the end 
of the 1920s on, “racially” as well as mentally more similar than ever before, 
and now in a new phase of semi-official cultural co-operation and co-existence, 
Hungarians and Finns–Estonians in some measure, too – could perform their 
mission among cultured nations and contribute significantly to the entire civili-
zation of humankind. The co-operation was officially supported from the Finnish 
side by Ambassadors Idman, Setälä and Talas and from the Hungarian side by 
Minister of Culture, Kuno Klebelsberg who visited Finland in 1930.16 It was due 
to his initiative that the countries signed the cultural agreement in 1937 mak-
ing cultural and scientific exchange officially recognized. Between 1930–1944 
the countries’scientific circles exchanged 20 grant-holders to learn specific skills 
which were not available at home. For example, some Hungarian experts wanted 
to study Finnish forestry, the most progressive branch of industry in Finland 
and a few Finns wanted to learn and import the newest inventions of the inter-
nationally highly-valued Hungarian medicine17 – showing the diversification in 
scientific interests in the countries.

Evidently, as I already pointed out, the rapprochement between Hungary 
and Finland happened in spite of great differences in economy, social life and 
political culture.18 Irrespective of the fact that both countries were predominant-

14  Bán, Aladár; Csekey, István; Faragó, József (eds.), Finnek, Észtek. A magyarok északi test-
vérnépei [Finns, Estonians. Northern Kin of the Hungarians]. Budapest,1928. Cf. Halmesvirta, Anssi, 
“Transformation of the Hungarian Image of the Finn. The Results of Count Teleki’s Expedition 
to Finland”, In. Bata, Tímea; Szarvas, Zsuzsa (eds.), Past and Present Stereotypes – Ethnological, 
Anthropological Perspectives. Budapest, 2010. 35–43.

15  Halmesvirta, “Transformation”, 2010. 38.
16  Ujváry, Gábor, “Klebelsberg Kuno és Hóman Bálint kultúrpolitikaja [The Cultural Policy 

of Kuno Klebelsberg and Bálint Hóman]”, In. Romsics, Ignác (ed.), A magyar jobboldali hagyomány 
[The Tradition of Extreme Right in Hungary, 1900–1948]. Budapest, 2009. 377–413.

17  Vares, Mari, “Finn-magyar kapcsolatok a két világháború közti időszakban [Finnish-
Hungarian Relations in the Years of Two World Wars]”, In. Sievers, Jaakko (ed.), Rokoni körben. 
A magyarországi finn képviselet története [In The Circles of Kin. A History of the Finnish Diplomatic 
Mission in Hungary]. Budapest, 2010. 19–35. 21.

18  Statistical data cited in this article concerning Finland is collected from: Koponen, Juhani; 
Saaritsa, Sakari (eds.), Nälkämaasta hyvinvointivaltioksi. Suomi kehityksen kiinniottajana. Tallinna, 
2019. Data concerning Hungary comes mainly from: Romsics, Ignác, Magyarország története XX. 
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ly agricultural – in Finland, the percentage of people gaining livelihood from 
agriculture was in 1930 c. 45 (combined with agricultural workers and people 
working in forestry c. 59), in Hungary it stood at 53, in Finland modernizing 
capitalism was combined with relatively well-balanced land-owning system in 
which free peasantry dominated the scene. Its base was strengthened by the Lex 
Kallio which established over 200.000 new farms in 1920, whereas in Hungary 
the much needed land-reform of 1920 was rather cosmetic and a more extensive 
one was delayed until post-World War II as the great landowners, aristocracy 
consisting of clerics or noblemen defended the semi-feudal structure based not 
only on latifundia agriculture but also on highest positions of civil service while 
quite many of the so called “free professions”, and positions in banking, industry 
and sections of intelligentsia were in the hands of Jews, a state of affairs which 
the “genuine”, true Hungarians found irritating, to say the least. As the farms in 
Finland proved sustainable and the farmers sold their wood to expanding forest 
industries, the agriculture could find capital and adapt to the capitalist economy 
better by modernizing its methods (better crops, fertilizing, co-operative banks, 
counselling) than in Hungary where there was no such competitive export indus-
try which could have sucked surplus population of the countryside and accrued 
peasants extra income in times of economic depression.

One can say that in Finland civil society and its representation in politics was 
progressively democratic, whereas in Hungary the state-oriented elite was rather 
conservative and backward-looking, for example, in its historicized visions of a 
return to the greatness of Szent István. In Finland, the middle-class was strong, 
in Hungary its echelons were still politically weak, although continuous efforts 
were made in the 1930s to educate its progeny as augurs of the resurrection (feltá-
madás) of the country from its losses and backwardness. In Hungary illiteracy 
stood at 15% in 1920 and during the 1930s it had dropped to 7%, still more 
than in Finland from where it had been abolished.

Concerning the higher echelons of the society, cultural and knowledge capi-
tal were evidently more evenly divided in Finland than in Hungary where few ge-
niuses made the day. Finland stayed mediocre, Hungary could boast of renowned 
nobles and Nobelists. In Finland also political power was more evenly divided 
along multiparty lines than in Hungary and short- lived coalition governments 
were the normality. Under pressure from the West Finland steered towards repub-
lican politics and social-democrats were allowed back to political life, whereas in 
Hungary the electoral law was revised in the early 1920s so that the right to vote 
was restricted, secret ballot was lifted and the “Lords” (urak) could exert influence 
on the voting behavior of their subjects. The Minister of Interior explained to the 
legate of Finland: “(…) during the open ballot the lack of political judgement of 
the majority of the people had been controlled by the public opinion but under 
secret ballot not everyone was competent to vote as the control of public had 
been removed”. In his opinion, the right to vote was not an end in itself – it was a 

században [Hungary in the Twentieth Century]. Budapest, 1991. Dealing with economy and social 
conditions in general.
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means to safeguard the constitutional “life” in Hungary.19 In Finland, the political 
extremes of right and left possibly threatening the constitutional life were kept in 
bay by judicial control and democratic politics itself.

This state of affairs was somewhat reflected also in the so-called Jewish ques-
tion between the wars. The numerus clausus limited the ratio of Jews in higher 
education in Hungary – in Finland there was no “Jewish problem” but many 
Finnish observers sympathized the Hungarian solutions to it.20 In both countries 
communists were forced to underground or put to prison, and social-democrats 
had to make compromises in order to stay on the political map. The fear of return 
of left-wing revolutionary agitation was apparently more acute in Hungary than 
in Finland but it was in Finland that it was politically more contesting.

The conservative containment politics of István Bethlen, who was the Prime 
Minister from 1921 to 1931, aimed at national consolidation which led al-
most to one-party rule, the characteristics of which were limited parliamenta-
rism, semi-authoritarian rule, the predominance of upper ranks and the regent 
Horthy’s considerable powers. Around Horthy developed a personality-cult, and 
relations of power and career-building opportunities were usually dependent 
on the so called personal “protection” and contra-selective processes.21 In the so 
called White Finland consolidation took a more democratic turn as multi-party 
governments, merit and education in general were more important in social and 
political life than in Hungary, and all personality cults remained marginal (maybe 
Mannerheim was the only one in the White circles).22

Nevertheless, as in Hungary, also in Finland conservatives – if not in such an 
authoritarian tone as in Hungary23 – held that it was their mission to preserve 
culture and protect the society from the shortcomings of ultra-democracy, rise of 
mob-rule and its subversive instincts. One can say that it was because in Hungary 
the conservative elite preserved “high culture”, for example, in comparison to 
Belgrad, where a Finnish observer found 100 kilos fat belly-dancers providing 
it, whereas in Budapest classical music and theatre catered it. It was pleasing to 
observe that Hungarians shied away from the obscenities of balkanization.24 In 

19  Tauno Sutinen from Budapest to Foreign Ministry, Jan. 7, 1938.
20  Häkkinen, Ville, “Tuulessa huojuva pustan ruoho, valittava viulu – ja likaiset juutalai-

set. Suomalaisen matkakirjallisuuden Unkari-kuva maailmansotien välisellä ajalla”, In. Hokkanen, 
Markku; Laine-Frigren, Tuomas; Särkkä, Timo (eds.), Matkoja aatehistoriaan. Esseitä Anssi 
Halmesvirralle. Jyväskylä, 2016. [hereinafter Matkoja aatehistoriaan] 328–333.

21  For a balanced evaluation of the Horthy regime, see Romsics, Ignác, “The Nature of the 
Horthy Regime, 1920– 1944”, In. Matkoja aatehistoriaan, 2016. 187–200. In Finland, the cult 
of Mannerheim was born during the Winter War and has lived its own queer life ever since. See 
Halmesvirta, Anssi, “A Foreign Benefactor and a Domestic Liberator: the Cults of Lenin and 
Mannerheim in Finland”, = Scandinavian Journal of History 34, 2009, 4, 2009. 422–427.

22  Jussila, Osmo; Hentilä, Seppo; Nevakivi, Jukka (eds.), From Grand Duchy to a Modern 
State. A Political History of Finland since 1809. London, 1999. 148–166.

23  Papp Gábor (ed.), Konzervatív gondolkodók. Egy Akadémiai ülésszak előadásai. Debrecen, 
2016.; Vares, Vesa, Itsenäisyys ja poliittisen mentaliteetin muutos: konservatiivisesta elitismistä massa- 
ja luokkapohjaiseen demokratiaan (1919–1933). Turku, 1991.

24  Tauno Sutinen from Budapest to Foreign Ministry in Helsinki, Jan. 7, 1938.
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Hungary, the aristocracy was used to having almost total political power in socie-
ty and it had the monopoly of armed forces, gendarmerie and church. In Finland, 
on the contrary, there was no such conservative hegemony in society; although 
the Coalition Party and Swedish- speakers were conservative, they were not aris-
tocratic but entertained mostly a slightly reformist stance and could compromise 
with the Centre.25

When encountering the realities of society, latent attitudes and stereotypes 
came to the fore. In Hungarian countryside, in particular, a Finnish observer 
could encounter inflexible officiousness and submissiveness in the relations be-
tween peasants, bureaucrats and officials – social characteristics and mentality 
greatly despised in Finland. To them, they showed semi-feudal, slavish public 
morality. One can find differences also in that in Hungary religious denomina-
tions were more influential in socializing the people into Christian-nationalistic 
ways of seeing the world than in Finland, although in both countries a sort of 
muscular qua messianistic nationalism was the dominant national ideology. And 
there was in Hungary the extensive landownership and political influence of the 
Catholic church missing from Protestant Finland. When Finnish travelers visited 
Hungarian countryside they instantly recognized the differences in work-moral-
ity between Finnish and Hungarian peasant, but at the same token, they were 
envious of the Hungarian customs of entertainment and leisure.

Irrespective of Hungary’s being definitely aristocratic with specific ranks and 
Finland’s more or less democratic class-society, what was somewhat astonishingly 
common in their political cultures was that in both countries elderly historians, 
ethnologists, linguists and other such members of the academia and intelligentsia 
exerted considerable influence not only in culture but in semi-official and occa-
sionally in official foreign politics, too; in Finland, for example, through right-
wing university and civil societies, and in Hungary, for example, through Foreign 
Political Society. Evidently, it was important for the Hungarians involved in this 
work to support governmental policy to bind cultural and political co-operation 
together in order to make Hungary seem great again in the eyes of outsiders, 
whereas in Finland such pursuits were mostly inward-looking, for example, when 
used as tools to minimize the influence of Swedish-speakers in all spheres of cul-
ture and politics.

Consciousness in Hungary and Finland of their nations’ kindred nature and 
linguistic proximity egged the cultural eminencies on to launch various projects 
to bring the nations ever closer to each other. Cultured, educated people enthu-
siastic about Hungarian-Finnish relations took to extensive translation and pub-
lishing work as well as teaching and studying of language in order to encourage 
young people to interchange with kin young in both countries. The University 

25  Romsics, Ignác, “Bevezetés. Az Európai és Magyar jobboldal alaptípusai [Introduction. 
Basic Types of Political Right in Europe and Hungary]”, In. Romsics, Ignác (ed.), Magyar job-
boldali hagyomány1900–1948 [Reinterpretation of History. Bálint Hóman, Historian and Politician]. 
Budapest, 2009. 7–33.; Vares, Vesa, “Duties of the Estate – or a Ballott: The Different Precoditions, 
Facilities and Political Lines of Action in Hungary and Finland between the World Wars”, = 
Hungarologische Beitrräge 7, 1996, 29–44.
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of Helsinki established the post of lecturer in Hungarian language in 1925 and 
combined it with the Hungarian Institute. Young people heard the call: for ex-
ample, the Levente delegation hailed the Finnish scout movement in 1935 as its 
closest ally in Europe and brought with it tables of racial classification to bring 
the conclusion home: we are made of the same biological and hereditary matter.26 
It is not easy to imagine a more intimate identification during the times when 
the “theories of racial hierarchies” were in high esteem. In general, active interac-
tion between Hungary and Finland in interwar years was largely motivated by a 
dichotomy of Identity and Alterity for in both countries there were thousands of 
people who felt similarity but, at the same time strangeness towards the Other, a 
mixture of attractive sentiments and sometimes wild gestures fitting for long-last-
ing contacts and friendships. This level of “sameness” was never achieved again 
although some of the questions of fate (sorskérdések) were of the similar kind af-
ter the Second World War. Without this identification, it would have been unim-
aginable for Hungary to send a battalion to Finland to fight in the Winter War.27

Higher Education in Hungary and Finland

Let me now turn to my special topic in this presentation, which is the devel-
opment of higher education, especially universities, in Hungary and Finland, 
its parallel trends, its possible similarities and differences, and contrasts. As it 
is well-known, overwhelmingly nationalist ideologies impregnated all spheres of 
education. I have to confess that my information on the topic is provisional but, 
nevertheless, there are some telling facts and trends to be noted.28

In both countries considerable investments were being made in reforming 
Universities and colleges in order to lift the level of higher education closer to 
Central and Western European standards. In Hungary it took some 25 % of the 
education budget and in Finland it took no less, and the levels remained about 
the same throughout the 1920s and 1930s. It seems that in Hungary more invest-
ments were being made in the natural and medical sciences (Astronomy, Biology, 
Public Health) than in Finland, where only two more higher educational institu-
tions were being established, the so called College of Social Sciences (Helsinki) 
and the Jyväskylä College of Education. This seems to imply that in Finland the 
development of civil society was emphasized and widely supported in order to 
stop the growth of “student proletariat”, whereas in Hungary the search for in-

26  Rosztóczy, Ernő, Levente nuoriso tervehtii Suomen kansaa. Helsinki, 1942.
27  Richly, Gábor, Veli veljen puolesta. Talvisota ja Unkari. Jyväskylä, 2015. 11–29.
28  The following chapter is based on information culled from Romsics, Magyarország 

története, 1991. Szegedy-Maszák, Mihaly, “The Age of Bourgeois Society. II. Intellectual Life”, 
In. Kósa, László (ed.), A Cultural History of Hungary in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Century. 
Budapest, 2000. 211–248.; Matikainen, Olli, “Kulturgeschichte des Unabhängigen Finnland”, In. 
Halmesvirta, Anssi (ed.), Land unter dem Nordlicht. Eine Kulturgeschichte Finnlands. Darmstadt, 
2013. 171–224.; Välimaa, Jussi, Opinteillä oppineita. Suomalainen korkeakoulutus keskiajalta 
2000-luvulle. Jyväskylä, 2018. 5–6.
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ventive talent was the target. However, in order to expand on this generalization, 
one needs more specific data from both countries.

In Hungary, University of Debrecen was built up, and in 1921 new institu-
tions were established in Pécs and Szeged to compensate the losses of Trianon (i.e. 
Kolozsvár and Pozsony). Hungary’s higher educational system became very much 
nationally homogenized whereas in Finland the language strife between Finnish- 
and Swedish-speakers inherited from the previous century still raged in univer-
sity establishment. It was very irritating to the Finnish elite that there were still 
at the beginning of the 1920s a majority of Swedish-speaking professors at the 
University Helsinki. The ensuing finnicization of higher education was opposed 
by the rich bourgeois and landowning Swedes, and they counteracted by found-
ing a Swedish-speaking university in Turku, the Åbo Academy in 1919 – a radi-
cal move, which challenged the Finnish-speakers to establish a Finnish-speaking 
companion University in the same town. One can say that the continuous com-
petition between Finnish- and Swedish-speakers was, contrary to contemporary 
expectations, prone to improve the quality of higher education in Finland. In 
Hungary, where the traditions of higher education were quite magyaros, the qual-
ity was improved by internal competition and motivation to show the ingeniuty 
of Hungarians to the world, and not without certain splendid results.

When looking at the numbers of students in Hungary and Finland in the 
1920s and 1930s, we find some discrepancies, which tell of the structural dif-
ferences in student recruitment in the countries. In Hungary, there were in 
1920–1921 some 10.000 students in higher education, and in Finland, where 
the population was about one third of the Hungarian total, just over three mil-
lion, there were in 1920–1921 3532 students, about a third of the Hungarian 
student population. However, the situation changed drastically for the better for 
the Finns, since in 1937–1938 the student number there stood at 8856, whereas 
in Hungary it had increased to 11.800, 18% above the 1920–1921 number. As 
one can expect, the universities of capitals dominated the scene, in Hungary, 
the Pazmány Péter University with 4625 students in 1935, and in Finland the 
University of Helsinki, with 6665 in 1938. If we look at student mobility at the 
time, it becomes clear that the Hungarian government regularly and institution-
ally supported talented students’ studies abroad, in Germany in particular, the 
direction where Finnish students also were encouraged to complete their exper-
tise but not as enthusiastically as the Hungarian authorities (Kuno Klebelsberg, 
Bálint Homán) did.29  Encouraged by the cultural exchange agreement (1937) 
student and researcher exchange started between Hungary and Finland but their 
numbers remained quite modest.30

If we take a closer look at the social stratification of the student population 
in Hungary and Finland in pre-World War II years, we can see the following: in 
Hungary from peasant smallholders, factory workers and agricultural labourers 

29  See Ujváry, Gábor (ed.), Történeti átértékelés. Homán Bálint, a történész és a politikus 
[Reinterpretation of History. Bálint Hóman, Historian and Politician]. Budapest, 2011.

30  Halmesvirta, Kedves Rokonok, 2014. 174–183.
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came altogether 18,2% of the university students, in Finland the percentage of 
workers and peasants grew in from the 1920s to 1930s from 27% to 33% – their 
share of the total population was c. 85%. Their social standing was evidently 
higher than in Hungary.

In both countries the very highest social classes were quite overrepresented in 
higher education, and this has gradually balanced only after World War II. This 
was felt also in the choice of disciplines that were most popular in universities in 
both countries, namely language and literature as well as ethnology and history, 
and law studies, in Finland in particular, the rather traditional national subjects. 
No wonder why many of influential politicians and intellectuals of the interwar 
period owed their career and prestige to such higher educational background. As 
I already pointed out, it was these people who created the kinship and cultural 
contacts between the countries.

Irrespective of the relatively high appreciation of the respectability of the 
working class in Finland, it deserves pointing out that there appeared among the 
“White” elite the fear that the flood of “Red” students coming from worker back-
ground would form a threat to society, because after studies they might become 
unemployed and radicalized. As later studies show, this fear was unfounded. In 
Hungary, the threat was seen to come from a different quarter, namely from 
the Jews whose percentage dropped to 10% of the student population in the 
late 1930s. This was due to the numerus clausus which decreased their pre-war 
30–34% to post-war share of some 8–11%. As already noted, the Jewish question 
was almost non-existent in Finland but the Swedish-Finnish antagonism pre-
vailed until 1930s, exacerbated by the ultra-Finnish propaganda of the Academic 
Karelian Society, which cherished contacts to Hungary (via Academic Kinship 
Club). Due to its rather aggressive pressurizing, the number of Swedish- speaking 
Professors at the University of Helsinki was restricted to fifteen. As already seen, 
the Swedish-speakers reacted soon: they established, mostly from private resourc-
es, a wholly Swedish-speaking University in Turku, the Åbo Academy. Despite 
all the quarrel and strife between the Finnish- and Swedish-speakers, one can 
conclude that the relations of the majority and minority were settled quite well in 
the end, – officially Finland was to remain a bilingual country – a system which 
amazed quite a few Hungarian and other observers in the end of the 1930s. It 
was common in both countries that students coming from civil servant families 
and higher middle classes took considerable share of the student population, in 
Finland two thirds of the total. And, if we take into account the rising number 
of students coming from worker and peasant families, the change in both coun-
tries indicates that traditional intelligentsia, great landowners and civil service 
corps were somewhat losing the ground. As Ignác Romsics’s calculations show, 
in Hungary this was partly caused by the falling birth rate.31 In Finland, as Jussi 
Välimaa’s study in the history of higher education in Finland implies, this was 
primarily because among the Finns the tradition of believing in higher educa-
tion and educational culture was very strong, and parents from humble origins 

31  Romsics, Magyarország története, 1991. 184–186.
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encouraged their children to try to do better in life than they themselves had 
done.32 Conviction concerning the high value of education was not based only 
on the civilizing process and nation-building campaigns of the late fennomen 
but it had wide support also in worker and lower peasant families. Finland and 
Hungary were predominantly agrarian countries but it seems that in Hungary the 
government made more forceful efforts to uplift the clever youngsters from poor 
peasant families to win a place in university learning, and during the Ministry of 
Bálint Homán, they were given free board and had not to pay any tuition fees, a 
measure to dig deep into the soil of Hungarian national character which was for 
the contemporary scholars buried in the countryside peasantry. The intriguing 
questions Mi a Magyar or Merre Tovább? needed answers and reactions from the 
bottom of the society33 – in Finland the answer to the question What is a Finn? 
would be socially more polyphonic.

Women in higher education

From the point of view of the development of equal participation in higher edu-
cation and higher positions of employment, it would be interesting to compare 
the opportunities to conduct university studies by Hungarian and Finnish women. 
In Finland, a study has been conducted on the topic in 1995 and in Hungary in 
the 2017.34 At certain points their data seem to show similarities, in others we 
can find dissimilarities. For example, in both countries women could or wanted to 
study mostly humanities, medicine and pharmaceutics; approximately one third of 
students in humanities were female. In 1935–1936 out of all students (5817) in 
Budapest 1032 were female, in Finland in the same years the ratio was 2500/9000 
students.35 Finland was number one in the world whereas Hungary was tenth in 
enrolling female students in humanities. In both countries women were rare birds 
in studying engineering and similarly women were excluded from the highest, so 
called prestige positions in the service of the state, although in Finland there were 
a few exceptions. In Hungary women largely compensated the numerus clausus – 
from 1919 to 1926 – in certain studies like law and economics by studying at high 
schools to become teachers, specialists in health sciences, services and in physical 
education. Although there was no numerus clausus in Finland, the same trend ap-
pears: women with a doctorate worked as teachers, secretaries and in health services. 
In both countries there were not any women studying engineering. In Finland there 
were in 1929 sixty female doctors of medicine practicing, in Budapest roughly at 

32  Välimaa, Opinteillä oppineita, 2018. 357–365.
33  Romsics, Ignác; Szegedy-Maszák, Mihály, Mi a magyar? [What is a Hungarian?]. Budapest, 

2005.; Schlett, István [et al.], Merre tovább Magyarország? [Where are You going Next Hungary?]. 
Budapest, 2008.

34  Cf. Kaarninen, Mervi, Nykyajan tytöt. Koulutus, luokka ja sukupuoli 1920- ja 1930-lu-
vun Suomessa. Helsinki, 1995. Papp, Barbara; Sipos, Balázs, Modern, diplomás nő a Horthy korban 
[Modern, Graduated Woman in the Era of Horthy]. Budapest, 2017.

35  Kaarninen, Nykyajan tytöt, 1995. 223.; Papp–Sipos, Modern, diplomás nő, 2017. 121, table.
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the same time 291.36 In Hungary the progress of academic women was modest but 
visible, in Finland it was quite “revolutionary” because from 1926 they could gain 
access to lower state service and in 1927 they could become judges. In the 1930s 
quite a few women worked as entrepreneurs, were involved in the co-operative 
movement or took part in political activities. In contrast to Hungary where the 
political left was quite curtailed, in Finland women in the social-democratic party 
could reach high, for example, Miina Sillanpää became the first ever female minister 
in a Finnish government; when the SDP held the power in the mid-1920s, she was 
the Minister of Social Affairs in 1926–1927 and a member of the Eduskunta for 36 
years. She had arisen in the party as leader of the Workers’ Union for Women and 
the editor of the leading women’s magazine. In Hungary such women’s magazines, 
which were one of the ways to make a successful career, were rather conservative 
and supported the policies of the government.

Measured in terms of modernization, it has already been observed by many 
experts that Finland seemed to surpass Hungary, not only in economy but in many 
other spheres of life. As I am not an economic historian, I dare not present long-
term statistics, but only point to the fact that when the growth of GNP (Gross 
National Product) of Finland was at the end of the 1930s about one quarter above 
the European average, the growth rate being c. 5% annually between 1928–1938, 
whereas in Hungary it was 1,7% leaving it well below the European average. 
Certainly, Hungary’s situation was almost catastrophic in 1920, whereas in Finland, 
in spite of the bitter Civil War, for instance, paper and textile industries benefited 
from the Great War. It could make an interesting study to compare the interwar 
living standards and social conditions between these two countries more thorough-
ly,37 but it would be very vulnerable to criticism for its shaky vantage-point: how to 
socially compare two countries which had so very different historical preconditions 
to economic and social progress? Obviously, also in economic and social structures, 
Finland would appear as Nordic and Hungary as Central Eastern European.38 In 
this juncture, it is best for me to leave this topic to economic and social historians 
and statistical experts to pursue, and conclude my presentation by saying that the 
political and economic constellations after the Great War and the great depression 
gave Finland – which had not suffered as much as Hungary from either – a lot 
better springboard to build its economy and society ever since – the so called “suc-
cess- story”39 at least for the better-off in society, widely celebrated in the centenary 
of 2017.

36  Kaarninen, Nykyajan tytöt, 1995. 223.; Papp–Sipos, Modern, diplomás nő, 2017, 147.
37  E.g. for agriculture, cf. Estók, János; Fehér, György; Gunst, Péter; Varga, Zsuzsanna (eds.), 

Agrárvilág Magyarországon 1848–2002 [The Agrarian World in Hungary, 1848–2002]. Budapest, 
2003.; Varga, Zsuzsanna; Halmesvirta, Anssi (eds.), Agriculture and Rural Life in Finland and in 
Hungary. Loimaa, 2018.

38  Cf. Koponen–Saaritsa, Nälkämaasta hyvinvointivaltioksi, 2019.; Romsics, Magyarország 
története, 1991. dealing with economy in general.

39  Engman, Max; Kirby, David (eds.), Finland, People – Nation – State. London, 1999.
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Éva Mathey

TRIANON, THE QUESTION OF HUNGARIAN 
REVISIONISM AND THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA

The Treaty of Trianon, signed on June 4, 1920 under duress by the Hungarian 
government, dismembered historic Hungary. The harsh and punitive terms of 
the peace treaty came as a shock for Hungarians, created a serious emotional “dis-
location” in the Hungarian mind, and, understandably, Trianon was perceived 
as one of the most severe national tragedies in living memory.  With the loss of 
war, following the challenges of two revolutions shortly in the wake of World 
War I, amidst serious political and military crisis, Hungary had to give up her 
Great Power status. Trianon became an overarching national issue during the in-
terwar period, and regardless of social, economic, and political background of the 
Hungarian people, the whole nation regarded the revision of the treaty, and thus, 
the rectification of Hungary’s frontiers not only necessary, but inevitable. This, 
understandably, gave rise to popular revisionist beliefs and expectations.

Hungarians during the interwar years held the firm opinion that a return to 
the frontiers of historic Hungary was possible with the support of foreign powers. 
Hungarian revisionist policies and propaganda were primarily directed toward 
European powers such as France, Great Britain, and from the second half of the 
1930s Italy and Germany. Concurrently, however, as several archival as well as 
secondary sources suggest, Hungarians during the interwar period (especially in 
the 1920s) entertained high expectations toward the United States of America 
as a potential supporter of the revision of the Treaty of Trianon. The United 
States pursued the policy of political non-entanglement relative to the affairs of 
Europe after World War I, she completely withdrew from the Paris peace project 
and did not become a member of the League of Nations. This notwithstanding, 
Hungarians cherished the hope that the United States would support Hungary’s 
search to revise the terms of the Trianon Peace Treaty.

The popular myth of America as a potential supporter of Hungary’s cause 
was backed by numerous significant, yet misleading, often mistaken and misin-
terpreted ideological, historical, and political tenets, among them the belief that 
Wilson’s Fourteen Points of January 1918 provided the basis for peace at the end 
of World War I, therefore the Hungarian assumption that the USA did not wish 
to dismember the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. The refusal of the US Senate to 
ratify the Paris peace treaties, and the (alleged) lack of mention of Trianon in the 
separate US-Hungarian peace treaty signed in August 1921 similarly gave ground 
to such impressions. These ideas, recurrent in revisionist literature and discourse 
as well, provided the most important building blocks of the revisionist argument 
and expectations toward the United States. 
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The Fourteen Points, dismemberment and the American position

One of the popular building blocks of Hungarian revisionist expectations toward 
the US was the belief that Wilson did not wish to dismember the Monarchy and 
the US wished to end the war with the Monarchy based on the Fourteen Points 
of January 1918.

Figure 1. From Wilson, Wilsonian peace only!1

Wilson’s Habsburg policy between January 1917 and May 1918 was characterized 
by the tactics of giving assurances to the Monarchy that the US intended to pre-
serve her territorial integrity. The main consideration behind America’s Habsburg 
policy was to secure a “sufficient guarantee of peace”2 against dismemberment, 
and to persuade the Monarchy to conclude a separate peace and abandon its 

1  From the Facebook homepage of the Hadtörténeti Intézet és Múzeum [Hungarian Military 
History Museum] https://www.facebook.com/hadtorteneti.muzeum/posts/3026054174097149 
(Downloaded on December 1, 2020).

2  Robert Lansing to Walter H. Page, February 8, 1917. Papers relating to the foreign relations of 
the United States. 1917. Supplement. I. The World War. Washington, D. C., 1931. 40.
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German ally. Despite the Allies’ opposing views and war aims3 the US pursued 
this policy until the spring of 1918.

Between the end of 1916, Charles I’s accession to the throne of Austria-
Hungary, and the spring of 1918 there were several official and semi-official at-
tempts at concluding a separate peace with Vienna. From March to May 1917 the 
Emperor Charles and his wife also got involved in the secret peace negotiations 
through the two Bourbon Princes of Parma. Through American mediation paral-
lel secret talks were also held, for example, between General Jan Christian Smuts 
and former Austrian Ambassador to London Count Albert Mensdorff-Pouilly 
and between Count Abel Armand of the French General Staff and Austrian dip-
lomat Count Nicholas Revertera. These peace overtures, however, all failed due to 
Vienna’s reluctance to agree to quit the war. As Austrian Foreign Minister Count 
Ottokar Czernin put it: “Austria-Hungary could only enter into nego[c]iations 
for peace simultaneously with her allies.”4

At the same time, frustrated by the failure of the separate peace talks, President 
Wilson wished to show Austria-Hungary what was at stake, and thereby tried to 
lure the Monarchy away from Germany.5 The American declaration of war on the 
Monarchy on December 7, 1917 was one such move. This, however, principally 
did not affect the official US approach toward Austria-Hungary as Wilson stated: 
“(…) we do not wish in any way to impair or to rearrange the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire.”6 The official declaration of American war aims on January 8, 1918, the 
Fourteen Points, presented no change in this respect either.

The declaration of the Fourteen Points was necessitated by several circum-
stances. Russia abandoned the war at the end of 1917, preparations for the 
Brest-Litovsk agreement started, while negotiations for a separate peace with the 
Monarchy failed again. It is also important to see that the Fourteen Points was 
not an idealistic program of war aims, but a pragmatic and tactical move to try 
to increase the willingness of the Monarchy to negotiate a separate peace and win 
her away from Germany, which is best illustrated by how Point Ten, the most 
important point with respect to the Monarchy, was drafted.

Preparations for a “scientific peace” began in September 1917 when President 
Wilson’s private task force, the Inquiry, started to prepare policy proposals and 
comprehensive plans for the president concerning certain geographic units, 
among them the Monarchy.7 Its memorandum, “War Aims and Peace Terms,” 

3  See the January 10, 1917 Allied declaration of war aims and the Balfour Memorandum of 
May 1917.

4  Frederick C. Penfield to Robert Lansing, February 27, 1917, FRUS. 1917. Supplement I. 
62-63. By the spring that year Czernin realized that making peace was inevitable. By then, however, 
secret peace was not negotiable with the Allies and the US. See Czernin’s April Memorandum to 
Charles IV.

5  Glant, Tibor, Throught the prism of the Habsburg Monarchy: Hungary in American diplomacy 
and public opinion during World War I. New York, 1998. 253–258.

6  Wilson cited in Mamatey, Victor S. The United States and East Central Europe 1914–1918. 
A study of Wilsonian diplomacy and propaganda. Princeton, 1957. 160.

7  Glant, Throught the prism, 1998. 257. The Inquiry’s Austro-Hungarian Division was headed 
by historian Charles Seymour, who worked with his associates Clive Day and Robert J. Kerner. In 
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threatened the Monarchy with dismemberment yet at the same time also implied 
that the Inquiry did not consider such action:8

“Our policy must therefore consist first in the stirring up of nation-
alistic discontent, and then in refusing to accept the extreme logic 
of this discontent which would be the dismemberment of Austria-
Hungary. By threatening the present German-Magyar combination 
with nationalist uprisings on the one side, and by showing it a mode 
of safety on the other, its resistance would be reduced to a mini-
mum, and the motive to an independence from Berlin in foreign 
affairs would be enormously accelerated. Austria-Hungary is in the 
position where she must be good in order to survive.”9

The Inquiry’s recommendation that “[t]owards Austria-Hungary the approach 
should consist of references to the subjection of the various nationalities, in order 
to keep that agitation alive, but coupled with it should go repeated assurances 
that no dismemberment of the Empire is intended”10 reflected Wilson’s some-
what ambiguous opinion. On the basis of the Inquiry’s report Wilson drafted 
Point Ten:11 “The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the nations we 
wish to see safeguarded and assured, should be accorded the freest opportunity to 
autonomous development.” The principle of national self-determination formu-
lated in Point Ten was (to be) interpreted by Austria-Hungary as the key to their 
independence and freedom of action to determine the future of the Monarchy 
after the war. The Fourteen Points in general assumed a symbolic character and 
began to mean much more for Hungarians than it was meant to: it became syn-
onymous with righteousness, fair play and the just peace and became almost 
synonymous with non-dismemberment.12

After the American declaration of war on the Monarchy and Wilson’s an-
nouncement of the Fourteen Points Washington attempted again to secure a sep-
arate peace with Austria-Hungary. Parallel with other French and British peace 
feelers, America resumed secret peace negotiations. In late January 1918 the 

the fall of 1918 the staff was extended to include Richard B. Barrett, Florance A. Hague, Charles 
Sweeney and Thomas Burk. Between September and January the Inquiry prepared various plans 
concerning the future of Austria-Hungary. Trialism, federalism, reform dualism and even dismem-
berment were among its recommendations. For more details see Glant, Throught the prism, 1998. 
205–225. 

8  Mamatey, Wilsonian diplomacy, 1957. 178.
9  Quoted in Mamatey, Wilsonian diplomacy, 1957. 179.
10  “War Aims and Peace Terms”, Report of the Inquiry. Papers relating to the foreign relations 

of the United States. 1919. The Paris peace conference, Vol.1. Washington, 1942. 48.; Baker, Ray 
Stannard, Woodrow Wilson and the world settlement Vol. 3. New York, 1922. 32. See also Taraszovics, 
Sándor, “American peace preparations during World War I”, In. Romsics, Ignác (ed.), 20th century 
Hungary and the great powers. Boulder, 1995. 79.

11  See Baker, Woodrow Wilson, 1922. 38.
12  Glant, Tibor, “A 14 pont története és mítosza” [The history and myth of the Fourteen 

Points]”, = Külügyi Szemle 4, 2009, 84–99.
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self-appointed American diplomat George David Herron, who was closely as-
sociated with the American Legation in Berne, Switzerland, initiated secret con-
versations between the Allies and Austria-Hungary.13 He approached Professor 
of International Law Heinrich Lammasch of Vienna and got engaged in a se-
ries of confidential discussions with him during the period of time between late 
January and April 1918. At the beginning it seemed that peace through America 
was “highly probable.”14 Although the Emperor Charles also expressed his wish 
to remodel the Dual Monarchy based on the Wilsonian concept of self-deter-
mination15 as expressed in the Fourteen Points and the Four Principles, until 
April 1918 he was rather reluctant to provide a definite answer and state that the 
Monarchy was indeed ready to sign a separate peace. Professor Lammasch tried 
to put pressure both on the emperor and the Austrian parliament and appealed to 
“choose an honorable peace” before it was too late.16 This notwithstanding, these 
secret peace negotiations were rendered unsuccessful again.

Not only did Germany obtain information relative to the Herron-Lammasch 
secret talks and immediately demanded Vienna to terminate further discussions, 
but in April the Sixtus Affair came to light.  Austrian Foreign Minister Count 
Ottokar Czernin indiscreetly disclosed information relative to the secret Armand-
Revertera talks of the preceding few months between French and Austrian gov-
ernment circles. In response French Premier Georges Clemenceau published the 
facsimile of the so-called Sixtus Letter written by Emperor Charles to former 
French President Raymond Poincaré proposing peace and offering Charles’ sup-
port for the “justified demands for the return of Alsace-Lorraine to France.”17 As 
the immediate consequence of the incident, the emperor discontinued all further 
negotiations with the Allied and Associated powers. Furthermore, the German-
Austrian alliance was strengthened by the Treaty of Spa on May 12, 1918. Austria 
was forced to pledge loyalty to Berlin and accept the joint military command of 
the Austrian and German armies.

Following several failed attempts to win the Monarchy away from her 
German ally, the infamous Czernin-Clemenceau showdown triggered frustration 
in the US and ended all hopes for a separate peace. Wilson’s previous Habsburg 
policy therefore seemed more and more untenable.18 By the summer of the year, 

13  George D. Herron was an American clergyman and writer, one of the major advocates of 
the Social Gospel movement. He lived in a self-imposed exile in Europe, where he continued to 
prepare intelligence reports to the American and British governments during World War I. 

14  Hugh R. Wilson to Robert Lansing, February 19, 1918. Lansing papers. Cited in 
Unterberger, Betty Miller, The United States, revolutionary Russia, and the rise of Czechoslovakia. 
College Station, 2000. 108.

15  Lansing, “Memorandum on Dr. Heinrich Lammasch”, February 10, 1918. Wilson papers. 
Cited in Unterberger, The United States, 2000. 107.

16  Pleasant A. Stovall to Robert Lansing, March 5, 1918. Cited in Unterberger, The United 
States, 2000. 113.

17  The Sixtus Letter. Quoted in Kann, Robert A., A history of the Habsburg Empire, 1526–
1918. Berkeley, 1974. 477.

18  Glant, Through the prism, 1998. 260–261; 263.
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President Wilson was ready to change his policy toward Austria-Hungary and 
eventually accept its dismemberment.

Meanwhile, the course of the war turned for the worse for the Central Powers 
by the fall of 1918. The Bulgarian front collapsed on September 26. In view 
of the grave military situation and the prospective danger of dismemberment, 
Foreign Minister Count István Burian tried to pick up the line of peace negotia-
tions which was made impossible by the Sixtus Affair, and invited all belligerents 
to a confidential discussion of the principles of peace on September 29, 1918. 
He announced that the Monarchy was ready to start peace negotiations on the 
basis of the Fourteen Points. Washington rejected Burián’s note even before it was 
officially delivered by Swedish Minister W. A. F. Ekengren.19 On October 7 the 
Monarchy’s official peace proposal arrived in Washington. In this “[t]he Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy (…) offer[ed] to conclude with [Wilson] and with his al-
lies an armistice (…), and to enter immediately upon negotiations for a peace for 
which the Fourteen Points in the Message of President Wilson to Congress of 
January 8, 1918, and the Four Points contained in President Wilson’s address of 
February 11, 1918, should serve as a foundation (…).”20

That the original Fourteen Points still stood and that they provided the basis 
for the peace negotiations by no means was true in the fall of 1918. Wilson’s 
official reply to the Austrian peace note on October 18 reflected this approach, 
and once and for all made the American position clear: “The President deems it 
his duty to say to the Austro-Hungarian Government that he cannot entertain 
the present suggestion of the Government because of certain events of utmost 
importance which, occurring since the delivery of his Address of January 8th last, 
have necessarily altered the attitude and the responsibility of the Government of 
the United States.”21

In October 1918, the US government had the Official American Commentary 
on the Fourteen Points prepared by Walter Lippmann and Frank I. Cobb. The 
document, also known as the Lippmann-Cobb Commentary, was made to clarify 
American war aims. The commentary put American plans for peace on a new 
basis and explicitly contained information regarding the readjustment of US poli-
cies toward the Monarchy, and its effect on Point Ten.22 It clearly stated that Point 
Ten was no longer valid.

19  Mamatey, Wilsonian diplomacy, 1957. 319.
20  Count Burián to President Wilson, October 5, 1918 in Temperley, Harold W. V. (ed.), A 

history of the peace conference of Paris. Vol. 1. London, 1920–24. 448. Also see W. A. F. Ekengren to 
the Secretary of State, October 7, 1918. FRUS, 1918, Vol. 1. Supplement I., 1931. 341.

21  For the full length of the message see President Wilson to Count Burián, October 18, 1918 
in Temperley, Peace conference of Paris, Vol. 1, 1920–24. 449–450; Secretary of State to W. A. F. 
Ekengren, October 19, 1918. FRUS, 1918, Vol. 1. Supplement I., 1931. 368.

22  See the full text of the commentary in Walworth, Arthur, America’s moment: 1918. American 
diplomacy at the end of World War I. New York, 1977. 280–281. 
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American refusal to sign the Treaty of Trianon

The fact that the US Senate did not approve of and thus refused to sign the 
treaties made in Paris was yet another tenet of the belief that the US could pos-
sibly support the revision of the Treaty of Trianon. America’s rejection of the 
postwar settlement was often interpreted as America’s refusal to become a par-
ty to the peace whose correction the US considered necessary. This Hungarian 
assumption was an illusion and was anything but well-founded.

The United States refused to ratify the Versailles peace treaty, as well as all 
the other peace treaties made in Paris – thus rendering Wilson’s idealistic vision 
of the post-World War I order a failure. The Republican shift in US domestic 
policy and the Republican victory in the Congressional elections had serious 
consequences with view to President Wilson’s peace project. The Republicans 
stood on a strong isolationist platform. This explained their intense, all-out 
political campaign against the ratification of the Paris peace treaties (known as 
the “treaty fight”) launched by the Irreconcilables, a group of US senators who 
bitterly attacked the treaties made at the Paris Peace Conference, and fought to 
defeat their ratification by the Congress. As a consequence, in November 1919 
the US Congress refused to ratify the Versailles Treaty and those made with 
other smaller nations. Their decision was substantiated by the fact that the 
treaties, without exception, contained the League of Nations Covenant which, 
under Article 10, was designed to secure the status quo by collective security 
measures.23 As one of the most ardent Irreconcilables, Senator William Edgar 
Borah of Idaho put it, the League was only a “cloak of respectability,”24 which, 
sanctioned by Article X of its Covenant, would have jeopardized America’s in-
dependent action and a certain degree of her national sovereignty, thus the tra-
ditional American policy of political isolation toward Europe; a policy which 
gained momentum again in the US after World War I.

Revisionist expectations toward the US in treaty revision was founded on 
yet another popular misconception, namely, that the separate peace the US 
made with Hungary signed on August 29, 1921 did not mention the bound-
aries of the Treaty of Trianon because the US did not approve of the frontiers 
of Hungary and the US did not wish to be a party to an unjust peace.  Not 
mentioning the frontiers of Hungary in the US-Hungarian separate peace, in 
Hungarians’ eyes created an important precedent inasmuch as it made the re-
adjustment of the Hungarian frontiers possible in the future in which, the US 
may undertake an important role. This belief was another tenet of the revision-

23  For more on this see Buckingham, Peter, International normalcy. The open door Peace with 
the former Central Powers, 1921–1929. Wilmington–Delaware, 1983. Also see Adler, Selig, The un-
certain giant, 1921–1941. American foreign policy between the wars. London, 1965; Lansing, Robert, 
The peace negotiations. A personal narrative by Robert Lansing. New York, 1921; and Seymour, 
Charles, Geography, justice and politics at the Paris peace conference of 1919. New York, 1951.

24  Maddox, Robert James, William E. Borah and American foreign policy. Baton Rouge, 1969. 
61.
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ist expectations toward the US. Nevertheless, as the analysis of the separate 
US-Hungarian peace below demonstrates, this notion also lacked validity.25

The US-Hungarian separate peace and the official American position

After the armistice in November 1918, the state of belligerency had to be 
terminated and peace had to be signed between the US and Hungary. As a 
result, the separate peace treaty between Hungary and the United States was 
concluded and signed on August 29, 1921 putting forth the general terms and 
conditions upon which the diplomatic, political and economic relations of the 
two countries were to rest during the interwar period.

The separate US-Hungarian peace treaty was based on Senate Joint 
Resolution 16, proposed and drafted by Senator Philander C. Knox, which ad-
vised to repeal the declarations of war against Germany and Austria-Hungary. 
It proposed to reserve “all the rights, powers, claims, privileges, indemnities, 
reparations, or advantages to which it and its nationals have been entitled (…)” 
under the Treaty of Versailles, at the same time it urged the total avoidance 
of the responsibilities emerging from the wartime alliance, the armistice and 
the Paris treaty system.26 The separate peace resolution, as revised by Steven 
G. Porter, thus known as the Knox-Porter resolution, passed Congress, and 
the state of belligerency was officially declared to have ceased.27 To secure the 
advantages the US had to sign bilateral treaties to guard the “benefits of the 
victors.”28 To this effect, Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes began the 
peace negotiations with Hungary on July 9, 1921,29 and, as pointed out in the 
Knox-Porter resolution, explicitly asked for the recognition and the guarantee 
of all rights and privileges the US was entitled to under the Treaty of Trianon. 
As the correspondence between Hughes and American Commissioner to 
Budapest Ulysses Grant-Smith demonstrates, the Knox-Porter resolution 
was anything but negotiable for Hungary. That notwithstanding, Hungarian 
Foreign Minister Count Miklós Bánffy and the Hungarian government re-
peatedly made attempts to enforce some reservations in the text of the reso-
lution. Although they accepted and were ready to guarantee American rights 
under the Treaty of Trianon, at the same time they suggested that the specific 

25  On this also see Mathey, Éva, “Official America and Hungarian revisionism between the 
wars”, In. Vadon, Lehel (ed.), Special issue in honor of professor Zoltán Abádi-Nagy. Eger, 2010. (Eger 
Journal of American Studies. Vol. XII/1–2) 427–445. 

26  Buckingham, International normalcy, 1983. 17–18. See the debates on the Knox-[Porter] 
Resolution in the Congressional Record, 1st Session, 67th US Congress, April 1921.

27  “Joint resolution terminating the state of war between the Imperial German Government 
and the United States of America and between the Imperial Royal Austro-Hungarian Government 
and the United States of America. That the state of war declared to exist (…) is hereby declared at an 
end.” In Secretary of State to the US Commissioner in Berlin (Dresel) July 5, 1921. Papers relating 
to the foreign relations of the United States of America. 1921. Vol. 2. Washington, D.C., 1936. 3–4.

28  Buckingham, International normalcy, 1983. 21–22.
29  Ibid. 31.
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mention of the Treaty of Trianon should be avoided, and/or reservations be 
designed to recognize Hungarian rights (with special respect to Hungarian 
frontiers and their possible future rectification under Article 19).30

Another piece of correspondence between the US secretary of state and 
Grant-Smith discussing Hungarian reservations sheds light on why it was im-
perative for Hungary to elaborate on the phraseology of the text and why the 
US refused to comply.

“The Hungarians will aim to have it so phrased that the US will 
recognize herself subject to the same limitations and bound by 
the same obligations in regard to rights, privileges, indemnities, 
reparations, advantages, as those signatories who have ratified the 
Trianon Treaty. Hoping to profit by our mollifying influence they 
desire evidently to draw us into full participation in obligations 
including mechanism of enforcement.”31

In the separate peace with Hungary, which was to be based on the Knox-Porter 
resolution, the US insisted on keeping the economic privileges and rights un-
der the Treaty of Trianon. So, in connection with them the Treaty of Trianon 
was specifically mentioned. At the same time the US explicitly renounced all 
the responsibilities contained therein with view to the Hungarian treaty (main-
ly responsibilities accruing from Article 19 of the League of Nations Covenant 
holding out the prospect of frontier adjustment). Consequently, even the 
slightest reference to diplomatic, military and political commitments under 
the Treaty of Trianon in general, and the frontiers of Hungary in particular 
was omitted from the text, as it was regarded “inadvisable.”32 Ultimately, the 
Hungarian National Assembly accepted “in full and without reservation the 
contents of the peace resolution,”33 and on August 29 it ratified the separate 
peace treaty. The tone of the negotiations clearly demonstrated that Hungary 
was in a “take-it-or-leave-it”34 position. The specific stipulations of the treaty, 
setting the framework for the relations of Hungary and the United States, re-

30  Secretary of State to Grant-Smith July 9, 1921. FRUS. 1921. Vol. 2, 1936. 250.
Grant-Smith to Secretary of State, July 18, 1921. FRUS. 1921. Vol. 2, 1936. 251-252. 

Secretary of State to Grant-Smith, July 28, 1921. FRUS. 1921. Vol. 2, 1936. 252-253. For more 
see FRUS 1921. Vol. 2, 1936. 249-259 and Buckingham, International normalcy, 1983. 31. For the 
respective clauses of the Treaty of Trianon (XXXIII/1921) see Zeidler, Miklós, Trianon. Nemzet és 
emlékezet [Trianon. Nation and memory]. Budapest, 2003. 166–296.

31  Grant-Smith to Secretary of State, August 1, 1921. FRUS. 1921. Vol. 2, 1936. 253.
32  Secretary of State to Grant-Smith August 17, 1921. FRUS. 1921. Vol. 2, 1936. 254.
33  Grant-Smith to Secretary of State, August 12, 1921. FRUS. 1921. Vol. 2, 1936. 253.
34  William R. Castle, chief of the Western European Division in the State Department, when 

meeting with Count Pál Teleki at the Harvard Club said that the peace treaty was a take-it-or-leave-
it proposition, and that Hungary should accept it without reservation. Castle to Hughes, August 9, 
1921. Quoted in Buckingham, International normalcy, 1983. 32.
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flect the uneven nature of the relationship between the two countries, with the 
US dictating the conditions.35

While Hungary had to guarantee all the rights, privileges and advantages 
to the US to which she was entitled under the Treaty of Trianon, the US ex-
plicitly renounced all the responsibilities and obligations possibly arising from 
it, especially in relation to stipulations specified in the Covenant of the League 
of Nations.

Independence Day celebrations and Hungarian revisionism 

The revisionist expectations toward the United States were partly based on a set 
of Hungarian images – primarily the image of America as the land of freedom, 
democracy and fair play, “the guardian of the laws and humanity,”36 (a highly 
romanticized and idealized picture of America as the model democracy, primar-
ily generated by Sándor Farkas Bölöni’s Journey in North America), which also 
provided another building block for revisionism – gave rise to popular illusions, 
though unfounded, that the United States, always regarded as the champion of 
justice, was a potential ally of Hungary in her efforts to revise the terms of the 
Treaty of Trianon. One rather interesting manifestation of such expectations was 
a popular American tradition observed during the interwar period: the annual 
celebration of America’s national holiday, the Independence Day (Fourth of July) 
by Hungarians in the Városliget (City Park), at the statue erected by American 
citizens of Hungarian origin in 1906 in tribute to George Washington.

35  See Charles Evans Hughes to Ulysses Grant-Smith, July 9, 1921: “(…) the peace resolution 
is a clear expression of the Congress that more rights, advantages, and interests must be secured to 
the USA, and that our Government will not conclude any treaty that does not secure those rights, 
etc.” FRUS. 1921. Vol. 2, 1936. 250.

36  Lajos Kossuth’s speech at the Corporation Dinner at Irving House, New York, December 
11, 1851. Quoted in Bakó, Elemer, “Louis Kossuth, 1802–1894”, In. Pachter, Marc; Wein, Francis 
(eds.), Abroad in America: visitors to the new nation, 1776–1914. Reading, MASS, 1976. 128.
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Figure 2. George Washington’s statue in the Városliget, Budapest.37

America’s first president, George Washington continued to be popular in Hungary 
between the wars,38 and just like the great Hungarian freedom fighter, Lajos Kossuth, 
became a symbolic figure; and his political career came to be viewed in the eyes of 
Hungarians as the symbol of America’s grand democratic experiment. Therefore, it 
is not surprising that Washington enjoyed great popularity in Hungary.

State Department documents in the American National Archives offer infor-
mation about the Independence Day celebrations in Budapest.39 From among the 
numerous speeches delivered at different Independence Day ceremonies below 
some excerpts from two of them are presented which duly demonstrates the actual 

37  From Wikipedia Commons. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Statue_of_
George_Washington_by_Gyula_Bezer%C3%A9di_in_City_Park,_Budapest.jpg (Downloaded on 
December 1, 2020).

38  See Sparks, Jared, Washington élete [The life of Washington]. Budapest, 1845. which was 
published several times in the 19th century.

39  See Decimal Files of the State Department: M708 Records of the Department of State 
Relating to Internal Affairs of Austria-Hungary; M709 Records of the Department of State Relating 
to Political Relations Between the US and Austria-Hungary and Hungary, 1921–1929; and M710 
Records of the Department of State Relating to Political Relations Between Austria-Hungary and 
Other States, 1920–1929 [hereinafter RG59], National Archives and Record Administration [here-
inafter NARA]. Records of Diplomatic Posts; Austria-Hungary, 1837–1955 and Hungary, 1920–
1955; Records of Consular Posts, 1790–1963; Austria, 1866–1955 and Hungary, 1862–1935, 
Records of Foreign Service Posts [hereinafter RG 84], NARA. See also “The Fourth of July at 
Budapest: Cultural Relations”, In. Major, Mark Imre, American Hungarian relations 1918–1944. 
Astor, 1974. 143–169.
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significance of Washington’s figure and the democratic and liberal ideals he stood 
for in the eyes of Hungarians. They also show how these celebrations served a na-
tionwide revisionist propaganda campaign, and how they reflected the Hungarian 
expectations toward the United States and its possible role in treaty revision.

Count Albert Apponyi’s speech at the July 4, 1921 festivities, which he deliv-
ered as president of the Hungarian American Society founded earlier the same day, 
is a perfect rhetorical representation of Hungarian images of America. Apponyi re-
ferred to basic ideals and principles which the Washington monument in Budapest 
represents and which America shares with Hungary: the love of freedom and inde-
pendence.  On this basis, says Apponyi, “Hungary bases its claim to the sympathy 
of America” and appeals to American benevolence. Hungary “demands no charity, 
but justice, and if America does justice to other nations it does justice to itself at 
the same time because it has remained true to its noble ideals.40 Masterfully ap-
plying the art of speech, Apponyi appealed to American democratic idealism, and 
covertly expressed the expectations his nation cherished toward the homeland of 
Washington.

The Fourth of July celebration served the revisionist aspirations on another 
occasion as well. American Minister to Budapest Joshua Butler Wright in his corre-
spondence with the State Department accounted on the speech delivered by Consul 
General Ernest Ludwig, one of the vice presidents of the Hungarian American 
Society. Wright enclosed the copy of Ludwig’s address to his report, in which the 
Hungarian diplomat enunciated the following:

“(…) perhaps some happy day may come when America will be in 
the position to throw its weight and influence into the balance in 
order that Hungary may again be what it was. Perhaps to some of you 
this may seem preposterous, but we Hungarians feel in our inner-
most hearts that, had George Washington lived in those fateful days 
of the war and the peace negotiations which led to Trianon, Hungary 
would never have been sacrificed on the altar of greed, wanton lust 
and ignorance. (…) When we, therefore, think and speak of George 
Washington we think of him not only for what he did to his own 
country, we love him not only for what he gave to mankind, but 
also because to us he seems to be that symbol of international world 
justice which we trust will some day return to Hungary what was 
wrongfully wrested from her. Let me ask you all to join with me in the 
three rousing cheers for America, the land of freedom, America, the 
land of ideals and America, the land that has given the world George 
Washington.”41

40  Count Albert Apponyi’s speech at the Washington Monument, July 4, 1921. Transcribed 
on the basis of Ulysses Grant Smith’s Memorandum to the Secretary of State, July 6, 1921. Roll# 
21, M708 RG 59, NARA.

41  “Approximate Text of the Speech Made by Consul General Ernest Ludwig at the 
Celebration before the George Washington Monument on July 3, 1927”, in Joshua Butler Wright’s 
Memorandum to Secretary of State, July 7, 1927. Roll#21, M708 RG59, NARA.
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Because the Independence Day celebrations were cordial gestures toward the US, 
representatives of the US Legation were usually invited to participate in these 
events. Ulysses Grant-Smith passed a comment on the Hungarian attitude dis-
played on one occasion reflecting the general American position toward Hungary 
when he said: “[i]t is perhaps characteristic of these people not to be able to refrain 
from injecting political matters whenever possible, even to the extent of bringing 
political questions on an occasion so far removed from such matters (…).”42

The Kossuth pilgrimage in 1928

A famous systematic anti-Trianon campaign, the Kossuth pilgrimage to New York 
City in 1928 to unveil Lajos Kossuth’s statue also wished to seek American support 
for the revision of the Treaty of Trianon.43

Figure 3. Lajos Kossuth’s statue in New York.44

42  Ulysses-Grant Smith to Secretary of State on July 16, 1920. Roll#21, M708 RG59, NARA.
43  On this see also Mathey, Éva, “Kossuth zarándoklat az Egyesült Államokba [The Kossuth 

pilgrimage to the United States]”, In. Bényei, Tamás; Bollobás, Enikő; D. Rácz, István (eds.), A 
mondat becsülete: Írások a hetvenéves Abádi Nagy Zoltán tiszteletére [The honor of words: essays in trib-
ute to Zoltán Abádi-Nagy upon his 70th birthday]. Debrecen, 2010. 459–466.

44  From kozterkep.hu website. https://www.kozterkep.hu/24398/kossuth-szobor#veti-
to=190046 (Downloaded on December 1, 2020).
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The dedication of the Kossuth statue in New York was a symbolic act. Kossuth 
generated an image of Hungarians as a freedom-fighting, freedom-loving and 
democratic nation and it enjoyed a revival during the interwar years. Kossuth, 
often called “the Hungarian Washington,” became the symbol of democratic 
and liberal values the American and Hungarian nations were thought to have 
shared. Such an imagined historical-cultural bond gained special significance 
in the context of Trianon inasmuch as Kossuth’s political and moral legacy was 
used to support Hungary’s cause. As one of the pilgrims, László Faragó put it in 
the introduction of his book, Hungary was a nation that had been condemned 
to take the wrong side in the war and was punished by the most unjust treaty, 
a treaty by which the nation had been cursed and sentenced to death. And he 
pointed out that in her quest for justice Hungary expected the US to act.45 
Although its political nature had been repeatedly denied,46 the Kossuth pil-
grimage had an obvious political purpose, and was a propaganda tour against 
the Treaty of Trianon and for US assistance in its revision.47

The members of the “Kossuth excursion” took every possibility to “impress 
the people of New York that the reduction of Hungary’s population was still re-
sented”48 and to ask for help in the US “to correct and seek cure for the injustice 
(…).”49 In an interview given to The New York Herald Tribune Baron Zsigmond 
Perényi, the official head of the pilgrimage, claimed that although Hungary was 
too weak to think of war, “it knows that there can be no lasting peace in Europe 
until there is a just re-division of its original territory.”50

The same opinion was reflected by Jenő Sipőcz, the lord mayor of Budapest, 
when he said: “Hungary’s claims will not only be put before the League of 
Nations, but various notables in the delegation would make a strong bid for 
Hungarian sympathy in the United States.”51 At the unveiling ceremony Count 
Albert Apponyi’s message was read out by Mór Zukor. It was an appeal to 
America: “Today,” he said,

“the oppressors of the Hungarian nation are different than at the 
times of Kossuth. Today Hungary is suffering under the yoke of the 

45  Faragó, László, Kossuth-zarándokok útja Amerikába [Kossuth pilgrimage to America]. Békés, 
1928. 46–47. Also see Vásáry, István, A New York-i Kossuth-zarándoklatról. Jelentése Dr. Vásáry István 
polgármesterhelyettes-főjegyzőnek [On the Kossuth pilgrimage to New York. Report by deputy mayor and 
chief notary István Vásáry]. Debrecen, 1928. 4, 17.

46  See Perényi’s Pittsbugh speech quoted in “Kossuth-napok Pittsburghben [Kossuth days in 
Pittsburgh]”, = Amerikai Magyar Népszava, March 23, 1928.

47  The State Department also expressed “the fear that advantage may be taken of this trip to 
engage in further propaganda on behalf of Hungary.” Wright to Secretary of State, December 20, 
1927. Vol. 10, 1927, RG84, NARA.

48  “600 Hungarians at Paris On Way to New York Ceremony”, = The New York Herald 
Tribune, March 7, 1928.

49  Vásáry, A New York-i Kossuth-zarándoklatról, 1928. 31. See also, for example, Arthur 
P. Vakár’s article “European Injustice Seen from the American Perspective”, = Amerikai Magyar 
Népszava, March 29, 1928.

50  “600 Hungarians”, 1928.
51  “600 Hungarians to Seek U.S. in League Fight”, = The Evening Post, March 8, 1928.
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unjust peace treaty. Those who put her in this yoke find themselves 
in opposition to whatever Kossuth represented. In Hungary’s strug-
gle for justice she asks for the sympathy and the understanding, and 
above all the help of the sophisticated nations.”52

Baron Perényi’s speech on the same occasion even more explicitly expressed his 
belief that the cure for the problems of Hungary could and would only be of-
fered by the United States.53 Former Minister of Science Lóránt Hegedüs’ state-
ment made at the lunch in his honor at the American Hungarian Chamber of 
Commerce echoed the comments quoted above:

“Europe does not need American money, but American principles. 
(…) The United States in the forthcoming 2000 years will be the 
leader of the world. (…) With the dismemberment of Hungary not 
only Hungary became wretched, but the population of the detached 
territories as well. In our position it is only the United States who 
can be of real help for us, all the more so that the United States was 
the only power that did not guarantee Trianon.”54

These utterances were only some of the many that showed that the members of 
the Kossuth pilgrimage considered the question of treaty revision a priority on 
their agenda, and the unveiling of the Kossuth statue created an excellent pretext 
to speak out for that.

The organizers of the Kossuth pilgrimage tried to elicit official American 
participation in the unveiling of the monument. The Hungarian committee in 
charge of the arrangements for the dedication approached the American minis-
ter to Hungary, Joshua Butler Wright, and offered to invite him to “accompany 
the Hungarian delegation to the United States, as their guest, in order that they 
might claim the pleasure of being presented to the President by the American 
representative to Hungary.” Wright cordially refused to accept the invitation say-
ing that the pilgrimage was purely a Hungarian affair and that his participation 
therein would be decidedly intrusive.55

The invitation was an effort to magnify the significance of the pilgrimage and 
legitimize its indirect cause. “[T]he enemies of Hungary-as well as many other 
people who were interested in the welfare of Hungary but sharply critical of the 
methods employed by her,” argued Wright, “would interpret any such action 
as propaganda of the most transparent nature which, irrespective of the effect 
it might have (…) could not fail to militate against the interests of Hungary 

52  Faragó, Kossuth-zarándokok, 1928. 87.
53  Ibid. 88.
54  Ibid. 91.
55  Wright’s Memorandum to Secretary of State. December 1, 1927. Vol. 10, 1927, RG84, 

NARA.
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and the relations between our two countries.”56 As Wright’s memorandum about 
this invitation as well as his further correspondence with the State Department 
regarding the Kossuth pilgrimage clearly demonstrate, American officials sought 
to keep the pilgrimage at arm’s length. The State Department was informed that 
the pilgrimage “will have, to a certain extent, a representative character, as they 
are being sent to the United States on a special mission of a distinctly public na-
ture and that, although not sent by the Hungarian Government, the project or 
“pilgrimage” has the direct support of the Government (…).”57 This deliberation 
coupled with “[t]he fear that advantage may be taken of this trip to engage in 
further propaganda on behalf of Hungary, and in repeated allusions to her pres-
ent political and economic situation”58 explained why official America distanced 
herself from the event.

Although Hungarians hoped for some help from official American circles, 
only repeated demonstrations of sympathy were offered. It was high-minded 
idealism on the part of Hungarians to think that the Kossuth pilgrimage could 
or would bring real political dividends and official measures would follow to 
support the Hungarian revisionist claims. This again demonstrated the fact that 
Hungarian revisionist expectations toward the United States amounted to but 
wishful thinking.

56  Ibid.
57  Wright to William H. Gale. December 22, 1927. Vol. 10, 1927, RG 84, NARA.
58  Wright to Secretary of State. December 20, 1927. Vol. 10, 1927, RG84, NARA.
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Róbert Barta

A BRITISH CRITIC OF TRIANON: CARLILE AYLMER 
MACARTNEY *

Introduction

The name of Carlile Aylmer Macartney is mostly known, in the Hungarian and 
international community of historians, due to his active political, diplomatic and 
propagandistic “lobby” activity in favour of Hungary between 1938 and 1945. 
Similarly, his books that were used in British and American universities for de-
cades, made him well known.1 Professionals, dealing with the modern British-
Hungarian diplomatic relations and political history, have already touched upon 
various aspects of the work of the Scottish-Irish originated historian2 and his con-
nection to Hungary. Nevertheless, no Hungarian, comprehensive and scholarly 
biography was created about “Macartney Elemér.”3 Primarily, the paper wishes to 
introduce the work of Macartney as a Foreign Office employee and a historian, 
with a special focus on writings in connection with Hungary. The relevance of 

*  The study is an edited, extended and modified version of a presentation from the confer-
ence, Diplomat writers-writer diplomats held by the Department of Netherlandish Studies at the 
University of Debrecen (Oct. 20, 2017). The necessary research for the paper was made with the 
support of the Relationships of the Hungarian aristocracy in the 16–20th, NKFI K 120197 tender, 
and within the framework of the Kuno Klebelsberg Research Scholarship (September–October, 
2016). 

1  Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, October Fifteenth. A History of Modern Hungary 1929–1945. 
I–II. Edinburgh, 1956–57. Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, The Habsburg Empire 1790–1918. London, 
1969. Reprinted with Correction 1971.

2  Evans, Robert John Weston, “The Making of October Fifteenth: C.A. Macartney and 
his Correspondents”, In. László, Péter; Rady, Martin (eds.), British-Hungarian Relations since 
1848. SSEES Ocassional Papers 62. London, 2004. 259–271. Seton-Watson, Hugh, “Carlile 
Aylmer Macartney 1895−1978”, = Proceedings of The British Academy, LXVII, London, 1981. 
411−432. Beretczky, Ágnes, Scotus Viator és Macartney Elemér: Magyarország-kép változó előjelekkel 
(1905−1945) [Scotus Viator and Mcartney Elemér: Hungary’s Image with Various Signs (1905–1945)]. 
Budapest, 2005. Lojkó, Miklós, ”C.A. Macartney and Central Europe”, = European Review of 
History 6/1, 1999. 37–57. Czigány, Lóránt, “Trianon angol kritikusa. Száz éve született Macartney 
Elemér. [The English Critic of Trianon.100th Anniversary of Macartney Elemér’s Birth]”, = Magyar 
Nemzet 1/19, 1995, 14. László, Péter, “The Political Conflict between R. W. Seton-Watson and 
C.A. Macartney over Hungary”, In. László, Péter; Rady, Martin (eds.), British-Hungarian Relations 
since 1848. SSEES Ocassional Papers 62. London, 2004. 167−193. Ránki, György, “Találkozásaim 
Macartney Elemérrel. [My Meetings with Macartney Elemér]” = Élet és Irodalom 7/8, 1978. 6.

3 The British and Hungarian public opinion could meet the Hungarian version Macartney’s 
name in the Hungarian BBC broadcasts. In depth about him on the radio: Pál, Monika “Jó estét 
kívánok, itt Macartney Elemér beszél. C.A. Macartney és a BBC magyar adása. [»Good Evening! 
Here is Macartney Elemér Speaking. C.A. Macartney and the Hungarian Broadcast of the BBC«]”, 
In. Frank, Tibor (ed.), Angliától Nagy-Britanniáig. Magyar kutatók tanulmányai a brit történelem-
ről. [From England to Great Britain. Hungarian Historical Studies on British History]. Budapest, 
2004. 340−357.
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the above mentioned is that Macartney published continuously from 1926 to 
1978.4 Many of his works written as an expert were published in several editions, 
provably influencing the contemporary opinion about Hungary among countries 
and people reading them in English. In this regard, the relation between Gyula 
Szekfű5 and Macartney should be examined, since the two careers intertwined 
multiple times while Macartney’s perspective as a historian was significantly in-
fluenced by the work of the Hungarian historian.6

Macartney: the historian and a diplomat

During the career of the continuously publishing Macartney – who in this re-
gard can be called graphomaniac – the historic, diplomatic and public func-
tions were tightly linked. Between 1921 and 1925, he started off as a British 
vice-consul7 in Vienna, and during this time he had already been to Hungary 
many times, firstly, around Pécs, Baranya as a guest of university professor Sándor 
Krisztics, and the Hungarian National Association.8 During his years in Vienna 
he managed to build a friendship with Iván Hindy, the military attaché of the 
Hungarian embassy, who was the commander of Budapest as a general at the end 
of 1944. Macartney dedicated9 his most well-known work – October Fifteenth – 
to Hindy, who was sentenced to death by the people’s court in 1946. Because of 
this, Macartney is still often put in a radical political context. As an employee of 
the Encyclopaedia Britannica – between 1926 and 1928 –, the League of Nations 
Union and the Intelligence Department of the League of Nations – between 1928 
and 1934 – he extensively published works, popularizing the League of Nations.10 

4  Macartney, Carlyle Aylmer, Studies on Early Hungarian and Pontic History. Varirorum collect-
ed studies. Aldershot, 1999. The volume contains 17 papers of Macartney about the Early and Late 
Middle Age Hungary, as well as the obituary of Seton-Watson and a 7 pages long chronological list 
of Macartney’s works from 1915, selected by the editors.

5  Szekfű Gyula (1883–1955) a Hungarian historian and leading ideologist of the Horthy 
regime. Between 1945 and 1948 he was the Hungarian ambassador to Moscow. His main work: 
Három nemzedék [Three Generations]. Budapest, 1920.

6 See also: Correspondence of József Balogh and C. A. Macartney. National Széchenyi Library 
Manuscripts, 1/2064., and Dénes, Iván Zoltán, A történelmi Magyarország eszménye. Szekfű Gyula a 
történetíró és ideológus. [The Idea of Historical Hungary. Gyula Szekfű the Historian and the Ideologist]. 
Pozsony, 2015. 364. 450.

7  This is when his controversial relationship with Robert Seton-Watson started. See also: 
Correspondence with C.A. Macartney. Library of the School of Slavonic and South East European 
Studies, University College, London (UCL–SSEES) Seton-Watson Papers, SEW 17/15/5. The file 
contains 15 letters from the period between 1921 and 1938, 14 of which was written by Macartney 
to Seton-Watson. More about the letters: Lojkó, ”C.A. Macartney and Central Europe”, 1999. 44.

8 About the contemporary British connections of Krisztics Sándor and the Hungarian 
National Association: Barta, Róbert, “Oxfordi Magyar Liga a Magyar Önrendelkezésért. [Oxford 
Hungarian League for Hungarian Self-Determination]”, = Debreceni Szemle 3, 1994, 371.

9  “To the honoured memory of Iván Hindy, General. † August 26th 1946.” Macartney, October 
Fifteenth., I. 1956.

10  Fanshave, Maurice; Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, What the League Has Done 1920−1936. 
League of Nations Union. (LNU) 195. March 1936. 94.; LNU Miscellenous. 1. Austria. What the 
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Due to this extensive amount of published material, many publications in con-
nection with Hungary resulted.11 From these writings we may conclude that 
Macartney had a strong social sense. His liberal position and reform thinking 
appears in some of his later writings about Hungary. In this context, Macartney 
repeatedly judged the Horthy regime due to the lack of the land reform and the 
inadequate social policy. At the same time, the critics of Macartney highlight that 
the British historian-diplomat was too pro-Hungarian in his works, depicting a 
relatively positive picture about the Horthy regime, because of which he got close 
to the historic practice represented by Gyula Szekfű. His relationship with Gyula 
Szekfű started in the beginning of the 1920’s in Vienna, where Szekfű as the staff 
member of the former Austro-Hungarian archive – by this time he was the com-
missioner of the disposal from the Hungarian side – introduced him the ways of 
studying Hungarian historical sources.12 In the 1920’s both of them were writing 

League Has Done for Austria. 1934. LNU Pamphlet (with the contribution of C. A. Macartney); LNU 
Miscellenous. 2. The League and Human Welfare. March, 1939. LNU Pamphlet, 155. Rochester, 
(Chapter 4 – The Relief of Refugees – with the contribution of C.A. Macartney. 60−81); LNU 
Miscellenous. 2. Five Years Treaties 1919-1923. LNU Pamphlet, 156. London, September, 1924. 
(with the contribution of C. A. Macartney 12.); LNU Miscellenous. 2. The International Federation 
of League of Nations Societies. LNU Pamphlet, London, April, 1933. (with the contribution of C. 
A. Macartney 20.); LNU Miscellenous. 3. The Union at Work. LNU Pamphlet, 252. London, July, 
1923. (with the contribution of C. A. Macartney); LNU Miscellenous. 4. The League Cares for 
the Homeless. LNU Pamphlet, London, 1928. (with the contribution of C. A. Macartney); LNU 
Miscellenous. 4., Minorities by C. A. Macartney. LNU Pamphlet, 268. London, January, 1929. (C. 
A. Macartney’s 40-page-long paper mentions Hungary and Hungarians 11 times: 8., 10., 17., 18., 
25−29., 31., 37.); LNU Miscellenous. 4. A Memorandum on the Protection of Minorities. London, 
1934. (30-page-long recommendation for the British government, with the contribution of C. A. 
Macartney); LNU Miscellenous. 6. Treaty Revision and the Covenant of the League of Nations. LNU 
Pamphlet, 353. London, August, 1933. (with the contribution of C. A. Macartney. Hungarian 
references: 9−13.); LNU Miscellenous. 7. The Assembly at a Glance. LNU Pamphlet, 373. London, 
October, 1934. (with the contribution of C. A. Macartney. Hungarian references: 10−11.); LNU 
Miscellenous. 7. The League of Nations and the Coal Problem by C.A. Macartney. LNU, Pamphlet, 
384. London, May, 1935. 29.; LNU Miscellenous. 8. Refugees and the League. LNU Pamphlet, 
389. London, September, 1935. 60. (using C. A. Macartney’s Refugees); LNU Miscellenous. 8. The 
Minorities Problem. Report by the Executive Comittee of the League of Nations Union. LNU Pamphlet, 
427. London, June, 1942. 8. (with the contribution of C. A. Macartney. Hungarian references: 
2−3.); LNU Miscellenous. 10. Social and Economic Planning by C. A. Macartney. Report on the 
Industrial Advisory Comittee Conference (February 19−21, 1935.). LNU Pamphlet, 383. London, 
May, 1935. 95. (C. A. Macartney’s prologue).

11  Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, Hungary. London, 1934. Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, National 
States and National Minorities. London, 1934.

12  Partly because of Szekfű’s encouragement, Macartney contributed actively to the publish-
ing of the sources of the early Hungarian history in English, between 1938 and 1951: Studies of the 
Earliest Hungarian Historical Sources. 1–2.: The Lives of St Gerald, The Composition of the Zágráb 
and Várad Chronicles and their relationship to the longer narrative chronicle.; Studies of the Early 
Hungarian Historical Sources III/1–2.: The relations between the narrative Chronicles and other his-
torical texts, The Attila Saga, The Hun Chronicle.; Studies of the Early Hungarian Historical Sources 
III–IV. (recte part IV.): The Hungarian Texts Relating to the life of St. Stephen.; IV (recte part V): The 
interpretation of the Chronicon Posoniense and the Genealogy of Almus on (!) the Chronicon Budense.; 
Studies of the Earliest Hungarian Historical Sources VI: Unrecognised components of the Chronicon 
Budense.; VII: The Origin, Structure and the Meaning of the Hun Chronicle.
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entries for The Encyclopaedia Britannica and were in correspondence. During the 
spring of 1929, Macartney was asked by Szekfű to accept the leadership of the 
Hungarian department to be founded at the University of London, but this could 
not be achieved due to the financial issues, caused by the global economic crisis. 
Because of other factors, such as contemporary British home affairs and research 
policy debates the Hungarian department came into existence only a few years 
later and without Macartney. However, their professional relationship and friend-
ship survived. 13 Later in 1943, Szekfű – because of his anti-Nazi stance – was 
thinking about emigration to England through Turkey hoping that – with the 
help of Macartney – he might get a job as a professor in Oxford. Nothing came of 
this idea eventually, since the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs did not fund 
Szekfű’s journey to Istanbul.14 There was also a question whether Macartney had 
the power at that time to help his fellow professor by granting him a position at 
a university. Anyhow, their professional relationship provably survived the storms 
of the war, since Macartney wrote a review about Szekfű’s work Állam és Nemzet 
[State and Nation] in the English Historical Review of 1947.15

Between 1938 and 1946, Macartney worked as a public official in the service 
of the Foreign Office, first as an associate of the Foreign Research and Press Service 
(F.R.P.S.) – lead by Arnold Toynbee – then, from 1943, as the employee of the 
Foreign Office Research Department (F.O.R.D.).16 Since the 1930’s, the Foreign 
Office regularly consulted with him about Eastern European and Hungarian af-
fairs which was a common procedure in its functioning, since they were keeping 
record of the temporarily inactive members of the diplomatic apparatus, using 
their expertise. As a Foreign Office man, one may call him graphomaniac, but 
according to the contemporary British laws all his longer writings had to be au-
thorized by the Foreign Office. The works created as an official can be put in 
a well-defined thematic group. Between 1938 and 1946, he wrote nearly 120 
shorter or longer memorandums about Eastern Europe and Hungary for the 
Foreign Office. As an employee of the F.O.R.D. – between summer 1943 and 
autumn 1946 – he added side notes (Minutes), of different lengths, to almost 
every diplomatic report in connection with Hungary. This meant more than 300 
Minutes in three years, all of these proving that Macartney had accurate and up-

13  Czigány, “Trianon angol kritikusa”, 1995. 14.
14  Dénes, A történelmi Magyarország eszménye, 2015. 364.
15  Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, “État et nation by J. Szekfü”, = English Historical Review 

62/243, 1947, 264–265.
16  On the Foreign Research and Press Service (F.R.P.S.) and the Foreign Office Research 

Department (F.O.R.D.) more details: Bán, D. András, Pax Britannica. Brit külügyi iratok a második 
világháború utáni Kelet-Közép Európáról,1942−1943. [Pax Britannica. British Foreign Office Papers 
on the post WWII East Central Europe, 1942–1943.]. Budapest, 1996. Brewin, Christpher “Arnold 
Toynbee and Chatham House”, In. Bosco, Andrea; Navari, Cornelia (eds.), Chatham House and 
British Foreign Policy 1919−1945. The Royal Institute of International Affairs during the interwar pe-
riod. London, 1994. 137−161. C. A. Macartney mentioned: 132. 136. notes: 147., 212., 234., 248. 
Keyserlingk, Robert Henry, “Arnold Toynbee’s Foreign Research and Press Service, 1939–43 and its 
Post-War Plans for South-East Europe”, = Journal of Contemporary History 21, 1986, 539−558. C. 
A. Macartney mentioned: 553: 21. and 71. notes.
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to-date information about Hungarian affairs.17 In the beginning of 1940, the 
leading officials of the Foreign Office discussed Macartney’s work, visitation in 
Hungary and freshly made memorandum in a voluminous material. It is clear 
from the archive of the foreign affairs that Macartney have been indispensable 
by that time in Hungarian and Eastern European affairs, however, his actions 
were criticized by the British Foreign Office. 18In 18 November 1940, Macartney 
sent a letter from the All Souls College to the Foreign Office in which he ana-
lysed an earlier speech of István Csáky – Hungarian Foreign Minister – claiming 
that Hungary cannot openly commit itself on British friendship, but Budapest 
must be encouraged to draw closer to England. Philip B. Nichols – counsellor 
of the Foreign Office – commented in the side notes, written to Macartney’s 
opinion, that England cannot simply ignore the fact that Hungary joined the 
Tripartite Pact, and if Macartney prepared for a pro-Hungarian speech Nichols 
would want to see the manuscript beforehand, since he resented the handwrit-
ing of Macartney.19 On November 4, 1942 in a note addressed to Leo Amery, 
Macartney criticised the sharply anti-Hungarian Yugoslav broadcast of the BBC, 
but at the same time he mentioned that in the light of the Újvidék (Novi Sad) 
Massacre it is partly understandable. In his notes, he asked the foreign affairs to 
reduce the anti-Hungarian tone of the BBC. He personally did not want to have 
anything with it to avoid being accused by Hungarian-friendship and sympathy 
towards the Kállay government. Leo Amery, who served as a minister of India and 
Burma Affairs, forwarded the request to Anthony Eden the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs with the comment: “He himself is a good friend of both nationalities (i.e. 
Jugoslavs and Hungarians), though undoubtedly pretty pro-Magyar, and feels 
the danger to the future reconstruction of South Eastern Europe if mutual bit-
terness is allowed to go too far.”20 The historian of the All Souls College played 
a decisive role in the Eastern European British plans of spring 194321 which, at 
the end, was not successful. But the failure of this was not up to Macartney, since 
the Red Army occupied the area. As an employee of the Foreign Office Research 
Department and because of official request, he wrote a 34 pages long memoran-
dum22 – using typewriter – in November 1944 about the national minorities of 
Hungary. It is clearly visible from his writings that he had thorough historical 
knowledge about the ethnic situation in the Carpathian Basin. He combined this 

17  The files dealing with Hungary and the Hungarian foreign affairs between 1938 and 1946 
(FO/371/2300–5900) in The National Archives (TNA) of London/Kew contains 355 archive doc-
uments in which memorandums and minutes by Macartney – written by or contributed to – can 
be found. Apart from that the collection of the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Western Manuscripts 
(Weston Library) contains the copies of Macartney’s memorandum and private letters made for the 
Foreign Office (Carlile Aylmer Macartney Papers, Ms. Eng. C. 3280–3316. Boxes 1–37.) 

18  Activities of Mr. Macartney. TNA FO/371/24429/ 316–430.
19  Mr. C.A. Macartney to Mr. Nichols. Speech by Count Czaky (sic!) on Hungary’s dependence 

upon the Axis. TNA FO/371/24431. C 12800/12482/21.
20  Jugoslav-Hungarian relations. TNA FO/371/5243. C 11783/5243/21.
21  Confederation in Eastern Europe. TNA FO/371/35261. U 716/58/72, U/723/58/72, 

U/2011/58/72, U/2079/58/72.
22  The Minorities of Hungary. TNA FO/371/39289. C 16272/21.
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knowledge well with experiences gathered as an expert of minorities. He gave a 
similarly extensive and accurate analysis about the Soviet dominance experienced 
in Hungary in the summer of 1945.23 From 1943, he edited the weekly press 
reviews of the Foreign Office (Reports & Bulletins of Axis Controlled Europe) – in 
connection with the region – and later he played a major role in the composition 
of the Handbook about Hungary (1944–1945).24 Furthermore, he closely cooper-
ated with important organisations of the British Foreign Office and Intelligence, 
such as the Political Intelligence Department (P.I.D.) and the Warfare Executive 
Committee (W.E.C.) during World War II. In this function of his, he was the one -
-although pro Hungarian-who interrogated Miklós Horthy – from British part 
– in July 17 and 18, 1945 while Horthy was a prisoner of war in Luxemburg.25

Macartney’s career, as a historian and a professor, is mainly connected to the 
All Souls College in Oxford. Between 1936 and 1965, he was a Research Fellow and 
after 1976 until his death in 1978 a Fellow Emeritus. Between 1951 and 1957, 
he had classes at Edinburgh University (Montagu Burton Professor of International 
Relations). At the end of 1946, Macartney left the foreign affairs service and he 
dedicated all his time to his scholarly work. Most of his private library (826 items, 
112 of which were in Hungarian including numerous works from Gyula Szekfű, 
dedicated to Macartney) can currently be found in the Lancaster University 
Library.26

C. A. Macartney’s writings and Hungarian connections cannot be narrowed 
down to his publishing in connection with Hungarian history. Apart from his 
most well-known work (October Fifteenth. A History of Modern Hungary 1929–
1945.), he published dozens of monographs, essays and articles about Hungary. 
His collection of publications between 1915 and 1978 include 80 items, some 
of which gave Macartney international popularity.27 During his publishing and 
public life, Macartney held many lectures in connection with Hungary, by the re-
quest of the Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House).28 He had 

23  Political Situation: Soviet Domination of Hungary. Foreign Office Minute by Macartney. 29 
August 1945. TNA FO/371/48467. R 15313/26/21. 75–76.

24  Hungary Basic Handbook. London, March, 1944. Part I.: Historical, Political and Social., 
pp. 99. Part II.: Economic Survey. May, 1944. pp. 56. Part III.: Supplement. Who’s Who. January, 
1945. pp.108 (Chapter II. and V. of the 1st volume, with the contribution of C.A. Macartney).

25  Report on Admiral Horthy. TNA War Office WO204/12489. See also in Hungarian: “Egy 
angol professzor beszélgetései Horthy Miklóssal [An English Professor’s Conversations with Miklós 
Horthy]”, = Élet és Tudomány 48,1993/36, 1128−1130. 1993/37. 1160−1162.

26  St. Germain, Mary Stuart, The C. A. Macartney Collection. Lancaster, 1981.
27 Macartney, National States and National Minorities, 1934. Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, 

Hungary and Her Successors (1919−1937). The Treaty of Trianon and its Consequences. Oxford, 1937. 
Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, The Danubian Basin. Oxford, 1939. Macartney, Carlile Aylmer; Palmer, 
Alan Warwick, Independent Eastern Europe. London, 1969.

28  Macartney had six lectures in the Chatham House (Royal Insitute of International Affairs-
RIIA) between 1931 and 1946. The topics were mostly travel reports of Hungary. For more details: 
Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, The Situation in Hungary. October 12th 1931. The 25-page-long typed 
version of Macartney’s lecture and the following debate. London: Library of Royal Institute of 
International Affairs (RIIA). 8/161. Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, Political Relations in the Balkans. 
2nd February 1931. The 24-page-long typed version of Macartney’s lecture and the following de-
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been in Hungary more than 12 times between 1921 and 1971 and from 1940, 
in the Foreign Office’s administration, he was considered number one expert in 
Hungary. Still, the British and Hungarian public opinion could know him better 
through BBC broadcasts until 1943. These appearances in the radio generated 
controversial effects and reactions, and after them Macartney was clearly treated 
as a pro-Hungarian Horthy regime supporter.29 This became the reason of po-
litical and personal breakup with Robert Seton-Watson, who was considered a 
pro-Czech, pro-Serbian, and pro-Romanian. The relationship between the two 
“lobbyists of Eastern Europe” ended permanently when Macartney, in the early 
autumn of 1938, published two articles in the Times, in which he claimed that 
the Hungarian-Slovak hostility can be settled if the Great Powers fulfil Hungary’s 
needs – which according to him were legitimate – in connection with the south-
ern regions of Upper Hungary.30

A strange irony of their conflict-affected relationship is that it was Hugh 
Seton-Watson, son of Robert Seton-Watson, who wrote probably the fairest short 
biography about Macartney three years after his death.31

Macartney’s writings about Hungarians, the Hungarian history and Trianon

In the concluding historic work Hungary, published in 1934, and later in its 
edited and extended version (1962), and in the works Problems Of The Danube 
Basin and October 15th, Macartney did not only provide historic analysis but tried 
to depict the so-called Hungarian national character as well. His 376 pages long 

bate. London: Library of Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIIA).8/120. Macartney, Carlile 
Aylmer, Hungary and the Present Crisis. 2nd February 1931. The 24-page-long typed version of 
Macartney’s lecture and the following debate. London: Library of Royal Institute of International 
Affairs (RIIA).8/551. Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, Ruthenia: A Problem of the Future. 27, February 
1936. 16-page-long version of Macartney’s lecture and 11-page-long typed version of the follow-
ing debate. London: Library of Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIIA).8/399. Macartney, 
Carlile Aylmer, Some Aspects of Present-Day Hungary. 2nd December 1937. 18-page-long version of 
Macartney’s lecture and 12-page-long typed version of the following debate. London: Library of 
Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIIA). 8/475. Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, Conditions in 
Hungary. 1946, March, 18, 1946. The 10-page-long typed version of Macartney’s lecture and the 
following debate. London: Library of Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIIA). 8/1209.

29 Propaganda to Hungary. TNA FO/371/30965 C.5358.; Czechoslovak critcism of the BBC 
propaganda broadcast to Hungary. TNA FO/371/30965 C.6701/116/21.; BBC Surveys of European 
Audiences: Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary. TNA FO/371/34383 C. 3345/50/62.; Hungarian 
Broadcast from London. TNA FO/371/26624 C. 4270/2240/21.; Hungarian Broadcast from BBC. 
TNA FO/371/26624 C. 5898/2240/21.; Jaroslav Císař notes for Seton-Watson on the radio broadcast 
of Macartney (2-page-long typed text, no date, probably October-November 1941). UCL–SSSEES, 
Seton-Watson Papers, SEW 14/1/1.

30 “Grievances of Minorities: The Case of Hungary. A letter by C. A. Macartney”, = The Times 
1938. Oct. 7. 10. “Letter of C.A. Macartney”, 19 September 1938. The letter was only published 
by The Times after the signing of the Munich Agreement, due to political pressure. Macartney, 
Carlile Aylmer, “Magyar and Slovak. The rival claims: an opportunity for just revision”, = The Times 
1938. Oct. 26. 5–16.

31  Seton-Watson, “Carlile Aylmer Macartney”, 1981.
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work Hungary – published in 1936 in Hungarian – starts with the statement that 
the region of the Carpathian Basin was constantly under attack, and the defence 
against these built in to the Hungarian national character. However, the inevi-
table and involuntary defence does not appear as a part of the decline depicted 
by Szekfű but it strengthens the survival skill of Hungary in a positive sense. 
Macartney dedicated almost a hundred pages to the schematic overview of the 
Hungarian history, from the foundation of the state until 1931, especially high-
lighting the 19th century, where the national fight was held against the Habsburgs 
and the issues of nationalities were linked to the defence of the Hungarian state’s 
integrity.32 Further on, the volume describes the constitutional, institutional and 
socio-historical aspects of Hungary, with thematic overview and a serious critic. 
The author states that the country has no written constitution and, in practice, 
the power of the Holy Crown, as a law, is applicable through the institutions 
and administrative structures of the country. Macartney dedicated twenty pages 
to the overview of the Hungarian churches, emphasizing that there is no – and 
never have been – an Established Church but still, the churches, especially the 
catholic, have a special role because of its function in the education. The prot-
estant churches, especially the Reformed Church, are described as a “Hungarian 
religion”, mentioning Sárospatak as an example, which he visited in February 
1946.33 The author introduces the history-shaping power of the Hungarian aris-
tocracy through the history of the Esterházy family, emphasizing that Hungary 
is one of the few countries around the world where the role of the aristocracy 
barely decreased.34Macartneys’s opinion regarding the Hungarian gentry’s class 
was controversial and nuanced. According to the British historian, it is a positive 
aspect that this class identified itself with the Hungarian nation for a long time 
and they provided the main body the Hungarian national movement. However, 
in his opinion they were narrow-minded, their class was closed, they tried to get 
to a superior position above everyone else, and they were also the ones trying to 
take actions the most forcefully against the ethnic groups. A good indicator of 
the gentry’s influence, according to the author, is the career of Miklós Horthy and 
Gyula Gömbös in the 1930’s. The citizenship of Hungary is presented from the 
point of view of the urban development, the history of the merchant classes, and 
the introductions of the urban classes of German origin. Concerning the Jewish 
population of Hungary, Macartney examines the relationship of the Hungarian 
state and the Jews through the corresponding laws, but neither does he take a side 
in their role in the country’s history nor does he evaluate the coexistence.

In connection with the introduction of Hungarian peasantry and work-
ing class, the description of the peasantry was longer (29 pages), emphasizing 
that Hungary is a rural country where the faith of the peasantry is inseparable 

32  Macartney, Hungary, 1934. The Magyars in History, 35–126.
33  Macartney, Hungary, 1934. 155. Macartney visited Hungary between January 22 and 

February 12, 1946 (Budapest and Sárospatak). See more: Organizations in Liberated Hungary. 
Ministry of Information-Related papers. TNA FO 930/262.

34  Macartney, Hungary, 1934. 147.
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from the aristocracy and nobility, even if it had never been in power through-
out the history. During the introduction of the laws concerning the peasants 
and the peasant movements, the sympathy of the author is without doubt. The 
Land Act of 1920, the following land reform novella, the peasant party of István 
Szabó Nagyatádi, Gaszton Gál and Tibor Eckhardt, are all observed through this 
positive focus point. Similar methods of analyse appear in connection of the 
working class. The Hungarian working class, according to Macartney, is barely 
respected and young who always have to fight for their rights. He considered 
the Hungarian trade union movement, the Bethlen-Peyer pact35 and the social 
security act a positive outcome, which was the reason of successful integration 
of the working class into the society by 1934.36 In the 1920’s, Macartney, as an 
employee of the League of Nations, was said to be an expert of ethnic minority 
issues. No wonder why he dedicated a whole chapter to this problem. After the 
listing and short historical overview of the ethnic groups of Hungary, (with a spe-
cial focus on the Germans, mentioning – with a peculiar logic – the effects of the 
numerus clauses act) the author emphasizes that the official policy towards ethnic 
groups barely differ from the one before1914. In his opinion, the whole question 
is neuralgic because it links closely to Hungarian minorities living abroad and 
to the revisionist policy of Budapest. Additionally, any alteration in the borders 
can change the ethnic ratio of the region. This argument is further discussed 
in a separate chapter, about the problem of the revision, which is essentially a 
correct historical analysis, however the final conclusion is a bit naïve, since, ac-
cording to Macartney, a western type national modernization can redefine the 
relationship of the state and nation in each country of the region and can bring 
border permeability.37 The review of the contemporary Hungarian foreign policy 
is also balanced and thorough, clearly showing that the author has diplomatic 
experience. The foreign affairs of Hungary after the Treaty of Trianon is analysed 
through the double objective of searching for an ally and breaking the isolation. 
The situation after 1933 is also mentioned which sheds light on the assumption 
that Budapest is fluctuating between Italy and Germany. Yet, the conclusion is 
similarly naïve, thinking that the German threat can bring the small countries of 
the Danube basin together, granting Hungary territorial concessions in this con-
stellation.38 At the end of the volume, Macartney – as a flash-forward – depicts 
the hopeful future of Hungary from mainly economic historical point of view. 
This was also caused by the economic consolidation of the Bethlen government 
which he wrote about in a small separate article, published in Munich in the Egész 
Látóhatár, a Hungarian literature and political journal.39 The reason for the in-

35  The Bethlen-Peyer Pact signed in December, 1921 was a political agreement between the 
moderate right wing Prime Minister Count István Bethlen and the leader of the Hungarian Social 
Democrats, Károly Peyer.

36  Macartney, Hungary, 1934. 223–270.
37  Macartney, Hungary, 1934. 332.
38  Macartney, Hungary, 1934. 352.
39  Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, “A bethleni konszolidáció. [The Consolidation of the Bethlen 

Era]”, = Egész Látóhatár. Irodalmi és politikai folyóirat III.vol. 2nd issue, July, 1952. 33–36.
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dependent chapters in the Hungary about the form of government and the issues 
around the king might be found in the fact that Macartney was as serious expert, 
not only in Hungarian history, but in the early modern and modern Austrian as 
well. As a historian, it was logical that he was interested in the joint past and the 
turning points of the two nations. For this reason he dedicated 74 pages – in his 
908 pages long monograph of the Habsburg Empire first published in 1969 and 
re-edited in 1971 – to a comprehensive description about the Compromise.40 
Nowadays, the volume is reprinted and it can be seen as the forerunner of the 
approach of emphasizing the history of empires over the national one, putting the 
central institutions of the Monarchy, the central apparatus of the state, the elite of 
the empire, the royal edicts and provisions and its consequences into the focus.41 
Macartney emphasizes that he did not want to write national history,42 since that 
would definitely distort the image, but the part of Hungary in the empire was 
described in a separate chapter.43

In his opinion, by signing the Compromise “the existence of the Habsburg 
Monarchy and the inclusion of Hungary within it, were vital to the very exist-
ence of Hungary, since without it the centrifugal forces would operate quite un-
checked. Hungary must therefore support the Monarchy, and offer the Monarch 
such support as to make it worth his while to forgo what the centrifugal forces 
could offer.”44 However, he did not consider the Compromise a universal long 
lasting solution for the problems of the Monarchy and the region. It was more 
like an ad hoc agreement in the current situation between the court of Vienna 
and the Hungarian elite which the political leaders of other nationalities – having 
no better solution – accepted.45 In the opinion of Macartney, for the Hungarians 
in 1867, in this respect, the national and ethnic minority issues (nationalism) 
were more important than any social, economic or foreign affair. Before jumping 
into the conclusion that Macartney only comments the Compromise in a sum-
mary in all his historic works in connection with Hungarians, two more aspects 

40  Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, The Habsburg Empire 1790−1918. Chapter 11: Eight Years of 
Correction. London, 1971. 495−568.

41  The impact of Macartney’s historical views in connection with the Habsburg Empire can be 
found in Robert J. W. Evans’s and László Péter’s works, from whose Péter was the student of the pro-
fessor of the All Souls College, University of Oxford. See: Evans, Robert; John Weston, The Making 
of the Habsburg Monarchy, 1550−1700: An Interpretation. Oxford, 1979. László, Péter, Az Elbától 
keletre. Tanulmányok a magyar és kelet-európai történelemből. [East of Elbe. Studies from Hungarian 
and East European History]. Budapest, 1998.

42  “But the tribal histories (…) cannot be completely satisfactory even for their own tribes, 
for the political, social and economic development of each people was bound up with and largely 
conditioned by that of the others, without some knowledge of which it does not even make a sense.” 
Macartney, The Habsburg Empire, 1971. XII.

43  Hungary under Dualism, 1867−1903. Macartney, The Habsburg Empire, 1971. 687−739.
44  Macartney, October Fifteenth, 1956–57. 11.
45  “The Compromise was not even in intention a general settlement of the problem of the 

Monarchy, still less of that of Central Europe. It was an ad hoc agreement between Francis Joseph 
and the Hungarian leaders, other parties intervening with more or less effects, under which each 
“compromised” by making certain sacrifices of rights and aspirations in the interest of security.” 
Macartney, The Habsburg Empire, 1971. 567.
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should be taken into consideration. First, Macartney was not only the expert 
of the Hungarian but the Austrian history as well (outstanding German skills, 
Austrian diplomatic service), knowing well the Austrian home policy at the time 
of the Compromise. Second, almost every – shorter or longer – work of him 
about Hungary, served an educational purpose because of which the language has 
been simplified by the request of the publisher.

In 1970, in a longer essay, Macartney summarised his standpoint in con-
nection with the Compromise.46 First of all, he thought that the clarifications of 
the historical conceptions are essential, so he separated and defined the meaning 
of the Compromise and the dualism. He claimed that, until the Compromise 
was nothing more than a bilateral agreement, between the Hungarian king of 
Habsburg origin (Franz Joseph) and the representatives of the Hungarian nation 
(based on the 1867/12. article), the dualism – based on the above-mentioned 
law – meant a wider political system, determining the political structures of the 
Habsburg Monarchy up until 1918. The countries of the Hungarian Crown and 
the former Hereditary Lands had different structure and independent statehood, 
making them two political identities before the year 1867, but they always had 
common affairs. Macartney emphasises that the Pragmatica Sanctio had already 
contained these common affairs.47 In his opinion, the real question is whether 
the Compromise gave a real solution for the problem or is it only an attempt 
to answer. During his overview, detailed information is given about the direct 
background of the Compromise and the oppressive and unsustainable system 
of the neo-absolutism. In this respect, Macartney claimed that the beginning of 
the Risorgimento (i.e. the war with the Kingdom of Sardinia-Piedmont and the 
peace in Villafranca), the role of the German-Austrian opposition in the empire, 
and the actions of the Hungarian opposition are equally important. However, 
he emphasized that the latter two were divided into factions. The leading power 
of the Hungarian Opposition, the strengthening Deák party (with Macartney 
words) from 1855, rejected the separatism, accepted the Pragmatica Sanctio, 
but according to Macartney even Deák thought that the preceding concessions 
about the common affairs are excessive. The 1859 defeat of the Austrian Army 
in Lombardy accelerated the rhythm of the agreement policy but in Macartney’s 
opinion Franz Joseph did not connect this defeat to the “gesture policy” towards 
Hungarians, because his main goal was to keep the Monarchy together.48 The 
concessions made (October Diploma, February Patent) meant a constitutional 

46  Macartney, Carlile Aylmer,”The Compromise of 1867”, In. Hatton, Ragnhild; Anderson, 
Matthew Smith (eds.), Studies in Diplomatic History. Essays in Memory of David Boyne Horn. 
London, 1970. 287−300.

47  Pragmatic subjects, common interests. Macartney, “The Compromise of 1867”, 1970. 288.
48  “After this there began the story of Franz Joseph’s retreat towards constitutionalism, his 

object being to find an ally which would help him to hold the Monarchy together at the least cost 
of his authority. It was zigzag course, during which one such ally after another was tried and proved 
ineffective. It is often written (…) that this concessions to Hungary began on the morrow of the 
armistice of Villa Franca. This is not the case (…) Francis Joseph was still entirely against any con-
cessions to any group of Hungarians.” Macartney, “The Compromise of 1867”, 1970. 291.
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reform mostly for the Austrian provinces. Still, the federal constitutional reform, 
led by the elite aristocracy of the empire, failed. In this respect, the actions and 
program of the Federal Noblemen’s Party – led by the Czech count Jaroslav Clem-
Martinitz– were total failures between 1859 and 1861. Furthermore, between 
1861 and 1865 the Austrian-German wing, which represented a powerful pro-
gram of centralisation, strengthened so much that the operation of the Imperial 
Diet was not only boycotted by the Hungarians but by the Czech, Croatians 
and Polish as well. According to Macartney, the only rift between the Hungarian 
and Austrian side by 1866 was that Franz Joseph only supported the idea of an 
imperial parliament. However, the basis for negotiation has already been there 
concerning the common affairs and the April Laws.49 Macartney, on the other 
hand, emphasizes that it was not Deák and his party who wrecked the federalist 
ideas of the Polish, Czech and Croatian political leaders, but the deep and diverse 
mutual conflicts between the Slav elite of the empire.50

The historian described Count Gyula Andrássy’s important role in the crea-
tion of the Compromise. The count, as a Hungarian aristocrat with property in 
Upper Hungary and with liberal principles, suggested the Hungarian-Austrian 
(German) cooperation against the Slavic danger. This – summarized by the 
British historian – could be the foundation of the dualist system.51 He claimed, 
with a peculiar parallel, that in the Austrian home policy, the federalists and 
the centralists of the empire were both attacking the pro-Compromise Habsburg 
court, such as the Kossuth party attacked Deák in Hungary, even using the same 
reasons: we are forced to make too many compromises.52

His work, October Fifteenth. A History of Modern Hungary 1929–1945, was 
published in 1956 and 1957 in two volumes – in Hungarian only in 2006 – 
and appeared as a university textbook for decades in the British and American 
higher education. In this 519-page-long work, the author reveals the history of 
the Horthy regime in unprecedented depth and with thoroughness through his 
diplomatic and personal experiences, in a way that has never occurred in British 
literature.53 In the creation of the volume, the author was not only helped by 
experiences like diplomatic service for the Foreign Office, but also by his trav-
els to Hungary and by his continuous and continuously maintained connec-
tions with part of the intellectual and political elite of the Horthy regime. After 
1945, Macartney was in continuous relationship with the “official” historians 

49  Macartney, “The Compromise of 1867”, 1970. 295.
50  Macartney, “The Compromise of 1867”, 1970. 296.
51  “You take care of your Slavs (…) and we take care of ours / the version barbarians-for the 

Slavs-is not authenticated, although it would have been characteristic enough / a lapidary formu-
lation of what is usually said to have been the philosophic basis of Dualism.” Macartney, “The 
Compromise of 1867”, 1970. 296.

52  “(…) in Hungary (…) a considerable party still thought that Deák was going too far in 
conciliation, and even more  in Austria, from the federalists headed by Belcredi, on the one hand 
and the German centralists on the other.” Macartney, “The Compromise of 1867”, 1970. 296−297.

53  In details about the circumstances of writing the volume, see: Evans, “The Making of 
October Fifteenth”, 2004. 259–271.
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of Hungary apart from those who emigrated. However, his political stance can 
only be observed in the help provided to Hungarians arriving England after the 
repression of the revolution of 1956. The author expresses his criticism multiple 
times about the Horthy regime in the sketched tableau, from the background of 
Trianon until the fall of the Szálasi regime. Although, the volume concentrates 
more on the introduction of the general home policy of the time, Macartney 
does not avoid showing the contemporary Hungarian economy, society and con-
nections of the social classes to the world of politics. In this matter, he rightfully 
emphasizes (coherently integrated into the strong social skills experienced in his 
historical point of view) that the political representation of the poor and politi-
cally oppressed worker-peasant classes decreased (mostly because of the reduction 
of the suffrage and the creation of the unified governing party-Egységes Párt) to 
the minimum and became marginal during the consolidation of Bethlen.54 By 
looking at the foreign affairs of the 1920’s, Macartney considers the anti-bolshe-
vism and anti-communism of the system and the revisionist goals equally impor-
tant, while emphasizing that this anti-communism and anti-bolshevism of the 
contemporary Hungarian elite laid on a socially widespread consensus caused 
by the failure of  revolutions in 1918–19. Coming along this way, Macartney, 
using some criticism, emphasizes that there was no real alternative of the German 
orientation in the Danube Basin, not even in the first year of the Gömbös gov-
ernment, since the Italian-Austrian-Hungarian approach could not counteract 
it.55 Macartney undoubtedly had sympathy for Miklós Horthy. He highly valued 
his temperate conservatism, his uprightness, but most likely the fact that – in 
his opinion – the Hungarian governor never insisted categorically on taking and 
keeping the political power, he was persuaded by his surroundings.56

Summary and Outlook

Macartney was received – as a member – into the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
after the war. He proudly used this title until his death, even though he had been 
deprived of the title due to communist pressure in 1949. In 1946, he retired 
from Foreign Office service but kept on the active relationship with Hungarians. 

54  “The political subjugation of the dispossessed agrarian classes, threequarters accomplished 
when the new franchise was introduced, was soon completed, those few deputies of genuine small 
peasants or labourer origin as had survived the Party fusion being, with a handful of exceptions, 
digested and quietly excerted by the simple process of dropping them all of the list of Party candi-
dates.” Macartney, October Fifteenth, 1956. I. 66.

55  “It is important for the understanding of Danubian politics of the day to be clear that 
neither Gömbös, nor for that matter many of the Austrians who followed it through that an Italian 
orientation, even if it involved temporary renunciation of the Anschluss or even opposition to it, 
really constituted an anti-German policy.” Macartney, October Fifteenth, 1956. I. 138.

56  “He was upright, honourable and courteous, generous, open-hearted and affectionate…
Nor, in the writer’s opinion, is there any real foundation for the accusations brought against him 
of ambition and vanity. He had not elbowed or intrigued his way towards power; it was pressed on 
him by others, who assured him that it was his duty to accept it, as being the fittest man for it.” 
Macartney, October Fifteenth, 1956. I. 52–53.
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He visited Hungarian organisations in the USA multiple times and travelled 
to Austria after the repression of the revolution of 1956 to help Hungarians in 
refugee camps. As a leader of the Anglo-Hungarian Society before the war and 
later and as the president of the Anglo-Hunxgarian Fellowship, he had a great 
role in making the integration of the Hungarian refugees in England success-
ful. Neither his personality, nor his works and actions were uncontroversial. This 
can be found mostly in his relationship with Robert Seton-Watson, who always 
considered Macartney slightly anti-Semitic and largely pro-Hungarian. However, 
Macartney, on one of his last conferences (Haifa, April 1972), proved him to be 
wrong in his lecture about Hungarian foreign policy and the Jewish question, 
which lecture was followed by steady appreciation.57

The historian-diplomat Macartney undoubtedly made a great effort to make 
the Horthy regime nuanced and less hostile in the eye of the British public opin-
ion. This was achieved mostly by his service in the Foreign Office and the radio 
speeches. He aimed to be objective, professional and accurate in his historical 
writings. The sympathy towards Hungarians appears in many of his other works. 
The professor of history of the All Souls College kept up his connections with 
Hungary but, by this time, these were mostly professional rather than political 
ones.

57  Macartney, Carlile Aylmer, “Hungarian Foreign Policy during the Inter-War Period, with 
Special Reference to the Jewish Question”, In. Vago, Bela; Mosse, George Lachmann (eds.), Jews 
and non-Jews in Eastern Europe 1918−1945. New York–Jerusalem, 1974. 125−136. See also: Major, 
Róbert, Macartney a magyar zsidókról. [Macartney’s Standpoint on the Hungarian Jews]. München, 
1961.
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Krzysztof Kania

POLISH EFFORTS IN THE INTERNATIONAL AREA IN 
THE FORMATIVE YEARS  

1919–1921

November 11, 1918 has for a long time been a provisional date for Poland re-
gaining independence. It was established by the Act of April 23, 1937, so al-
most nineteen years after the actual events.1 It marks Józef Piłsudski’s return 
from Magdeburg to free Warsaw and his takeover of military power, and after 
three days also of civil power, from the Regency Council.2 For other regions of 
the later Second Polish Republic, this date would be completely different. For 
Pomerania – with the capital in Toruń which I represent – it would be January 
18, 1920. Upper Silesia can only be said to have been joined to the Republic in 
the summer of 1922 as a result of three uprisings and a plebiscite held there on 
March 20, 1921.3 In turn, the so-called eastern border along with Vilnius and 
Eastern Galicia was not recognized by the Council of Ambassadors until March 
15, 1923.4

In this paper, I would like to focus primarily on presenting the main di-
rections of Polish foreign policy in the so-called interwar period. In addition 
to diplomatic weapons, armed force was also widely used at the time to obtain 
territorial benefits together with stocks based there, in order to ensure the proper 
functioning of the state in peaceful conditions. Thus, relations with Germany 
during and after the Versailles conference, as well as relations with Russia, mainly 
in the context of the Polish-Bolshevik war that was ended with the Riga Treaty 
will be dealt with. Relations with our neighboring states: the West Ukrainian 
People’s Republic, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania, Latvia and Romania; and the west-
ern powers, France and Great Britain, which both influenced what was happen-
ing in Central and Eastern Europe will also be discussed. Our initial contacts 
with Hungary will also be mentioned.

1  Journal of Laws of the Republic of Poland (hereinafter J. of L. of the R. of P.), 1937 (33), 
item 25.

2  Sibora, Janusz, Dyplomacja polska w I wojnie światowej [Polish diplomacy in the First World 
War]. Warszawa, 2013. 464ff.

3  For more, see Wojciechowski, Mieczysław, Powrót Pomorza do Polski 1918–1920 [The re-
turn of Pomerania to Poland in 1918–1920]. Warszawa–Poznań–Toruń, 1981; Kaczmarek, Ryszard, 
Powstania śląskie 1919–1920–1921: nieznana wojna polsko-niemiecka [Silesian Uprisings 1919–
1920–1921: Unknown Polish-German war]. Kraków, 2019.

4  Łossowski, Piotr, “Stabilizacja pozycji międzynarodowej Polski (czerwiec 1921–marzec 
1923) [Stabilization of Poland’s international position (June 1921–March 1923)]”, In. Łossowski 
Piotr (ed.), Historia dyplomacji polskiej [History of Polish diplomacy]. Vol. IV: 1918–1939. Warszawa, 
1995. [hereinafter Historia dyplomacji 1995.] 178–218. 217.
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The time period set out in the paper’s title, primarily due to the continuity 
of certain events, must be treated conventionally. The author sometimes went 
beyond its scope to optimally outline the described issues.

At that time, subsequent ministers that conducted foreign policy of Poland 
were Leon Wasilewski (until January 16, 1919), Ignacy Jan Paderewski (January 
16, 1919 – 9 December 1919), Władysław Wróblewski (December 13–16, 
1919), Stanisław Patek (December 16, 1919 – June 9, 1920), Eustachy Sapieha 
(June 23, 1920 – May 24, 1921), Jan Dąbski (May 24, 1921 – 11 June 1921) 
and Konstanty Skirmunt (since June 11, 1921). In fact, since December 1919 its 
main driving force was Józef Piłsudski, who was the Chief of State.5

The first test of young Polish diplomacy was the conference in Paris. On 
January 29, 1919, Roman Dmowski, the trusted and close associate of Paderewski, 
made his first and extremely important speech there. During his five-hour speech 
in French which he also directly interpreted into English, Dmowski presented the 
political and military situation in Poland comprehensively, considering it to be 
disastrous. On the one hand, the Republic had to repel attacks from the Germans 
in the Province of Posen (where the Greater Poland Uprising lasted between 27 
December 1918 and 16 February 1919). On the other hand, attacks came from 
the Ukrainians in Eastern Galicia where since 1 November 1918 there was a 
regular war. The Bolshevik threat was added to all the above. Speaking about the 
territory of the Polish state, Dmowski stipulated it would be restored to borders 
from before 1772, i.e. the first partition of Poland. In the south, west and north 
they were to include Upper Silesia, Cieszyn Silesia, Poznań, Gdańsk Pomerania 
as well as Warmia, Masuria and Powiśle, while in the east Poland would comprise 
Lithuania (in the sense of a real union), Eastern Galicia, part of Belarus, and part 
of Volhynia.6

A special Polish Affairs Committee chaired by Jules Cambon was established 
to consider Polish demands. In March, the Commission presented a draft border 
to the west which was beneficial to Polish interests. Unfortunately, it was met 
with criticism of the main playmaker of the conference, British Prime Minister 
David Lloyd George. He perceived Poland as an ally of France, which both on 
the continent and in the world (in its colonies) constituted a serious danger to the 
doctrine of balance of power professed by the British at that time. On Downing 
Street, France’s hegemony was feared all the more because as a result of the Great 

5  Michowicz, Waldemar, “Aneks I: Ministrowie Spraw Zagranicznych RP [Ministers of 
Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Poland]”, In. Historia dyplomacji 1995. 625; Łossowski, Piotr, 
“Kształtowanie się państwa polskiego i walka o granice (listopad 1918–czerwiec 1921) [Formation 
of the Polish state and the struggle for borders (November 1918–June 1921)]”, In. Historia dyplo-
macji 1995. 79-177. 137.

6  Sławomir Dębski (ed.), assisted by Piotr Długołęcki, Polskie Dokumenty Dyplomatyczne 
1918 listopad-grudzień [Polish Diplomatic Documents, November-December 1918]. Warszawa, 
2008. 9–11ff; Sławomir Dębski (ed.), Polskie Dokumenty Dyplomatyczne 1919 styczeń-maj 
[Polish Diplomatic Documents, January–May 1919]. Warszawa, 2016. 165–176; Łossowski, 
“Kształtowanie”, 1995. 104–105; Kawalec, Krzysztof, Roman Dmowski. Poznań, 2016. 329–333. 
For more, see MacMillan, Margaret, Peacemakers: Six Months That Changed the World. London, 
2002.
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War its earlier competitors either ceased to exist (the German Empire, Austria-
Hungary), or were in chaos (Russia). Moreover, a large and economically strong 
Poland emerging at the expense of Germany would weaken the latter, which in 
turn would entail delays in paying war reparations to the English.7 Lloyd George’s 
intervention had the desired effect. Poland was not granted Gdańsk which be-
came the Free City of Danzig (from November 15, 1920), and plebiscites were 
ordered to be conducted in Upper Silesia, Warmia, Masuria and Powiśle. In ad-
dition, the Second Republic was charged with war debts and was obliged to sign 
a discriminatory treaty on the international protection of national minorities. 
Weaker countries, including Poland, had to give in to the pressure of stronger 
ones. Despite protests, they undertook these commitments because they were 
the condition for the conclusion of the Versailles agreement ending the Great 
War (Poland will unilaterally suspend the execution of most controversial part 
of the treaty on September 13, 1934).8 Summing up the above, it should be 
emphasized that the expectations of Polish diplomacy regarding Versailles were 
higher. Although signing the peace with Germany confirmed the existence of an 
independent Poland, in relations with our western neighbor it foreboded further 
difficulties, which will be discussed in a moment.

After signing the Treaty of Versailles, Polish diplomacy continued its activi-
ties aimed at abolishing temporariness and joining Eastern Galicia to the Polish 
state. Despite the positive attitude towards these demands expressed both from 
the representatives of the United States (Frank Lyon Polk) and France (Cambon, 
André Tardieu), the delegate of Great Britain (Eyre Crowe) raised his objection.9 
As a result of this intervention, on November 21, the Supreme Council of the 
Principal Allied and Associated Powers introduced a temporary 25-year admin-
istrative mandate in Eastern Galicia.10 This caused justified protests in Warsaw. 
Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs Stanisław Patek in his note to the chairman of 
the peace conference Georges Clemenceau wrote, among others:

“The mandate to organize and manage the eastern part of Galicia 
within a period of 25 years (...) can only create an unfavorable state 

7  Baumgart, Marek, Wielka Brytania a odbudowa Polski 1914–1923 [Great Britain and the 
reconstruction of Poland, 1914–1923]. Szczecin, 1990. 61–63, 72–73; Nowak-Kiełbikowa, Maria, 
Polska-Wielka Brytania w latach 1918–1923. Kształtowanie się stosunków politycznych [Poland-Great 
Britain in 1918-1923. Formation of political relations]. Warszawa, 1975. 94.

8  For more, see Bierzanek, Remigiusz; Kukułka, Józef, Sprawy polskie na Konferencji Pokojowej 
w Paryżu w 1919 r. Dokumenty i materiały [Polish matters at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. 
Documents and materials]. Vol. 1–3. Warszawa, 1965–1968 (hereinafter Sprawy); Nowak, Andrzej, 
Pierwsza zdrada Zachodu. 1920 – zapomniany appeasement [The first betrayal of the West. 1920 
Forgotten appeasement]. Kraków, 2015. 16; Fink, Carole, Defending The Rights of Others: The Great 
Powers, the Jews, and International Minority Protection, 1878–1938. Cambridge, 2006. 261, 267–
268; Żerko, Stanisław (ed.) assisted by Piotr Długołęcki, Polskie Dokumenty Dyplomatyczne 1934. 
Warszawa, 2014. 567–568ff.

9  Sprawy, Vol. 2. 364–366; Łossowski, “Kształtowanie”, 1995. 128.
10  Studnicki, Władysław, System polityczny Europy a Polska [The political system of Europe and 

Poland]. Warszawa, 1935. 69.
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of affairs for the interests and well-being of the inhabitants of the 
territory [of Eastern Galicia – K.K.], destroying the country’s unity 
with Poland”.11

On December 22, 1919, the Supreme Council, concerned about the develop-
ment of the situation in Eastern Europe caused by the threat from Bolshevik 
Russia, suspended the implementation of the decision of November 21.12 It was 
undoubtedly a success of young Polish diplomacy.

In subsequent years, the issue of the disputed territory of Eastern Galicia was 
the subject of negotiations between the Warsaw government and Symon Petliura’s 
government of the Ukrainian People’s Republic (beneficial for the Republic of 
Poland, as discussed below), and, amidst the Bolshevik threat, between the Polish 
Government represented by Prime Minister Władysław Grabski and represent-
atives of Western powers in Belgian Spa. In turn, the result of this conference 
was unfavorable for the Republic. The problem of Eastern Galicia reappeared 
during peace talks following the Polish-Bolshevik war, and was resolved in favor 
of Poland.13 Going beyond the chronological timeline adopted in the title of 
the paper, it is worth mentioning here that Polish diplomacy finally achieved its 
demarcation goals in the east of the country. In Paris, on March 15, 1923, by 
decision of the Conference of Ambassadors, Eastern Galicia and other territories 
were incorporated into the Republic and the border with the Soviet Union and 
Lithuania was agreed on. The eastern border of Poland was drawn and recognized 
internationally.14

Before this happened, however, we must not forget about several other im-
portant issues absorbing the attention of the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
One of them was certainly a threat from Bolshevik Russia which intended to 
promote communism not only along the Vistula, but also the Spree, the Seine or 
the distant Tagus in Spain and Portugal. After a period of talks and negotiations, 
and several offensive operations that ended with Poland’s occupation of Vilnius 
and Minsk in 1919, it was realized that these successes were also possible thanks 
to the ongoing civil war in Russia. Józef Piłsudski did not intend to support any 
of the conflicting parties, rightly recognizing that both sides were a real threat to 
the independence of the Republic of Poland and would just proclaim different 
reasons for domination.15 Defeats of white generals gave rise to the mobilization 

11  Sprawy, Vol. 2. 373–375.
12  Łossowski, “Kształtowanie”, 1995. 128–129; Sprawy, Vol. 2. 376.
13  Jędruszczak, Tadeusz; Nowak-Kiełbikowa, Maria, Dokumenty z dziejów polskiej polityki 

zagranicznej 1918–1939 [Documents from the history of Polish foreign policy 1918–1939]. Vol. I: 
1918–1932 Warszawa, 1989. [hereinafter Dokumenty] 94–96, 146–150; Butler, Rohan; Bury, John 
Patrick Tuer (eds.), Documents on British Foreign Policy 1919–1939. First Series, Vol. XI Upper 
Silesia, Poland, and the Baltic States January 1920–March 1921. London, 1961. 378.

14  Sierpowski, Stanisław, Źródła do historii powszechnej okresu międzywojennego [Sources for 
the general history of the interwar period]. Vol. 1: 1917–1926. Poznań, 1989. 312–313; Łossowski, 
“Stabilizacja”, 1995. 217–218.

15  Garlicki, Andrzej, Józef Piłsudski 1867–1935. Warszawa, 1990. 221. Łossowski, 
“Kształtowanie”, 1995. 116–124. 
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of Polish troops which in the spring of 1920 began the Kyiv operation against 
the Red Army. With this step, Piłsudski intended to implement his federation 
concept which was to create independent Lithuania, Belarus and Ukraine bound 
with Poland by alliances. This would have created a natural buffer between the 
Republic and Russia.

The first step in achieving this goal was the political and military alliance 
with the leader of the Ukrainian People’s Republic Petliura. The political agree-
ment was signed in Warsaw on April 21, 1920. The government of the Ukrainian 
People’s Republic recognized the Zbruch river as the Polish-Ukrainian border 
which meant that Eastern Galicia was to belong to Poland. Poland recognized 
the sovereignty of Ukraine east of the agreed border, up to the pre-partition bor-
ders of 1772 which Poland had already regained or would recover from Russia. 
Both countries committed themselves not to conclude international agreements 
directed against each other. National and cultural rights were also guaranteed 
to Polish citizens within the UPR and Ukrainian citizens within the territory of 
the Republic of Poland. Three days later, a military convention was concluded 
which propounded a joint fight against the Bolsheviks.16 On April 25, 1920, the 
common Polish-Ukrainian offensive against the Red Army began. In less than a 
few days, numerous cities, including Kyiv and strategic rail hubs, were captured. 
At the end of May, the counter-offensive of the Bolshevik forces led to the re-
treat of Polish troops from the territory of Ukraine, and in the following months 
(June–July) also from Belarus and the Vilnius region. Before the decisive battle 
of Warsaw, the Red Army was in the vicinity of Toruń, Płock, Warsaw, Dęblin 
or Lviv. The situation became dramatic, and everything was to be settled in the 
outskirts of Warsaw. It was there in the middle of August 1920 that the 18th de-
cisive battle in the history of the world took place.17 The success in the Warsaw 
battle enabled Polish counter-offensive along the entire length of the front. Soviet 
troops were forced to retreat to the north (East Prussia); north-east, where the 
groundbreaking battle of the Niemen River took place on September 20–26/28); 
and south-east, where the famous battle of Komarów came to pass on August 
31. On October 12, 1920, a ceasefire was concluded, and a subsequent peace 
treaty was signed in Riga on March 18, 1921. The most important points of 
the agreement included establishing the Russian-Polish border approximating the 
border from the times of the Second Partition of the Commonwealth of 1793. 
Language, culture and religion rights for national minorities were also further 
defined. For the share of Polish lands in Russia’s economy, the treaty foresaw com-
pensation for Poland in the amount of 30 million rubles in gold together with the 
return of machinery, factory equipment and road, river and railway rolling stock 
worth 29 million rubles in gold (difficult to enforce by Poland, and recovered 

16  The entire agreement including the definition of the borders along with the military con-
vention between Poland and the government of the Ukrainian People’s Republic, see Dokumenty, 
88–99.

17  For more, see D’Abernon, Edgar Vincent, The eighteenth decisive battle of the world. Warsaw, 
1920. London, 1931.
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only to a minimal extent). Conditions for returning works of art, monuments or 
archives seized by Russia (only partly recovered) were established. After ratifying 
the agreement, both countries were to establish political and trade relations with 
each other. These compromises were not easy to reach, mainly due to our Eastern 
neighbor’s failure to comply with the provisions of the Riga Treaty.18

In the years 1919-1921 Poland fought to include Upper Silesia in the borders 
of the Polish state. In the area of Upper Silesia and Warmia, Masuria and Powiśle, 
plebiscites were also ordered. By voting, the population was to speak in favor of 
these lands belonging to Germany or Poland.

In case of Warmia, Masuria and Powiśle the date of the plebiscite was unluck-
ily picked. No one during the meetings in Versailles could have predicted that at 
this time (11 July 1920) Poland would be waging war with the Bolsheviks not 
only for its own independence, but also for the freedom of all of Europe. The on-
going fights were only one of the reasons for the crushing defeat of Poland in the 
vote and in the incorporation of these lands with small exceptions (5 communes 
in Powiśle and 3 in Masuria) to the German state. Others were certainly the prop-
aganda and the organizational advantage of the Germans who preached slogans 
about Poland as a “seasonal country” or information contained on voting cards 
on which one could choose either East Prussia (Ostpreussen) or Poland (Polen). 
Thus, the name of Germany as the incorporating state did not appear anywhere. 
The ill-informed inhabitants of these areas were certainly closer to East Prussia 
than to Poland. In addition, Germans mobilized nearly 200 thousand emigrants 
who, due to having been born in the plebiscite area, had the right to vote there.19

The situation was utterly different in Upper Silesia. There, Polish influence 
was much stronger than in Warmia, Masuria and Powiśle. Unfortunately, Britain 
was also indirectly interested in Upper Silesia, as it was convinced that German 
debts and war reparations could be repaid only when Germany as a state would 
constitute a serious economic force. For this, coal deposits located in Upper 
Silesia were certainly needed. In addition, as it has already been mentioned, 
Great Britain followed the principle of balance of power and feared France’s dom-
inant position on the continent. In the United Kingdom it was also believed that 
Poland as a young country would not be able to utilize the whole economic po-
tential of Upper Silesia.20 The above were arguments for handing over these areas 
to Germany – and that led to the outbreak of two Silesian Uprisings in 1919 and 
1920. Polish diplomacy did everything for the plebiscite on March 20, 1921 to 

18  J. of L. of the R. of P., 1921(49), item 300. For more, see Borzęcki, Jerzy, Pokój ryski 1921 
roku i kształtowanie się międzywojennej Europy Wschodniej [The Riga Peace of 1921 and the formation 
of interwar Eastern Europe]. Warszawa, 2012; Wojciechowski, Mieczysław (ed.), Traktat ryski 1921 
roku po 75 latach [The Riga Treaty of 1921 after 75 years]. Toruń, 1998.

19  Minakowski, Jerzy, Baza artykułów dotyczących plebiscytu na Warmii, Mazurach i Powiślu w 
1920 roku [Database of plebiscite-related articles in Warmia, Masuria and Powiśle in 1920]. Olsztyn, 
2010. 15–16, 381; see also Wrzesiński, Wojciech, Plebiscyty na Warmii, Mazurach oraz na Powiślu 
w 1920 roku [The 1920 plebiscites in Warmia, Masuria and Powiśle]. Olsztyn, 1974.

20  For more, see Keynes, John Maynard, The Economic Consequences of the Peace. London, 
1919.
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take place in new and favorable circumstances. Such a success was certainly the 
peace signed with Bolshevik Russia two days before in Riga.

Unfortunately, the results of the plebiscite were not favorable for Poland. 
59.6% of voters were in favor of joining Upper Silesia to Germany, and only 
40.4% for Poland. Rumors about the unfavorable division of this area for our 
country inspired mainly by Great Britain, caused the outbreak of the third up-
rising in Upper Silesia (May 2 – July 5, 1921).21 British Prime Minister Lloyd 
George was outraged by this course of events and accused the Republic of break-
ing all the standards of international law which was obviously met with an appro-
priate riposte of the Polish government and the Polish diplomatic service. Once 
the battles between Poles and Germans were over, the issue of disputed areas 
was resolved by the Council of the League of Nations which in October 1921 
issued a resolution approved by the Entente Council of Ambassadors. Under its 
provisions, Poland received 29% of the plebiscite area with 46% of the popu-
lation. 79% of the mines and 59% of the iron foundries were located in these 
areas. This decision should undoubtedly be perceived as a success of young Polish 
democracy.22

When discussing Poland’s relations with other countries, we must pay at-
tention to Czechoslovakia. The main reason for any misunderstandings was the 
territorial dispute over Cieszyn Silesia, Spisz and Orava. Despite an agreement 
binding both countries, the Czechoslovak army annexed a part of the disputed 
area in January 1919.23 Both countries perceived the threat from Germany and 
Soviet Russia differently. Czechoslovakia, mistakenly, was not afraid of German 
revisionism and conducted pro-Russian policy in the East which manifested itself 
among others in a hostile position towards Poland during the Polish-Bolshevik 
war or the Third Silesian Uprising. In the moments of greatest danger from the 
Bolsheviks, first by the decision of the powers at Spa, and then of the Supreme 
Council of July 28, 1920, it was decided to forgo the plebiscite in the disputed 
area. It was handed over to the Czechs. Therefore, over 100 thousand Poles found 
themselves outside of our country. The conciliation policy of the Polish Minister 
of Foreign Affairs Konstanty Skirmunt did no good as the Skirmunt-Beneš polit-
ical agreement developed on November 6, 1921 was not ratified and thus did not 
come into force. The foundations of the Polish-Czechoslovakian agreement in-
cluded territorial guarantees, benevolent neutrality, the possibility of transit, and 
overt diplomacy, which could have been the beginning of a new deal in bilateral 

21  Krasuski, Jerzy, Stosunki polsko-niemieckie 1919–1932 [Polish-German relations in 1919–
1932]. Poznań, 1975. Łossowski, “Kształtowanie”, 1995. 173.

22  Archives of New Files in Warsaw, Embassy of the Republic of Poland in London, ref. num-
ber 394. 49, 87–90; see also Kania, Krzysztof, Wielka Brytania 1918–1939 w świetle polskich źródeł 
dyplomatycznych [Great Britain in 1918–1939 in Polish diplomatic sources]. Toruń, 2007. 45–48.

23  Polskie Dokumenty Dyplomatyczne 1919 styczeń-maj. Warszawa, 2016. 64-67ff; Baumgart, 
Marek, Wielka Brytania a odrodzona Polska (1918–1933) [Great Britain and reborn Poland (1918–
1933)]. Szczecin, 1985. 64; Pobóg-Malinowski, Władysław, Najnowsza historia polityczna Polski 
[The latest political history of Poland]. Vol. 2: 1914–1939. London, 1967. 177.
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relations. Unfortunately, this did not come to pass.24 Relations with our southern 
neighbor throughout the interwar period, with few exceptions, were strained, and 
the regaining of lands lost by the Republic took place in changed and controver-
sial conditions during the Munich conference of 1938.

Partly due to strained relations with Czechoslovakia, Poland did not join the 
Little Entente formed in 1920–1921 by Czechoslovakia, the Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes, and Romania. Another reason was the centuries-old friend-
ship with Hungary, against whom this agreement was established. Hungary, al-
though it did not have a common border with Poland until 1939, supported 
Poland in its struggles to remain independent. In the mid-1920s, plans for a 
bilateral political and military agreement emerged. Unfortunately, they did not 
come to fruition, which resulted in our relations quietening (their revival was to 
be brought by Minister August Zaleski (1926–1932)). However, Poles could, 
as usual, count on Hungarian supplies of military equipment, also during the 
Polish-Bolshevik war. This was another proof of the centuries-old friendship be-
tween the two nations.25

The Republic of Poland also sought to develop proper relations with the Baltic 
states and Finland. In July 1921, a conference of Foreign Ministers of Estonia, 
Finland, Latvia and Poland took place in Helsinki. Unfortunately, no political 
or military agreements between the participants were concluded. Only a com-
mitment was made to pursue a common policy with regard to Soviet Russia. An 
understanding was reached less than a year later, during a conference in Warsaw. 
On March 17, 1922, a political agreement was signed with the aim of forming a 
Baltic bloc. Unfortunately, failure by the Parliament of Finland to ratify it made 
it never enter into force.26

Relations with Lithuania should be analysed separately. The reason for the 
animosities between the two countries were different views on their coexistence. 
Lithuania sought to get rid of any union between itself and Poland. Poland, on 
the other hand, saw Lithuania in a federation, and if such a union proved im-
possible, it intended to prevent Vilnius and Suwałki from being handed over to 
the Lithuanian state. The Lithuanians looked at territorial issues in a complete-
ly different manner, claiming their rights to the Vilnius region with the capital 
as well as to the region of Suwałki, Białystok and Grodno. After Vilnius was 
seized by general Lucjan Żeligowski, Central Lithuania was established there. On 
February 20, 1922, the Vilnius Sejm elected in January of the same year adopted 
a resolution on Central Lithuania belonging to Poland which was approved by 
the Legislative Sejm in Warsaw on March 24.27 Until 1938, significant tension 
characterized Polish-Lithuanian relations.

24  Łossowski, “Kształtowanie”, 1995. 149–150; Łossowski, “Stabilizacja”, 1995. 188–191, 
205.

25  Łossowski, “Kształtowanie”, 1995. 151, 167–168, 191–192.
26  Łossowski, “Stabilizacja”, 1995. 193–195.
27  Łossowski, “Kształtowanie”, 1995. 157–159, 175–176.
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In the new order brought about by Versailles and Riga and binding in Europe 
after the end of the Great War, France’s position could not be overestimated. It 
was France, alongside Great Britain, which was the largest military power on the 
continent. One of the tasks of the newly created Polish state was the conclusion 
of alliances guaranteeing its future territorial security and political independ-
ence. The agreements signed in 1921 with France and Romania were to serve 
this purpose.

On February 19, 1921, the Polish-French political agreement was concluded. 
The document was then signed by the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs Eustachy 
Sapieha and the French Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Aristide 
Briand. On the same day, general Kazimierz Sosnkowski and Ferdinand Foch, 
Paul Doumer and Jean Louis Barthou concluded a secret Polish-French mili-
tary convention. The political agreement contained a provision disadvantaging 
Warsaw and forced by Quai d’Orsay: a non-committal motion for consultations 
“to defend the states’ territories and protect their legitimate interests within the 
framework outlined in the introduction” (Article 3) instead of “to provide sup-
port and help to each other”. In addition, the entry into force of the political 
agreement and military convention was conditioned by the signing of economic 
agreements (Article 5). That was to happen no sooner than on February 6, 1922. 
The military convention included disturbing provisions referring to potential 
German aggression from the territory of the Free City of Danzig (Article 1) or 
the real participation of French soldiers in the probable conflict with Germany 
or Soviet Russia (Articles 2 and 3).28 Nevertheless, one should agree with Jan 
Ciałowicz who rightly recognized the agreement with France as one of the most 
important covenants signed by Poland during the interwar period. It certainly 
contributed to the stabilization of the position of the Second Polish Republic in 
this part of Europe, protected it against Germany and influenced the economic 
development of the country (through the construction of Gdynia and the railway 
line connecting the seaside and Upper Silesia). According to Ciałowicz, “[t]he 
alliance with France has become the cornerstone of Polish foreign policy and the 
basis for the expansion and modernization of the army for the next few years, and 
began to benefit both parties internationally”.29

Another important treaty was the Convention on Defensive Alliance con-
cluded between the Republic of Poland and the Kingdom of Romania and signed 
on March 3, 1921 by Foreign Ministers Eustachy Sapieha and Take Ionescu. 
The agreement was established in case of aggression from the eastern neighbor 
of Poland and Romania – Soviet Russia. On the same day, a secret military con-
vention was signed (by Tadeusz Rozwadowski and Constantin Christescu). The 
political agreement – signed for five years with the option of termination after 
two years – contained eight articles. In its first two articles, both countries com-
mitted themselves to mutual assistance in the event of aggression from Russia. In 

28  Dokumenty, 129–133.
29  Ciałowicz, Jan, Polsko-francuski sojusz wojskowy 1921–1939 [Polish-French military alliance 

1921–1939]. Warszawa, 1970. 72.
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addition, both countries were to consult on matters of policy in the East. Details 
of any defensive military operations were contained in the aforementioned secret 
military convention.30

Thus, Poland protected itself against aggression from both west and east. The 
agreements also influenced the development of political and military relations 
with France and Romania, as well as of trade contacts with the former.

In conclusion, Polish foreign policy between 1919 and 1921 was conducted 
in extremely difficult circumstances. Poland had to be rebuilt after 123 years of 
partitions. Conditions for this were not favorable. Regaining independence did 
not de facto mean only grassroots work in order to rebuild and consolidate the 
state. Poland was forced to continue to fight for its borders as well as its independ-
ence. It came out of this skirmish unscathed, and in the following years, despite 
all difficulties the country grew dynamically, playing a significant role in this part 
of Europe. Unfortunately, its flourishing and successes in all areas of life were 
dramatically stopped as a result of the outbreak of World War II.

30  For more, see Dokumenty, 146–150.
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Róbert Kerepeszki

DEVIANCE IN BUDAPEST BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
“GREAT WAR”

MAJOR TENDENCIES AND GENERAL FEATURES

Preface

In general, deviance refers to behaviours that violate social norms or, as described 
by Crossmann in one of her recent publications1, it is “any behaviour that is cont-
rary to the dominant norms of society”. Different theories give exact description 
and explanation on deviant behaviours from biological, psychological, and so-
ciological points of view. To further analyze the evolution and essence of deviant 
behaviour is the purview of professionals at sociology, health and criminology. 
Here, we review and discuss the possible social reasons of norm-breaking beha-
viours that emerged throughout a rather difficult period of Hungarian history, 
namely in that before and after the World War I.

Introduction

At the beginning of 1920, Kornél Tábori, one of the most well-known journalists 
of the age, organized, at the request of Prime Minister Károly Huszár, about a 
dozen fact-finding raids in the poor districts of the Hungarian capital in order 
to instantiate the serious public conditions to the representatives of the Entente 
staying in Budapest. Some of the photographs on social conditions, taken by 
Tábori during these raids, were published in the columns of several contempora-
ry newspapers and soon after, an album was compiled and published in several 
languages under the title “From the Horrors of a Country Condemned to Death 
– Inspection-tour through the Misery of Budapest” which became one of the 
most shocking illustrations of the conditions in Hungary after the World War.2

The photos did not remain unresponded to. As a result, in Switzerland and 
the Netherlands there was a holiday and a recreation campaign was launched 
for Hungarian children3 (Tábori’s series portrayed mainly children living in 

1  Crossman, Ashley, “Sociological Explanations of Deviant Behavior”, = ThoughtCo, 
Feb. 11, 2020, Online: http://thoughtco.com/sociological-explanations-of-deviant-behavior 
-3026269 (Downloaded on April 5, 2020). – For further theoretical background see Little, William 
et al., Introduction to Sociology. Victoria, B.C., 2014. 198–234.

2  About Tábori and his activity see Perényi, Roland, A nyomor felfedezése Bécsben és Budapesten. 
Szociális riportok a 19–20. század fordulóján [The Discovery of Poverty in Vienna and Budapest. Social 
Reports at the turn of the 19th–20th Century]. Budapest, 2018. 137–145.

3  See in detail Aalders, Maarten J., “Kindertreinen naar Nederland (1919–1930)”, In. 
Aalders, Maarten J.; Pusztai, Gábor; Réthelyi, Orsolya (eds.), De Hongaarse kindertreinen: Een lev-
ende brug tussen Hongarije, Nederland en België na de Eerste Wereldoorlog. Hilversum, 2020. 38–59.
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deep poverty in Budapest), while there arrived large quantities of bandages from 
England and a lot of garment donations from the United States in Budapest in 
the early 1920s. However, these have not alleviated the serious problems. It could 
be said that the photographs dramatically illustrated the suffered adversities of 
the Hungarian capital and the country as well as the expectable further difficul-
ties which could be attributed to the damages and aftermaths of the world war. 
According to many contemporary opinions, the misery demonstrated in these 
photos has generated a striking increase in self-destructive, norm-breaking, and 
public endangering phenomena which the modern sociology now classifies into 
the notion of deviance. In our point of view this may include crime, suicide and 
prostitution, but also various addictions (alcohol and drugs), insanity, and mental 
illnesses.

The purpose of this paper, on the one hand, is to illustrate the spreading of 
these deviancies in the Hungarian capital and, on the other hand, to examine 
the causes and broader contexts of certain phenomena, the social environment 
of the time, as well as to make perceivable the public discourse triggered by such 
phenomena at that time.

Quantitative approach and methodological problems of statistics

It seems obvious to start our investigation of the spread of deviance by processing 
statistical sources. During the period between the two world wars, numerous 
publications and studies were published by prominent contemporary experts 
who examined the numerical tendencies of various deviant behaviour patterns 
(crim,4 suicide5) and other related or attributed phenomena (sexually transmitted 
diseases,6 alcohol consumption7) in the Hungarian capital. There were also partial 
statements and reports on the country as a whole (for example on crime rates), 
but they were either incomplete or segmental and were therefore not suitable 
for representing major trends. However, statistical summaries for Budapest had 
already been drawn up even before the Great War, too. This is no coincidence, 

4  For example Pálosi, Ervin, Budapest kriminalitása és moralitása az 1909–1925. években 
[The Crime and Morality of Budapest in 1909–1925.]. Budapest, 1928. (Budapesti Statisztikai 
Közlemények [Budapest Statistical Bulletins], Vol. 55, No. 3); Nyigri, Imre, “A budapesti rendőrség 
hatvan éve a bűnügyi statisztika tükrében [Sixty Years of the Budapest Police in the Light of Crime 
Statistics]”, In. Borbély, Zoltán; Kapy, Rezső (eds.), A 60 éves magyar rendőrség, 1881–1941 [The 
60-year-old Hungarian Police, 1881–1941.]. Budapest, 1942. 497–594.

5  For example Melly, József, Az öngyilkosságok Budapesten és az európai nagyvárosokban [Suicides 
in Budapest and Major European Cities]. Budapest, 1928. (Budapesti Statisztikai Közlemények, Vol. 
56, No. 2).

6  For example Doros, Gábor; Melly, József, A nemi betegségek kérdése Budapesten, [The Issue of 
Venereal Diseases in Budapest] Vol. I–II. Budapest, 1930. (Budapesti Statisztikai Közlemények, Vol. 
61, No. 1–2)

7  For example Buziássy, Károly, Budapest szeszesitalfogyasztása [Consumption of Alcohol in 
Budapest]. Budapest, 1935. (Budapesti Statisztikai Közlemények, Vol. 73, No. 3); Hacker, Ervin, 
“Kriminalitás és alkoholizmus [Crime and Alcoholism]”, = Magyar Szemle 28, 1936, No. 9–12, 
376–379.
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considering that the Hungarian capital became a modern metropolis in the cour-
se of the last third of the 19th century and the first decade of the 20th century. As a 
result of drawbacks of modernization, not detailed here and now, the deviant be-
haviour patterns had become more frequent and more “apparent” resulting in an 
increased political, law enforcement and scientific interest.8 Taking into account 
also the statistical publications issued before 1914, an opportunity presents itself 
for a quantitative analysis spanning over a longer period in relation with certain 
deviance patterns for Budapest. In this paper, we are going to illustrate trends 
of deviance and methodological problems by surveying two patterns that of as 
examples.

The first instance is the spread of crime. Of course, we may pay attention to 
all the possible analytical aspects of the figures, we confine ourselves only to a few 
general considerations. At first glance, contemporary statistics show us a deter-
rent scene. The figures indicate that in the course of decades preceding the First 
World War, the number of reported crimes in the Hungarian capital had slowly 
increased parallel with the increase of population in Budapest. Then, during the 
World War, the number of registered cases increased by leaps and bounds, and 
this, after some undulation, showed a downward trend only in the mid-1920s. 
The data also revealed that the economic crisis at the beginning of the next decade 
had given a new impetus to the spread of crime (see the figure below).

 

8  Perényi, Roland, A bűn nyomában. A budapesti bűnözés társadalomtörténete, 1896–1914 [In 
the Wake of Sin. The Social History of Crime in Budapest, 1896–1914.]. Budapest, 2012.; Domokos, 
Andrea, “The Emergence of Criminology in Hungarian Criminal Sciences – Late 19th–Early 20th 
century”, = Acta Juridica Hungarica 54, 2013, No. 4, 331–348.
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Unfortunately, we do not have official records that show crime trends in each 
district of Budapest. Consequently, it can only be presumed which parts of the 
capital were particularly endangered in this respect at the end of the World War 
and in the first years thereafter. Collective thinking and memory of that time 
preserved primarily those areas as “sin-infested” which were either relatively new 
(for example, the so-called “Csikágó” [a phonetic transcript of Chicago/US] in 
the 7th district), or were considered transitional zones between the downtown and 
the agglomeration (e.g. “Angyalföld”).10

Already even the lack of detailed district data shows that criminal statistics 
do not faithfully reflect reality, so it is worth treating them with caution. One 
reason for this is the latency of crime. Although methods of recording statistical 
data developed significantly at the end of the 19th century and during the years 
between the two world wars, yet not every occurred crime case could be exactly 
recorded. Namely, there was a number of cases about which the authorities could 
not have knowledge, for example because, for various reasons, they were not re-
ported by the aggrieved party and therefore obviously could not appear in official 
statistics either. On the other hand, there was a further problem in relation with 
the interpretation of data too, namely the change of legal concept of criminal 
offences in the course of different eras. We can add to this that such an approach 
is generally true also in relation to deviance, consequently, the norms of different 
eras (and societies) differ from each other and as a consequence, the norm-bre-
aking behaviours too.11 One of the most insightful examples of this is the drug 
use and distribution, which could certainly not be found in the crime statistics 
yet as a type of crime at the end of the 19th and in the course of the first years of 
the 20th century.12

Yet another aspect of the Budapest related distorted criminal data can be 
attributed to the Hungarian Soviet Republic. Namely, during the communist 
dictatorship, which took place in the spring and summer of 1919, the collection 
of statistical data was suspended and on the other hand, other “social norms” had 
been introduced, as a consequence of which, the notion of offence was different 
from those in the preceding and subsequent periods. In addition, there was one 

10  For the tendency of criminality and the activity of the police in Budapest in the late 19th 
century see Perényi, Roland, “Urban Places, Criminal Spaces: Police and Crime in Fin de Siècle 
Budapest”, = Hungarian Historical Review 1, 2012, No. 1–2, 134–165.

11  Gyáni, Gábor, “A bűnözés Horthy-kori történetéhez [To the History of Crime in the 
Horthy-Era]”, = Történelmi Szemle 47, 2005, No. 3–4, 381–392.; Perényi, Roland, “A bűnügyi 
statisztika Magyarországon a ‘hosszú’ XIX. században [The Criminal Statistics in Hungary in the 
‘Long’ 19th Century]”, = Statisztikai Szemle 85, 2007, No. 6, 524–541.; Földes, Béla, “A bűnügyi 
statisztika problémái [The Problems of Criminal Statistics]”, = Magyar Statisztikai Szemle 7, 1932, 
No. 4, 243–244.

12  About the drug use and distribution in the Interwar Budapest see Kerepeszki, Róbert, 
“Kövess báró halála – Egy Horthy-kori arisztokrata és a kábítószerek világa [The Death of Baron 
Kövess – An Aristocrat of the Horthy-Era and the World of Drugs]”, = Kommentár 12, 2017, No. 
4, 71–92.
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more striking consequence to be reckoned with.13 After the collapse of the Soviet 
Republic, accusations because of “communist-suspicious” increased by leaps and 
bounds. However, in many cases, there were certain malice, envy or vengeance 
behind such denunciations, so these proved to be rather personal motives than 
criminal offences in the actual sense of law. Now, it is already impossible to reveal 
the reality but some cases and sources confirm that they have distorted contem-
porary crime statistics.14

However, some important trends are worth drawing attention to which 
clearly demonstrate to what extent had the Great War violated previous social 
norms and how shocking moral and existential depths had it caused. If, from 
among crime types, we focus on offences against property (theft, robbery, em-
bezzlement, fraud, receiving of stolen goods, usury, etc.) the impact of the world 
war reveals itself spectacularly (see the figure above). A similar result can be seen 
in the gender and age distribution of arrested offenders. The world war changed 
the image about the family, too. In the absence of “traditional” wage-earners and 
family sustaining men, a greater burden had fallen on women and even on child-
ren, especially when men returned home with disability or if they did not survive 
the war. Many women and children were not able to find a decent opportunity 
to earn money and their situation had further been exacerbated by the inflation 
escalating at the end of and after the world war. In light of these, it is not surpri-
sing why the number and proportion of juvenile and female offenders increased 
among those arrested in the course of the end of 1910s and the beginning of the 
next decade.15

13  Erdős, András Patrik, “A Tanácsköztársaság alternatív büntetőpolitikája. A budapes-
ti forradalmi törvényszék Kísérleti Kriminológiai Osztályának működése 1919 [The Alternative 
Criminal Policy of the Hungarian Soviet Republic. The Operation of the Experimental Criminology 
Department of the Budapest Revolutionary Court in 1919]”, = Clio Műhelytanulmányok 1, 2018, 
No. 3, 4–78. 

14  For example, the former contemporary police commander, Imre Hetényi wrote many in-
teresting details in his memoires about the motivations behind these denunciations after the col-
lapse of Hungarian Soviet Republic. See Hetényi, Imre, Amikor a rend őre voltam [When I was the 
Guardian of Order]. [Budapest], [1942]. 86–91.

15  Hacker, Ervin, A világháború hatása a kriminalitásra [The Impact of World War on Criminality]. 
Pécs, 1925.; Hacker, Ervin, Budapest hatása a kriminalitásra [The Impact of Budapest on Criminality]. 
Budapest, 1931. (Budapesti Statisztikai Közlemények, Vol. 62, No. 2); Szabó, Béla, “A nők krimi-
nalitása a háború folyamán [The Criminality of Women during the War]”, = Magyar Statisztikai 
Szemle 1, 1923, No. 5–6, 143–145.; Zalai, Katalin, “Háborús »nőügyek« [‘Women Affairs’ during 
the War]”, In. Kaba, Eszter (ed.), Háborús mindennapok – mindennapok háborúja. Magyarország és 
a Nagy Háború – ahogy a sajtó látta (1914–1918) [Wartime Everydays – War of Everydays. Hungary 
and the Great War – As seen by the Press (1914–1918)]. Budapest, 2017. [hereinafter Háborús min-
dennapok, 2017] 243–244, 270–272.; Kaba, Eszter, “»Azt akarjuk, hogy olyan segélyt adjanak, hogy 
megélhessünk belőle« – A hadigondozás rendszerének működése a háború éveiben [»We want them 
to give us such aid so that we can make a living from it« – The Operation of the War Care System 
during the Years of War]”, In. Háborús mindennapok, 2017. 370–372, 393–403.; Baráth, Katalin, 
“Súlyosbító körülmények – Női vádlottak az első világháború hátországi büntetőbírósága előtt 
[Aggravating Circumstances – Women Accused before the Hinterland Criminal Court of the First 
World War]”, = Korall Társadalomtörténeti Folyóirat No. 71, 2018, 69–86.
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The other area of deviance that we look at briefly in terms of statistics is the 
suicide. This set of data depicts that the number of people died as a result of suici-
de had doubled in the two decades before 1914. This trend declined in the course 
of the World War, and then demonstrated a spectacular rise again during the 
period from 1918 until the end of the 1920s.16 However, certain methodological 
problems should be highlighted in relation to these series of data, too. On the one 
hand, the fact should be taken into consideration that suicide was only referred 
to as a cause of death in a significant part of contemporary statistics (especially 
before 1928) and that suicide attempts were not taken into account, and were 
simply left out of data bases, which could give a more nuanced picture on the 
phenomenon. On the other hand, the fact that in many cases, in the absence of 
clear evidence, the cause of death, which the data recorders could only presume, 
was questionable. Finally, in many cases, relatives concealed the fact that the de-
ceased had committed suicide in order to avoid stigmatisation by their surround-
ings. For this reason, many contemporary professionals rather considered that the 
number of suicides occurred was two to three times higher in Budapest society 
than in the statistics disclosed. However, it is a fact that even in the context of 
the most extreme self-destructive deviancy, there can be observed an ascending 
tendency in the relevant statements related to the years of the 1920s.

The effects of World War and the “Curse of Trianon”

We have already referred to it that one of the main causes of the spread of devian-
ce was the Great War. In the heartland, there were mainly the difficult economic 
and existential conditions that disrupted and violated the previous social norms. 
While for soldiers, experiences obtained during the field-duty (in particular the 
post-traumatic stress caused by such experiences, the chronic neurological and 
physical injuries sustained during combats) could provide ample psychological 
foundation for deviant behaviour. This was also facilitated by the fact that many 
of them, due to the wartime psychosis and trauma, were unable to reintegrate 
into the peacetime following the armistice.17 These greatly contributed to that 
situation in which self-destructive deviancies (alcoholism, drug use, suicide) and 
crime became more common. This was a particularly worrying phenomenon for 
the members of the young generation, for whom the world war had become a 
lifelong defining experience, since their adulthood began and their socialisation 
ended exactly during this period. Besides, it is also important to draw attention 
to the role of spreading violence, which had left the deepest social psychological 
traces in society.

16  Melly, Az öngyilkosságok, 1928. 11–20. 
17  Erős, Ferenc, “Háború és forradalmak – A trauma és az erőszak szociálpszichológiai meg-

közelítésben [War and Revolutions – Trauma and Violence in a Socio-Psychological Approach]”, 
In. Tomka, Béla (ed.), Az első világháború következményei Magyarországon [Consequences of the First 
World War in Hungary]. Budapest, 2015. 135–164.
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In fact, the violence of the war was experienced not only by the soldiers on 
site, but also by the peace-accustomed society of the hinterland through press 
news and by the letters from relatives fighting on the front lines. During these 
years of war, violence had become a part of everyday life and the moral resting 
point of peacetime was lost – something had definitely changed forever. This 
phenomenon was referred to by the related modern literature as the “brutaliza-
tion” of the society. Following 1918 all over Europe, including also Hungary, one 
of the most striking and extreme peak of this was the political and the so-called 
paramilitary violence (it is no coincidence, for example, that mostly young peop-
le, aged between 20 and 24, were those who played the leading roles in red terror 
during the Council Republic).18 The increase of those violent crime cases after the 
war, in which the perpetrators killed their victims with exceptional cruelty, can be 
traced back onto the same base.

In addition to that the violence had become of common occurrence, the other 
serious consequence of the Great War was the change in property relations and 
the formation of low moral level which were related to the fact that Hungary was 
the biggest loser of the war. Inflation, which had been the result of the economic 
consequences of the war, had rendered the existential situation of many hopeless. 
The misery reached a worrying level in several districts of the capital, which, in 
addition to Kornél Tábori, was recorded by many other journalists and reporters, 
too.19 These explain the sharp rise in crime against property (theft, robbery, etc.).

Albeit that these same processes (such as society ‘getting brutalized’ society, 
negative existential and moral changes) can be observed throughout Europe the 
framework of this paper does not allow us to make a broader international com-
parison, also this context should be talkative. Although not exactly to the same 
extent and manner as in Hungary, the crime was increasing in scale and propor-
tion in almost all states of the continent (especially in those involved in the war), 
just as we can see the trend in relation with other areas of deviance as well.20

Many of these effects of the World War can also be caught in the contem-
porary thinking in the context of revealing the causes of the spread of devian-
ce. However, in the course of the 1920s, such a narrative emerged too that it 
attributed the background of the phenomenon to the aftermath of the Trianon 
Peace Treaty. An illustrative example of this is the contemporary press which, 
especially after 1920, published uncountable articles about the spread of various 

18  About the “brutalization” of postwar societies and the paramilitary violence see in de-
tail Gertwarth, Robert, “The Central European Counter-Revolution: Paramilitary Violence in 
Germany, Austria and Hungary after the Great War”, = Past & Present 200, 2008, 175–209.; 
Gerwarth, Robert; Horne, John, “Vectors of Violence: Paramilitarism in Europe after the Great 
War, 1917–1923”, = The Journal of Modern History 83, 2011, No. 3, 489–512.; Bodó, Béla, The 
White Terror: Antisemitic and Political Violence in Hungary, 1919–1921. London-New York, 2019.

19  Perényi, A nyomor, 2018. 136–145.
20  For some international examples see Emsley, Clive, “Violent Crime in England in 1919: 

Post-War Anxieties and Press Narratives”, = Continuity and Change 23, 2008, No. 1, 173–195.; 
Goeschel, Christian, “The Criminal Underworld in Weimar and Nazi Berlin”, = History Workshop 
Journal 75, 2013, 58–80.
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deviance elements and the authors of such articles had seen almost exclusively the 
“Trianon curse” as the reason of that. Articles with similar content and with thick 
titles appeared in newspapers often exactly at the very time when such crimes 
were committed that attracted particular public attention both in Hungary and 
abroad. A good example is the Franc-forgery scandal of 1925/26, which was a 
crime motivated rather by political roots than that of a case of common law, but 
many of the contemporary press articles highlighted the Trianon’s effect in most 
prominent manner. Namely, these articles protected (and thus morally acquitted) 
those of involved in the crime and their committed actions exactly by reasons of 
the deterioration and the ‘Balkan conditions’ caused by Trianon.21

But not only the contemporary journalists were those who saw close con-
nection between Trianon and the spread of deviance; this narrative appeared 
on official levels as well. For example, the government’s report on the country’s 
public conditions between 1919 and 1922 explained that the sole responsibility 
for numerical increase in crime was borne by economic conditions developed 
as consequences of the Trianon Peace Treaty.22 Moreover, in February 1928, in 
his speech delivered to the Parliament, also the Prime Minister István Bethlen 
identified the consequences of Trianon as one of the main causes for the spread 
of alcoholism and suicides.23

Although they were mainly aimed at maintaining the anti-Trianon sentiment 
of domestic society and were considered as phrases of the rhetoric destined to the 
rest of the world for urging a revision of the peace treaty, respectively, in some 
ways Trianon did indeed play an important role in the spread of deviance. A 
number of contemporary experts pointed out that a significant number of pro-
fessional institutions, set up to control, restrain or treat deviancies had also been 
lost in consequence of the Peace Treaty, together with their specialists. The situa-
tion was serious, indeed, for example, with regard to the network of institutions 
specialied in mental illnesses. In the autumn of 1924 there was a statement issued 
according to which, due to the loss of three-quarters of the mental hospitals, the 
care of insanity was so limited in Budapest, that merely one-tenth (!) of the pati-
ents in need could be accommodated and treated.24

21  Vasadi Balogh, György, “Erkölcs nevében [In the Name of Morality]”, = Új Barázda 8, 
1926, No. 4, January 6, 1.; “Balkanizálva [Balkanized]”, = Ujság 2, 1926, No. 11, January 15, 
1. About the Franc-forgery scandal see Ablonczy, Balázs, “A frankhamisítás. Hálók, személyek, 
döntések [The Franc-forgery. Nets, Persons, Decisions]”, = Múltunk 53, 2008, No. 1, 29–56.

22  A M. Kir. Kormány 1919–1922. évi működéséről és az ország közállapotairól szóló jelentés 
és statisztikai évkönyv [Report and Statistical Yearbook on the Operation of the Hungarian Royal 
Government in the Years of 1919–1922 and the State of the Country]. Budapest, 1926. 361.

23  Az 1927. évi január hó 25-ére hirdetett Országgyűlés Képviselőházának Naplói [Diaries of 
the House of Representatives Convened on January 25, 1927]. Vol. 9. (132nd Session of the House of 
Representatives, February 22, 1928) Budapest, 1928. 170.

24  “Elmebajosok az uccán [Insane People on the Street]”, = Magyarország 31, 1924, No. 212, 
October 9, 9.; Szél, Tivadar, Egészségügyi statisztika orvosok és orvostanhallgatók számára [Health 
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Further factors and the role of the press

However, it is important to emphasize that the spread of deviances was not solely 
due to the effects and consequences of the Great War. The social norm violating 
behaviour was slowly and evenly spreading as far back as before 1914 too and not 
only in Budapest, but also in other major cities of Hungary. The reasons for this 
should be searched in circumstances developed by the general modernization and 
the accompanying urbanization started in the 19th century, which had changed 
the traditional former values and way of life throughout the entire society.25 As a 
consequence of flow of masses from torn-off territories and the internal mass mig-
ration, (relocation from the countryside to cities) there was a significant increase 
in the population of modern cities not only in Hungary, but all across Europe 
and America that resulted in the creation of a number of criminology factors. For 
many people, moving to the city did not bring the hoped-for stability in wealth 
and lifestyle, in fact, the more difficult living and housing conditions (poverty, 
misery), the denser population and the rootlessness of those newly arriving in 
the city, along with integration difficulties had further increased destabilization. 
These factors had clearly provided a good breeding ground for the proliferation 
of crime and other deviances.

In these social layers, consisting mainly of disappointed people considered to 
be the losers of modernisation and staying in the periphery of the society, there 
was a significant increase in the number of suicides, in prostitution and in diffe-
rent addictions believed as an “escape” from reality, as well as in various forms of 
crime as early as in the 19th century. Thus, in addition to the effects of war, the 
formation of the structure and image of the modern (big) city was the cause of the 
spread of deviance. It is therefore no accident that many contemporaries regarded 
the various forms of norm-breaking behaviour as a characteristic “symptom” of 
the Hungarian capital which started to increase and flourish during the last third 
of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. This attitude led to the 
appearance of a strong anti-modernisation criticisms too. At the same time, in the 
mass society created by modernization and urbanization had not only increased 
the spread of deviance, but had developed also the medical, statistics and forensic 
sciences. In turn, they facilitated the “perception” of these phenomena which 
contributed to the evolution and professionalization of institutional treatment 
approaches and procedures. It is also worth noting that, as a consequence of de-
velopment into the press and media for providing a better service to the needs of 
the modern mass society, the deviancy had not only become a part of the every-
day life, but had become “well-marked”, too. In this respect, two seemingly cont-
radictory yet interrelated aspects are worth highlighting. One is that the tabloid 
Statistics for Physicians and Medical Students]. Budapest, 1930. 229–258.; Zsakó, István, “A mag-
yar elmebetegügy jelenlegi állása [The Current State of Issue of Mental Illnesses in Hungary]”, = 
Budapesti Orvosi Újság 37, 1939, No. 18, May 4, 409–413.

25  For a general historiographical overview about modernization and urbanization in Central 
Europe see Klautke, Egbert, “Urban History and Modernity in Central Europe”, = The Historical 
Journal 53, 2010, No. 1, 177–195. 
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journalism appeared and started to spread also in Budapest in the last decades of 
the 19th century. One feature of this kind of press was that it maintained itself 
with high-sounding headlines and public offensive sensations and, for this rea-
son, devoted special attention to the deviancy related phenomena, especially in 
cases which triggered broader interest and echo of the public.26

So, the public’s attention was drawn to the abusive practices, sometimes to 
those of most extreme, by the tabloid press. However, the growing circulation of 
the tabloid papers reflected also a particular interaction, according to which there 
was a real “demand” and curiosity for such reports, and a great deal of interest in 
this type of news was from the part of the contemporary readership. At the same 
time, the press often magnified and exaggerated the shocking, scandalous details 
by often depicting a (presumably) distorted picture, and thus, particularly in the 
course of the interwar period, generated a kind of “moral panic”, which proved 
to be not only a contributor to the increased “conspicuousness” of norm-breaking 
behaviour forms, but created also a deviance inducing effect (such as tracking of 
patterns in relation to suicides).27 The other aspect, on the contrary to this, was 
that not only the spread of tabloid press but also the emergence of professional 
journalism could be observed in the last third of the 19th century. Namely, the 
need arose not only for sensation, but also for fact-finding and for understanding 
the deeper relationships behind the phenomena.

As a result, a new profession had emerged in the journalism, the crime repor-
ter who, working in close collaboration also with police authorities, had devel-
oped a more and more spreading new publicistic area, namely the branch of the 
fact-finding social reports which, based upon extensive information collections 
and “fieldwork”, also frequently applied criminal investigative and socio-scien-
tific methods in the reports. The most typical figure of this crime reporter was 
Kornél Tábori, the author of the already referred socio-photo album titled “From 
the Horrors of a Country Condemned to Death”.28

The further professionalisation of both criminal and social reports connected 
through a number of special links to each other, was also due to the fact that the 
criminal section leaders of the capital’s press organs merged into a professional 
organization in 1880 (this was the Syndicate of Police Columnists of Budapest 
Daily News). This, irrespective of political colour of a journal, had facilitated 
communication among each other and with the police for better and more ac-
curate information processed to be published to the people. It is also important 
to mention that it was the social report that provided an opportunity for the first 
women to commence their career in journalism, although being few in number 
at that time, who enriched the discovery and publicity of the misery of crime and 
deviancy by their valuable articles in Budapest.29

26  Perényi, A bűn nyomában, 2012. 201–260. 
27  About the “moral panic” see Little, William et al., Introduction, 2014. 202.
28  Perényi, A nyomor, 2018. 65–72.
29  Perényi, A bűn nyomában, 2012. 201–213.
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It is worth pointing out another factor that contributed to the proliferation 
or formation of “well-marked” character of norm-breaking behaviour in the era. 
Perhaps, it may seem surprising to today’s eyes, but already even at that time, 
more and more people drew the attention to the criminologically damaging aspe-
cts of trashy literature and cinema. For example, in 1917 (that is just two decades 
after the first motion pictures were introduced!) a small brochure was publish-
ed explaining the effects of movies on juvenility. The author believed that in a 
metropolitan environment getting modernized, in particular the proliferation of 
stores, theaters, cinemas, and entertainment venues of the new culture offered 
new opportunities for committing crime and created new types of crimes as well. 
He argued that, for example, his success of crime stories on films could be traced 
back to the “bad taste” of the audience, and that the interest of the public led 
to the increasing emerge of more trashy literature and films created from them. 
These had serious negative effects and distort the way of thinking and the world-
view of the youth. In the end, he came to the conclusion that, if kept doing so, 
the films, as a consequence, could create the preconditions for crime by infecting 
the “unimpaired spirituality” of young people.30

Summary

The poverty of Budapest reflected by Kornél Tábori’s social photographs, and the 
image of deviance drawn up with these closely related press and statistics, had 
been the result of a combination of several factors. Already in the last third of 
the 19th century, the social processes generated by modernization and the resul-
ting urbanization induced not only a variety of norm-breaking behaviours, but, 
through the press and cinema, got also into the middle of contemporary society’s 
attention, especially of those lived in a metropolitan area. These conditions had 
been catalyzed and intensified by the World War I, which through the worsening 
economic conditions and by violence that had become more and more ordinary, 
had “brutalized” the society. At the same time, the press often magnified the 
shocking, outrageous details and often painted a (presumably) more distorted 
picture than the real case, thus generating a kind of “moral panic”, especially in 
the period between the two world wars, which contributed not only to putting 
norm-breaking behaviour into the middle of society’s interest, but had a “devi-
ancy-inducing” effect too (such as the pattern tracking in suicide cases). The col-
lapse and defeat in 1918 had created a moral depth, in which the feeling of anger, 
helplessness and hopelessness, the ruffled nerves and other similar socio-psycho-
logical factors served as further breeding ground for the spread of deviance.

30  Latkóczy, Imre; Schilling, Endre, Adatgyűjtés a fiatalkorúak jellemrajzához. A mozi hatása 
a fiatalkorúak krimi-nalitására [The Current State of Issue of Mental Illnesses in Hungary]. Budapest, 
1917.; Csunderlik, Péter, “»A háború mint óriási átfogó gondolat« – Kultúra és a ‘háború kultúrája’ 
Magyarországon [War as a Huge Comprehensive Thought – Culture and the ‘Culture of War’ in 
Hungary]”, In. Háborús mindennapok, 2017. 105, 154–155. 
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For example, regarding crime, the dramatic deterioration of existential cir-
cumstances and high unemployment generated conditions even in the “intellec-
tual” social groups, that had led many to take the road of crime. However, this 
was not only the case in Hungary, but throughout Europe a similar process was 
observed. For us, this culminated in the period of the Soviet Republic and the 
Trianon Peace Treaty, which, besides other factors, resulted primarily in the aba-
tement of the network of institutions and professionals handling and controlling 
these norm-breaking behaviours, and kept the significant part of the society in 
a moral depth and in a collective apathy in the course of the first half of 1920s.

At the same time, it can be declared that the quantitative analysis of deviance, 
despite of detailed statistics concerning Budapest, should be applied with caution 
due to methodological problems and data deficiencies. Although the contempo-
rary statements can be considered valuable sources, they provide only a point of 
reference in relation to trends, but do not give a true overall picture – moreover, 
in case of certain deviancies, the “reality” was supposed to be even more serious.

In the 1920s, several contemporary journalists, law enforcement and scientific 
professionals pointed out that years of work would be needed by authorities for 
restoring the peace-time conditions in relation to various forms of norm-breaking 
behaviour, particularly crime. In addition, they considered the improvement in 
economic conditions particularly important too, which came true in the second 
half of the decade. It is the twist of fate that there emerged new challenges which 
blocked this improvement trend when the global crisis swept through Hungary 
triggering a new wave of deviance at the beginning of 1930s.
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László Bernát Veszprémy

EVENTS OF THE WHITE TERROR IN BARANYA AND 
WESTERN HUNGARY IN 1921

Historiography

Substantial historical literature exists on the wave of pogroms and violence that 
engulfed Hungary beginning from the summer of 1919, yet the final months of 
the so-called white terror (August-December 1921) are almost completely miss-
ing from historical works. Here I aim to present details of previously unknown 
atrocities, lootings and murders that occurred during the later stages of white 
terror in Southern Hungary (Baranya and the city of Pécs) and Western Hungary.

Even though contemporary left-wing papers wrote about these events – and 
explicitly used the expression “white terror” in connection with both Baranya1 
and Western Hungary2 – even works dealing with the area during this period 
omit these events. One work dealing with the history of the Jewish community 
of Pécs makes only a passing reference to atrocities having been committed in the 
city during the 1921 Hungarian takeover.3 One reader related to the history of 
the Baranya workers’ movement does not mention atrocities.4 One study dealing 
with British documents of the entente commission took a similar approach.5 A 
memoir from a left-wing activist from the area merely notes that some atrocities 
were committed.6 Far-right excesses in Western Hungary were not mentioned 
in most papers dealing with the insurrection.7 Historian László Fogarassy men-
tioned some atrocities in his many papers on the subject, but never organized 
them into one account. One recent monography by Béla Bodó mentions Western 
Hungary is some cases.8 This paper does not mean to explore the full extent of the 

1  Bécsi Magyar Újság, 16, September 1921. 4. The article spoke of the “second stage of the 
white terror” in Baranya.

2  BMU, 1, September 1921. 6.
3  Mitzki, Ervin (ed.), A Pécsi Izraelita Hitközség története. Rövid áttekintés [A shorty history of 

the Jewish Congregation of Pécs. Short overiew]. Pécs, 2009. 11.
4  Babics, András, Szita, László (eds.), Válogatott dokumentumok a baranyai-pécsi munkásmozga-

lom történetéhez. [Selected documents on the history of the workers’ movement in Baranya–Pécs]. Pécs, 
1970. 2:107ff, 232ff.

5  N. Szabó, Erzsébet, “Angol dokumentumok a Baranya misszió működéséről [British docu-
ments on the history of the Baranya mission]” = Történelmi Szemle 27, 1981, 4, 611–624.

6  Gyetvai, János, “Pécs–Baranya 1921. Egy szemtanú feljegyzéseiből [Pécs–Baranya 1921. 
From the notes of a witness]” = Párttörténeti Közlemények 9, 1963, 2, 193–201. 200.

7  Fogarassy, László, “A nyugat-magyarországi kérdés katonai története. III. rész [The military 
history of the question of Western Hungary. Part III.]” = Soproni Szemle 26, 1972, 2, 115–129. 
128–129. Bellér, Béla, “Az ellenforradalmi rendszer első éveinek nemzetiségi politikája (1919–
1922)” = Századok 93, 1963, 1280–1321. 1316.

8  Bodó, Béla, White Terror: antisemitic and political violence in Hungary, 1919–1921. New 
York, 2019. 59, 70, 95, 97, 147.
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Hungarian retaking of Baranya or the insurrection in Western Hungary, merely 
concentrates on examples of right-wing political violence.

Events of the white terror in Baranya

Baranya in Southern Hungary and the city of Pécs came under Serbian (Serb-
Croatian-Slovenian) control after the end of the first World War and was retaken 
by Hungary only on 22nd August 1921. Following the Hungarian takeover of the 
city “deadly silence enveloped Pécs. The streets were empty (…) the windows 
thickly veiled (…) only the Erger-Berger [song] could be heard from taverns (…) 
Aside from the Awakened Hungarians [ébredők], no one dared roam the streets. 
A suffocating cloud lowered itself upon the city, no one knew, whether it was 
permitted to breathe or not (…) The citizens of the suburbs were raised from 
their sleep to horrible cries in the night (…) Innocent [people] were awakened 
from their dreams and taken among savage beatings”.9 These lines are a quotation 
from Bécsi Magyar Újság [Viennese Hungarian Newspaper], a left-wing emigrant 
newspaper. The foreign left-wing press, the papers of the entente commission at 
Pécs and the Office for Legal Defense of the Budapest Jewish community paint a 
very different picture of the Hungarian takeover of the city than the contempo-
rary cheerful propaganda.

The mainstream Hungarian paper Az Est described Hungarian soldiers as 
gentlemanlike, but according to left-wing press reports, one Hungarian preacher 
suggested to his flock that they “hang the Serbs after Horthy and his troops en-
ter”.10 According to emigrant newspapers, two sokác (local Slavic group) persons 
were beaten in Lothárd, and in Pécsudvar two Serbs and nine sokác men were shot 
dead by Hungarian soldiers. In Mohács, the local Serbian judge was beaten, and 
in nearby villages Serbs were attacked and one Serbian farmer was murdered.11 
These press reports seem to be supported by the documents of the local entente 
commission. One Serbian file of complaint handed in to the commission de-
scribed the following atrocities: a 33 year old farmer called Radjoe Lubović was 
tortured, his fingers broken; the 45 year old Stojan Stuarić was dragged from 
his sleep and tortured; Lazar Savić’s palms were cut and he was attacked with a 
knife: the 72 year old Ilija Janković’s legs were broken with the butt of a rifle.12 
It is also known from press reports that a Hungarian girl was beaten to death at 
Bolmány for having had a Serbian lover. One Hungarian paper commented that 
local Hungarian women were not loyal enough to their own kind.13 According to 
entente reports, the number of prisoners at the Hunyadi street of Pécs doubled 
after the Hungarian takeover. Many Serbian prisoners had to endure torture: 

9  BMU, 27, and 28, August 1921.
10  BMU, 27, August 1921.
11  BMU, 28, August and 10, September 1921.
12  National Archives (hereinafter NA]), FO 371/6133. Serbian complaints, 8, September 

1921; G. Windows-Clive to F. W. Gosset, 15, September 1921. 
13  BMU, 30, August 1921; Az Est, 26, August 1921. 
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“Two of them were beaten with sticks; one man’s testicles were beaten so bad that 
they became black and swollen to the size of tennis balls. Others were beaten on 
their backs and stomachs. Everyone said that the detectives of Hunyadi street 
beat them after their arrest (…) Others were strangulated (…) The scars on their 
throats and the partial loss of their voice leaves no doubt as to their honesty”.14

Attached reports found that Jagsa Mandić, a Serb from Mohács was beaten 
by Hungarian civilians and officers, while his brother and father were arrested 
and taken to Pécs. The son of Lasar Destanić was arrested and taken to Pécs, 
while his father was severely beaten. The elderly father of Milko Malesivić – the 
ex-mayor of Pécs – was also beaten, while the husband of Anna Jurisić was beaten 
by gendarmes after a search of their home in Pécs. Ten Slavic citizens of Bácsalmás 
were collected and taken to prison, some of them were tortured, and others had 
their homes robbed.15

Entente inquiry found that a detective called Hegedűs was responsible for 
the beatings and ordered police commander Kovács to arrest him. Yet even the 
report concluded that “while the situation described above is unacceptable, and 
I agree that it must change immediately, I have to add that they are also under-
standable (…) It could be expected (…) that after the radical Serbian propaganda 
of the occupation (…) revenge would be taken upon the population (…) I am 
sure that similar brutality followed after the Serbian occupation of Baranya”. A 
British report to the Budapest British legation claimed that “I do not think that 
cases of groups of peasants beating each other need excite much unfavourable 
comment, as the same thing would probably have occurred in England or any 
other country”. The only “bad point” is that the events were carried out by the 
Hungarians, who were supposed to be civilised. F. W. Gosset, a British officer 
known for his pro-Hungarian views among Serbs visited the Szeged prison as 
well where, he noted, people were kept for months without sentences. Yet it is 
characteristic which problems he decided to include in his report: “I would draw 
special attention to the case of the boy who has been in arrest for 11 months for 
beating a Jew.”16 And while a number of imprisoned “Serbs” had Jewish-sounding 
surnames (Hill, Polak, Ambramovics, Reich), only one report hinted that “there 
is no doubt that a certain number of people, mostly Jews, have been arrested for 
what appear to be past political offences, and this has not tended to allay the ex-
isting anxiety of the Jewish section of the community”.17

After the Hungarian takeover, anti-Semitic placards appeared on the streets. 
One of them showed a distressed working-class family, staring into nothing, with 
a red Jewish banker running off with their money to the distance. The plac-
ards were eventually removed by the orders of Károly Soós, head of the local 

14  NA, FO 371/6133. French reports dated 4, 7 and 15, September. 
15  Ibid.
16  NA, FO 371/6133. Report to Budapest Legation, 5, September 1921; W. Strang to FO, 

22, September 1921; F. W. Gosset to Budapest legation, 19, September 1921.
17  NA, FO 371/6133. Report to Budapest Legation, 5, September 1921.
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Hungarian forces.18 The placard was obviously meant to turn workers against 
Jewish tradesmen, and such an agitation was certainly in motion. A local Zionist, 
Nándor Székely recorded the words of sergeant Dénes Patacsi to the civilians 
of Pécs: “We have to take away the businesses from the [Jews]! What is impor-
tant now (…) is that the destructive newspapers do not blight your souls”.19 
According to documents from the archives of the Office for Legal Defense of the 
Budapest Jewish community, Ármin Flesch, rabbi of Mohács and his flock were 
forced to pay 120,000 Yugoslavian crowns, and a red flag was laid in front of their 
synagogue, on which everyone had to tread in order to enter. Local Jewish mer-
chants Paunz, Rosenthal, Pollák and Novits were beaten and robbed.20 One letter 
of complaint to the Office explained that “terror in indescribable in the city”. 
Former Socialists were employed by the awakened Hungarians in order to take 
away Jews from their homes. These Jews were later forced to eat their own torn 
hair and filthy rugs. “They tell everyone who they beat that if they dare mention 
their sufferings to anyone, they would be killed.”21

And while the previously cited documents – and the emigrant left wing press, 
which did not wish to blame workers for the atrocities – claimed that “officers” 
were responsible for the terror, in truth “because of previous bad experiences” and 
in order to protect “public safety and safety of property” no “special squads” were 
sent to Pécs.22 Imre Fehér, a landowner from Görcsöny, and Vilmos Schwarc, 
chief doctor of Pécs were also beaten, but not killed. Jewish bankers Leó Fodor, 
Manó Krausz, Jenő Gerő were robbed. Jewish traders Dezső Blum and Antal 
Kertész from Barcs were also robbed, as were the homes of local Jews.23 If victims 
expected condolences from the left-wing Bécsi Magyar Újság, they were up for a 
disappointment. When Fehér was shot, the newspaper mentioned with glee that 
the victim was a right-wing “capitalist” Jewish businessman.24

Events of the white terror in Western Hungary

Western Hungary, an area meant for annexation by Austria after the Trianon 
peace treaty, saw a Hungarian insurrection, financed by the Hungarian govern-
ment, starting 28th August 1921. The aim of the insurrection was to prevent 
at least parts of the area from being annexed by Hungary’s western neighbor. 
Western Hungary saw several atrocities committed by Hungarian paramilitary 

18  BMU, 27, August 1921; Székely, Nándor, “A felszabadult Pécs [The liberated Pécs]” = Múlt 
és Jövő 11, 1921. September.

19  Ibid.
20  Magyar Zsidó Levéltár [Hungarian Jewish Archives, hereinafter MZSL], I-E 1919. B10/3, 
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21  MZSL, I-E 1919. B10/3, Office for Legal Defense, reports regarding Pécs.
22  Hadtörténelmi Levéltár [Military History Archives, hereinafter HL], HM ELN C 1920 
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23  BMU, 30, August 1921. 
24  BMU, 4, September 1921; Zsidó Szemle, 16, September 1921.
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forces at this time, but it is important to note that this was not the first time 
Western Hungary experienced violence on part of far-right perpetrators. István 
Friedrich, then Prime Minister of Hungary complained during the summer of 
1919 that undefined actions in Western Hungary provide “excellent propaganda 
material” for Austria to argue that the area should be taken away from Hungary.25 
Gábor Mészáros (Kohn), a Communist activist was arrested at the beginning 
of 1920 in Királyhida, and later tortured to death by men commandeered by 
the infamous Pál Prónay.26 In February 1921, Hungarian paramilitary units beat 
German farmers in Ruszt.27

More atrocities followed between August and December 1921. Even 
Friedrich, who took part in the insurrection admitted in 1926 that “had they 
not been successful [with the local insurrection], they would have been charged 
as common murderers”.28 This remark is interesting not only because it is in a 
sense and admittance that under nationalist goals “common murders” were com-
mitted, but because he referred to the insurrection as something perpetrated by 
others, even though he himself took part in it. Five years after the events it was 
apparently not a good idea to admit one’s role in the insurrection. Other leaders 
of the insurrection voiced similar opinions. Prónay himself wrote in his memoirs 
that “many rebels (…) simply wanted to plunder.”29 Viktor Maderspach, a leader 
of the insurrection wrote that “the local civilians could not differentiate the term 
‘rebel’ (…) from looting, murder, arson and violence.”30

The paper Bécsi Magyar Újság made an interview in October 1921 with two 
rebels who deserted their forces. They claimed that the Hungarian forces “take 
away everything from the peasants, they drink all day (…) It’s all looting and 
murder.”31 While these labels clearly simplified the events, even official Hungarian 
documents do not deny that atrocities did happen. One Hungarian report noted 
that at the beginning of the fights the populace of Gyanafalva was ransomed. 
The perpetrators were later punished by the rebels.32 Maderspach mentioned in 
his memoirs that after the second battle of Ágfalva one Bosnian rebel, who was 

25  Nemes, Dezső (ed.), Iratok az ellenforradalom történetéhez: 1919–1945. Az ellenforrada-
lom hatalomrajutása és rémuralma Magyarországon. [Documents on the history of the counterrevolu-
tion, 1919–1945. The coming to power of the counterrevolution and its horrible reign in Hungary]. 
Budapest, 1956. [hereinafter IAET] 1:154–155.

26  Szabó, Ágnes, “A Csuvara-ügy. Részletek Prónay Pál naplójából [The Csuvara case. 
Selections from the diary of Pál Prónay]” = Párttörténeti Közlemények 8, 1962, 3, 136–137.

27  IAET, 1:356.
28  Magyar Nemzeti Levéltár Országos Levéltára [Hungarian National Archives, hereinafter 
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I. rész [Pál Prónay’s memoirs regarding the 1921 events in Western Hungary. Part I]”, = Soproni 
Szemle 40, 1986, 1, 24–27. 27.

30  Fogarassy, László, “Maderspach Viktor felkelőparancsnok emlékiratai. II. rész [Rebel leader 
Viktor Maderspach’s memoirs. Part II]” = Soproni Szemle 32, 1978, 4, 339–340. 340.

31  BMU, 20, October 1921.
32  Fogarassy, László, “A nyugat-magyarországi kérdés katonai története. II. rész [The military 
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employed by the Hungarians, was found looting Austrian houses. Maderspach 
beat the Bosnian himself as a punishment.33 One British report described “wide-
spread looting” in September 1921.34 The Hungarian government was aware of 
the atrocities, as noted in records of a meeting of government members.35 At the 
end of September Hungarian rebels looted an American train in Bruck that was 
meant to take clothes and food to poor Budapest children.36 One British officer 
asked a Hungarian rebel why he shot civilians: “it was just a game”, he replied. 
“The idea is characteristic of the kind of Hungarian who has been most active in 
these fields” – the report concluded.37

Some of the atrocities are known from a legal case between Viktor 
Ranzenberger, deputy of Prónay and Prónay himself. The case, which was orig-
inally started by an article of Prónay which Ranzenberger believed contained 
derogatory statements about him, soon became an examination of the darker side 
of the 1921 rebellion. Many witnesses cited compromising details of Prónay’s 
actions during the insurrection, and while these had nothing to do with the case 
itself, the presiding judge let the witnesses speak.38 Thus we have a list of atroc-
ities committed by Prónay’s men: it does not contain names, but it described 
atrocities for which Ranzenberger handed out men on 2nd November 1921 to 
the royal prosecutor in Szombathely. One rebel was handed out for “bolshevik” 
crimes, seven rebels for financial crimes and one for rape.39 While the list proves 
that repercussions followed certain crimes, it is also known that Prónay arrested a 
pro-Habsburg officer, Antal Lehár, who was inspecting Western Hungary by the 
orders of the Hungarian government. Lehár’s driver was beaten, and one guard 
told Lehár himself that they were toying with the idea of murdering him.40

Prónay himself admitted that looting occurred but claimed that other rebel 
leaders were responsible.41 Other rebels followed a similar pattern in their testi-
monies, claiming that it was always other rebel groups who committed crimes.42 
Only contemporary far-right propaganda dared claim that no atrocities were 
committed. Magyarság, a far-right paper noted that looting is forbidden for the 
rebels and that “they protect the locals like one protects a tender egg.” The article 
also claimed that locals were donating great sums to the rebellion on their own 

33  Fogarassy, “Maderspach II. rész”, 1978. 329–330.
34  NA, FO 371/5759. E. Keeling’s report from Sopron, 6, September 1921.
35  MNL OL, K27. Government session, 9, September 1921. 51.
36  NA, FO 371/5751. Vienna legation to FO, 24, September 1921.
37  NA, FO 371/5759. E. Keeling’s report from Sopron, 5, September 1921 
38  Fogarassy, László, “A Prónay-Ranzenberger pör (1930–1932) [The Prónay-Ranzenberger 
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accord.43 A report by the entente commission of Sopron painted a different pic-
ture: it wrote that Hungarian rebels “collect vast sums of money from families 
for ‘patriotic’ reasons, who cannot very well refuse to give it to them, and live in 
ease and comfort, posing as heroes.” “They are really a bad lot” – concluded the 
report.44

It is of course possible that locals gave money and supplies to the rebels, but 
even the local Hungarian populace was not protected from looting. According to 
Hungarian sources, rebel leader Árpád Taby and his troops took horses, bicycles, 
pigs, grain, hunting rifles and furniture from people supporting the Hungarian 
cause.45 Catholic Bishop István Zadravecz, a supporter of the rebels did not deny 
in his diary that he used the confiscated car of an Austrian businessman.46 Cars 
and bicycles were of course highly valuable items in the era. Emil Nagy, legal 
advisor for the lands owned by the Esterházy family complained in letters writ-
ten in 1922 that rebels did not repay damage caused to the family property.47 
The British also mentioned a disturbing phenomenon: Hungarians, who were 
expulsed by the Austrians, but arrived in Sopron without papers, were not given 
food or clothes by the Hungarian forces, while any property they might have 
brought with themselves was taken away.48 Although the document did not make 
it clear, but obviously these were Hungarian refugees from Austrian controlled 
areas who were robbed by rebels or Hungarian authorities.

Looting of course mostly affected the German speaking populace. Lieutenant 
Endre Molnár’s men took briefcases, clothes and two dogs from pro-Austrian mill 
owner Károly Wollinger in Rábakeresztúr.49 One right-wing paper detailed in a 
cynical tone how a German farmer, who was taking 32 horses to a local market, 
had his steeds confiscated by Hungarian forces near Pándorfalu with the promise 
that they’d take “good care” of them.50 Prónay and his men founded a short-lived 
state of their own in Western Hungary called Lajtabánság. The official rooms of 
the governing council of Lajtabánság were furnished with furniture confiscated 
from local pro-Austrian citizens.51

A partial list of lootings can be found in the document which detailed what 
items the Hungarian government promised compensation for to the Austrian 
government after the rebellion. According to this, 1 million 105 thousand 
Hungarian crowns were to be paid to Rabbia, an Italian horse trader for his sto-
len horses. István Brandt, an entrepreneur was owned 6 million 600 thousand 

43  Magyarság, 8, October 1921. 4.
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crowns. Including a 1 million 760 thousand crown “loan” taken by the far-right 
squad of Iván Héjjas. One might wonder: who provided such a great sum to 
the well-known troublemakers? The Hungarian state also owned the Electricity 
Works of Kismarton 3140 crowns, prince Elemér Lónyay 9557 crowns for stolen 
petrol and gasoline, and the Prakszis agricultural company 1 million crowns  also 
for stolen goods. This is followed by more general items on the list: the Héjjas 
squad stole and sold goods worth of 2 million crowns, “14 carts of goods”, again 
worth of 2 million crowns, taxed local Germans for 1 million 530 thousand 
crowns, took smaller valuables from local Germans worth of 60 thousand crowns. 
The value of all stolen sums, goods, robberies and unpaid dues add up to 15 mil-
lion 67 thousand crowns according to the document, and this was obviously just 
the tip of the iceberg.52 Based on the documents the Héjjas squad did not only 
take property but also sold it – which was a regular habit in the region where, 
according to press reports, the use of black market was rampant.53 The Austrian 
government complained publicly of 240 robberies and looting after the end of 
the insurrection, and also of seven murders and the flight of hundreds of local. 
They demanded 6,5 billion crowns in repayment, which claim was supported by 
the French government.54

In fact, one investigation was conducted by the Hungarian armed forces for 
“misappropriation” against Prónay in summer 1922. The investigator, Lieutenant 
General Manó Kruzsina found that Prónay and his men committed serious fi-
nancial crimes during the insurrection. His gendarme battalion confiscated the 
goods of black marketeers and smugglers, and then never handed them over to 
the authorities. Even Prónay himself admitted that there were misconducts re-
garding the use of funds for his battalion but claimed that it was “needed by 
the times.” According to the laws of war, troops may confiscate necessary goods, 
and in this Prónay was right. But the taking away of the following items could 
hardly be explained: clothes, bicycles, sixty rifles, wardrobes, beds, one sideboard, 
dinner tables, leather chairs, sinks, cars and motorcycles, and one dynamo taken 
from a millowner in Pörgölény. Of course it is necessary to note that much more 
valuable items were also taken, just as murders were also committed. This list was 
merely used to put Prónay under pressure after his relationship with the govern-
ment worsened.55

A large portion of violence against civilians occurred against people of 
German origin or people who supported Western Hungary’s annexation by 
Austria. Anti-German sentiments occasionally appeared in right-wing Hungarian 
newspapers early in the Horthy-period, but were not popular until the rise of 
Hitler’s Germany, when some Hungarian racists decided that Germans posed a 
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larger threat than Jews. Some anti-German articles appeared connected to the in-
surrection in Western Hungary. Magyarság wrote that all local “schwabs” – ethnic 
Germans – were under “pan-German influence” and were “anti-Hungarian”.56 
Other journals said that the idea of annexing Western Hungary to Austria was 
part of “pan-German plans.57 One memo received by the Hungarian army early 
in 1921 accused Hungarian Germans of spreading such views.58 Papers reported 
that before the start of the insurrection, Hungarian police found a “pan-German 
propaganda center” in Sopron.59

Contemporary articles completely denied the existence of anti-German vio-
lence during the insurrection. Even the liberal Az Est claimed that if the Austrian 
side spoke of atrocities, they were “dreaming.”60 Not all atrocities ended in mur-
der. During the first days of the insurrections, gendarmes under the command of 
Gyula Ostenburg-Moravek occupied the editorial rooms of Ödenburger Zeitung, 
a Sopron German-language newspaper, and confiscated pro-Austrian material 
there. The editors were beaten and threatened with death, and the papers of the 
editorial board were thrown onto the street.61 Also early on during the rebellion 
German youngsters were beaten in Darufalu.62 After the battle of Királyhida, 
fought on 26th October, local German families left the town.63 Béla Wolf, a phar-
macist from Nezsider, was arrested due to his pro-Austrian sentiments, taken to 
Győr where he was under arrest for months.64 Another pro-Austrian pharmacist, 
Frigyes Göllner fared worse: he was taken from his flat in Sopronkeresztúr, hung 
up at the butchery of Pulya, where he “went through deadly torture.” “After I 
finally passed out, they cut me off and woke me up again with vinegar” – he 
testified.65 One Croatian miller at Gyirót was “hung up,” but it is not clear if he 
was killed or not, as hanging people by their hands was a regular means of torture 
at the time. Other locals were robbed, beaten, while some men had their arms 
broken and were left to their fates.66

But Hungarian rebels were not afraid to murder. It would be difficult to 
claim that the following events were of military necessity: Josef Schneider, an 
Austrian trader and member of the Austrian Christian Socialist party traveled 
on the road between Pozsony (today Bratislava) and Sopron. He encountered 
Hungarian rebels near Szentmargitbánya on 29th August (in other sources 30th). 
The rebels attacked him from a ditch, and shot his fellow traveler, an Austrian 
gendarme called Michael Trattner dead. According to Schneider, the Hungarians 
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used explosive bullets that “tore [Trattner’s] body apart.” This was the only case of 
Austrians accusing Hungarians of using such bullets. Schneider himself was beat-
en with the butt of a rifle and with a whip, his shoes were taken and – depending 
on sources – they either completely cut off his finger to take his ring, or simply 
cut his finger. He was then threatened with death were he to be seen again and 
left on the road.67

On 30th August József Illés, the notary of Pusztaszentmihály was killed. His 
killers, two Hungarian gendarmes were put in front of a military tribunal in 
1923, where it was found that Illés was arrested in order to be protected (!), and 
then he was shot from behind when he started running despite being ordered 
to stop. The gendarmes were not found guilty of murder.68 Against this stands 
in an entente report by a British officer who visited the family of the murdered 
notary. According to relatives, Illés was home with an illness when the gendarmes 
took him and beat him. There were serious wounds on his body. According to 
the report, his jaw was almost completely torn off. Other sources claim that 
Illés’s tongue was cut out. Illés’s widow asked the British officer in tears to catch 
the perpetrators.69 Some sources claim that Illés was pro-Austrian, but what is 
known for sure is that he took an active role in the local administration during 
the 1919 short-lived Communist rule.70 According to Austrian sources, the judge 
of Németújvár, Sámuel Schalk was poisoned. Later Austrian memory counted 
him among the victims of the insurrection.71

On 5th October, the white terror claimed the life of a second Catholic priest. 
(The first being József Simon of Marcali, who was murdered in August 1919). 
Ferenc Pataki (born Schnellbach), priest of Pornóapáti was taken from his home 
in the evening, and later found in the woods of Nárai nearby. According to press 
reports, he suffered head injury, his upper arms were broken and his mouth was 
stuffed with grass and moss. According to his death certificate, he was strangulat-
ed out of “revenge.” As a person of German ancestry, Pataki was openly pro-an-
nexation. According to some sources, he had a previous conflict with a local 
gendarme and this led to his murder.72 The perpetrator was never caught, but it 
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is a characteristic of the Szombathely prosecutor’s offices that by 18th October the 
investigation was already closed.73 A Lutheran preacher was also insulted. János 
Kirchknopf, preacher of Borostyánkő was threatened by rebel leader Imre Egan, 
who said that if the preacher would not openly support the Hungarian territorial 
claims, “he would shoot [Kirchknopf ] as soon as he stepped off the preaching 
pulpit.” Kirchknopf fled, but his wife was abused, his home was occupied and 
his pigs were slain. Kirchknopf lived in Vienna until his death in 1932.74 It is 
necessary to note that Egan was seen as a lowly criminal even among Hungarian 
government members as early as 1920.75

Anti-German violence did not come to end after the Sopron plebiscite of 
14th December, which left the city in Hungarian hands, and let Austria take over 
almost all the remaining areas. According to press reports, in January 1922 in 
Harka – where 90% of the populace voted to join Austria, but which, according 
to the rules of the plebiscite, remained with Hungary – Hungarian gendarmes 
beat up German youth who refused to be drafted.76 Forced drafts occurred in 
Sopron as well, for which reason many German youngsters fled the city.77 After 
the plebiscite, people from Sopron and Szombathely still ventured to areas now 
annexed by Austria, and threatened shopkeepers and innkeepers not to accept 
Austrian money. These men were later arrested by Austrian gendarmes.78

Our last question to discuss is what the fate of Western Hungarian Jewry was 
during the insurrection. Anti-Jewish excesses did not start in the region on the 
summer of 1921. According to certain sources, Sopron Jews were afraid of a po-
grom breaking out in October 1919, while Jews were chased out of other towns 
in the region.79 In December 1919 a certain A. B., who was a Jewish veteran of 
the first world war was abducted from Sopron, forced to eat his own bloody hair 
pulled from his head, then hung up.80 In March 1920 a Jew named Kellner was 

határkijelölés [The Croatians of Gradistye and the settling of the Hungarian-Austrian border]. Pécs, 
2008. (Pécsi Tudományegyetem PhD Thesis) 175. For contemporary reactions, see: BMU, 16, 
October 1921. 6. Világ, 12, January 1922. 3.; Nemzetgyűlési napló 1920 Vol. 15. 20, January 1922, 
319. and vol. 15. 11, January 1922, 458. For Austrian memory of Pataki see: Berczeller, Richard; 
Leser, Norbert “...mit Österreich verbunden. Burgenlandschicksal 1918–1945. Wien, 1975, 198. 
Oddly enough Fogarassy claimed that since Pataki changed his surname to a Hungarian name, he 
must have been against the annexation, and could therefore not have been killed by Hungarians. 
See: Fogarassy, László (†), “Lajtabánság: politikai és szépirodalmi időszaki lap [Lajtabánság: a peri-
odical of politics and literature]”, = Soproni Szemle 51, 1997, 3, 238–242. 241–242.

73  Kolnhoffer, A gradistyei horvátok, 2008. 175.
74  BMU, 6, September 1921.
75  MNL OL, K27. Minutes of government meeting, 3, July 1920. 
76  BMU, 14, January 1922. 
77  BMU, 21, January 1922. 
78  BMU, 22, December 1921. 5.
79  Katona, Attila, Zsidóság és zsidókérdés Vas vármegyében, 1910–1938 [Jews and the Jewish 

question in Vas county, 1910–1938], Pécs, 2009. (Pécsi Tudományegyetem PhD Thesis) 166.
80  The White Terror in Hungary. Report of the British Joint Labour Delegation to Hungary, May, 
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shot dead on the street in Sopron by right-wing squad members.81 According to 
British reports Jews and pro-Austrian civilians were arrested in Sopron during the 
winter of 1920.82 More atrocities were to follow during the 1921 insurrection.

Anti-Semitic violence was probably so strong in the region because many 
perpetrators of previous anti-Jewish violence were present in the rebellion: Héjjas, 
Ostenburg-Moravek and Prónay, but also Hermann Salm, Dénes Bibó, Lajos 
Förster and István Balassa. Héjjas was called “Ivan the terrible” among the Jews 
of Nagymarton, in reference to the bloody ways of Ivan IV. Russian tsar.83 It is 
interesting to note that some Jews took part in the rebellion itself. Prónay’s lawyer 
in the libel case with Ranzenberger was a Jewish lawyer, János Darvai. During 
his stay in Western Hungary, Prónay rented a house from a baptized Jew, Frigyes 
Reisz. No sources suggest that Reisz was forced to offer the house to Prónay. His 
troops often went to hunting trips with a local baptized Jew, Hermann Schey.84 
Prónay later claimed in an interview that he had never been an anti-Semite, and 
that “he always loved decent Jews.” “I had a lot more non-Jewish terrorists, thieves 
and robbers hanged than Jewish ones.” Prónay of course did not only hang ter-
rorists, but also innocent people, and his diary is full of anti-Semitic statements.85

According to press reports, white terror in Kismarton started as early as 26th 
August, when right-wing squads played the Erger Berger anti-Semitic song on 
the main square, and later beat Jews in front of the local synagogue.86 A Jewish 
girl who protested the events, Margit Schlesinger was taken away by gendarmes 
along with her father. Ostenburg-Moravek personally threatened them and told 
them to leave the city, which they did the next day.87 After Ostenburg-Moravek’s 
men appeared in Sopron, German journalists were beaten by right-wing radi-
cals singing the Erger Berger. They also took 9 thousand crowns from them and 
threatened them with death.88

These were not isolated incidents. Anti-Jewish sentiments were present dur-
ing most of the insurrection. In fact, a number of rebel leaders seem to have 
planned pogroms. Pogroms did not happen in the end, but even the right-wing 
Magyarság did not deny that when rebels entered Királyhida, most local Jews 
fled the city.89 Some Jews apparently stayed home, as Bécsi Magyar Újság report-
ed than in a certain village – based on the article, probably Királyhida – rebels 

81  “British Labour Delegates Report on the White Terror in Hungary” = The British Columbia 
Federationist (Vancouver), 27, August 1920. 2.

82  NA, FO 371/4862. Extract from Report by British Military Representative at Sopron, 14, 
December 1920.

83  Fogarassy, László: “Nyugat-magyarországi bandaharcok, 1921. augusztus 28 – november 
4 [Rebel clashes in Western Hungary, 28th August 1921 – 4th November]”, = Vasi Szemle 15, 1961, 
1. 39–49. 42.

84  Fogarassy, “A Prónay-Ranzenberger”, 1978. 26–27.
85  Egyenlőség, 9, May 1931.
86  BMU, 28, August 1921. 2.
87  BMU, 1, September 1921. 6.
88  BMU, 1, September 1921. 6.
89  Magyarság, 8, October 1921. 4.
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took blankets from local Jews among beatings.90 Rebel Géza Korb did not deny 
in a post Second World War trial that priests, rich tradesmen and Jews were 
robbed during the insurrection.91 Sergeant Jenő Romoda admitted that among 
the Prónay squad, “there was very strong, almost fanatical anti-Semitism.”92 
Colonel János Pokorny, an official employed at the local Esterházy lands stopped 
a pogrom from breaking out at Boldogasszony following the entry of the Héjjas-
squad.93 A British report from early October claimed that “gendarmerie officers” 
stopped a pogrom in an unnamed village in Western Hungary, but it is not obvi-
ous if they were Hungarian or Austrian gendarmerie men.94 Pokorny’s testimony 
and the British report could refer to the same incident, but there were other 
pogrom plans. The aforementioned Lutheran preacher, Kirchknopf claimed that 
his abusers said that they came to “murder every single Jew” and to “shoot every 
pro-Austrian person like a dog.”95 Rebel leader Colonel Pál Gebhardt had to send 
guards to protect the Jewish district of Nagymarton.96 Maderspach claimed in 
his memoirs that he had two plunderers of Nagymarton Jewish shops shot by his 
Bosnian men.97 Press reports claim that when rebels entered Lajtaszentmiklós, 
panic broke out among local Jews.98

While the above sources speak of mostly foiled pogrom plans and panic 
among local Jews, other less fortunate Jews were also beaten and robbed. During 
the very first days of the insurrection Sopron Jewish tradesman Géza Glaser was 
robbed and his goods were distributed among local non-Jews.99 It was in these 
days that Egan’s men robbed Ignác Angelius, a Jewish trader in Borostyánkő. His 
carpets, Jewels, his daughter’s clothes and 270 thousand crowns were taken.100 In 
October Náthán Spiegel and Márkus Kamm, two Jewish traders from Zurány 
were beaten by rebels.101 At the end of the month – on the night between 22nd 
and 23rd – Spitzer, a Jewish leather factory owner was robbed in Kismarton, while 
Jewish women were threatened and some Jewish youngsters were taken from 
the town.102 On 15th November, Hungarian rebels beat Jews in Sopron.103 While 
the date is not clear, rebels beat the rabbi of Lakompak – probably rabbi Jehuda 

90  BMU, 12, October 1921. 5.
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Krausz – and took 80 thousand crowns from him.104 According to press reports, 
the Jews of Lakompak were robbed three times: once for 250 thousand, then 300 
thousand, and later for 50 thousands crowns.105 It is unclear if the sum taken 
from rabbi Krausz was included in these reports.

The Jews mentioned above at least escaped with their lives. According to 
the Hungarian Jewish Encyclopedia edited by Péter Ujvári, four members of the 
Kismarton Jewish congregation fell victim to the insurrection.106 No further de-
tails were given, and the contemporary Jewish press did not report the incidents. 
It is known that in October rebels took from Kismarton a local 18 year old Jew 
called Hugó Schindler. He was tortured for days, then killed. His body was found 
in a forest near Csütörtök, today in Slovakia.107 It is not known who the other 
Jewish victims from the town were. It is also known that a Viennese Jewish trader 
called Mózes Wiesenfeld was taken by rebels from Zurány on 30th October, where 
he was visiting relatives. His buried body was found on 19th November.108

It is more difficult to uncover the murders of Lieutenant László Sátori, Cadet 
Ferenc Bokor and a third Lieutenant, whose name in the sources is either given 
as Jós, Potoczky or Bakonyi (the latter occurs most often). What is sure is that 
the three men were executed on 13th September in Felsőpulya by their fellow 
rebels on charges of mutiny. Different memoirs gave many reasons for the exe-
cutions. Maderspach claimed that Sátori was shot by communists while he was 
writing letters during his watch. This twisting of events was clever on his part: 
the murderers were unknown “communists,” and the victim died because of his 
own mistakes, and so obviously no one was really responsible.109 Lajos Missuray-
Krúg, a memoirist of the insurrection wrote that rebel leader Miklós Budaházy 
charged Sátori and the others with having planned a mutiny, and they were ex-
ecuted based on false charges.110 Yet Bécsi Magyar Újság reported an even darker 
story: according to the newspaper, all three executed men were baptized Jews, 
and they were killed for having offered resistance to Prónay’s plans of arranging a 
pogrom.111 This reading of the events appeared in the 1949 people’s trial of Héjjas 
too. Here it was claimed that Héjjas told his rebels to shoot all local Jews dead. 
Sátori supposedly resisted the order, and so he was executed.112 The story about 
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the pogrom plans cannot be proven: certainly many details were wrong in the sto-
ry presented by Bécsi Magyar Újság, and the sources cannot agree on who planned 
the pogrom either. It is true however, that Sátori had Jewish ancestry: his father 
was Ernő Sátori, a well-known baptized Jewish businessman from Rimamurány. 
Prónay also admitted in a 1924 interview that in Western Hungary “everyone was 
expecting to settle things with a pogrom” and “it was not my fault that it did not 
happen that way.”113

Being of Jewish descent was certainly a negative thing in the eyes of most re-
bels. Two members of the government of the short-lived Lajtabánság, Béla Bárdoss 
and Ferenc Lévay had to defend themselves against charges of being Jews even in 
1931.114 After their bodies were exhumed it was found that Sátori was shot from 
the front, while the other two were shot from the back.115 It is still not entirely 
clear what happened, but Hungarian newspaper reported their deaths as if they 
fell in the fights.116 When in a 1924 legal case of Prónay the prosecutor raised the 
question of Sátori’s death, the presiding judge did not let the question be asked.117 
In a movie made about the insurrection (Imposztorok [Imposters], 1969) there is 
a scene in which a young man called Béla Apostolics, whose Jewish ancestry is 
hinted in the movie, is executed by the rebels. But the scene in the movie occurs 
during the Lajtabánság period of the insurrection, and not in September.118

In summary it can be said that a number of previously unknown atroci-
ties occurred during the final waves of the white terror in Baranya and Western 
Hungary in 1921. Pécs saw relatively few of these atrocities compared to Western 
Hungary, probably because the Hungarian takeover lasted only a few days, while 
the insurrection in Western Hungary lasted four months. As for the latter, it is 
necessary to note that atrocities were committed by the Austrian side as well, 
although nothing of this extent.119 Why were more atrocities committed by the 
Hungarian side? The answer perhaps lies in the fact that Austrian and Hungarian 
armed presence in the area was profoundly different. The Hungarian forces were 
not regular troops but irregulars, often of far-right views, people who previously 
took part in unlawful killings. The Austrian side could not use rebels, as it was 
supposed to take over an area handed to Austria in an international treaty. Austria 
used – often left-wing – gendarmes, who – not surprisingly – did not spend their 
time abusing the local populace, who were soon to be Austrian citizens. Locals 
mostly supported the Austrian side, and so there was no reason to commit atroc-
ities against them. Austria was supposed to take over the region, Hungary was 
supposed to lose it. Austria had much to lose, while Hungary had nothing to lose.
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Kinga Czechowska

AS EVERYONE EXPECTED IT TO BE?  
REBORN POLAND AND HER JEWISH MINORITY *

The end of World War I and the Versailles Conference brought a new order to 
Europe. As a result of the armed conflict in which the invaders of the Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth faced each other, two of the three former powers, the 
Habsburg and Hohenzollern dynasties, fell, while a revolution took place in tsa-
rist Russia. Central Europe was undergoing transformation, and it became possi-
ble for Poland to regain independence.1 Great hopes and fears accompanied this 
event, as not everyone believed that the reborn state would meet the challenges 
ahead. One of the greatest challenges was related to its social structure: approx-
imately one-third of the population were ethnic minorities, including ca. 10% 
of Jews. After 123 years of partitions and the common fate of being subordinate 
minority groups in huge empires, Poles now became the majority in the state, 
and Jews a minority. What expectations were associated with this situation by the 
different parties, what hopes and what fears? Which of them were fulfilled in the 
first years of independence, and which shaped this new reality in a different way?

Expectations at the dawn of independence

Hopes of some Poles were aroused by the outcome of the world conflict in 1914 
in which the partitioning states took sides. They saw their opportunity in the 
destabilization of the existing order: the participation of Polish military forma-
tions in the war was taken care of, as well as the promotion of the Polish cause 
in the West.2 Polish Jews also participated in all these activities. For instance, 
an outstanding Jewish historian and later Polish diplomat, Szymon Askenazy, 
became involved in propaganda activities in Switzerland.3 However, he saw his 
main mission for independent Poland in scientific work and historical writing. As 
he said: “I wrote my story largely ad usum delphini, for the youth whom I tried to 
educate and morally prepare for the new fight for independence.”4

*  Translated by Agnieszka Marciniak
1  Chwalba, Andrzej, “Od upadku do odrodzenia [From Fall to Rebirth]”, In. Kleiber, Michał 

(ed.), Polska. Eseje o stuleciu [Essays on the Century]. Olszanica, 2018. 27.
2  This was mentioned for example in the memoirs of August Zaleski, the future Minister 
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in London. Kania, Krzysztof; Kloc, Krzysztof; Żukowski, Przemysław M. (eds.), Zaleski August, 
Wspomnienia [Memories]. Warsaw, 2017. 38–39.

3  Ibid. 46–47. Hoszowska, Mariola, Szymon Askenazy i jego korespondencja z Ludwikiem 
Finklem [Szymon Askenazy and his correspondence with Ludwik Finkel]. Rzeszów, 2013. 117.

4  Stempowski, Jerzy, Esej dla Kassandry [Essay for Kassandra]. Gdańsk, 2005. 39. Quoted 
from: Hoszowska, Szymon Askenazy, 2013. 157.
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The traditions of Jewish participation in Polish independence uprisings also 
found their continuation. After the Kościuszko Uprising and the 19th-century in-
surrections (the November Uprising of 1830 and the January Uprising of 1863), 
Jews joined the ranks of the Polish Legions and the Polish Military Organization 
formed by Józef Piłsudski. In their applications for the independence uprising 
forces submitted years later, they indicated their ideological motivations unan-
imously. Just as Askenazy – nb. an enthusiast or even “spiritual father” of the 
Legions5 – in writing, the soldiers saw their way to fight for the independence of 
the country in serving in the Legions.6

On the other hand, in 1917 the weekly “Wiadomości Polskie” magazine 
wrote as follows about the fears of Polish Jews in the Kingdom of Poland (the 
Russian partition), regardless of their political sympathies:

“A spade must be called a spade: in the broad circles of Jewish so-
ciety, there is a fear of Polish rule. Is it right? When Jews, with one 
another, and therefore completely honestly ponder over the pos-
sibility of the Polish authorities taking over total and indivisible 
power, they always come to the conclusion that countless harms 
will be done to Jews in Poland. (...) The idea that the supporters 
of boycotting Jews, kept away from power until recently, will now 
be able to implement their ideas and ambitions – is not pleasant 
for Jews. Rather, it is a nuisance that casts a shadow over the as yet 
unknown future.”7

These fears were related primarily to the anti-Jewish activities of the National 
Democracy (“endecja”). The supporters of Roman Dmowski were responsible for 
the initiation of the boycott of Jewish stores mentioned in the quoted excerpt.8  
In a conversation conducted in 1918 with one of the American Jewish politicians, 
Luis Marshall of the American Jewish Committee, Dmowski openly admitted 
that it was him and his party who initiated the boycott; partly in retaliation for 
the lost (thanks to Jewish votes) 1912 elections to the Russian Duma, partly as a 
result of growing Polish-Jewish animosities, for which he assumed Jews were re-

5  Hoszowska, Szymon Askenazy, 2013. 162.
6  Gałązkowski, Marek, Na wzór Berka Joselewicza. Żołnierze i oficerowie pochodzenia żydowsk-

iego w Legionach Polskich [On the model of Berek Joselewicz. Soldiers and offices of Jewish origin in the 
Polish Legions]. Warsaw, 2010. 11, 14.

7  Żydowska mozaika polityczna w Polsce 1917–1927 (wybór dokumentów) [The Jewish political 
mosaic in Poland in 1917–1927 (selection of documents)]. Sel. and ed. by Czesław Brzoza. Kraków, 
2003. 24, 68.

8  More about 1912 treated as a ‘historical moment’ in the nationalist discourse due to the 
results of the elections to the Fourth Duma and the subsequent anti-Jewish action in: Krzywiec, 
Grzegorz, Polska bez Żydów. Studia z dziejów idei, wyobrażeń i praktyk antysemickich na ziemiach 
polskich początku XX wieku (1905–1914) [Poland without Jews. Studies in the history of anti-Semitic 
ideas, ideas and practices in Poland at the beginning of the 20th century (1905–1914)]. Warszawa, 
2017. 357–372.
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sponsible.9 In this way, the statements and actions of the Polish politician led not 
only to rising concerns of Polish Jews, but also to the anxiety among American 
Jews regarding the situation of their confreres in reborn Poland.10 On the other 
hand, the most glaring expression of fears related to the Polish government and to 
the fact that some Jews, living in the former Prussian partition, professed German 
identity were their general migrations to Germany after 1918.11

At the dawn of independence, the Jews, in turn, tied their hopes more to 
Józef Piłsudski. Representatives of various Jewish parties were received by him on 
November 12, 1918 – that is, the day after the day symbolically recognized as the 
date of regaining independence by Poland. Then, they expressed their confidence 
in both the possibility of establishing a Polish government and the fulfillment of 
their requests. The very fact of accepting the Jewish delegation by Piłsudski is seen 
as an important gesture.12 In the long run, his intention was the state assimilation 
of Jews – as opposed to the slogans of national assimilation popular in the nine-
teenth century, which, by the way, did not achieve the expected success – and he 
intended to base his policies primarily on the substantial support of Orthodox 
Jews.13 In his statements from the earlier period, he perceived all national disputes 
in terms of weakness and called for getting rid of “aversion towards people of 
different origin, faith or language.”14 Just as during the partitions these conflicts 
and prejudices worked to the advantage of the partitioner, also after regaining 
independence they could only contribute to the breakdown and weakening of 
the country.

During the Great War, i.e. in the period of intensified efforts to regain inde-
pendence, Dmowski’s anti-Semitic prejudices gained a new face. They gave rise 
to the fear that the Jews would try to get the state for themselves, at the expense 
of Poland. The fear was additionally strengthened by the conviction that there 
was strong Jewish influence in the West, especially in the United States. When it 
became clear that the Polish issue would be discussed during the debates in Paris, 
Dmowski expressed further fears thereabout:15 “When my sojourn in the United 

9  Lerski, George J., “Dmowski, Paderewski and American Jews (A Documentary 
Compilation)”, = Polin Studies in Polish Jewry 2, 1987. 95–116. 104.

10  Polonsky, Antony, The Jews in Poland and Russia, vol. III: 1914 to 2008. Oxford-Portland, 
2012. 27–28.

11  Zieliński, Konrad, “Żydzi polscy a niepodległość – nadzieje i obawy [Polish Jews and 
Independence – Hopes and Fears]”, = Res Historica 22, 2006, 195–210. 196.

12  Rudnicki, Szymon, “Szacunek z wzajemnością. Piłsudski a Żydzi [Reciprocal respect. 
Piłsudski and Jews]”, = Więź 619, 2010, 72–80.

13  Rudnicki, Szacunek, 2010.
14  Piłsudski, Józef, Pisma zbiorowe [Collective works]. Vol. II. Warszawa, 1937. 24–25. As 
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Persak, Krzysztof; Dudek, Antoni; Friszke, Andrzej; Kamiński, Łukasz; Machcewicz, Paweł; Osęka, 
Piotr; Sowiński, Paweł; Stola, Dariusz; Zaremba, Marcin (eds.), Od Piłsudskiego do Wałęsy. From 
Piłsudski to Walesa. Studies in the history of Poland in the 20th century [From Piłsudski to Walesa. 
Studies in the history of Poland in the 20th century]. Warszawa, 2008. 25–26.

15  Parys, Anna, “Postawa Żydów wobec odradzającego się państwa polskiego w opinii 
Romana Dmowskiego [The attitude of Jews towards the reborn Polish state in the opinion of 
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States came to an end, I knew... that during the Peace Conference we would have 
in the Jews the most vehement enemies of our cause.”16 Due to its decisiveness 
for the new international order, the conference became a place of confrontation 
of many different fears and hopes.

Paris 1919: a place where fears and hopes clash

After the long process of forming the borders of the Second Republic of Poland, 
completed in 1923, the socio-demographic structure of the population in the 
new state was also finally established.17 Even during the Great War, it had been 
rightly predicted that in the event of Poland regaining independence, a multi-
national state would emerge. After the multicultural First Polish Republic and 
the “epoch of nations”, as the nineteenth century is called, only an even more 
multinational and multi-ethnic Second Polish Republic could follow. It was the 
country with the highest number of Jews in the whole of Europe.18 Its fate was to 
a large extent to be determined by the terms of the peace signed with Germany, 
and these were discussed during the conference in Paris that began on January 
18, 1919.

The prospect raised concerns in the first place on the part of Western Jewish 
leaders who also participated in the deliberations. In a wider historical context, 
the then situation reminded them of the Berlin Congress of 1878 and the sub-
sequent Balkan wars. The emergence of new states and the shifting of borders, 
and with them the changes in the nationality of the population, gave rise to the 
persecution of ethnic minorities in the Balkans.19 Therefore, it was feared that 
after the geopolitical changes in Central and Eastern Europe, persecution could 
also occur. Most of all, there were concerns about the situation of the large Jewish 
community of Poland.20 In addition, the policy of self-determination of nations 
promoted by Woodrow Wilson, or national interests represented in Paris by lead-
ers such as Ignacy Jan Paderewski brought with them dangers noticed not only by 

16  Dmowski, Roman, Polityka polska i odbudowanie państwa [Polish policy and rebuilding the 
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Stanisław (ed.), Studia z najnowszej historii Niemiec i stosunków polsko-niemieckich [Studies in the 
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of Ambassadors of March 15, 1923. Cf. Krzysztof Kania’s article in the present volume.

18  Burszta, Wojciech J., “Naród a społeczeństwo – Polacy i inni [Nation and society – Poles 
and others]”, In. Kleiber, Michał (ed.), Polska. Eseje o stuleciu [Essays on the Century]. Olszanica, 
2018. 158–159.
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Jewish activists, but also by some Western politicians who were afraid of further 
ethnic conflicts.21

The postulates of Western Jewish politicians demanding that the situation 
of Jews in Central and Eastern Europe be secured were strongly influenced by 
information about their situation, including the ongoing wave of pogroms (more 
on this later). On the other hand, Polish Jews who attended the conference as del-
egates linked their goals not only with fears, but also with hopes; they treated the 
ongoing deliberations as an opportunity to fight for their national and cultural 
autonomy in the new state.22 Their postulates, however, could not be understood 
by assimilated Western Jews who did not share their need to be perceived as 
a separate nation enjoying additional rights.23 Some politicians, such as Lucien 
Wolf, were also aware that solutions that would harm Poland too much and hu-
miliate it in the international arena could not ultimately benefit the local Jewish 
population which aimed at maintaining good relations and attachment to their 
country.24 Conversations between various stakeholders continued, and Poland’s 
interests were not helped by the anti-Semitic reputation of Dmowski, one of the 
main delegates.25

Among the many problems resolved during the deliberations, the matter of 
legal protection for Jews in Poland increased in urgency due to reports of further 
pogroms that took place in April 1919 in Pińsk, Liga and Vilnius.26 Piłsudski, 
who stayed in Poland, realized how badly the incidents impacted the reputa-
tion of the reborn state. Regardless of the extent to which the reports reaching 
the governments of the allied countries were real, further inquiries, explanations 
and, in extreme cases, diplomatic interventions did not favor Polish interests.27 
Ultimately, the issue of the guarantee of legal protection gained a broader frame-
work, as it was decided to be provided not only to Jews but also to other ethnic, 
religious or racial minorities. At the same time, Western countries avoided assum-
ing similar obligations and the relevant provisions were not included, as originally 

21  Mazower, “Minorities”, 1997. 49.
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planned, in the Covenant of the League of Nations.28 Instead, they were includ-
ed in separate minority treaties, the signing of which was obligatory for newly 
emerging and regaining independence states, led by Poland.29 This gave rise to an 
international system of minority protection, which, however, was not general or 
applicable to all League states on an equal basis. The guarantor of the provisions 
on equal rights of minorities became the future Council of the League of Nations 
to which – under a procedure not yet established at that time – representatives 
of minorities could submit their complaints. Polish and other Central European 
delegates tried to oppose such solutions, pointing out, inter alia, that they violate 
the country’s sovereignty and create two categories of states on the international 
arena, introducing inequality.30

Moreover, Paderewski assured that similar provisions on the equality of mi-
norities would be included in the new constitution, irrespective of the enforcing 
international agreements. He was particularly reluctant to impose solutions in the 
field of Jewish education and the Yiddish language by treaties.31 The great powers, 
however, remained adamant, as explained to Paderewski by Georges Clemenceau, 
chairman of the conference, in his letter of 24 June: “As to the existing relations 
between the Jews and the other Polish citizens has led them to the conclusion 
that, in view of the historical development of the Jewish question and the great 
animosity aroused by it, special protection is necessary for the Jews in Poland.”32 
Ultimately, despite their efforts, the Polish delegates did not get much better, and 
on June 28, 1919, they signed the minority treaty, which was a condition for 
Poland to sign the Versailles Treaty that day, bringing, among others, guarantee 
of the western border.33

After returning from Paris, Polish Jews tried to present the treaty as their 
success; not only because of the guarantees obtained for themselves, but also 
as a result of the efforts of the international Committee of Jewish Delegations 
(Comité des Délégations Juives) of which they were members. They also took pride 
in the fact that the results achieved were to contribute – as it was believed – to 
the improvement of the situation not only of Jews, but also of other minorities in 
various countries. Thus, regardless of the fact that the term “national minority” 
was intentionally not used in the treaty itself, the Zionists tried to present it as 
their contribution to the “development of nations and nationalities.”34 Despite 
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such a narrative presented in the propaganda publication, even its author realized 
to what little extent the postulates of his delegation were accepted.35

Most Polish political parties, as well as Jewish parties, whose deputies re-
luctantly voted in favor of its ratification, reacted negatively to the treaty. The 
discussions kept returning to the same arguments that Polish delegates used at 
Versailles, focusing among others on the violation of sovereignty and the wrong-
ness of imposing legal solutions on other countries by the powers. It was also 
repeatedly said that Poland had had a centuries-old tradition of a tolerant state, 
thus putting itself in opposition to the countries of the West which had perse-
cuted Jews for centuries and sentenced them to exile. In extreme cases, the rights 
guaranteed to Jews were viewed as privileges and their negative consequences 
for the general public were feared.36 An important voice in that discussion was 
the statement of the historian who supported the ratification of both treaties, 
the rector of the University of Lviv and the deputy from Galicia, Bronisław 
Dembiński.37 He pointed out that at a time when the minority treaty was dis-
cussed by the Legislative Sejm, the draft constitution “already included the main 
principles of justice.” Had it been completed earlier, it would have contained “es-
sentially the same matters” as it had to contain under the provisions of a treaty on 
minority rights.38 Polish Jews, regardless of the results of the Paris deliberations 
which forced specific solutions, could count on being ensured equal rights in the 
Second Republic of Poland under its constitution.  

Pogroms: Lost Hope?

The first pogroms and other acts of violence against Jews began in Poland before 
it regained independence, namely in the fall of 1918. They were part of the wave 
of anti-Jewish violence that spread in Central and Eastern Europe in the years 
1914-1921.39 The deterioration of relations between Polish and Jewish neighbors 
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was caused, among others, by accusing Jews of communist sympathies, the ad-
vancement of modern anti-Semitism as well as a negative perception of Jewish 
demands for national autonomy extended towards Poland.40 The situation was 
particularly critical for Jews in areas where fights for the eastern border of Poland 
continued and Polish, Lithuanian and Ukrainian nationalisms clashed.41 It was 
also a period of intensification of all kinds of social conflicts, while the structures 
of the reborn state, including its agencies responsible for security, were only just 
emerging. Historians are still debating which factors played a decisive role here. 
The terminology used and its possible ideological connotations are also contro-
versial, but there is no doubt that at that time, Jews living on Polish lands and in 
independent Poland fell victim to violence.42

News concerning numerous anti-Jewish incidents disappointed many Polish 
Jews who did not expect such brutal manifestations of anti-Semitism from the 
Polish population. Yitzhak Gruenbaum, who had been received by Piłsudski 
only a few months before as a member of the Jewish delegation on behalf of 
the Zionists, wrote about it truly passionately. In January 1919, he had to face 
the disappointment he experienced and expressed himself poignantly: “This faith 
was shattered, cruelly broken now in the very first year of liberation – through 
the bloody events in the towns of western Galicia, Kielce, Lviv, Lida, Vilnius, 
Minsk, Częstochowa, Kalisz, Zawiercie, Łódź and so many other places in now 
independent and united Poland.”43 Articles of similar significance in which hopes 
so far associated with an independent state had been replaced by fear of persecu-
tion dominated the Polish-language Jewish press of that period. The Jews feared 
whether the Polish state would defend them from the pogroms and whether it 
would accept them as citizens.44

The situation of the Jewish population in Poland was monitored abroad, but 
the reports often contained unconfirmed information about alleged pogroms or 
descriptions and estimates that did not correspond to the truth.45 Among many 
press releases on this subject, there were also those in which attention was drawn 
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to the social consequences of the violence. The destruction of hopes hitherto held 
by Polish Jews – in a way very similar to Gruenbaum’s narrative, possibly even 
inspired by his article – was described by their Manchester brothers in one of the 
most widely read newspapers in the British Isles as follows: “Sir, – I think that 
among the tragedies of this terrible war none can be greater than the blighted 
hopes of the Jews in Eastern Europe, who, having bravely fought for their coun-
try, thought they would no longer be exposed to the pogroms which have sullied 
for so many years the name of Russia and Poland.” Later in their letter to the ed-
itor-in-chief of the newspaper, they made an appeal to intervene with the Allies, 
who, looking idly at the tragedy of Polish Jews, would become complicit in it.46

Such voices of the press – not devoid of comments such as “Poles are as little 
fit to rule themselves as they were in the Middle Ages”47 – influenced the inter-
national opinion during the Versailles conference and forced the Polish side to 
respond. They had an impact on the course of the discussion as to the proposed 
form of protection of Jews in Poland or on the granting of foreign loans to the 
government.48 By undermining the Poles’ ability to maintain sovereignty, they 
constituted a threat to the basic interests of the Polish delegation in Paris, and in 
practice also of the Polish raison d’état. Thus, the pogroms could have contributed 
to the destruction of Polish hopes for their own, sovereign and independent state. 
By the Germans this situation was perceived as an opportunity, since they had 
their share in spreading information unfavorable for Poland, as well as in gener-
ating false reports.49 In order to strengthen their credibility, the Polish authori-
ties agreed to the arrival of external commissions to investigate the real situation 
in the country. In a conversation with an American Jew and diplomat Henry 
Morgenthau, Paderewski insisted that he come to Poland and see for himself that 
Poles treat Jews correctly.50

The decisions to create an American commission chaired by Morgenthau 
and a similar British commission chaired by Sir Samuel Stuart were made in 
May and in August 1919, respectively. They produced their reports in October 
and December 1919, i.e. a few months after the signing of the peace treaty im-
portant for Poland in Paris. The American argued, inter alia, that the Polish civil 
and military authorities tried to stop the anti-Jewish incidents, while the British 
estimated the death toll at less than 348 people. Separate reports were prepared 
by members of the British delegation sympathizing with Dmowski who in one of 
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the documents tried to justify the pogrom in Lida with an alleged ritual murder 
of a Polish soldier.51 On the one hand, the results of their work were to some ex-
tent favorable for Poland, agreeing to its arguments in the dispute that arose over 
highly polarized positions as to the scale and significance of anti-Jewish incidents 
in the country. On the other hand, these reports were not always an objective 
voice on the matter but were an extension of the conflict and narrative of one of 
the parties.

The results of the work of both missions were published in the form of a 
booklet on the initiative of The National Polish Committee of America to im-
prove the image of Poland among foreign readers. Its introduction emphasized 
that “Poles and Jews must live in Poland together” and it was admitted that some 
anti-Jewish incidents had taken place. Yet, the small scale of those incidents was 
underscored, and justifications were sought as well: “If certain elements of the 
Polish population have at times apparently persecuted the Jews, perhaps there 
was some real reason for their antagonism.”52 Conclusions formulated in this 
way were clearly addressed to foreign recipients in order to convince them that 
Poles were only slightly guilty and further that Jews were only slightly harmed. 
Concurrently, the fears and hopes of the Jewish population in Poland were al-
ready being shaped almost exclusively by the domestic situation in the country.

Turbulent first years 

The first years of independence were certainly a turbulent and formative period in 
which various concepts and interests of many groups regarding the shape of the 
reborn state collided. Moreover, the peace ending the Great War did not bring an 
end to other military operations in Poland; battles for the Polish borders were still 
ongoing, and the Polish-Bolshevik war ended with the Peace of Riga of March 
18, 1921. Although – as stated in the reports of foreign missions – there were no 
pogroms since the summer of 1919,53 anti-Jewish incidents continued to accom-
pany the movement of troops, e.g. the army of General Józef Haller in the eastern 
borderlands.54 Units of former tsarist officers, as well as Ukrainians under the com-
mand of Symon Petliura, committed brutal acts. Since Jews were accused of com-
munist sympathies, the growing fear of the Bolshevik forces turned into anti-Jewish 
sentiment, and in the summer of 1920 several more pogroms occurred.55 Thus, the 
escalation of the Polish-Bolshevik conflict interrupted the short period in which 
Polish-Jewish antagonisms eased.
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An expression of this short-lived positive tendency was the establishment of the 
Council for Jewish Questions in the spring of 1920, an expression of the govern-
ment’s efforts to achieve a Polish-Jewish understanding.56 A group of deputies from 
Polish and Jewish groups, as well as representatives of the ministries concerned, 
took part in its deliberations. The situation at the front interrupted the activities 
of the Council when the first foundations for further cooperation had just been 
worked out. Soon, the place of the first – as it was scrupulously noted – positive 
mentions on this subject in the English press57 was taken by the controversy sur-
rounding the establishment of an internment camp for Jewish soldiers in Jabłonna 
in August 1920. Among others, recruits who responded to numerous appeals of 
Jewish organizations calling on them to defend the state, ended up in the camp.58

Aware that Polish-Jewish relations were still closely watched abroad, Polish 
diplomats admitted that “several thousand Jewish recruits were temporarily con-
centrated”, stressing that “this ordinance should not be understood, however, to 
be directed against Jews”. Only organizational matters were under consideration 
there, and other steps were taken against communists, regardless of their Polish or 
Jewish origin.59 As the information about the camp, publicized by the press, met 
with great social resistance, a decision was made that it should be closed quickly (on 
September 9, 1920) and the interned Jews were to be incorporated into designated 
units.60 Nevertheless, the functioning of the camp was perceived by the Jews as an 
attempt to remove them from the army, and – as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
rightly understood it – “it is known that Jews would consider any action in this 
direction as a catastrophe for themselves and as a push to the role of second or third 
class citizens.”61 Although attempts were made to correct the error and the camp 
operated for a short time, this could not change the fact that it was recorded in the 
Jewish consciousness as a disappointment.62 At this point in history, similar signals 
must have resonated extremely strongly.

During the break in the deliberations of the Council for Jewish Questions, and 
thus during the critical phase of the Polish-Bolshevik war, the Polish authorities 
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tried to create a clear rift between Jewish parties. It was for this purpose that cases 
of high treason and the Bolshevik aspect of the ongoing conflict were publicized 
and associated not only with Jewish communists, but also with supporters of the 
Bund and Poale Zion. It was hoped that in this way the Jewish Orthodox would 
be able to clearly stand up against these parties and a conflict would be provoked 
in the Jewish community. Regardless of these actions (quite dissimilar from at-
tempts to reach an agreement), it was also planned to reward the loyal attitude of 
the Orthodox Jews after resuming the proceedings, granting them a stronger rep-
resentation.63 However, the whole concept of the Council probably collapsed and 
as it was soon strained by the events of previous months. The turbulences turned 
out to be too strong.

Regardless of these attempts at consensus and their failures, Polish Jews partic-
ipated in the legislature from the beginning of independent Poland. They treated 
the elections as an opportunity to demonstrate patriotic attitudes, and they also 
took care that the Jewish population had their representatives in the Sejm.64 Jewish 
deputies became members of the Legislative Sejm in which their efforts were fo-
cused on establishing a democratic system in the Republic of Poland, since only 
this could ensure the much-desired equality.65 As already mentioned, their voice 
was heard in the discussions accompanying the ratification of the minority treaty. 
Later, in December 1919, Jewish MPs failed to prevent the enactment of the law 
concerning Sunday as a day off from work. Such a law harmed the interests of 
Orthodox Jews who did not work on Saturday, and thus lost another day of work. 
The Law on Citizenship of January 1920 was also considered unfavorable, as it did 
not offer citizenship to the so-called Lithuanian Jews who had recently come to the 
Kingdom of Poland from Lithuania and Belarus.66

The culmination of the work of the Legislative Sejm was the adoption of the 
Constitution on March 17, 1921. The so-called March Constitution implemented 
the principle of equal rights for citizens. For the Jewish population, crucial articles 
were, among others Article 95 – on protection of life, freedom and property of all, 
regardless of origin, language, religion or race, Article 96 on equality before the law, 
Article 109 on the right to maintain one’s nationality and mother tongue, as well as 
Article 111 concerning freedom of conscience and religion. A legal framework was 
created which was to be fulfilled by further acts in the coming years. In this con-
text, it seems significant that owing to the efforts of Jewish deputies a decade later, 
in 1931, an act was finally passed which terminated the remnants of the partition 
legislation discriminating against Jew.67 The first president of independent Poland 
was Gabriel Narutowicz, who enjoyed the support of Piłsudski. He was elected by 
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66  Polonsky, The Jews, 2012. 51.
67  Ogonowski, Jerzy, Sytuacja prawna Żydów w Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej 1918–1939. Prawa 

cywilne i polityczne [The legal situation of Jews in the Republic of Poland 1918–1939. Civil and po-
litical rights]. Warszawa, 2012. 37–40; Tomaszewski, Niepodległa Rzeczpospolita, 1993. 329–333.
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the votes of, among others, socialists and the national minority bloc. Disappointed 
with the results, the National Democratic Party launched an aggressive campaign 
against him, in which he was accused i.a. of being a “pawn of the Jews.” The suc-
cessful assassination attempt on the president conducted on December 16, 1922 by 
the fanatical nationalist Eligiusz Niewiadomski was a powerful blow to the reborn 
country, including its Jewish community.68

The year 1921 is a constant point of reference in the analysis of the situation 
of the Jewish population in Poland not only due to the adoption of the March 
constitution, but also due to the first census in the country. Based on the answers to 
the question about religion and nationality, the assessment is made that the num-
ber of Jews then amounted to 2,845.4 thousand, i.e. approximately 10.5% of the 
total population.69 Scattered throughout the country, they lived mainly in cities 
and towns, where they often constituted the majority of residents.70 This affected 
their employment structure; Jews mainly worked in the city, as traders or industrial 
workers, but also belonged to the Polish intelligentsia. As in the case of the Polish 
population and other national minorities, their situation was still affected by the 
specificity of the former partition, as well as the destruction and losses of the war 
period. Numerous Jewish poor were often neighbors of rich Jewish entrepreneurs 
(often assimilated converts of Jewish origin), factory owners and bankers. Indeed, 
the main problem of the Jewish population was the deepening impoverishment oc-
curring partly due to Poland’s economic backwardness. With all their political and 
cultural diversity, Polish Jews entered independence with the rest of society, sharing 
its problems and expectations and facing at least partially similar challenges.71

*

The question posed in the title of the present paper was a tricky one. Was the fate of 
the Jews in the first years of independent Poland unveiling as everyone expected? It 
is impossible to answer that question without falling into the trap of generalizations 
and simplifications. Expectations varied depending on the party – and among Poles 
and Jews there were many pre-1918 parties, each differently oriented. The situation 
also differed depending on the partition. Foreign observers, sometimes entering 
the stage as actors influencing the course of events, were divided on this matter as 
well. As Ezra Mendelsohn proved, it is impossible to provide a single answer to the 
question of whether the Second Republic was “good” or “bad” for Jews.72 Nor is it 

68  Polonsky, The Jews, 2012. 69–70. More on that: Brykczyński, Paul, Primed for Violence: 
Murder, Antisemitism, and Democratic Politics in Interwar Poland. Wisconsin, 2016.

69  On problems related to the interpretation of the data collected in the abovementioned 
census – as well as its imperfections resulting i.a. from the fact that it was carried out before the 
final setting of the boundaries – read more: Tomaszewski, Jerzy, Rzeczpospolita wielu narodów [The 
Commonwealth of many nations]. Warszawa, 1985. 25–27.

70  Tomaszewski, Niepodległa Rzeczpospolita, 1993. 157–162.
71  Polonsky, The Jews, 2012. 60–63.
72  Mendelsohn, Ezra, “Interwar Poland: good for the Jews or bad for the Jews?”, In. Abramsky, 

Chimen; Jachimczyk, Maciej; Polonsky, Antony (eds.), The Jews in Poland. Oxford, 1986. 130–139.
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possible to unequivocally judge the correctness of the expectations or predictions 
regarding the state’s attitude towards Jews at the beginning of independence – the 
more so as some of these assumptions were heavily emotionally burdened, and 
some were formulated based on a strongly insufficient knowledge. However, surely 
neither the most optimistic hopes for the Jews nor the visions constituting their 
darkest fears were fulfilled. In this turbulent period, apart from acts of anti-Jewish 
violence or the first manifestations of discrimination, numerous efforts were also 
made to stop the violence and to stabilize the situation of the Jewish population 
through appropriate legislation. At the same time, the main problems related to the 
situation of Jews in the Second Polish Republic began to be clearly marked, and 
in the eyes of many the “Jewish question” began to take shape. It was to become 
a significant an element of Polish socio-economic, political and cultural life in the 
interwar period. Concurrently, the foundations were laid for the lush development 
of social, political and cultural lifestyle of Polish Jews in the next two decades.

The Jewish writer Sholem Asch wrote about this non-obvious heritage of 
the first years of independence. The tenth anniversary of Poland regaining in-
dependence was a festive occasion for him, but also one to digest and sum-
marize. In his celebratory article, Asch associated all problems regarding the 
economic or cultural situation of Jews in the country with the brutal wartime 
circumstances in which the Polish Republic was reborn. At the same time, he 
still believed in “the basic and everlasting instincts of the Polish soul (...), in 
those great and noble ideals, with the help of which she overcame her bondage.” 
Above all, he expressed the hope of Polish Jews that, despite the difficulties, 
Polish-Jewish relations would continue to be successful: “As well as we do not 
believe that the Polish Jewry can be truthful while the Polish nation is miserable 
and oppressed, we do not believe that the Polish nation can build its happiness 
eliminating the Jews altogether. Fate joined us with the Polish nation forever, 
and our hopes and wishes tend to unite on the great road to a happy future.”73 
Asch was not only hopeful, he took a leap of faith.

73  Asch, Sholem, “The Tenth Anniversary of Poland’s Independence”, In. Ten Years of Poland’s 
Independence in the Polish-Jewish Press. Warsaw, 1931. 46. (First published: Hajnt November 12, 
1928.)
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Richárd Hörcsik

TRIANON AND THE HUNGARIAN REFORMED 
CHURCH

In the modern history of Hungary, the most significant and tragical event was 
the Treaty of Trianon in 1920,1 which – in its effect – can only be compared to 
the demolition of the Hungarian state in 1241 and in 1526. The thirding of the 
thousand-year old Hungary’s populace, beside her loss of territorial integrity cau-
sed such a mental shock that has not been recovered since then. Moreover, all this 
was aggravated by the fact that the lost parts of the nation belonged to the former 
majority coming under the rule of new states were suddenly compelled to share 
the fate of minorities.

The consequences of the shock caused by the Treaty of Trianon in the Reformed 
Church

The Treaty of Trianon split up the Hungarian state and the Hungarian Reformed 
Church too. Out of five Reformed Church Districts four were partially and the 
Transylvanian Reformed Church District was completely under foreign rule from 
that time on. Overall, the decision made in Trianon was detrimental to 1012 
parishes, nearly half of the 2073 parishes of the Reformed Church.

The members of the Reformed Church of the 20th century were facing with 
this fact and not only they became part of this tragedy of the Hungarians in the 
Carpathian Basin but also had to become the endurer of this historical fact mul-
tiple times.

In the first instance, the constitutional development of the Reformed Church, 
formed by the Debrecen Synod of 1881, was interrupted. As a result of historical 
development, this synod established the unified organisational structure of the 
Reformed Church in the Carpathian Basin that had been struggling with its frag-
mentation. 40 years passing, the Reformed Church had the same situation again, 
and with all these events made the weakening of the church’s ability to enforce 
interest in politics and economics in a foreseeable way. This weakening was reflec-
ted in the uphill battle against the new states ruling the separated territories, and 
against the revival of Catholic restoration – being superior in numbers as a result 
of territories being detached – in the homeland.

In the second place, as a result of the unification process outlined above, the 
financial security that took shape during the time of dualism significantly drop-
ped, having an impact on the undisturbed functioning of the parishes, and made, 

1  Romsics, Ignác, A Trianoni békeszerződés. [The Treaty of Trianon]. 3. expanded edition. 
Budapest, 2007. Dobó, Attila, A Trianoni Békediktátum, Oknyomozás. [The peace-dictate of Trianon]. 
Szeged, 2019.
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for instance, the future of the retired pastors and widows hopeless. This setback 
destroyed the foundations of the church management.

Thirdly, the unified school system of the Reformed Church, which was the founda-
tion of its autonomy, got endangered. The operation of those which they have been 
proud of for centuries according to uniform criteria turned insecure. The state-
ment of the Synod convened on September 28. to 30., 1920 refers to this, saying, 
that “in addition to our poverty, the main reason for the decline and financial 
deterioration of our Reformed [Church] school affairs is undoubtedly the lack 
of uniform organization.”2 It was not a coincidence that the Universal Convent 
in 1921 let a further view on the situation where they are mentioning that, “be-
cause this mournful peace brought rather greater loss and fatal destruction for the 
Hungarian Reformed [Church’s] education system than the five and half years 
long war itself. Hundreds of our flourishing schools are dwindling under the 
pressure of a foreign culture and foreign violence. Those remained on the terri-
tory of Smaller Hungary were so paralyzed by the twofold, post-war catastrophe, 
i.e. the madness of the proletarian dictatorship and the barbarism of the Vlach 
occupation, that they cannot come round.”3

Fourthly, in the crisis caused by the collapse after the World War I, the revo-
lutions and the Trianon trauma, the dormant attempts of reform and the voices 
urging change intensified within the Reformed Church. These claims collectively 
endangered the torn prestige of the Reformed Church, and raised the question 
whether they go with the tide of the events helplessly or get the upper hand of 
the situation.

The consecutive political changes have indeed dredged unresolved econo-
mical, organizational and theological issues, problems and contradictions which 
emerged for decades in the life of the Church and got more and more acute over 
time. “The tensions now had elemental effect, demanding change, solution and 
reforms, especially motivating the behaviour of the younger and lower-ranking 
pastors, church workers, all the way to the revolutionary tone.”4

Fifthly, the Calvinists living on detached territories found themselves in a 
situation which they were unfamiliar with, since they came under a threefold 
oppression as the representatives of the “Hungarian religion”.

2  A Magyarországi Református Egyház Budapest Székesfővárosában 1917. évi október hó 22. 
napján megnyílt Országos Zsinatának Naplója. [The Minutes of the General Synod of the Hungarian 
Reformed Church opened in Capital City of Budapest on October 22., 1917.]. Budapest, 1926. [here-
inafter 1917. évi Országos Zsinat]. 78.

3  A Magyarországi Református Egyház Egyetemes Konventje, Budapesten, 1920. évi május hó 
28-29. napjaiban, valamint 1921. évi június 7–9. napjain tartott üléseinek jegyzőkönyve [The Minutes 
of the General Convent of the Hungarian Reformed Church held June 28. through June 29., 1920.  in 
Budapest]. Budapest, 1921. 153. (58. pont).

4  Ladányi, Sándor, “A református egyház az I. világháború végén [The Reformed Church at 
the end of the World War I.]”, In. Ladányi, Sándor; Papp, Kornél; Tőkéczki, László, Tóth-Kása, 
István (eds.), Egyháztörténet 2. Tankönyv és tanári kézikönyv 1711-től napjainkig [Church History 
2. Textbook and handbook for professors from 1711 to the present day]. Budapest, 1998. [hereinafter 
Egyháztörténet 2.]. 126–129. 126.
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Probably the most difficult thing was the clarification of their own identity, 
inasmuch coming out of the World War I. defeated, it was “the first time in the-
ir European history that they became minority in their motherland and in the 
heritage of the ancestors: they became stranger at home. “In this condition it was 
essential to assess their own potential within the new situation, to develop the 
modus vivendi both in public and in the life of the Mother Church, in order to 
preserve their identity and to develop their future.”5

On top of that, the Calvinists had to endure the minority life on two counts. 
As a Hungarian-speaking Church it bore the “ethnic (Hungarian) identity” which 
was hated by the foreign authority. As a significant number of the Hungarians 
belonged to the Reformed Church, they had to encounter “a general, partially ar-
tificially-fuelled, partly in mass impulse rooted nationalist-chauvinist anti-Hun-
garianism” everywhere.6 The state administration tried, by all means, to hinder 
everyday life of the Calvinist parishes especially in Czechoslovakia and Romania, 
thus fostering the assimilation of the Hungarians consciously.

However, their Calvinist identity was also detrimental to them. For instance, 
on the territory of the Kingdom of Romania, where those in power pledged to 
the foreign countries that the freedom of religion should be guaranteed fully, 
although, the practise was quite the opposite. As evidenced in writing in the 
1928 Law on Cults,7 only the Orthodox and Greek Catholic Churches were 
considered to be churches, while the other denominations were merely seen as 
cults. This law made the life of the Hungarian churches, especially the Reformed 
churches extremely difficult, because the provisions of the law prescribed that 
all manifestations and events of the non-Romanian churches were subjected to 
police control.8

Therefore, it is tellable, that speaking in general terms, the power in the new 
successor states confronted with the Reformed Church in various ways. With 
the exception of Burgenland this tension was not limited to organizational issues 
of the Church, indeed, the successor states were also hostile towards the spirit 
represented by the Reformed Church. Namely, “they had a jealous look at the 
Reformed Churches reminding them to the old territorial unity and strove to 

5  Eszenyei, Béla, “A Királyhágómelléki Református Egyházkerület [The Királyhágómellék 
Reformed Church District]” In. Barcza, József; Bütösi, János (eds.), “Tebenned bíztunk eleitől fog-
va...” A magyar reformátusság körképe. [Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations. A 
panorama of the Hungarian Calvinists]. Debrecen, 1991. [hereinafter “Tebenned bíztunk”] 77–90. 
77.

6  Csiha, Kálmán, “A kisebbségi sorsban élő magyar reformátusok jelen és jövője. [The pres-
ent and the future of the Hungarian Calvinists living as minorities]”, In. Kulin, Ferenc (ed.), 
“Kezünknek munkáját tedd állandóvá!” A Magyar Reformátusok II. Világtalálkozójának emlékkönyve 
[“Establish thou the work of our hands upon us!” The Memory Book of the II. World Conference of 
Hungarian Reformed Churches]. Debrecen, 1992. 167–174. 168.

7  Visky, István, “A magyar református egyház újjászerveződése az elcsatolt területeken [The 
reorganization of the Hungarian Reformed Church on the detached territories], = Mediárium: 
társadalom -egyház -kommunikáció 2, 3–4, 2008, 53–74. 58.

8  Bíró, Sándor, Kisebbségben és többségben, magyarok és románok 1867−1940 [In minority and 
in majority, Hungarians and Romanians 1867–1940]. Csíkszereda, 2002. 329.
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isolate and keep down their operation, and subjected their population to a quiet 
and sporadically violent assimilation which was also related to the deportations 
or relocations.”9 István Visky rightly states, that according to the preconception 
lingering in the background, the Reformed Churches would be the seedbeds of 
the Hungarian nationalism and revisionism.10 It is conspicuous, that at this very 
time the Catholic Church was less frequently accused of being nationalist and 
revisionist, the reason behind might be the series of concordats concluded with 
the Vatican.

All of this was well perceived in Hungary among the Hungarian leaders of the 
Reformed Church, therefore, they wanted to give emphasis to keep closer con-
tact with the Calvinists in the detached parts. Hence, the Synod convened from 
September 28. to 30. for the first time after the promulgation of the Treaty of 
Trianon on June 4., 1920, elected a foreign affairs committee of thirty members, 
primarily with the purpose of keeping in touch with the Reformed Churches of the 
detached territories.11

Overall, losing the World War I in the fall of 1918 was not quite a revelation 
for the Hungarian Calvinists. However, they were shocked like every Hungarian 
in the Carpathian Basin by the ensuing events: the collapse of the country, the re-
volutions, the Red Terror, the country’s break up, fragmentation, that is to say, the 
loss of the territorial integrity led to the collapse of the organization of the Reformed 
Church. The Synod which was opened for six years in 1917 have held barely an 
hour-long session on October 2., 1918, for the sake of the ecclesiastical law, accor-
ding to which “we should not lose the opportunity to continue the Synod.”12

At this historical nadir, despite the tragic military and political events, the le-
aders of the Hungarian Reformed Church – in accordance with their credo –, did 
not lose their faith in the recovery. This situation is well illustrated by the words 
of Bishop Dezső Baltazár at the election meeting of ORLE on June 23., 1920.: 
“we had suffered a lot, but we were neither despondent, nor we are dismayed. We 
knew whom we had believed. We had not expected anything good from the people. 
Therefore, we were not even disappointed. We place our hope in God. We work ac-
cording to his Law. We also place the fate of the resurrection of our country on him 
with strong confidence. Being faithful to his Name we are fighting with great certa-
inty for the unitary body of our Hungarian Reformed Church would not be torn 
apart but remaining, be it the seed of great Hungary betrothed to resurrection.”13

9  Csiha, “A kisebbségi”, 1992. 168.
10  Visky, “A magyar református”, 2008. 72.
11  1917. évi Országos Zsinat, 1926. 55. (133. p.).
12  A Magyarországi Református Egyház Budapest Székesfővárosában 1917. évi október hó 22. 

napján megnyílt Országos Zsinatának Naplója. [The Minutes of the General Synod of the Hungarian 
Reformed Church opened in Capital City of Budapest on October 22., 1917.]. Budapest, 1926. 6.  

13  Baltazár, Dezső, “Elnöki megnyitó az O.R.L.E. Választmányi ülésén [The President’s opening 
remarks on the board meeting of the National Reformed Clergymen’s Association]”, = Lelkészegyesület 
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The “losses” caused by the Treaty of Trianon

The Treaty of Trianon was signed by Hungary in Versailles at the Petit Trianon 
Palace on June 4., 1920. What might had been presumed until then, came to 
light as harsh reality. The territory of Hungary – excluding Croatia – decreased 
from 282 thousand square kilometres to 93 thousand square kilometres and its 
population of 18,2 million decreased to 7,6 million, that is a decline to 34%.

Regarding the public opinion, they were hoping to have a fairer territorial di-
vision till the end, because the victorious powers had not dealt with Hungary for 
the existence of the Hungarian Soviet Republic. Until then, the peace treaty has 
been signed in 1919 with the neighbouring states, Germany and Austria – not to 
mention the distant Bulgaria and Turkey -, just like their delegations were heard 
and their objections to protect their territorial integrity were partially upheld. 
Therefore, the Hungarian public could believe with considerable reason, that 
the Peace Treaty would not leave the detached territories populated solely with 
Hungarians in the hands of the new neighbouring states. They comforted them-
selves and each other with this argument. This was the preaching of the Calvinist 
pastors, and the Church-related newspapers also wrote about it.14 However, it did 
not happen at all and that is why it was a real shock for the nation.

As for the Calvinists, their community suffered the same loss and shock. 
According to the national census of 1910 in five Reformed Church Districts 2 
621 329 Calvinists were registered in total. As a result of the Treaty of Trianon 
the Hungarian Reformed Church lost more than 900 000 people. 32 parishes were 
separated from the Danube Reformed Church District with about 35 thousand 
members, 75 parishes from the Transdanubian Reformed Church District, 3 
congregations and 21 sub-parishes with 73 thousand members, 140 parishes 
from the Cistibiscan Reformed Church District with 68 thousand people and 
from the Transtibiscan Reformed Church District roughly 256 parishes, 9 joint 
parishes, 14 sub-parishes and 32 out-parishes had been separated with 290 thou-
sand members.

Only the Transylvanian Reformed Church District remained intact, as the 
whole District came under Romanian rule with more than 600 parishes, count-
less sub-parishes and out-parishes, some 1000 diasporas, and a population of 
about 400 thousand.15

There were 2,6 million Calvinists in pre-war Hungary accounted for 14,3% 
of the entire population, while the 1920 national census registered 1,6 million 
Calvinists in Smaller Hungary, which made up the 21% of the population. Oddly 
enough, this ratio showed a significant increase in the percentage of the Calvinist 
population, however, “contemporary” Hungarian Calvinists were still concerned 
by the fact, that the proportion of the Roman and Greek Catholic population 

13, 1920, 25–26, 69–70. Quoted by: Csohány, János, “Trianon és a magyar református egyház 
[Trianon and the Hungarian Reformed Church], = Egyháztörténeti Szemle 13, 2012, 2, 75–83. 75.

14  Csohány, “Trianon”, 2012. 80.
15  Visky, “A magyar református”, 2008. 56.
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altogether had also increased to 66,1% from the 1910 data of 60,3%. They feared 
for a reason of the opportunity, that Catholics would gain greater influence in 
state matters at the expense of the Calvinists and the Protestants in general than 
ever before.16

Let us see the further figures! The number of the pastors dropped to nearly 
50%, from 2063 to 1035. Out of five kindergartens remained two, the number of 
elementary schools shrank to 63,72%, from 1753 to 1117. The Church preserved 
its only public all-boys’ school, but out of 9 public all-girls’ school just 8 remained, 
instead of 3 training colleges merely two, out of 7 training colleges for women 3, 
from 27 high schools just 18, and out of 6 all-girls high schools three were left.

The three law academies continued to operate (since the Máramarossziget 
Academy had moved to Hódmezővásárhely), which meant that three of the four 
theological academies and the Faculty of Theology of the University of Debrecen 
(that was a state institution but trained Calvinist pastors) was functioning.17

The decision made in Trianon transformed centuries old church, denominatio-
nal and religious structures. As a result, the Orthodox, Unitarian and Greek Catholic 
denominations have almost completely disappeared from Smaller Hungary. The 
membership of the Evangelical Lutheran Church fell to the third of the original 
number. It is true, that in this “denominational counting the losses competition” 
the Calvinists lost the least number of parishioners,18 but, at this point no one was 
consoled by it. The feeling of pain overshadowed everything.

The Journal of National Reformed Clergymen’s Association’s editorial on June 
12., – in response to the tragedy of Trianon – declared, that Trianon as term would 
become the adverb for international dishonesty, and the son’s and grandchildren’s of 
the French people would be ashamed of it that in their free country such a decision 
was made. Certain politicians in England, in the United States of America and even 
in France had already faced the truth.

The author compared the Treaty of Trianon to the case of the biblical Herodias 
– as János Csohány points out – when she had asked King Herod for the head of 
John the Baptist and he gave it to her. “The tiny lurking nations around us whom 
the history has known from the chronicles of betrayals and regicides: these frivolous 
women expanded to a [nation] state had made the Entente powers promise to de-
liver the head of Hungary as a reward of their volatileness. The Entente-Herodians 

16  It should be added, that the ratio of the Calvinists calculated from the 1910 population 
data to the territory of Smaller Hungary was 21,4%, while the Roman and Greek Catholic pop-
ulation had a ratio of 65% altogether. Karner, Károly, A felekezetek Magyarországon a statisztika 
megvilágításában [Denominations in Hungary in light of the statistics]. Debrecen, 1931. 5–6.

17  Ladányi, Sándor, “A Református Egyház (1919–1944) [The Reformed Church (1919–
1944)]”. In. Kollega Tarsoly István (ed.), Magyarország a XX. században [Hungary in the 20th 

Century] Vol. II. 363–370.
18  Korányi, András, “Az evangélikus egyház és a nemzeti, nemzetiségi kérdések a bécsi döntések 

után [The Lutheran Church and the nation and nationality questions after the Vienna Awards]”, In. 
Szabó, Lajos (ed.), Teológiai és nemzetek [Theology and nations]. Budapest, 2016. 107–118.
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were trapped in their promise and despite their timely sorrow they have handed us 
over to the executioner. ‘Consummatum est’ It’s finished.”19 

The first acts of the Synod: an attempt to restore unity

In the last year of World War I., chaos and hopelessness steadily grew in the 
country. After the collapse of the fronts, the influx of the homecoming soldi-
ers, wounded and refugees has enhanced the feeling of loss for losing the war: 
this was indicated by the murder of Prime Minister István Tisza, chief elder 
of the Transdanubian Reformed Church District.20 Then the upcoming Aster 
Revolution and, at the first time in the country’s history: the Red Terror, foreign 
occupation of the country and the following restoration basically created uncerta-
inty in human existence and legal terms in the Reformed Church as well.

After the new frontlines of the Treaty of Trianon were made public, it became 
more and more difficult for the organizations of the church administration on 
the detached territories to maintain contact with the Synod, the highest legislative 
body, and with the General Convent, highest governing body of the Reformed 
Church based in Budapest.21 For example, the previously elected members from 
the detached territories could not be present in the capital due to wartime condi-
tions. Count József Degenfeld started his opening speech on the Synod convened 
to September 28., 1920 with the following words: “This condition causes extreme 
difficulty in point of our church especially in administrative matters.”22 He could 
hardly ensure the quorum.

Nearly four months after the June 4. “decision of Trianon” the Synod that 
was opened in autumn 1917 with a ten-year long term convened again. It is 
not a coincidence that their first task was to preserve the unity of the Reformed 
Church, which was also a response to the chaotic situation that occurred due to 
the break-up of the nation. They found the situation so serious that they turned 
directly to the League of Nations with a brief memorandum to ensure the “or-
ganic unity”25 of the Hungarian Reformed Church.23 Dezső Baltazár had already 
addressed a letter to Entente Commissioner Clark beforehand.24 With his contri-
bution, the chairmanship of the Synod wished to attain the support of the USA 
and Great-Britain – protestant great powers – to save the unity of the Reformed 

19  “»Consummatum est«”, = Lelkészegyesület 13, 1920, 23–24. 65. Quoted by Csohány, 
“Trianon”, 2012. 75.

20  The Synod commemorated him as “the most faithful and the greatest son of our Hungarian 
homeland and our Hungarian Protestantism” on October 2., 1919., before negotiating the agenda 
on its ninth session. 1917. évi Országos Zsinat, 1926. 38. (110. p.)

21  Baráth, Béla Levente, “Földbegyökerezés és égbe fogózás…” A Tiszántúli Református 
Egyházkerület története Baltazár Dezső püspöki tevékenységének tükrében (1911–1920) [“Standing 
dumbfounded and hanging on heaven …” The history of the Transtibiscan Reformed Church District in 
light of the episcopal activity of Dezső Baltazár]. Sárospatak, 2014. 193–194.

22  1917. évi Országos Zsinat, 1926. 11.
23  1917. évi Országos Zsinat, 1926. 55. (133. p.)
24  On November 11., 1919. See Baráth, “Földbegyökerezés”, 2014. 195. and the letter 

Appendix 6. (234–236.).
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Church since the entry of surrounding states’ armies rendered any communica-
tion with the parishes in the occupied territories impossible. There would have 
been a bad need for it as they learnt about psychical and mental harassment of the 
pastors and the closure or appropriation of schools from more and more places. 
Bishop Baltazár pointed at the truth sadly: “everything that happens today in our 
churches and schools in the occupied territories is an actual denial of the sublime 
principles which were embroidered onto the victorious power’s national flag for 
the sake of protecting the national and denominational minorities.”25

Above all, they found it questionable whether the general clauses inserted to 
the prior peace treaties would be sufficient to protect the minority rights of the 
Calvinists coming under foreign rule. They were rightly worried, that in terms 
of membership smaller and poorer parts of the Church on the detached territo-
ries “would collapse due to their financial burden and would drop on account 
of the ongoing systematic persecution without the former state and higher ecc-
lesiastical support.”26 Moreover, they wanted to include separated international 
guarantees in the peace treaty to preserve the former unity of the Hungarian 
Reformed Church’s organizational unity, its further unhindered operation and 
development. In any case, they have established the Foreign Affairs Committee 
with 30 members to maintain “the link between our separated brothers”,27 to 
promote through this way, also, assistance to find a remedy for the problems of 
the Calvinists as quickly as it is possible.

Thus, the new Synod convened notwithstanding the altered political and mi-
litary situation with the intention to further maintain the “old” constitutional 
unity which was provided by the Constitutional Synod of Debrecen in 1881. 
Dezső Baltazár considered the preservation of this unity fundamental, for which 
– as he mentioned – “we are fighting with great certainty that the unitary body of 
our Hungarian Reformed Church would not be torn apart, but remaining, be it 
the seed of great Hungary betrothed for resurrection.”28

Apparently the preservation of this new cross-border uniformity of Calvinist 
jurisprudence had an important political message as well, which was defined by 
another manifestation of Bishop Baltazár clarifying that “the preservation of the 
Constitutional Life and organisation of the Hungarian Calvinist Church as a 
whole is the most evident national interest, because there is no more left as a who-
le from the Ancient Hungary, then the uniform Calvinist Constitution, which is 
still in effect also on the territory of Ancient Hungary. It was of utmost importan-
ce that in our Synod all the elected representatives appeared from all over the old 

25  Ibid.
26  Ibid.
27  1917. évi Országos Zsinat, 1926. 55. (133. p.). See Kormos, László, A református egyház 

a magyar politikai életben. [The Reformed Church in the Hungarian political life] In: Tanulmányok 
a Magyarországi Református Egyház 1867 és 1978 közötti történetéből [Studies in the History of the 
Hungarian Reformed Church 1867-1978]. Budapest, 1983. (Studia et Acta Ecclesiastica, 5.) 277.

28  Baltazár, “Elnöki megnyitó”, 1920. 70. Quoted by Csohány, “Trianon”, 2012. 75.
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territory of Hungary while the National Assembly could only be convened and 
elect its representatives from the [territory of ] Smaller Hungary.”29

Maintaining the unity of the Reformed Church after World War I. was a 
matter of life and death for the Calvinists in the Carpathian Basin, especially for 
those from the detached territories, since coming under foreign rule they were 
no longer allowed to be governed by the church laws adopted in the motherland.

There was a very practical point in preserving the unity, as the salaries of the 
pastors, teachers and everything else that had been financed from the central 
budget on the detached territories became precarious. It was partly the post-war 
inflation, but mainly the administrative and financial system of the new countries 
that made the flow of money uncertain. More and more warnings of these finan-
cial problems landed on the table of the clerical president of the Synod. “I don’t 
know what lies in the state’s power now,” – the report of the Transylvanian Bishop 
Károly Nagy begins with – “but there is a special need for a grant in Transylvania. 
The entire Hungarian culture fled to seek refuge under the wings of the church. 
Our nation has made laudably great sacrifices for priests and schools, although we 
are at liberty to slightly subsidize our schools, some of our our priests are still in a 
very serious financial situation, being short of any financial help from the state.”30

Until signing the Treaty of Trianon, the Calvinist congregations and dio-
cese-fragments from the detached territories had been cherishing the hope, that 
in certain ways the official contact and the ecclesiastical administrations could be 
maintained with Church Districts. However, after the demarcation of the new 
border it became obvious that the official legal-ecclesiastical relationship could 
not be upheld, therefore, the central church administration, the jurisdiction of 
the Synod and the General Convention practically ceased to exist in the detached 
territories by the middle of 1920.

Thus, the mentioned Synod by the proposal of Béla Kun instructed the 
Committee on Constitutional Affairs immediately, to “put forward a proposal to 
the Synod in respect of addressing the question of sorting out the ecclesiastical 
situation caused by [the Treaty of ] Trianon.”31

Due to the urgent nature of the case the decision was already made on the 
next day. On the one hand, the Synod transferred its own legislative authority to 
the Transylvanian Reformed Church District located in the detached territori-
es, already being an independent unit. Furthermore, in the other four separated 
church districts it granted the right of governance to the statutory deputies rema-
ined in the detached territories, at the level of church district and the diocese as 
well. Thus, the partages of the church districts and dioceses occupied by foreign 
powers could be administered by the senior church district magistrates and the 
diocese elders or magistrates.

29  “Baltazár püspök a tanügyi rendeletekről és a zsinati tagok igazolásáról”, = Lelkészegyesület 
13, 1920, 40–42. 101. Quoted by Csohány, “Trianon”, 2012. 75–76.

30  Letter of Károly Nagy to Dezső Baltazár. Tiszántúli Református Egyházi Levéltár [Archives 
of Transtibiscan Reformed Church District]”, I. 1. e) 23. d.1851/1919. Quoted by Baráth, 
“Földbegyökerezés”, 2014. 194.

31  1917. évi Országos Zsinat, 1926. 61.
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For the sake of assuring the legal continuity, the Synod strove to create the 
theological frameworks of the detached parts. It gave free mandate to the ecclesi-
astical bodies of the detached parts operating on different levels, but at the same 
time it did not exclude the maintenance of the Synod’s jurisdiction. After all, 
there was still a strong hope in everyone that despite the physical separation the 
Hungarian Calvinist people could be united in legal terms. This faith fell apart 
instantly as the political situation and circumstances of the Calvinists living on 
the territory of the new states changed radically and differed from the domestic 
conditions. In addition, Romania, Czechoslovakia and the Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes as well as the Republic of Austria opposed to any kind of 
legal relationship with Hungary, including the one among Calvinists as well, as 
it was an offence to their integrity. The Calvinists in the successor states had to 
face very soon all the difficulties of being in minority. Their autonomy became 
the bastion of their constant struggle with the authorities, the legal basis of which 
had been founded by the universal (Hungarian) unity of the Calvinists.

They were forced to become autonomous in legal and physical sense as well. 
Within this, they had to balance between two politically dangerous attitudes. 
Extreme conformation to the new states, abandoning their traditions and re-
lationship with the Hungarian Reformed Church, on the other hand being “stig-
matized” as irredentist and revisionist and being pushed into illegality – as István 
Visky rightly establishes.32

The public affairs of the Reformed church after [the Treaty of ] Trianon33

The political and economic crisis after losing the World War I. put the Reformed 
Church in a new situation. The most important issue was the recovery and the 
searching for their opportunities of development. The supreme management of 
the church, the Synod and the Universal Convention addressed primarily the 
emerging legal and economic issues, but it went rather cumbersomely.34 Facing 
this slowness, often the members of the Synod themselves were not satisfied with 
the work of the ecclesiastical body. The outburst of a member, namely István 
Czinke from Upper Hungary, before voting on the agenda of September 28.,1920 
was typical: “I believe it is impossible... that we, coming here from occupied ter-

32  Visky, “A magyar református”, 2008. 57.
33  This chapter’s summary was done by relying on the study of: Ladányi, Sándor, “A reformá-

tus egyház a két világháború között. A talpraállás és útkeresés évei tanulmánya alapján foglaltam 
össze [The Reformed Church between the World Wars. The years of recovery and pathfinding]”, In. 
Egyháztörténet 2., 1998. 130–133.

34  Degenfeld, chief elder remarks in this context, that ”the Synod put little worthwhile work 
through the foregoing four sessions, and even a part of that is such, which cannot take effect due 
to the completely different circumstances. However, it is much to be desired to sort out these nu-
merous issues of utmost importance exactly for these completely different circumstances”. 1917. 
évi Országos Zsinat, 1926. 52.
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ritories go back home again without any consultation and action on the of fate 
those parishes.”35

From 1920 on, attempts were made to go along the most exigent issues of 
the Church. As it was described above, these were: the clarification of the legal si-
tuation of the churches in the detached territories, the reformation of the church 
fund, the renewal of the Calvinist education matters, the updating of the church 
tariff, the reformation of the pension system and so on. However, all of this pro-
ved to be insufficient to launch the renewal of the Calvinist church for everyone. 
It is no wonder that Ignác Darányi, chief elder summed up their work in this way: 
“great times require great determinations... we should set our eyes on the sign of 
the times and take the new circumstances into account, in other words, ostrich 
strategy cannot be pursued against the church neither.”36

As the Calvinist church couldn’t find the way out of the deepening social 
crisis after the war the economical, structural and theological matters and contra-
dictions could come to the surface, which have been issues for over decades in the 
church and remained unresolved until then. Everyone was talking about the need 
for change, and the demand to renew the church was getting more and more 
accent in the Calvinist public opinion.

In the early 1920s development endeavours aimed at and serving the reform 
of the church started up for various reasons. These were driven by different prin-
ciples of piety, but it’s common drive was the recovery, the modern reorganisa-
tion, and the reform of the Hungarian Reformed Church. The group gathering 
around Pastor Gyula Forgács from Pécel, called Péceli Kör [“Pécel Circle”] on 
their conference between August 17 and 20., 1920 vowed to dedicate themselves 
to the reform of their church, strove to train members with living faith to the 
post of church worker in the congregational service and above all, to make the 
presbyteries capable of building the congregation, too. Their aim was to develop 
the parish from a mass of forced members to a believing congregation created by 
the accession of self-conscious members, all members of which submit themselves 
to the discipline of the Word of God and the physical community. The assembly 
should uphold itself from the voluntary donations of its members and should not 
rely on material forces which do not stem from the responsibility for the Gospel 
of Christ.

On their 1921 summer conference, held in Kunhegyes with a participation of 
134 pastors, teachers and presbyters, the “Memorandum of Kunhegyes” was draf-
ted. This memorandum included a number of proposals related to church orga-
nization or ecclesiastical matters, clearly showing the way out of the crisis for the 
Church, and pointing at the deficiency overlooked by the Supreme Body of the 
Church, the Synod.37 The Memorandum was sent to the sitting Synod, in vain: 

35  1917. évi Országos Zsinat, 1926. 15.
36  Ibid.
37  The findings of the Kunhegyes conference can be summarised hereinafter: associating small 

congregations, splitting parishes in great strength to congregations of maximum 3000 capita; stand-
ardising the salaries of pastors; liturgical reform; set out the issue of catechism, develop pedagogic 
manuals; retraining for pastors; training of congegrational church workers; Synod sessions to be 
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although the Synod found, that “the document includes a number of much-valued 
ideas, it still not entered into the order-book.”38

Although the Pécel Circle ceased to exist soon, it fulfilled it’s historical mis-
sion, as it played a significant role in relaunching church life after World War I. 
The Association of Vécs, being founded practically in the same spirit in Marosvécs 
on August 9., 1921, played a major role in managing the Transylvanian Church 
District and its life, especially under the tenure of Bishop Sándor Makkai from 
1926 to 1936.

In the 1920s, the central motive of the public thinking on theology was the 
recovery of the Church and its comprehensive reform. The first group applied as-
sociational, radical, so to speak, inter-church, inter-confessional methods, yet the 
other tried, from a strongly confessional point of view, similarly to the “historical 
Calvinism” to achieve the same goal.

The latter group can be related to the “historical Calvinism” hall-marked by 
Jenő Sebestyén. His firm opinion was that the reinforcement and the rescue of the 
Hungarian Reformed Church can only be expected from the Reformed Christianity, 
as Calvin analysed it according to the Bible, then built further by great theologians, 
and finally, as this spirit saved the entire Hungarian nation in the great crisis of the 
16th century. On the other hand, his conviction was that the only way out of the 
shattered state of the Hungarian Reformed Church after World War I. is to return 
to the Bible-based historical spirit of the Church.

The so-called inter-confessional, internal mission associations and clubs belon-
ged to the other group. These associations and clubs had already been established 
around the turn of the century and had been mainly active during the war and the 
revolutions.39 Among them, the Soli Deo Gloria – Alliance of Reformed Students 
(SDG) was outstanding: it was founded on confessionist bases on July 11, 1921 
on the closing day of a conference for theologians in Siófok. This alliance’s “aim is 
to educate such self-conscious and shockproof Hungarian society which is willing 
to serve the glory of God according to principles and standard of Jesus Christ and 
the Calvinist worldview’s reshaping power in our modern world as well. It strives 
to create a self-conscious national life and to strengthen the powerful missionary 
spirit and the work of the Mother Church, especially in the lives of the future gene-
rations.” The relationship of SDG widened and deepened with the powers sharing 
responsibility for the Hungarian society, fighting for its transformation, making it 
righter during the consequent implementation of this programme.

held more frequently, replace the Convent with synodical committees; establishing committees 
separately for all jobs, law book of synod should include a credo, on the strength of which abiding 
by the law is made compulsory; audit of church authorities, reform of church taxation; state grant 
to be taken only through church authorities (not directly, personally); strengthening the public 
found; church discipline.

38  1917. évi Országos Zsinat, 1926. 105. (1921. szeptember 29. 195. p.)
39  Keresztyén Ifjúsági Egyesület [Christian Youth Association] (KIE), Magyar Evangéliumi 

Keresztyén Diákszövetség [Hungarian Evangelical Christian Students Association] (MEKDSz), 
Bethánia Egylet [Bethany Society] etc.
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In the first half of the 1920s various Calvinist associations had been established, 
their activity had further tinted the life of the church. I could also list several such 
and different theological movements from the public life of the church from the 
post-Trianon era, but detailed explanation of them would be beyond the scope of 
the present study. The mutual desire in nearly all the cases was to heal the wounds 
caused by the losing of World War I. and of the Treaty of Trianon.

With the break-up of the country, the unity of the Reformed [Church] was also 
broken, the church administration fell apart and the supreme management seemed 
to be gone. Neither the Synod nor the Convent was able to provide timely adequate 
responses to the historical challenges. The hit was so harsh that the reformer biblical 
preaching was overshadowed in the Church’s public thinking. Instead, on the one 
hand, the self-blaming, but most of all, the “pseudo-theological.”40 responses to the 
injustice became dominant. The “political revisionism” has been emphasized every-
where, and as a matter of course, in the Calvinist pastor’s sermons too. We should 
not be surprised at all, as it was almost impossible to face from one day to another 
the loss of the Calvinist congregations and the families.

However, even in these tragic circumstances, the spirit of the people was kept 
by the pastors preaching the hope of the Gospel to the congregations. To mention 
some problems, the loss of the four years long war, the Spanish flu which caused 
more deaths than the World War, war widows and war orphans, unemployment, 
hunger, housing shortages and the influx of the refugees made the situation harder. 
Strengthening the faith, the patriotism, encouraging the loyalty to the Hungarian 
nation, and to the church even in the occupied territories was the last resort of the 
preservation of the Hungarian nation’s identity.41

Overall, the tragedy of Trianon took the supreme management and decisi-
on-making bodies of the Reformed Church by surprise. The “Trianon fragmenta-
tion” brought a new era to the life of the Hungarian Reformed Church after losing 
the war. It terminated a long era in physical sense (due to the loss of its number and 
territories), in organizational matters and even in the theological public thinking as 
well. However, all this made it possible, that the Church was put into new develop-
mental orbit, which was facilitated by its various Church-societal movements, the 
slowly unfolding diaconia and the theological renewal [of the church].42

Reformed Churches in the detached territories

After June 4., 1920, with the physical closure of the borders, the unity of the 
Reformed Church de facto established by the 1881 Synod of Debrecen was bro-

40  Bölcskei, Gusztáv, “A Magyarországi Református Egyház. Történelmi vázlat [The Hungarian 
Reformed Church. Historical draft]”, In: “Tebenned bíztunk”, 1991. 13–42. 23.

41  Csohány, “Trianon”, 2012. 80.
42  Tőkés István nyugalmazott teológiai professzor köszöntő beszéde [Welcoming speech of 

István Tőkés, professor emeritus of theology]. https://reformatus.hu/magyar-refomatus-egyhaz/
majus-22/tokes-istvan-nyugalmazott-teologiai-professzor-koszonto-beszede/ (Downloaded on 
December 5, 2020)
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ken. However, the de jure separation only occurred later, depending on at what 
time the “legal incorporation” took place in each of the successor states. The situa-
tion got further complicated from the perspective of the church administration, 
as each of the five Church Districts (namely Danube, Transdanubian, Cistibiscan, 
Transtibiscan, Transylvanian) got under different countries’ jurisdiction, therefo-
re, each of the church districts and dioceses were further divided or fragmented. 
Only the Transylvanian Church District remained as a whole, under Romanian 
jurisdiction. The Church Districts slowly began to operate as autonomous legal 
entities: the Transdanubian in Serbia and Austria, the Danube Church District 
in Serbia, the Transtibiscan in Romania and the Cistibiscan Church District in 
Czechoslovakia. This became much more complex later for the reason that in 
Romania two Hungarian Reformed Church Districts were established, while in 
Czechoslovakia this number was three.

The church districts’ approach to the Hungarian state, but rather their re-
lation to new state powers after the Treaty of Trianon was defined differently by 
their various legal habits and theological thinking from the era ended in 1881.43

Firstly, the churches that came under the rule of the newly formed countries 
had to find a way to settle permanently in the new situation: they were given an 
autonomy created by the exigency of the history. The new church districts and 
dioceses had to come about on the base of old traditions.

Transylvania and the Partium44

On the territory of the Kingdom of Romania two Reformed Church Districts 
were established, the Transylvanian and Királyhágómellék. On December 1, 
1918, hope was offered by the Romanian National Assembly of Gyulafehérvár’s 
pledge to the Transylvanian Hungarians and their churches, according to which, 
“... for all denominations of the state equal rights and full governing freedom 
are guaranteed.”45 However, the 1919 minority treaty no longer recognized the 
self-government of the church and in practise the authorities sharply distinguished 
the Romanian and Hungarian churches. The former was supported by all possible 
means, while the latter was [disadvantageously] discriminated. Theoretically, the 
1925 Constitution maintained the equality of churches, but it did not materialize 
in practise at all. The Cult Law of 1928 regulating the relationship between the 
state and the churches only named the Orthodox and Greek Catholic Churches 
as churches, all other denominations were merely called cults. It made the life 
of the Hungarian churches extremely burdensome because the law required 
police control over all manifestations and events of non-Romanian churches.46 

43  Visky, “A magyar református”, 2008. 54.
44  Péter, Miklós, “A kisebbségi magyar református egyházak I., Erdély és Partium [The 

Hungarian Reformed Churches in minority I. Transylvania and Partium]”, In. Egyháztörténet 2., 
1998. 133–135.

45  Archivele de stat Oradea − Nagyváradi Állami Levéltár, Törvénygyűjtemény [Nagyvárad 
State Archive, Collection of laws], 1918, vol. 4. Quoted by Visky, “A magyar református”, 2008. 54.

46  Cf. Bíró, Sándor, Kisebbségben, 2002. 329.
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Moreover, in 1921 the Agrarian Law of Transylvania took effect which took away 
85% of the lands of the Hungarian churches in Romania, and 45% from the 
Calvinists, making the management of the parishes difficult.

The Transylvanian Calvinists came under Romanian rule preserving the for-
mer frameworks of the church administration and education, this way it was 
less affected by the new situation than other detached church fragments. The 
former theological professor, Bishop Béla Kenessey was the one who managed 
this “transition” and was followed by Károly Nagy as Bishop, who himself was a 
former theological professor as well. He took the oath of allegiance on April 9., 
1921, and as a result, the Transylvanian Reformed Church District was able to 
function as a church formation recognized by the Romanian state, its Bishop beca-
me a member of the Romanian Senate ex officio. With this fact the Transylvanian 
Reformed Church expressed that it wanted to loyally integrate into the new state 
order eagerly, accepting the political and historical situation emerged and wished 
to serve the Romanian state and its people.

The Romanian education authorities preferred to attack the elementary and 
high schools of the Reformed Church on the pretext of depriving them of the 
right to publicity. This would have clearly led to narrowing the autonomy of 
the Church and the accelerating of the assimilation. However, the hard work of 
Bishop Károly Nagy who was, on the other hand an outstanding church histo-
rian, not only prevented the closure of some church schools, but also helped to 
establish new ones by the parishes.

The Királyhágómellék Reformed Church District was formed from six dio-
ceses of the Transtibiscan Reformed Church District which elected István Sulyok, 
former dean of Nagyvárad, as its Bishop.47 The possibility of independence or 
joining to the Transylvanian Church District caused a serious dilemma for the 
Calvinists of Partium. After a long wrangling, during the district assembly of 
February 23, 1922, the results of the election could be assented, but he could 
only take his oath on May 10, 1926 in Nagyvárad, in the absence of the king’s in 
the presence of the governmental commissioner. However, the king only recogni-
sed him as a legal entity in 1939.

The formation of the new district did not go smoothly. The detached parts 
from the Transtibiscan Church District did not only want to preserve their in-
dependence towards the Romanian state, but towards the Transylvanian Church 
District, too. According to István Visky the new Partium district was not afraid of 
the Romanian state, but rather of the sister district. Unfortunately, this weakened 
the possibility of the two districts to take joint and effective actions against the 
centralising Romanian state.

47  See Molnár, János, A Királyhágómelléki Református Egyházkerület története 1920−1942 [The 
history of the Királyhágómellék Reformed Church District 1920-1942]. Nagyvárad, 1999. See also 
Csenák, Béla, A Református Egyház Nagyváradon 1886–1945 [The Reformed Church in Nagyvárad 
1886-1945]. Nagyvárad, 2014. 125.
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Upper Hungary and Transcarpathia48

The mostly Slovak-inhabited areas of Ancient Hungary, the partly Ruthenian-
inhabited Transcarpathia and the territory along the Hungarian-Czechoslovak 
border the vast majority of which was populated by Hungarians became part of 
the new-born state of Czechoslovakia and more than one million out of its 3,5 
million inhabitants were Hungarians. The situation of the Calvinists here was hit 
for long by legal uncertainty.

In the detached areas, the Calvinists had previously belonged to three church 
districts. From the pre-1920 period Transtibiscan, Cistibiscan and Transdanubian 
Church Districts an estimated number of 70 000 people came under Czech aut-
hority. The mentioned districts were not only geographically separated, but also 
had a peculiar development in their mentality and traditions, justifying their 
later separate set-up. Thus, the Danubian Reformed Church District and the 
Cistibiscan Church District was born in 1921, then came the formation of the 
Transcarpathian Reformed Church District in 1923, although the Bishop of the 
latter was only recognized by the state in 1932.

The situation of the “church bodies” left alone was regulated for the first time 
by Section 2 of the Czechoslovak State Act No. 11 of October 28, 1918, in which 
the state adopted pro tempore the legal relationship between the Hungarian state 
and the Reformed parishes, which relationship was formed on the establishment 
of the 1904 Synod. However, this only acknowledged the mere existence of the 
parishes.49

The situation got worse as in the first months the Reformed Church mem-
bers from Upper Hungary and Transcarpathia – who were greatly dependent on 
the central institutions of the church districts of the motherland – considered 
the Czechoslovak occupation temporary. However, Kálmán Révész and István 
Németh, who were in charge of the episcopal duties, could not reach an agree-
ment with the Czechoslovak authorities and moved back to Hungary. This made 
the situation of the detached church partages impossible: they were then left alo-
ne on two counts and the settlement of the legal relationship with the state was 
postponed for an unpredictable period of time.

The legal push and pull lasted for a long time, until the Synod of Leva in 1923 
established the Universal Reformed Church of Slovensko and Transcarpathia and 
passed those laws regulating the internal functioning of the church, even in lack 
of acknowledgment and assent by the state. István Pálóczi Czinke became the first 
chairman of the Synod and was a key figure of the church organisation at this 
time. The Convent was established which was the quasi-church “government” of 

48  Zalatnay, István, “A kisebbségi magyar református egyházak II. A Felvidék, Kárpátalja, 
a Délvidék és Burgenland [The Hungarian Reformed Churches in minority II. Upper Hungary, 
Transcarpathia, Vojvodina and Burgenland]”, In. Egyháztörténet 2., 1998. 133–136.

49  Csomár, Zoltán, A Csehszlovák államkeretbe kényszerített Magy. Ref. Ker. egyház húszéves 
története [The Hun(garian) Ref(ormed) Church coerced into the Czechoslovakian state – a twenty-year-
old history]. Ungvár, 1940. 36.
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the Calvinists of Upper Hungary. It consisted of the presidencies of the church 
districts and 4-4 ministerial and lay representatives.

The Convent introduced new laws which were created with a lot of work 
and were in line with the new state laws. These were submitted to the Ministry 
of Religious Matters, but they did not receive any response and they were not re-
cognised by the Czechoslovak authorities even after several revisions of the docu-
mentation. In fact, with this, the life of the Reformed Church in Czechoslovakia 
had been brought to a semi-legal condition for two decades without being re-
cognised officially by the state. All this, of course did not bother the Calvinists 
living in those territories and they established their own autonomous operation. 
They started a paper under the name of “Reformed Church and School” and 
set up the Public Fund in order to guarantee their financial security. In 1924 an 
independent pension fund was established as well. Nothing characterizes their 
vitality better than the founding of the Theological College of Losonc. Though 
the state had never recognised it, it did not ban it either, due to the support of 
the Scottish Calvinists.

The political situation of Transcarpathia seemed to be uncertain for a good 
while. After a lot of push and pull, Transcarpathia as an autonomous territo-
ry became part of the Czechoslovak state. The precarious state administration 
made it even more difficult for the Reformed Church members here to unite. 
This explains why the congregations of Transcarpathia could organise an inde-
pendent church district only in 1923. Unfortunately, the Reformed parishes of 
Transcarpathia got into a much worse position than those in Romania, but even 
compared to their sister organisations in Czechoslovakia. The loss caused by the 
Treaty of Trianon completely crushed the structures of the church and its offices. 
Their number was very small, too, as there were only 65 thousand Calvinists in 
the 77 congregations.

However, the organisation of the independent district was slowed down for a 
long time by the fact that due to political and church-organisational uncertainty, 
most pastors from Transcarpathia could not take the oath of allegiance to the 
Czechoslovak state, then the authority began to procrastinate. With great diffi-
culty Béla Bertók, the dean and pastor of Munkács was finally elected as Bishop 
at the first general assembly of the church district on June 7, 1923. Thus, he could 
represent his community as a full member of the Transcarpathian Reformed 
Church District on the Synod of June 17, 1923. With this action an independent 
district was formed in Transcarpathia as well as in the Partium. But unlike the 
Királyhágómellék Reformed Church District, the people of Transcarpathia found 
themselves in an odd position, as the state supported, while their sister dioceses 
opposed their independence. 
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Vojvodina50

In the territory of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes which was proclai-
med on December 1, 1918 there were more than 65 thousand Calvinists and nearly 
two-thirds of that, roughly 40 000 people declared themselves Hungarians. The deta-
ched congregations belonged to three Hungarian church districts before the Treaty of 
Trianon. The entire diocese of Lower-Baranya-Bács-Slavonia of the Danube Reformed 
Church District came under the administration of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes, as well as Inner-Somogy diocese-fragment of the Transdanubian Reformed 
Church District and Békés-Banat diocese-fragment of the Transtibiscan Reformed 
Church District.

These areas were the outskirts of the church districts that remained in Hungary, 
where significant Reformed institutions had not operated before either. Calvinist 
foundations did not exist and the parishes in these areas were heavily dependent on 
church centres, from which they were torn apart from day to day. The feeling of the 
legal and financial uncertainty was deeply disruptive. This also explains the fact that 
there had not been an attempt for years for organising the Church. Moreover, du-
ring the negotiation with the state fewer opportunities were given to the Calvinists of 
Vojvodina than to their Reformed brothers and sisters who belonged to other successor 
states.

In the new state the Serbs dominated, it was simply their legal system and tradi-
tions that determined the life of the state which fundamentally differed from western 
customs. The practice of Protestant ecclesiastical autonomy was simply incompre-
hensible to the Serbian way of thinking which considered the merging of the state 
and the Orthodox Church natural. In addition, the South Slavic state recognised the 
Reformed Church as distrustful, as it saw it as a hothouse for Hungarian national-
ism and irredentism, therefore, it did not allow any assemblies for years even after the 
Treaty of Trianon. Reformed pastors were banned from teaching in schools and that 
right was not restored by the Yugoslav state until 1930.

It took ten years until the so called “protestant law”51 was adopted. The framework 
law regarding church autonomy allowed the formation of the Synod in Belgrade on 
July 13., 1930. The Reformed Church of Yugoslavia was set up into four dioceses and 
re-elections were ordered. Sándor Ágoston was elected as Bishop, becoming the head 
of the church. He was an excellent organizer who was able to become a true spiritual 
leader of the Reformed Church. It was a milestone that the mentioned Synod also 
elaborated the Codex of Christian Reformed Church of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia52 
which finally created some kind of legal certainty for the Calvinists. 

50  Barcza, József, “Református egyház Jugoszláviában [Reformed Church in Yugoslavia]”, In: 
“Tebenned bíztunk”, 1991. 91–95.

51  The legislation adopted on April 16., 1930. became the Yugoslavian Reformed Church’s 
fundament under public law Barcza, “Református egyház”, 1991. 92.

52  It took effect on May 11., 1933. Barcza, “Református egyház”, 1991. 93.
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Burgenland 53

Within all the detached Calvinist church bodies, the Reformed Church members of 
Burgenland detached to Austria were involved the most specifically, as Hungarians 
lived there in blocks only in a few villages. This included Felsőőr with 2,600 Calvinists 
following the Treaty of Trianon, being disannexed from the Transdanubian Reformed 
Church District’s Őrség Diocese. The congregation remained completely alone within 
the Austrian state, as there were no longer Hungarian Reformed congregations to the 
west of the newly formed border. As we have seen in the other detached territories, the 
Reformed of Felsőőr truly hoped that they could remain within the framework of the 
mother church district, so they sent their vote for its 1921 general elections.54

However, in a letter dated August 9, 1922, the Burgenland Provincial Government 
informed the congregation that the Reformed Church of Felsőőr was no longer part of 
the Hungarian Reformed Church. As the government’s order seemed final, the council 
of the church joined the German-speaking Reformed Superintendent of Vienna on 
August 3, 1923. At the same time the congregation continued to live its life in accor-
dance with the ecclesiastical laws and customs of Hungary.55

Epilogue

For Ancient Hungary signing the treaty – by force – in the Trianon Palace marked 
the end of the World War I. and it is forever in the memory of the nation. It probably 
appeared even more in the Reformed public thinking, especially in the congregations 
of the detached territories. All this proved the prediction of the Pastor Association’s 
editorial, saying that “the term ‘Trianon’ will be a symbol of national dishonesty.”56 
Thus, the term “Trianon” received a pejorative concept among the Calvinists over the 
past century.

The Treaty of Trianon caused countless of tragedies, but from a historical perspec-
tive, the greatest damage was the dismantling of the unity of the Hungarian Reformed 
Church and the scattering of its members. In Ancient Hungary we were talking about 
the Reformed Church as a Helvetic (Swiss) confession since 1567 when the Second 
Helvetic Confession was accepted by the Synod of Debrecen and it is still in force 
in their communities. Hungary couldn’t establish one national organization from the 
five divided church districts when it was divided into three parts during the time of 
the Turkish occupation, then during the Habsburg-supported Counter-Reformation, 
only after all this, at the time of dualism.

We could see that by the Treaty of Trianon not only Hungary but also the Reformed 
Church have lost a significant part of its members and territories. Those Hungarian 

53  Gyenge, Imre, “Magyar reformátusok Ausztriában [Hungarian Calvinists in Austria]”, In. 
“Tebenned bíztunk”, 1991. 114–118.

54  Gyenge, Imre, A kálvinizmus Burgenlandban [The Calvinism in Burgenland]. Debrecen, 
1975. 68.

55  Ibid. 78.
56  “»Consummatum est«”, 1920. 65.
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Calvinists who became citizens of the successor states of the Monarchy, or those who 
had migrated to Western Europe and overseas could only form their own churches to 
operate more-or-less in isolation for years.

It was simply after the collapse of the Central-European communist-socialist re-
gimes that new opportunities came into sight regarding the strengthening of their re-
lationships. It was supported by the 90s’ World Conferences of Hungarian Reformed 
Churches,57 the Hungarian Reformed World Association and the Consultative Synod 
of the Hungarian Reformed Churches. Later, in 2004 regular consultations have star-
ted between the Reformed dioceses and church districts of the Carpathian Basin.58

In this historical perspective, what it meant to the Reformed Church members li-
ving in diaspora to restore their (spiritual) unity after nearly twenty years of preparation 
on May 22, 2009 – that Trianon had torn apart on June 4., 1920 – becomes more un-
derstandable. Following the example of the 1881 Synod the “Constitutional Council” 
sitting in the Great Church of Debrecen established the historical fact with Calvinist 
pride that “the Hungarian Reformed has kept its spiritual and mental unity since the 
century of the Reformation. Not even political intentions and historical low points 
could bring our unity to an end, nor the decision of Trianon and the referendum held 
on December 5, 2004 could shatter our community.”59

Respectably to its rank, this historical event was also commemorated in the 
National Assembly.60 After all, the Head of State László Sólyom expressed that this 
unity “for which the recent Hungarian Calvinists are excessively grateful, at the same 
time, strengthens the unity of the Hungarian nation. Therefore, it is not just the matter 
of Protestants nor of religious people, but it affects all of us, every Hungarian and serves 
to reinforce us.”61

This is how – after decades of suffering and struggling, “dwindled, though not 
broken” – the spiritual unity of the Reformed Church was restored. “It was uplif-
ting to feel the togetherness and see the Transylvanian women in traditional costume 
with tearful eyes, the old gentleman holding onto a banner bearing the name “Upper 
Hungary” tightly, and people pouring with shaking hands soil from Transcarpathia 
and Vojvodina into the window of Ancient Hungary. I felt as we, Calvinists, knocked 
down Trianon on May 22. Thanks be to God for all of this” – said Marcell Magyar, a 
university student at the end of the reunion in 2009.62

57  See Kulin, “Kezünknek munkáját tedd állandóvá!”, 1992.
58  “Mit tudunk az egységünkről? [Wondering what our unity is?]” https://www.reformatus.

hu/magyar-refomatus-egyhaz/mit-tudunk-az-egysegunkrol/ (Downloaded on December 5, 2020)
59  “Az Alkotmányozó Zsinat üzenete [The message of the Constitutional Synod]” https://refor-

matus.hu/magyar-refomatus-egyhaz/gk-nyilatkozatok-lista/az-alkotmanyozo-zsinat-uzenete-2009/ 
(Downloaded on December 5, 2020)

60  See the speech of MP Richárd Hörcsik after the discussion of the items on the orders of the 
day of the sitting day of May 26, 2009, and the reaction of the State Secretary.

61  Ibid.
62  Fodor Zsófia: Mi történt 2009. május 22-én? [What happened on May 22, 2009?/ www.

majus22org. (Downloaded on 23:27, May 17, 2010.)  
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Maarten J. Aalders

THE DUTCH CHURCHES AND TRIANON

The end of the First World War

Towards the end of the First World War, the kingdom of Hungary fell apart.1 
Years of tension between the different ethnic groups finally came to a head. Serbs, 
Slovaks and others seized their chance and revolted, with or without the support 
of the Entente. On October 17, 1918, the Prime Minister of Hungary, Count 
István Tisza (1861–1918), conceded defeat in the war. The Czech National 
Council proclaimed the Czechoslovak Republic on October 28, and on October 
29 the Croatian parliament in Zagreb declared that Croatia would sever all consti-
tutional ties with Austria and Hungary and form an independent Slavic state with 
Serbia and Slovenia. On October 30, the Slovakian National Council agreed to 
join the Czech Republic and in Vienna a new state was proclaimed, the Republic 
of German-Austria, separate from all the other countries of the former Habsburg 
monarchy. All of this happened within a few days. Events quickly unfolded and 
colorful chaos reigned everywhere in this once mighty empire; pre-war Hungary 
was in danger of being destroyed.

In Budapest, where there had been turbulence for months, the revolu-
tion reached its decisive phase at the end of October. On the night of October 
23, 1918, the National Hungarian Council was formed under the leadership 
of Count Mihály Károlyi (1875–1955). One week later, on October 31, King 
Charles IV (1887–1922), the successor of King Franz Joseph (1830–1916), ap-
pointed Károlyi as Prime Minister. The former Prime Minister, Count István 
Tisza, was murdered that same day in his own house by a group of soldiers. 
Rightly or wrongly, many held him responsible for this fateful war. Soon after-
wards, the king lost his crown, but not his life. He abdicated on November 13, 
and on November 16, 1918, Hungary became an independent republic.

Prime Minister Károlyi wanted to exclude Austria from negotiations with the 
victors of the war hoping for a more favorable outcome, but on 13 November 
1918, the French commander-in-chief, general Franchet d’Esperey, imposed very 
onerous conditions on Hungary: the army had to be largely disbanded, with 

1  Romsics, Ignác, Hungary in the Twentieth Century. Budapest 2010. Second edition. 
London, 2009. Mihály Károlyi and István Bethlen. MacMillan, Margaret, Paris 1919. Six Months 
that changed the World. London 2019. 265–278. Older versions of this article were published pre-
viously. See Aalders, Maarten J. “Útban Trianon felé. A holland egyházak magatartása [On the way 
to Trianon. The conduct of the Dutch Churches]”, = Református Szemle. Az Erdélyi Református 
Egyházkerület, a Királyhágómelléki Református Egyházkerület és az Evangélikus–Lutheránus Egyház 
hivatalos lapja 111, 2018, 2, 203–219. Idem, “De Nederlandse protestantse kerken onderweg naar 
het Verdrag van Trianon (1920)”, = Documentatieblad voor de Nederlandse Kerkgeschiedenis na 1800 
42, 2019, 90, 61–77. The version here presented is a chapter of my book Dutch and Hungarian 
Protestants, that will be published in 2021.
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French, Serbian and Romanian troops occupying large parts of Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia taking over the remaining Slovakian territories. The combination 
of 1.4 million returning (injured) soldiers, many war widows, orphans and a 
growing stream of refugees had dramatic consequences. Also, many ex-prisoners 
of war, mainly returning from the Soviet Union, sought refuge in Budapest. One 
of them was Béla Kun (1886-1938), who converted to communism during his 
imprisonment.

In this chaotic situation Hungary sought protection wherever it could.2 
The proposal was to integrate Hungary into the British Empire. The Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences appealed to leading scholars in the Western world not to 
allow Hungary to be torn apart. Prime Minister Károlyi sent a prominent fem-
inist to Switzerland to contact the Entente as a sign of his progressive attitude. 
They also turned to the Netherlands. A telegram was sent to Queen Wilhelmina 
and numerous other prominent Dutch people. A delegation of fourteen people 
of different denominations was sent to the Netherlands. The connection between 
the telegram and the delegation is unclear. Hungarian press reports indicate that 
the plan for the delegation was first suggested by János Victor Jr. (1888–1954). 
My guess is that the plan was embraced by the churches.3

Not everything is clear, but both telegram and delegation fit perfectly into 
the picture sketched by Margaret MacMillan: the Hungarian government tried to 
put pressure on the Entente to protect Hungary against the territorial wishes of its 
enemies.4 The French, in particular, were extremely hostile. They wanted to create 
a counterweight to Germany, and this did not fit with a strong Danube monar-
chy, because both the German Empire and the Austro-Hungarian monarchy had 
worked together during the war. The French allowed the Serbs to move north 
into Hungarian territory, the Czechs to take over Slovakia and the Romanians to 
move westwards, beyond Transylvania. The main concern for the Hungarians was 
Transylvania, which was coveted by the Romanians. Transylvania, which made 
up more than a third of the kingdom of Hungary, was closely intertwined with 
Hungarian history and was rich in raw materials.

The Netherlands as an ally?

On November 28, 1918, Dutch newspapers reported that the Protestant chur-
ches of Hungary had made an urgent appeal to Queen Wilhelmina.5 They imp-
lored her, by telegram, to do everything in her power to prevent an impending 
disaster in Hungary. A similar telegram was sent to churches, church leaders and 
influential politicians in the Netherlands and several European countries. The 

2  MacMillan, Paris 1919, 2019. 267–268.
3  See for instance 8OraiÚjság, December 4, 1918 and other newspapers. I thank Orsolya 

Réthelyi (ELTE) for her help.
4  MacMillan, Paris 1919, 2019. 267–268.
5  For instance, “De Hongaarsche Protestanten aan de Koningin”, = Algemeen Handelsblad 

November 28, 1918.
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Hungarian churches worked closely together with the Hungarian government.6 
The telegram read as follows:

“S. Budapest. Külügyminisztérium,

The Protestant churches of the republic of Hungary numbering 
four million of adherents implore the protection of their breth-
ren in Holland against threatening danger of dismemberment; the 
eventual disruption of the country, especially the loss of south-east-
ern Hungary with her twelve hundred thousand protestants, would 
strike a death blow to the vitality of these churches and thereby 
would rob the newly forming democracies of the most valuable 
moral and spiritual forces. For four centuries these churches served 
and suffered as the farthest bulwark of western Protestantism in the 
East of Europe. Now it is the turn of the western churches to res-
cue the future vitality of these churches for the great tasks awaiting 
them.

Protestant churches in Hungary.”

Shortly after this telegram the delegation of the Hungarian churches came to 
Holland. Strangely enough, there was little mention of this in the Dutch press.7 
Neither the arrival of the delegation in the Netherlands, nor the members of the 
delegation, were reported.8 However, both Jenő Sebestyén and Géza Antal kept 
notes of the visit.9 And in November 1919 Antal wrote an official report, I as-

6  The telegram was sent by the Foreign Office and signed by the Protestant Churches in 
Hungary.

7  See the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, December 6, 1919, about the departure of the 
delegation from Budapest.

8  See Sípos, Álmos Ete, “Bittet den Herrn der Ernte”. Gyula Forgács (1879–1941). Pionier 
der ungarischen reformierten Inneren Mission. Zoetermeer, 2007. 70–71. See also Pont, Johannes 
Wilhelm, “De Wereldbond. Overzicht”, = Internationaal Christendom. Orgaan van de Nederlandsche 
Afdeeling van den Wereldbond tot het bevorderen van een goede Verstandhouding tusschen de Volken door 
de Kerken 4, 1919, [hereinafter Internationaal Christendom] 69–79. On behalf of the Hungarian 
Calvinist Church: G. Antal, Pápa; G. Forgács, Péczel; A. György, Tiszapéterfalva; E. Miklós, 
Pápa; J. Pongrácz, Pápa; E. Sebestyén, Boedapest; G. Takaró, Boedapest; J. Victor sr, Boedapest; 
J. Victor jr., Boedapest. On behalf of the Lutheran Church J. Pelényi, Boedapest; on behalf of the 
Unitarian Church G. Boross en St. Györffy, Kolozsvár; on behalf of the Baptist Church A. Csopják, 
Boedapest, and R. Scheffer, Boedapest. Often Hungarian names are “translated”: for instance: E. 
Miklós is Ödön Miklos, E. Sebestyén is Jenő Sebestyén. I use the names as written in the Dutch 
article.

9  Ráday Levéltár Budapest, C/68, Archive of J. Sebestyén, box 1. The handwritten version 
contains notes from 14 December 1918–10 January 1919. A typed version stops at December 30, 
1918. The handwriting of Sebestyén in these notes is difficult to read. The notes of Antal are in 
the Dunántúli Református Egyházkerület Levéltára (Pápa), Coll. Antal Géza, box 5, Letters and 
writings. The first and the last page are missing. The report starts at December 13, 1918 and ends 
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sume it was sent to the General Konvent [Egyetemes Konvent] of the Hungarian 
Reformed Church.10

The delegation stayed in the famous hotel De Twee Steden in The Hague, which 
functioned as their base. They had meetings with, among others, former Prime 
Minister A. Kuyper and his daughters; professor H. Bavinck (Free University 
Amsterdam), the politicians W.F. Idenburg, H. Colijn, Th. Heemskerk, A.F. de 
Savornin Lohman and H.A. van Karnebeek; professor S.D. van Veen (University 
Utrecht) and Hugo Visscher (University Utrecht), and with J. A. Cramer and J.W. 
Pont, who at that time were very active in the ecumenical movement. In short, 
they met with numerous well-known Protestant Christian leaders. It seems that 
the members of the delegation did not constantly work together, but used their 
own network, meeting up with each other intermittently. Antal and Sebestyén 
made several visits together.

The Queen

But who could help the Hungarians? Certainly not the Queen. It is noteworthy 
that Antal made several attempts to have a meeting with the Dutch queen. In 
this context it is important to realize that the position of the Dutch queen cannot 
be compared to that of the (former) Hungarian king. In 1848 the situation in 
the Netherlands had changed, as can be summarized in the words: the king is 
inviolable, the ministers are responsible. From a constitutional point of view, the 
queen had no political power; how much influence she exerted behind the scenes 
during these years is unknown. But the Hungarians, then and later, saw Queen 
Wilhelmina as the highest authority in the Netherlands and may have been mis-
taken about the extent of her power. Antal’s hope for a meeting was unsuccessful 
anyway. Queen Wilhelmina did send court preacher W.L. Welter though, who 
listened to Antal for three quarters of an hour and promised to convey his words 
to the queen.11 Later that year he would meet the queen, when he was in the 
Netherlands to participate in a conference of the World Alliance for promoting 
International Friendship through the Churches.12

on January 8, 1920. Sometimes there are differences between the notes of Antal and of Sebestyén 
concerning the dates. [hereinafter Notes]

10  An official report of Antal is dated November 13, 1919, Dunántúli Református 
Egyházkerület Levéltára (Pápa), Coll. Antal Géza, box 5, Letters and writings. [hereinafter Report]

11  Antal, Notes, January 7, 1919, 11 and 12.
12  See later.
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The politicians

If the queen was in effect a lame duck, politicians could not do much either. The 
Netherlands was in a difficult and vulnerable position.

The attitude of Abraham Kuyper (1837–1920), Minister of State, must have 
been frustrating for Sebestyén and Antal. Shortly after their arrival they visited 
him, but they realized he was poorly informed about the situation in Eastern 
Europe and the Hungarian tragedy. A few days later his daughter Johanna Kuyper 
came to apologize for his behavior.13 They could not count on his support for 
the Hungarian cause as they had hoped. Kuyper was not as healthy and bright 
as he used to be, she told them. This was confirmed when they read Kuyper’s 
column the next day in De Standaard, his own newspaper.14 He expressed the 
hope that the delegation would be warmly received in the Netherlands, but he 
doubted whether it would achieve its goal. He also felt that the almost three 
million Romanians then living in Transylvania could not ultimately be separated 
from Romania. Maybe a part of Transsylvania would be preserved for Hungary, 
he wrote.

While Kuyper was fairly pessimistic, the Minister of Foreign Affairs H.A. 
van Karnebeek (1874–1942), who had also received the telegram, felt power-
less, as is apparent from the Acts of the Dutch Senate. The members H.H. van 
Kol, H. Polak and D. van Embden had asked him to do something about the 
fate of the Jews in Galicia.15 It was not a question of understanding, a question 
of courage, or a lack of diligence, according to his reply. It was more that the 
need to be careful compelled the government to refrain from “interfering in the 
internal affairs of other countries.”16 Moreover, there were countless others who 
had complaints, he said. Telegrams and letters came to him from several groups 
who felt they were the victims of injustice. In this context, Van Karnebeek men-
tioned the Armenians and the Protestant churches in Hungary. And while he 
could express solidarity with Van Kol as a human being, he felt that the Senate 
should not encourage the Dutch government to do anything which could get the 
Netherlands into trouble. He reiterated this stance during a subsequent meeting 
with Sebestyén and Antal.17

In this context it is important to consider the precarious situation of the 
Netherlands after the armistice.18 On November 10, 1918, the day before the 
armistice, the German Emperor Wilhelm II had fled to the Netherlands, where 
he was granted political asylum. Two days later, without notifying the Entente 

13  Sebestyén, Notes (typed version), December, 12 or 13 1918 (not dated, page 2) and 
December 17, 1918, 3.

14  Kuyper, Abraham “De Hongaarsche deputatie”, = De Standaard December 18, 1918.
15  Acts of the Senate [Handelingen Eerste Kamer], December 19, 1918.
16  Ibid.
17  Antal, Report, January 2 or 3, 1919, 10; Sebestyén, Report (typed), 11, mentions the date 

of this visit 30 December 1918.
18  See de Waele, Maarten, “Nasleep”, In. Bossenbroek, Martin Philip; Kruisoop, J.B.C (eds.), 

Vluchten voor de groote oorlog. Belgen in Nederland 1914–1918. Amsterdam, 1988. 69–76.
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in advance, the government granted permission for the retreat of approximate-
ly 70,000 German soldiers who wanted to return home from Belgium via the 
Netherlands. Thus, they escaped captivity. These developments led to fierce pro-
tests from the Allies, not least because the Germans had returned to their home-
land laden with the spoils of war. Belgium was furious, French newspapers point-
ed to numerous other controversial Dutch decisions since 1914. For Belgium, 
this was reason to exploit as much as possible the annexationist sentiments which 
had been dormant for years. Belgium for instance wanted a military occupation 
of Limburg. When this demand was not met by the important Allied partners, 
England and the United States, Belgium agreed with a formal protest against 
the Dutch government. In other words: the request of the Hungarian Protestant 
churches came at a time when the Netherlands needed all its diplomatic talents 
to keep the Belgians at bay.

The churches

A. Kuyper was not only editor-in-chief of De Standaard, but also of the ecclesias-
tical weekly publication De Heraut. More than a week after the afore mentioned 
telegram was published in the press, on December 8, 1918, he used De Heraut to 
draw attention to the state of emergency in Hungary. “The process of dissolution 
of nationalities, through which the most Calvinistic parts of Hungary will be torn 
apart, threatens the Reformed Churches of Hungary with the most serious loss”, 
he stated.19 But he also wanted to know what could be done about it, because 
the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands did not have any political influence. 
US President Woodrow Wilson’s proclamation of the principle of nationality, 
turned out to be a disaster for states and Churches. For the Dutch Reformed 
Church [de Nederlandse Hervormde Kerk], this was a serious warning. Should 
the Netherlands ever experience a revolution like the one in Austria-Hungary, 
this church in particular could be painfully impacted as it was still dependent on 
the state.

A few weeks later, Kuyper was even more skeptical, not about Wilson’s poli-
tics, but about the telegram that had received.20 It was not clear to him why the 
fragmentation of Hungary would lead to the deterioration of church life. He 
wished to be enlightened about this, perhaps by one of the delegates. He then 
would also have the chance to indicate what support might be available to the 
Hungarian brothers. 

Completely different was the reaction of Free University-professor H. 
Bavinck, in his capacity as a member of the reformed committee for contact with 
the government [Deputaatschap voor Correspondentie met de Hooge Overheid]. 
He had also received the telegram from the Hungarian Churches and forwarded 
it to his fellow delegates H. Colijn and the Kamper professor H. Bouwman. 

19  Kuyper, Abraham, “Een waarschuwend voorbeeld”, = De Heraut December 8, 1918.
20  Kuyper, Abraham, “De noodkreet uit Hongarije”, = De Heraut January 12, 1919. Idem, 

“De Protestantsche kerken in Hongarije”, = De Heraut January 19, 1919.
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They concluded that all lawful means should be used to prevent the Hungarian 
churches from being torn apart, and in 1920 they conveyed this to the Synod 
of Leeuwarden in their report.21 They did two things, both of which had been 
suggested by Bavinck in his accompanying letter of December 5, 1918 to his 
fellow delegates. First, they invited the interdenominational Committee for 
Restoration of World Peace [Commissie voor Gemeenschappelijk Getuigenis tot 
Herstel van de Wereldvrede], which had previously expressed a critical opinion 
on the First World War, to a meeting to discuss this important matter. Then 
they sent the telegram to the reformed committee for contact with the foreign 
churches [Deputaatschap voor correspondentie met buitenlandse kerken]. In do-
ing so, they suggested that this committee should contact befriended churches in 
England, Belgium and America, hoping “that the imminent danger [that threat-
ened the Hungarian protestant churches] could be averted with the help of the 
coming Peace Conference.”22

 
Figure 1. The Times: History of the War, Vol. XXI

21  Acta der generale synode van de Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland gehouden te Leeuwarden 
van 24 augustus tot 9 september 1920, Bijlage XLI [hereinafter Acta generale synode van Leeuwarden 
1920].

22  See Het Utrechts Archief (hereinafter HUA), Coll.nr. 1490, Archief Deputaten Oecumene, 
Notulen vergaderingen 1892-1923, May 27, 1920, and Acta generale synode van Leeuwarden 1920, 
Bijlage XLI.
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Preliminary result

The committee’s request to the interdenominational Committee for Restoration 
of World Peace [Commissie voor Gemeenschappelijk Getuigenis tot Herstel van 
de Wereldvrede] was apparently well received by the other participating parties, 
because on December 27 of that year a meeting was held in Utrecht, attended by 
Géza Antal.23 This meeting drew up a “manifesto” for the Hungarian delegation 
to use on behalf of the churches.24 Of course the Dutch churches did not want 
to interfere in political matters, but they did want to recommend the interests of 
the Hungarian churches to the parties involved. The document was signed by ten 
Dutch protestant churches. 

The manifesto contained the following content.25

The Protestant Churches in the Netherlands, having noted with in-
terest the appeal she and churches in other countries have received 
from sister churches in Hungary and Transylvania, gladly and 
wholeheartedly embrace it.
It is not their job to interfere in the political debate, which relates to 
the question of the freedom and unity of the Protestant Churches 
in these countries. But they consider that they have the right and 
the duty to represent the interests of the Protestant Churches in 
Hungary to all parties concerned for serious consideration.
In their four centuries of existence, these Churches have spread rich 
blessings. Desiring freedom for themselves, they have also granted 
it to others in an exemplary manner. They have contributed greatly 
to civilization and the progress of their peoples. While they had 
fellowship with the Churches of the West, especially in times of 
suffering and pressure, they formed a fortress in the east of Europe, 
which was of the greatest significance alongside and against other 
confessions and religions. And they have remained such a center of 
spiritual and intellectual life to this day.
It would be a great loss and cause incalculable damage to 
Protestantism if these churches were deprived of their independ-
ence and freedom; if they saw their unity broken by the politics of 
division and imperialism; if they were exposed to the oppression of 
other peoples and governments; if they lost their strength, or saw 
their existence endangered.

23  Antal, Report, december 22, 1918, 7.
24  See Bijlagen van de Handelingen der Algemeene Synode der Nederlandsche Hervormde Kerk 

ten jare 1919, Bijlage B, 242–243 (hereinafter Bijlagen Handelingen Algemeene Synode.) See Antal, 
Notes, December 27, 1918, 8, who mentions H. Bavinck and J. Schokking as writers.

25  See for the Dutch text Weekblad der Nederlandsche Hervormde Kerk January 25, 1919.
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The Protestant Churches in the Netherlands, in association with 
those in other countries, therefore make an earnest appeal for the 
cooperation of all those who, directly or indirectly, can avert these 
dangers and prevent any such disaster.
May the coming Peace Conference, by the grace of God, lead to 
the unhindered spiritual development of the Protestant Churches 
in Hungary and Transylvania, so that even more than in the past, 
they can be a blessing for their own people and for the peoples 
around them!

The Protestant Churches in The Netherlands:

The Dutch Reformed Church
The Reformed Churches in the Netherlands
The Baptist Society
The Evangelical Lutheran Church
The Christian Reformed Church
The Remonstrant Brotherhood
The Union of Baptist Churches in the Netherlands
The Union of Free Christian Churches in the Netherlands
The Restored Evangelical Lutheran Church

The foregoing belongs to the category of administrative influence, partly through 
personal contacts, partly through ecclesiastical contacts. Of a different order was 
the influencing of public opinion. A brochure was published by the Hungarian 
delegates. János Tantó, who studied in Utrecht, published two articles on 
Hungary. Lectures were also delivered by Sebestyén and others.

Memorandum

At the instigation of Cramer and Pont, the delegation wrote a memorandum, 
summarizing their main concerns and grievances.26 It was written by Géza Antal 
and József Pongrácz and prepared for the press by János Pelényi and János Victor.27 
The piece was also translated into English; after all, the delegation was planning 
to travel on to England and the United States.28 When it became apparent that 
Pelényi and Victor had added some politically sensitive remarks in the first edi-
tion, this whole edition was destroyed.29 It is not clear whether the first edition 
of the English text, which is identical to the Dutch edition, has been preserved: 

26  Antal, Notes, December 13, 1919, 3.
27  It is not clear who wrote it, father or son Victor. My guess is that the younger Victor is 

meant here. The idea of sending a delegation was his. 
28  It is not clear in which language the first draw was written.
29  Antal, Notes, December 19, 1919, 6.
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at least two different versions of the English edition exist.30 I follow the Dutch 
version here.

The article starts with a reminder of the close ties that had previously existed 
between the Protestant churches in Hungary and the other countries in Europe. 
In the Thirty Years’ War (1618–1648), for example, they worked together with 
the Danes and the Swedes, and Hungarians still remember what the Dutch did 
for Hungary and Transylvania in times of oppression. Now, Hungary was in need 
again, its existence threatened by the expansion drives of neighboring peoples – 
Germans, Czechs, Serbs, Ukrainians and Romanians. But these peoples could 
not claim old rights to the land; it was not a conquered territory. In the distant 
past they had settled there as foreigners. They had never been oppressed but had 
always been treated “generously”. The Romanians were even favored at times, for 
example by the Habsburgs.

The greatest fear and pain were caused by the claims of Romania. Of the four 
million Hungarian Protestants, one and a half million lived in the most disputed 
part of the country, Transylvania. There were also some influential Protestant 
colleges of the Protestant churches. Apart from that, there was another problem. 
Romania recognized the Greek Orthodox Church as the State Church, the only 
legitimate church in the country. Other churches were systematically suppressed. 
It was feared that the Romanian State would forbid all contact with the churches 
in Hungary, in the context of Romanization and “proselytism”. The “degenerat-
ing” influence of the Romanians was also highlighted. Generally speaking, they 
were thought to have a “relatively low level of development”.

In summary, Protestantism in Hungary felt itself to be on the brink of col-
lapse and was begging for help. 

The intention was that (some of ) the delegates would travel on to England and 
the United States. Soon after their arrival in the Netherlands though, it be-
came clear that they would be welcome neither in England nor in the States.31 

30  Antal Géza et al., Een ernstige roepstem van de protestantsche kerken in Hongarije tot hunne 
geloofsgenooten in andere landen. Utrecht, 1919. Also published in Internationaal Christendom 4, 
1919, 80–94; translated as An Earnest Appeal of the Protestant Churches of Hungary to their Brethren 
in other lands (s.l.s.d.), an exact copy of the Dutch version. In the spring of 1919 a second, re-
vised edition of the English version appeared, with a subtitle: Published by the Delegation of the 
Hungarian Protestant Churches for Great Britain and for the United States of America. The Hague, 
1919. Furthermore, an introduction has been added, the text has been shortened here and there, 
and it ends with a paragraph about specific wishes. It also includes statistical data. This version was 
published in The Hague (the Dutch version was published in Utrecht). The document is dated 
February 1919. The delegates who planned to travel to the United States, according to this 2nd 

English version (page 21), were G. Forgács, A. György, G. Pongrácz, G. Takaró, J Victor Sr., J. 
Victor Jr. J. Pelényi, G. Boross, St. Györffy, A. Csopjak and R. Scheffler.NB, I follow the spelling 
of the names as used in the brochure. Two more brochures were published in 1919. Part II is: Our 
connections with Britain and America, part III is Backgrounds of our church crisis. Both published 
The Hague, 1919.

31  See Böhl, Franz Marius Theodor, “Het protestantisme in Hongarije en Roemenië. Een 
reisverslag”, = Stemmen des Tijds 13, 1924, 1, 29–57. 29–30.
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Colijn advised Antal and Sebestyén to turn directly to the influential politicians 
Thomas Woodrow Wilson (United States), Jan Christiaan Smuts (South Africa, 
Great Britain) and David Lloyd George (England, Great Britain), and send 
them the memorandum, accompanied by a petition. He also promised to raise 
the Hungarian case in England when he would visit London in January 1919. 
According to the Official Report Antal indeed sent a note (the memorandum?) 
to Smuts, which would have been very effective, also because Colijn had spoken 
with Smuts about the Hungarian wishes. Smuts made sure that the interests of 
(religious) minorities ended up on the agenda. Antal therefore concludes this 
paragraph with the remark that Smuts should be officially thanked for this.32

He then points out the role that Cramer and Pont have played in their ca-
pacity as chairman and secretary of the Dutch section of the World Alliance for 
Promoting International Friendship through the Churches. According to some 
remarks about their journey to England in the annual report of 1918-1919, it 
had not been very successful. They ended up in an atmosphere that was “poisoned 
by the press and in many ways very ignorant”. It would have been difficult at that 
time to achieve some results.33 When this report was read at the annual meeting 
on September 22, 1919, Antal was present, together with the Hungarian lawyer 
Elek Boér. Antal thanked the Dutch section of the World Federation for what 
they had done for Hungary.

The International Committee of the World Federation, at its meeting of 
September 30 till October 3, 1919 in The Hague, again considered the churches 
in Hungary and the conquered areas.34 Three motions were adopted, in which the 
situation in the conquered areas were brought to the attention of the League of 
Nations. At stake were the link with the mother church, freedom of conscience, 
and the safety of ministers and church dignitaries. 

Because of his efforts the Protestant Theological Institute [Protestáns Teológiai 
Intézet] in Cluj in Romania [formerly Kolozsvár in Hungary] appointed Cramer 
in 1921 professor honoris causa.

The delegation was not welcome in England, nor in the United States, as Antal’s 
report shows.35 Nevertheless, on January 17, 1920, the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche 
Courant, which discussed the memorandum in detail, reported that the group 
was on its way to England and the United States.36 Had the journalist relied on 
what the memorandum said about the delegation travelling to England and the 
United States?

32  Antal, Report, 1.
33  Pont, Johannes Wilhelm, “Jaarvergadering van de afdeeling Nederland van de Wereldbond, 

gehouden maandag 22 september 1919 te Den Haag”, = Internationaal Christendom 5 1920–1921, 
2.

34  Cramer, J. A., “Conferentie van het internationaal comité van den Wereldbond, 1-3 okto-
ber 1919, op Oud-Wassenaer”, = Internationaal Christendom 5, 1920–1921, 7–32.

35  Antal, Report, 28 December 1918, 9.
36  See “Protestantisme te Hongarije”, = Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant January 17, 1919.
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Magazine-articles

At the beginning of January 1919, the Hungarian student János Tantó published 
an article about Hungary.37 It is dated “December 1918”. That same year he 
published an article on the issue of nationalities in Hungary. Sebestyén’s Notes 
show that there had been a meeting to discuss possible publicity. These articles 
could very well be the result of that meeting. In “A look at Hungary”, Tantó ad-
dressed largely the same themes as in An earnest appeal, mainly focusing on the 
threat of the loss of Transylvania. He also pointed out the difference in levels of 
education between Hungarians and Romanians. Apparently, this was a very im-
portant theme for the Hungarians, because in the last phase before a treaty was 
definitively imposed, this theme was mentioned again. It is also a well-known 
theme in warfare.38

For Rev. A. Winckel, who gave a summary of the first article in De Heraut, 
this was not convincing. For him it proved that a church which depends on State 
revenues (as was the case in Hungary), would be endangered in the long term. 
Moreover, even if political separation was a fact, why would it be impossible to re-
main ecclesiastically united and still support each other? He agreed with Kuyper’s 
comment on the telegram. But that was not what Tantó and his kindred spirits 
were aiming for. Their intention was not so much ecclesiastical, but rather na-
tionalistic. Moreover, neither Kuyper nor Winckel had any idea how difficult the 
life of an oppressed church could be. Géza Antal would formulate an adequate 
answer to this naivety in 1921.39 At that time, it was clear that the concerns of 
1918 were more than justified.

As mentioned before, Tantó later that year devoted a separate article to the 
“nationality issue” in Hungary, in which he noted that Hungarians, Ruthenes, 
Germans and Jews – who together accounted for more than two-thirds of the 
population – wanted the integrity of Hungary to be maintained.40 With the 
Slovaks and Romanians, however, things were different. The former had been 
coexisting with the Hungarians for 1,000 years without any problems. For a long 
time, there were no national aspirations, but by the 19th century the climate had 
changed and a Czech-Slovakian movement came into being, though that was 
more of an issue for the Czechs than for the Slovaks. As for the Romanians in 
Transylvania, Tantó argued that they had come there as settlers after the Turkish 
occupation. Later on, Germans also settled there. They were a minority but want-
ed to annex the area to Romania. And again, it was mentioned that a high per-

37  Tantó, János, “Een blik op Hongarije” = Stemmen voor Waarheid en Vrede 56, 1919, 42–52.
38  Bucsay, Mihály, Der Protestantismus in Ungarn 1521–1978. Ungarns Reformationskirchen in 

Geschichte und Gegenwart. Vol. I–II. Wien–Köln–Graz, 1977–1979. Vol. II. 137–138.
39  Antal, Géza, “Het protestantisme in Hongarije”, = Stemmen des Tijds, 2, 171–189 and 10, 

1921, 3, 276–290.
40  Tantó, János, “De nationaliteitenkwestie in Hongarije”, = Stemmen des Tijds 8, 1919, 346. 

See MacMillan, Paris 1919, 2019. 268–269., who writes that more than 50% of Transylvania in-
habitants were Romanians.
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centage of the Romanians were illiterate. At the end of his article, Tantó suggested 
four justifications for maintaining the integrity of Hungary: 

– political (otherwise Europe would be overrun by a “Slavic sea of nations”),
– geographical (the Carpathian Mountains formed a natural border)
– economic (the fertile land fed the inhabitants of the mountainous areas)
– historical (Hungary had always had political unity)

Lectures

In addition to their personal efforts, members of the delegation (At least Sebestyén, 
Victor jr. and Forgács) would deliver lectures to church members. At least, that 
was the intention. Apart from a lecture in the Nieuwe Zuiderkerk in The Hague 
on Boxing Day 1918, Sebestyén was also invited to give lectures in Groningen 
and Amsterdam, but the latter two were cancelled.41 Johanna Kuyper wrote later 
that Sebestyén was called back to Hungary by an urgent telegram. Sebestyén him-
self described the turn of events as follows: “Because of the approaching Bolshevik 
threat, I had to hurry home.”42 Who had sent the telegram and how serious the 
situation was at that time is not clear.43 It seems that Sebestyén and a colleague 
left on 15 or 16 January 1919. It was also intended that some other members of 
the delegation would leave for the United States a few days later, but, as men-
tioned before, they were not welcome. It is likely that they too returned home.

Shortly after his return, Sebestyén was invited by President Károlyi to report 
on his trip to the Netherlands.44 He was certainly not impressed by Károlyi, he 
wrote years later. More could be expected of the Dutch churches, he thought.45 
That is why on January 25, 1919, he wrote a letter to the Committee for Contact 
with Foreign Churches [Deputaten voor de correspondentie met de buiten-
landse kerken] of the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands [Gereformeerde 
Kerken in Nederland]. A Hungarian delegation had come to the Netherlands, 
but couldn’t a Dutch delegation visit Hungary to see the situation for themselves? 
He had already raised this question when he was in the Netherlands. A letter 
from Reverend Js. van der Linden confirmed the committee’s negative response.46 
At that busy time of the year, the churches could not do without their preachers 

41  When Sebestyén left unexpected for Hungary the speech in Amsterdam was held by J. 
Victor and G. Forgács. See Raday Levéltár, C/68, Archive J. Sebestyén, from Elly Hoekstra to J. 
Sebestyén, March 2, 1919.

42  See Kuyper, Johanna, “De toestand in Hongarije”, = De Standaard April 15, 1921, with a 
part of a letter of Sebestyén.

43  In the archive of Sebestyén, I did not find such a telegram.
44  See Sebestyén, Jenő, Het communisme in zijn ware gedaante. Herinneringen aan het commu-

nistisch schrikbewind in Hongarije. Kampen, 1925. 20–21.
45  Sebestyén’s contacts always were with the Reformed Churches in the Nederlands 

[Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland]. Antal had a good relation with the Dutch Reformed 
Church [Nederlandse Hervormde Kerk].

46  See Acta generale synode van Leeuwarden 1920, Bijlage XL, 261. See also Ráday Levéltár, 
C/68, from Js. van der Linden to J. Sebestyén, March 17, 1919.
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and the universities could not do without their professors, he said. Apart from 
that it was doubtful that the desired result could be achieved, he said, noting: 
The “social and civil situations seem too complicated and difficult for the present 
to investigate with good results”. As far as ecclesiastical matters were concerned, 
especially those in Transylvania, the American and English churches were aware 
of the situation, due to the manifest that the Dutch churches had written. As far 
as the “pressing power of Romania” was concerned, help could only be expected 
form the Entente, negotiating in Paris.47 The question for a closer relationship 
between de Reformed Churches in the Nederlands [Gereformeerde Kerken in 
Nederland] and the Hungarian Reformed Church, was to be brought up by the 
committee at the next Synod, i.e. at the Synod of Leeuwarden in 1920. To this 
end it was necessary for Sebestyén to collect a lot of data that would help them to 
make a sound decision.48 The committee could not promise him more. In 1920, 
in preparation for the Synod of Leeuwarden, the matter was raised again. But the 
meaning of the committee on this matter remained unchanged.49

It is possible that here too, as with the telegram to the queen, there was a mis-
understanding. Unlike the Hungarian churches, the Reformed Churches in the 
Netherlands [Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland] kept a sound distance from 
politics; there was a clear separation between church and state and the church 
did not get involved in matters of state. That task was entrusted to the (confes-
sional) political parties. Was that what Sebestyén hoped for from the Reformed 
Churches when he insisted on closer ties? That the churches would use their 
power to influence the government, either directly or indirectly?

The Committee for Contact with Foreign Churches [Deputaten voor de cor-
respondentie met de buitenlandse kerken] thus referred him to the peace negoti-
ations that had begun in Paris on January 19, 1919. But Hungary did not have 
high hopes for the talks. It did not help that people from the West had some 
awareness of the almost medieval conditions in rural Hungary. British Prime 
Minister Lloyd George remarked that few countries needed a revolution as badly 
as Hungary did. MacMillan confirmed Lloyd George’s opinion that many among 
the Hungarian elite believed it was best to keep the non-Magyars, Croats, Slovaks 
and Romanians – probably more than half of the population – firmly under 
control.50 Generally, the mood in the West towards Hungary was quite negative.

On March 20, 1919, the peacemakers decided that a neutral zone should 
be established between Hungary and Romania. The Hungarians were asked to 
withdraw behind the border claimed by the Romanians. This would allow the 
Romanians to advance another 100 kilometers. Károlyi asked the French negoti-
ator what would prevent them from going even further into Hungary.

47  Ibid.
48  Ibid.
49  See HUA, Coll. 1490, Archief Deputaten Oecumene, Minutes Deputaten Buitenland, May 

27, 1920.
50  MacMillan, Paris 1919, 2019. 265–266.
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The next day Károlyi’s government fell after refusing to accept the Allies’ 
ultimatum. One day later, the social democrats sought contact with Béla Kun, 
founder of the Hungarian communist party, who was imprisoned at that time, 
but was released that same day. On March 22, 1919, together with the social 
democrats, he proclaimed Hungary a Soviet Republic. Kun raged like a whirl-
wind through the chaotic political scene in Hungary.51 Suddenly, according to 
MacMillan, it seemed as if Bolshevism had taken a great step forward.52 

This revolution was a disaster in many ways. First of all, for the people of 
Hungary themselves. Sebestyén, who experienced it all at first hand, would give 
lectures about it in the Netherlands in the winter of 1920-1921 and later, in 1925, 
he wrote a book about those years.53 Moral and cultural life collapsed; the clergy, 
like the insane, was deprived of civil rights, and so on. The Hungarian Catholics 
soon published an extensive study on the consequences of this Bolshevism, which 
was translated in Dutch and adapted for the Dutch market in 1921.54

But there were also political consequences. Hungary, which was distrusted 
by the Entente anyway, was now, under Béla Kun, in a very bad situation. The 
French advocated a strengthening of Romania, which would allow them to chal-
lenge Hungarian and Russian Bolsheviks. According to the French, Romania had 
to play a key role in the region. England and the United States were more moder-
ate and were open to negotiations with Hungary, but the talks came to nothing, 
partly due to the stubbornness of the Allied negotiator J.C. Smuts and partly due 
to the attitude of Béla Kun, who wanted the Romanians to withdraw to the east.

The Entente allowed the Romanians to move forward and they got closer 
and closer to Budapest, entering the city on August 3, 1919. For Kun this meant 
the end of his leadership, and he departed for Austria. This was the signal for the 
Czechoslovakians and the Yugoslavs to further advance along Hungary’s borders. 
In the meantime, the Romanians plundered everything Kun and his friends had 
left behind: telephones, shoes, carpets, fire engines, cattle, and the railway wagons 
to transport all those things. Finally, the Entente took the situation seriously and 
forced Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Romania to withdraw their troops. They 
did not withdraw to the borders of 1914 though, but to the borders which had 
been reached by the end of 1918.

In November 1919, under the leadership of admiral Miklós Horthy (1860–
1957), a new, stable government came to power in Hungary, and the Hungarians 
were finally invited to sign the peace treaty. This happened on June 4, 1920, in 
Versailles, at the Palace of Trianon. In Hungary, the flags hung at half-mast on 
public buildings. To this day, Trianon is synonymous with injustice and suffering. 
Even an outsider like Bryan Cartledge paints a bleak picture of the blind vin-

51  Ibid. 265.
52  Ibid.
53  Sebestyén, Het communisme, 1925.
54  Huszár, Károly et al., De dictatuur van het proletariaat in Hongarije. Authentieke beschrijv-

ing van het bolchewistisch schrikbewind, met medewerking van vakspecialisten samengesteld door Karl 
Huszár, oud-minister-president van Hongarije. Roermond, 1921.
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dictiveness of the Entente. During the interwar period, Hungarian politics were 
shaped to a large extent by this treaty.

In conclusion, it can be said that it was Bavinck’s initiative that, despite royal 
and political impotence, ensured there was some Dutch protest to the fragmen-
tation of the kingdom of Hungary. It was a remarkable moment of ecumenical 
cooperation in the Netherlands. Moreover, it was an initiative of the Reformed 
Churches in the Netherlands [Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland], which were 
generally very reluctant to accept ecumenism. The Hungarians were very hap-
py with this expression of support. Dutch Protestantism was the first to raise 
its voice and draw the attention of Protestants all over the world to the great 
dangers facing Hungarian Protestantism, Antal said a few years later.55 For him 
this support had been unforgettable. It had also been effective, according to the 
same Antal. Because of this he succeeded in having ‘the guarantee of minority 
rights, also in the religious field, included in the peace treaties and sufficiently de-
scribed’. However, he also realized that such provisions are of little value if there 
is no power to act against the violation of those treaties.

55  Antal, Géza, “Het protestantisme in Hongarije”, = Stemmen des Tijds 10, 1921, 285–287.
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Róbert Keményfi

CONSEQUENCES OF THE PARIS PEACE 
CONFERENCE1 IN HUNGARIAN CARTOGRAPHY

Prologue: desperation

In May 1921, that is to say, almost a year after the signing of the peace treaty of 
1920, Jenő Cholnoky (1870–1950), who had 
been the President of Hungarian Geographical 
Society [Magyar Földrajzi Társaság] for six years, 
delivered a presidential opening address at the ge-
neral assembly of said association (Figure 1). His 
speech reflected upon the situation that had evol-
ved in the wake of the decision made and signed in 
the Grand Trianon Palace in Versailles, and it can 
be considered a faithful impression of the powerless 
desperation dominant in the circles of Hungarian 
geographers. One of the reasons for this is that the 
basic tone of the speech was accusatory and embit-
tered. Cholnoky believed that the state borders, 
drawn “against the rules of geography” [“a geográfia 
törvényszerűségei ellenére”], were not the result of 
some kind of wickedness but of the utter geogra-
phical ignorance of the winners on the one hand 
and of the intentional disinformation of the politi-
cal decision makers on the other hand.

In his address, President Cholnoky summed up and listed the mistakes that 
had been committed either deliberately by foreign geographical experts or out of 
negligence by their Hungarian counterparts. What he considered as one of the 
chief problems was that, in the mainstream western geographical studies pub-
lished during the decades before the peace treaty, the chapters on Hungarian 
geographical relations had not been written by Hungarians, which is why the 
glorious past and the undeniable geographical unity of Hungary was “not reflec-
ted” in these works. All this resulted in the fact that the public opinion in the 
west concerning Hungarians was rather negative. Cholnoky also referred to his 
impressions about this issue that he had experienced at international conferences. 
On such occasions, he noticed that geographers from Romania, Serbia and other 

1  Translator’s note: The Paris Peace Conference (1920) is most often referred to or identified 
in Hungarian as Trianon, after the name of the building where the peace treaty was signed. For easy 
reference, the English version of this study will render it as the Trianon issue, the Trianon decision 
or simply Trianon.

Figure 1. Jenő Cholnoky (1870–
1950), the contemporary presi-

dent of Magyar Földrajzi Társaság 
[Hungarian Geographical Society]
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Slavic countries deliberately looked for and shared each other’s company in order 
to share and adjust their geographical points of view concerning the necessity of 
dismembering Hungary.

On the part of Hungarian representatives of geographical studies, the presi-
dential address noted the lack of vigorous publication activities in foreign langua-
ges; however, this hiatus was regarded by Cholnoky not as a mistake but rather as 
an indication of generous elegance. His explanation of this fact implied that the 
historical and geographical unity of our country was so evident that it would have 
been rather arrogant than necessary to explain and justify it to Europe. Following 
this, the address included a quick list of all the cultural benefits that Hungarian 
people had provided for the West, which he ended by giving voice to a view that 
was quite similar to the German idea of “Dolchstoss” (stab-in-the-back). 
According to the latter, it had not been the Hungarian troops’ responsibility that 
they had lost the war on the front but rather the liability of the liberal politicians 
and circles that had poisoned the society at home to the extent that the military 
had been almost disbanded. (Figure 2)2

 

Figure 2. The text of the opening address delivered by the president, 1921.

2  Cholnoky, Jenő, “Elnöki megnyitó [Presidential Opening Address]”, = Földrajzi Közlemények 
49, 1921, 5–7, 6–14.
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This presidential address is significant because Cholnoky’s words reflect and al-
most sum up the chief core of geographical thinking of his age. This approach 
assumes that politics simply cannot overrule the “truth” of the deep and thorough 
belief in science that reveals cause-and-effect interrelationships based upon a mass of 
precisely collected crisp and empirical facts.    

Since then, historiographers specializing in the field of Hungarian geography 
and cartography have conscientiously explored and documented the material 
that had been compiled and designed by the contemporary representatives of 
Hungarian geographical studies for the peace talks, which was supposed to sup-
port and justify the views propagated by the Hungarian peace delegation. 

The Trianon Issue in Hungarian Geographical Sciences: Historiography 

Studies on the various “turn”-s in scientific and scholarly theories (including tho-
se related to time, space, semiotics, gender, etc.) interpret and explain the given 
change in paradigm according basically to two approaches. One of these is for 
instances when the viewpoint focuses on a rather short period of time and the 
most important piece or pieces in the relevant literature that emblematically em-
body the given shift or turn (usually identified as short-term or little traditions). 
The other approach is more analytical, which can embrace even a hundred years 
going back to the first appearance of the given idea, starting out of the intellectual 
precedents of the iconic and crucial works (routinely referred to as long duree or 
great traditions).

I myself tend to regard the consequences of the Trianon issue in Hungarian 
geographical science as a quasi (!) theoretical paradigmatic turn, which transfor-
med the viewpoint and the entire way of thinking of Hungarian geography as 
well as its possible directions of scientific queries in the long run, to this very day. 
Furthermore, it formed its methodology and even its social role to the extent that 
the studies and publications on the history of Hungarian geographical sciences, 
which essentially equals the geographical-historiographical tradition, consider it 
a crucial element of the self-representation of geography that it fulfilled a national 
role in the negotiations about the peace treaty signed in Versailles. This point or 
period in time (1918–1920) became the most important temporal boundary in 
Hungarian geographical sciences, which also marked an aspectual point of refe-
rence.3 The reason for this is that the geographical textbooks written up to this 
point in time could present the Hungarian state as a natural unity, whose shape 
and the form of its borderlines could come closest to what may be seen as “ideal” 
[“ideális”].4 It was this “pleasant” and “geographically self-legitimizing” state con-
dition that was shaken by the Trianon decision because the peace treaty in fact 
fundamentally broke up the territorial formation of the Hungarian state as well. 

3  About this age: Gyuris, Ferenc, “Human Geography, Cartography, and Statistics: A Toolkit 
for Geopolitical Goals in Hungary until World War II.” = Hungarian Cultural Studies. e-Journal of 
the American Hungarian Educators Association 7, 2014, 214–241.

4  Prinz, Gyula, Magyarország földrajza [Geography of Hungary]. Budapest, 1914. 63–178.
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What I mean by this is that, although the publications that had come out before 
1920 about the geography of Hungary described our country as a “(pleasantly) 
compact whole” [“kerekded egész”], the geographers of the age started to present 
“irrefutably” the former unity with consciously detailed, strict and exact statistical 
and exact scientific lines only after the break-up of the state space in their geogra-
phical analyses prepared around and after the time of the peace treaty (Figure 3).5

 
Figure 3. The natural (“ideal”) shape of Hungary is delineated by the mountain ranges of the 

Carpathians, as state borders. Kogutowicz, Manó (ed.), Magyarország Hegyrajzi és Vízrajzi térképe 
[Orographic and Hydrographic Map of Hungary], Budapest, 1894.

A) Short term [micro-history]. Basically, this covers three years between the 
fall of 1918 (October: decision made about preparing several ethnic maps) and 
1921 (until the publication of a multi-volume synthesis about the peace negotia-
tions), embracing the results of intensive geographical and cartographical efforts. 
These were the years during which two seminal ethnic maps were completed and, 
while preparing for the peace talks, geographers systematically and scientifically 
considered and then published in several volumes the natural and human geog-
raphical arguments refuting the acceptability of the planned peace agreement. (of 
which see further details below).

5  For scientific historical analyses on this issue, see: Hajdú, Zoltán, Changes in the Politico-
geographical Position of Hungary in the 20th Century. Pécs, 1998. (Discussion Papers, 22.); Hajdú, 
Zoltán; Dövényi, Zoltán, Evolution of human geographical thought in Hungary in the 20th centu-
ry. In. Kovács, Zoltán (ed.), Hungary Towards the 21st Century – the Human Geography of Transition. 
Budapest, 2000. (Studies in Geography in Hungary, 31.), 29–48.
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B) Long term [longue duree]. Concerning geography in the one hundred years 
following the peace agreement, we can identify four major periods. Apart from 
the years described above, a second period would incorporate the decades betwe-
en the two world wars (1918–1945/1947). The Hungarian geographer Ferenc 
Fodor (1887–1962) simply dubbed this period as Teleki era in his monumental 
opus that, after being available for several decades only in a manuscript format, 
was finally published in 2006.6 (Figure 4).

 

Figure 4. Pál Teleki, as a geographer-politician (1879–1941). 
 

Count Pál Teleki studied law and earned a doctoral degree in political science 
at the University of Budapest. In 1905, 1906, and 1916, he was elected an 
MP. In 1911, he was appointed General Secretary of Magyar Földrajzi Társaság 
[Hungarian Geographic Society]. During the First World War, he served as 
an orderly officer at the Serbian, Italian and Romanian fronts. In 1917, he 
was commissioned Head of Hadigondozó Hivatal [National Military Welfare 
Office]. During the course of his preparations for the peace talks, he designed 
and made the famous map in which the blocks of areas populated by Hungarians 
and their diaspora within the Carpathian Basin were drawn in vivid red color 
(carte rouge). Following the fall of the Hungarian Soviet Republic (1919), he 
was a member of the Hungarian delegation at the peace talks as a chief delegate.
In 1920, he first became Minister of Foreign Affairs and then Prime Minister.

6  Fodor, Ferenc, A magyar földrajztudomány története [A History of Hungarian Geographical 
Sciences]. Budapest, 2006.
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He tried to consolidate Hungary and assist in breaking out of its isolation in 
the field of foreign affairs. He ratified the peace treaty and announced a relative 
degree of land reform. In 1921, he resigned due to the attempt of the former 
king (Charles IV, who had resigned in 1918) to return to the throne. Although 
he retired from politics, he continued to act as a public figure. As of 1921, he 
was a professor at the Faculty of Economics of the University of Budapest (cal-
led Műegyetem [Budapest University of Technology and Economics] after 1934) 
and served as a Dean on several occasions. He was also an honorary Chief Scout 
of Magyar Cserkészszövetség [Hungarian Scout Association] and, from 1929, a 
member of the highest authority of the International Scout Bureau. In 1939, he 
became Prime Minister again, and he managed to keep Hungary away from the 
world war up until 1941. He continued the practice of social welfare legislation 
and did his best to keep the extreme movements (the Arrow Cross Party) at 
bay. In April 1941, during the time of German threats against Yugoslavia, as a 
consequence of the expectations to provide military participation in the occu-
pation, he could see no other way out of the situation but to commit suicide. 
Source: Ablonczy, Balázs, Pál Teleki, 2006.

However, this period seems to include more than just Pál Teleki’s truly dominant 
and decisive personality and activities in the sense that contemporary geography 
did become a fairly complex field of science shaped by several other outstanding 
researchers in addition to Teleki, with an international perspective, influence and 
network of connections. Nevertheless, this period can also be described simul-
taneously, in some cases even in the oeuvre of the same individual researchers, 
as the other side of the same coin by displaying isolation, the lack of theore-
tical considerations, the rejection of the current situation and the practice of 
the so-called grievance-based geography cultivated “in the name of some higher 
truth.”

At the same time, it should also be noted that, during the course of the de-
cades following the treaty, the community of Hungarian geographers still could 
not entirely disregard the consequences of the decision made in the Grande 
Trianon chateau. Hungary still had to be kept in proper operating condition by 
reorganizing the economic, social and even the public administration spheres 
within the closed borders.7 It was simply necessary to have thematic maps of the 
so-called “Kis-Magyarország” [verbatim: small-size Hungary] that featured the sta-
te borders drawn in 1920, as well as to receive relevant advice and analyses from 
the community of geographers. These decades for domestic geography could be 
summed up most succinctly if we accepted the fact that the period between the 
two world wars had two faces: one for non-acceptance and another one for realistic 
constraints. The end of this period is marked by the publication of Geography of the 
Carpathian Basin [A Kárpát-medence földrajza] (Budapest, 1947) by geographers 

7  See, for example, the public administration activities of geographer Gyula Prinz (1882–1973) 
within the new state borders. Prinz, Gyula, “A földrajz az államigazgatás szolgálatában [Geography 
in the Service of State Administration]”, = Földrajzi Közlemények 61, 1933, 4–6, 69–81.
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Béla Bulla (1906–1962) and Tibor Mendöl (1905–1966). Although the title of 
this work highlights the basin feature euphemistically, the book is indeed a comp-
lete “geography of Hungary” because of its approach, according to which the ana-
lysis “overlooks” the state borders introduced as a consequence of the treaty, since 
those are but inorganic lines, which do not follow any of the natural borders.8

The third period, starting from 1947/1948, covers four decades of silence or, 
more elegantly, Trianon as a mute tradition, while the fourth one embraces the 
three decades from the middle of the 1980s to the present, featuring carefully 
taken steps in the field of population geography (the analysis of ethnic spatial 
structures).9

The periods and theories

As a result of historical scientific studies in relevant special fields of geography 
and partially of the recent analyses of historiography, at present, we tend to be 
much more thoroughly informed concerning the composition of the cartogra-
phical and geographical efforts exerted about the years around the peace treaty, 
their databases, their methodological innovations, their system of argumentation 
for sustaining a unified state space and the strengthening of certain branches of 
science and areas in consequence of the treaty (including political geography and 
ethnic cartography itself ). The descriptive geographical system of argumentation 
(comprising natural, watershed areas and economic units, etc.) and, from the fi-
eld of cartography, the visual image of the “large, striking, red spot on the map”10 
have become organic parts of the Hungarian national identity due partly to our 
education and partly to the various new forms of emerging nationalism.

The cartographical works related directly to the Trianon decision are the most 
spectacular on the one hand, while on the other hand, these efforts appear to be 
are the most exhaustively explored topics of geography in the years from 1918 
to 1920.

8  See in the foreword to the Bulla/Mendöl volume: Bulla, Béla; Mendöl, Tibor, A Kárpát-
medence földrajza. [Geography of the Carpathian Basin]. Budapest, 1947. 6–7.

9  For this, see: Kocsis, Károly, “Beiträge zur Geschichte der ungarischen ethnischen 
Kartographie im Karpatenbecken”, = Nova Acta Leopoldina 94 (349), 2007, 81–90.

10  Pál Teleki talked about the popular moniker of his map in a 1920 interview: “The 
Hungarian population was given the color red in the map. This did not happen by chance or due to 
a precalculated technical choice because it is an international convention that every nation would 
identify itself using the color red in maps of this kind. However, the result of this coloring and of 
the correct rendering of the ethnic relations was that the map was full of red spots, which indicated 
Hungarians. This is why the French call my map La Carte Rouge.” Quoted from journalist Jenő 
Benda by: Zeidler, Miklós (ed.), A magyar békeküldöttség naplója [Diary of the Hungarian Peace 
Delegation]. Budapest, 2018. 75.
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Figure 5. Map 1, prepared directly for the peace talks. Bátky, Zsigmond; Kogutowicz, Károly 
(eds.), Magyarország néprajzi térképe [Ethnographic map of Hungary]. Budapest, 1918. Original 

scale 1:200 000.

The most recent cartographical-historical research efforts have further specified 
the circumstances and antecedents of both emblematic maps created for the peace 
talks, i.e., the Bátky-Kogutowicz mother-tongue map (Figure 5) and Pál Teleki’s 
map Magyarország néprajzi térképe a népsűrűség alapján [Ethnographic map of 
Hungary based on the density of population] (1: 1 000 000) as well as the sets 
of methods used for their preparation (Figure 6).11 There have been numerous 
academic and popular-science studies written during the past decade about the 
role and argumentation system of geography and cartography related to the 1920 
peace treaty. This is why it is not necessary here to reiterate the well-documented 
details and circumstances, which are widely available even in English, too, or to 
analyze the ethnographic maps assessed and evaluated in said studies.12

11  Kocsis, Károly; Kocsis-Hodosi, Eszter, Ethnic geography of the Hungarian minorities in the 
Carpathian Basin. Budapest, 1998.

12  See footnote 10. About the age, see also: Teleki, Paul; Rónai, Andrew, The Different Types of 
Ethnic Mixture of Population. Budapest, 1937.
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Figure 6. Map 2, prepared directly for the peace talks Ethnographic map of Hungary, based on 
the density of population according to the census of 1910. Original scale 1:1 000 000. – 1920. 

Every square millimeter colored indicates 100 inhabitants. “Carte Rouge” – “Red map” was made 
for the peace talks in Trianon.

The question that the present study should rather focus on answering is what the 
geographic way of thinking of the given age was like. What were the perspectives 
and considerations that prompted the representatives of Hungarian geographical 
science to take it for granted that the lines of argumentation offered by science can 
influence and even change political decisions?

At the end of the presidential opening address cited above, Jenő Cholnoky 
also announced an agenda. He proposed that the most important task in the field 
of Hungarian geography would be to bring forth as many scientific publications 
as possible in foreign languages, which would argue for the untenability of the 
political dismemberment of the Carpathian Basin. The belief that “the truth of 
science” [“a tudomány igazsága”] will ultimately override the given political/“Big 
Four” decision became a central idea in Hungarian geographical thinking. In 
other words, this meant that, if such a big “mistake” [“hiba”] had been made, 
and politics had not taken scientific reasoning into consideration, this would not 
remain so forever. Hungarian geographers would have no other business than to 
work day in and day out, preparing and collecting data and publishing the results 
in order to convince politicians and those responsible for shaping international 
public opinion. This role and task of geography, its “expected social usefulness” 
as an applied science, was reinforced in the years between 1918 and 1921 by the 
chief characteristic feature of the peace treaty (which see further below) on the 
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one hand and by the personality of Pál Teleki on the other hand. Following his 
service as Minister of Foreign Affairs (between April 19, 1920 and July 19, 1920), 
Teleki filled the highest state-office position, second only to the governor, regar-
ding the practical side of politics. As such, he was a Prime Minister responsible 
for making the most important political decisions with the qualification of a 
geographer and effective participation in activities related to geographical scien-
ces (during his first cycle as Prime Minister between July 19, 1920 and April 14, 
1921).13 As regards the chief, or most important, feature of the peace treaty for 
Hungary, it was the spatial/territorial change, the research of which phenomenon 
(space) in the second half of the 19th century evolved remarkably to be a central 
issue of scientific research in the field of geography.14 Although the treaty prescri-
bed a number of responsibilities (for example, compensations), the first and last 
item [“alfa és ómega”] in it was the issue of state geography, which has been with 
us since: sometimes, as a visible tradition on the surface, some other times, as a 
tacit understanding of the radical transformation of the spatial frameworks of 
the Hungarian nation, born in the process of modernity. In other words, this 
fact means that Hungarian geography was necessarily present immediately during 
the preparations of the peace talks, and then it got stuck, cast basically in the role 
that was expected from geography by the Hungarian nation in solving or at least 
easing this shocking territorial problem and finding a way out of it.

As it has been mentioned above (under the heading short term or micro-his-
tory), it was directly for the negotiations after the war that Hungarian geog-
raphers tried to compile material that would be convincing in demonstrating 
the absurdity of the decision. During the course of my research so far, I have 
repeatedly, and without any special revelation, browsed through the multi-vo-
lume piece compiled and edited by Jenő Cholnoky, which contains information 
on the activities of the Hungarian peace delegation in Neully and the system of 
reasoning put together for the negotiations.15 For writing the present study, I 
have again checked out the complete version of the epic compilation I am qu-
ite familiar with to be studied on the premises, in the reading hall of National 
Library of the University of Debrecen [Debreceni Egyetem Nemzeti Könyvtára]. 
Nevertheless, it was only this time, in the process of writing this study, that it 
dawned on me with elementary force that this multi-volume compilation, which 
includes several thematic maps as well, is in fact a complete geographical (or 
partly historical-geographical) teaching material about the natural and human 
geographical/statistical features of Hungary and about its space structural pro-
cesses. Although the material conveys a comprehensive survey on the history of 

13  For background, see Ablonczy, Balázs, Pál Teleki (1879–1941). The Life of a Controversial 
Hungarian Politician. Wayne, 2006.

14  Hajdú, Zoltán, Carpathian Basin and the Development of the Hungarian Landscape Theory 
Until 1948. Pécs, 2004.

15  Cholnoky, Jenő (ed.) A magyar béketárgyalások: jelentés a Magyar Békeküldöttség működéséről 
Neuilly S/S.-ben, 1920. január-március havában. Les négociations de la paix Hongroise : Compte rendu 
sur les travaux de la délégation de paix de Hongrie a Neuilly s/S de janvier a mars 1920. Vol. I–IV. 
Budapest, 1920–21. In these volumes, several documents are also available in English and French.
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the Hungarian state and lists constitutional and ethnic political arguments for 
protecting the territorial unity of our country, its central core aims at giving a de-
tailed explanation of the topographical harmony of the latter, the central quality 
of its hydrography, its economic and ethnic geographical situation, together with 
its educational statistics and state geographical history in a manner that facili-
tated the understanding of the chief physical and human geographical (ethnic, 
economic, etc.) characteristics, i.e., the comprehension of spatial cohesion and 
landscape-based interdependence visually, through thematic maps. The cartogra-
phical annex of the report contains 26 main maps, complemented with further 
related items that focus on sub-topics. These pages primarily contain analyses 
of the ethnic/nationality relations of the Carpathian Basin through a variety of 
designs and methods but there are also maps included here on the economic and 
administrative regions of Hungary as well as on its unified water catchment and 
forest areas (Figure 7).16

 
 

Figure 7. The bulky volumes and appendices of Compterendu sur les travaux de la délégation de 
paix de Hongrie a Neuilly s/S de janvier a mars 1920.

The fundamental issue in this respect, even from the vantage point of a hundred 
years past us, is whether Hungarian politicians really believed that a well-written 
and thoroughly documented and mapped textbook-like description would suffice 
for a defeated Monarchy to override political decisions in the wake of a horrible 
cataclysm. Would the power of science actually overrule a resolution and force 
the winners to reconsider their position? 

16  Cholnoky, A magyar béketárgyalások, 1920–21, IV.
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If not for an actual answer to this query but at least for an acceptable approach 
to the proposition, we need to understand the nature of the stable academic world-
view (conviction) in domestic geographical circles on the basis of which it was their 
responsibility to find an unassailable solution for the challenge posed by territorial 
rearrangement.

Concerning the relationship of geographical science in Hungary to the Trianon 
issue and the situation resulting from the treaty, we may propose careful interp-
retations only by combining several perspectives into a soft, joint assumption. A 
basic cornerstone in this case seems to be the need to see what the contemporary 
mindset in geographical analyses was like (see further below, in point I). I have stu-
died and written repeatedly about the basic features of geography in Hungary one 
hundred years ago and about the general situation of geographical thinking at that 
time. More specifically, I have analyzed in what sort of larger frameworks and what 
extent of general knowledge was available and given for contemporary Hungarian 
geography, what kind of theoretical network was known for it (see further below, 
in point II), and how spatial/regional science appreciated its own political role (see 
further below, in point III).17 In what follows, it is my intention to offer a partial 
summary of the essential elements of my previous studies on this topic, while I 
also plan to try and point out why the representatives of geographical sciences in 
Hungary considered their own political role unavoidable and indispensable as a 
result of the issue we routinely identify with Trianon.

I. General assessment of the situation

Up until the peace treaty concluding the First World War, the territory of Hungary 
corresponded to the area defined by the natural borderlines of the Carpathian 
Basin. The academic texts of contemporary geographical science contended that the 
Hungarian state filled the territory available for it in a natural way. Although since 
the foundation of the state (AD 1000), Hungary had fallen apart on several occa-
sions for periods exceeding even a hundred years at times and parts of its area had 
been occupied by foreign powers, it was still the Carpathian Basin that meant the 
main spatial frame for the continuous state history of Hungarians (Figure 8).18

17  Keményfi, Róbert, “Grenzen – Karten – Ethnien. Kartenartige Konstituirungsmittel 
im Dienst des ungarischen nationalen Raums”, In. Happel, Jörn; von Werdt, Christophe (ed.), 
Osteuropa kartiert – Mapping Eastern Europe (Unter Mitarbeit von Mira Jovanovic). Berlin–
Münster–London–Wien–Zürich, 2010. 201–214; Keményfi, Róbert, “Kulturelles Grenzgebiet 
– kulturelle “Wirkungskräfte”. Die Idee vom ,,ungarischen Mesopotamien”, In. Lozoviuk, Petr 
(ed.), Grenzgebiet als Forschungsfeld. Aspekte der ethnografischen und kulturhistorischen Erforschung 
des Grenzlande. Leipzig, 2010, 55–75; Keményfi, Róbert, “Filling/Charging the Land(scape) 
Symbolically: The Notion Of a National Land(scape) in Central Europe”, In. Zückert, Martin; 
Hein-Kircher, Heidi (eds.), Migration and Landscape Transformation. Göttingen, 2016, 127–152; 
Keményfi, Róbert, “The Mythical Power of the Dual River-System of the Carpathian Basin: The 
Notion of a Hungarian Mesopotamia”, = AHEA 8, 2015, 165–185.

18  A comprehensive account of Hungarian history is available in: Kontler, László, A History 
of Hungary, Palgrave Macmillan, 2006.; Tóth, István György (ed.), A Concise History of Hungary. 
Budapest, 2005.
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Figure 8. Borders of Hungary, 1914 (red).

Then, the peace treaty concluding the First World War dissolved the area of what 
is often referred to as historical Hungary [verbatim: “történeti Magyarország”], 
putting an end to its status as a millennial state space [“1000 éves államtér”], 
causing the loss of two-thirds of its former territory and leaving one-third of the 
Hungarian-speaking population (3.2 million people) outside the new borders 
(Figure 9).19 The phenomenon dubbed as Trianon shock [“trianoni sokk”]20 shook 
the foundation of the entire Hungarian society, to which not only the politics of 
the 1920s and 1930s but also the sciences shaping the spiritual and ideological 
mindset had to respond in one way or another, including historiography as well.21

19  Concerning the contemporary ethnic data and the ethnic spatial structure processes in 
Hungary, see footnote 10.

20  The peace agreement closing the First World War was signed by the Hungarian delega-
tion in the chateau Grand Trianon in Versailles (on June 4, 1920), the name of which building in 
Hungarian academic and popular parlance is tantamount to all the losses of Hungary that were 
specified in the peace treaty by the winning states as demands from Hungary.

21  Romsics, Ignác, The Dismantling of Historic Hungary: The Peace Treaty of Trianon, 1920. 
Wayne, 2002; Romsics, Ignác, Hungary in the Twentieth Century. Budapest, 1999.
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Figure 9. Border of Hungary, 1914 (red), 1920 (black).

A deeply embedded peculiarity of contemporary geographical sciences in Hungary 
(and that of ethnography, which was closely connected to them) was the rende-
ring of Hungarian people bound to their natural environment and landscape in 
order to validate the principle that can be assessed through the reference “history 
and culture that could happen and evolve only here and only in this fashion”. The 
legitimization and justification of the harmony of the state space – natural en-
vironment – historical time (i.e., the Carpathian Basin as an ideal, almost a thou-
sand-year-old and indivisible Hungarian state space) combination became the 
most important task for Hungarian geographical sciences between the two world 
wars. Following the shock caused by the peace treaty, Hungarian geographers bet-
ween the two world wars hastened to put a special emphasis on highlighting the 
subject-matter of landscape – space – nation and its close (even fateful) inter-re-
latedness. The reasons for the landscape theory in Hungarian political/national 
space can be interpreted according to this inter-relatedness because the range of 
the Carpathian Mountains and the area surrounded by them for the Hungarians 
meant not just simple geographical frames but always had a rather distinct role.  
The idea of the thousand-year-old country of Saint Stephen [“Szent István”] as a 
Sacral Whole [“Szakrális Egész”] became especially significant after 1920.22

Geography and statistical science, in close cooperation with one another, de-
livered a system of arguments for the political decision makers that tried to legiti-
mize the inviolability of Hungarian ethnic areas and Hungarian state borders by 
applying the exactness of natural sciences. In order to assess briefly the perspective 
of Hungarian geographical sciences between the two world wars, we could say 
that, by the 1930s, it could not any longer bypass the standpoint of spatial sci-
ence concerning the Trianon issue and had to formulate its own relationship to 

22  About further details on the so-called St Stephen’s state idea in the period between the 
two world wars, see Zeidler Miklós, Ideas on Territorial Revision in Hungary 1920–1945. Wayne–
Budapest, 2007, 181–216, 217–254.
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the new situation. To sum up the opinion of geography about this new situation, 
we could say that, practically, there was no altered condition. There was no physi-
cal and/or human geographical reason whatsoever for geography to discuss the 
“new” state space as a geographical whole. This approach also meant that (“for 
us, geographers, who face the situation resulting from the loss of a large part of 
the space of our country” it was necessary to think the other way around: it was not 
the new state that we had to describe by analyzing its spatial processes but the 
stability and unity of the previous condition that we need to point out and sup-
port through further reasons to illustrate the untenability of the new situation. 
The task for geography was simply to look beyond the current (petty) conditions 
and, parallel with this, demonstrate the correlations between the territory and the 
state in a major geographical context.23 The spatial notions of several, sometimes 
complementing, sometimes superimposed, strands in this effort were created 
like a mosaic, reflecting concrete political expectations or “commissions” or the 
results of basic scientific research exploited by the political decision makers.  An 
example for this interconnectedness would be Pál Teleki (1879–1941) himself, 
who – as it has been mentioned above – was several times in a decision-making 
position as prime minister and the supervisor of cartographical efforts the results 
of which he explicitly tried to utilize for political objectives (in 1919/1920 and 
in 1938/1941).24 A direct consequence of this aspectual attitude was that geogra-
phical sciences were forced by the peace responsible for the new state order in the 
Carpathian Basin to develop a more and more pronounced system of argumenta-
tion. The fundamental goal thus was to establish and advance a unified (that is, 
indivisible) Hungarian national and state space idea that was based on a geogra-
phical justification network as wide as possible.

The role of ethnography, which was in close connection with geography, in 
scientific policy, was also enhanced after the dissolution of the previous condition 
of Hungary. What is more, it moved forward to aspire for the status of a so-called 
national [“nemzeti”] science. The primary reason for this was that it continued 
to follow culturally national traditions and it also strengthened the idea of the 
autonomy of Hungarian culture and the continuity of ethnic Hungarians across 
the new borders. In his analysis of the role of Hungarian ethnography between 
the two world wars, István Bibó (1911–1979), the most outstanding mid-twenti-
eth-century Hungarian historian of ideas, wrote that ethnography had become a 
so-called science of fate [sorstudomány] among the branches of Hungarology after 
the peace treaty following the First World War. According to Bibó, the Hungarian 
thinkers of the twenties believed that 

23  For an example, see: Fodor, Ferenc, “A trianoni szerződés földrajzi megvilágításban [The 
Trianon Treaty in a New Light]”, In. Igazságot Magyarországnak [Justice for Hungary]. Budapest, 
1928. 346−386.

24  See the “red map” or the maps used two decades later for the First and Second Vienna 
Arbitrations, and even the drawn sketch of the image of the southern German buffer state (1941). 
Rónai, András, Térképezett történelem [Mapped History]. Budapest, 1993.
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“the cultural condition of the Hungarian nation was in a crisis of 
sorts by having gotten into a breach with or at least uncertainty of 
its own salient character, deeper stature and responsibilities, and 
having lost its normal connection, proper relationship and steady 
conditioning with the latter; as it seems necessary to find this and 
return to it, it is essential to explore and get to know the genuine 
and unadulterated Hungarianness, the pure Hungarian constitution 
and the deeply rooted Hungarian culture; the most important field 
for exploring this is the peasantry, since it preserves clearer and more 
undisrupted forms of Hungarian traits, the Hungarian stature and 
the spontaneous and salient path to Hungarian attitudes and works  
than the more mixed or confused other layers of our nation.”25

As regards the program of cultural folk unity for the entire Hungarian language 
area across the new borders, it did not simply mean the appreciation of folk 
culture and its competence for the regeneration of national education but it was 
also in harmony with the official cultural policy of the national government as 
well. Although the reason for such a degree of emphasis on the environmental/
spatial embeddedness of peasant lifestyle was the lack of theoretical background, 
this theoretical deficiency for fundamentally descriptive ethnography could 
strengthen the chief objective of ethnographic research projects, that is to say, 
the theorem of the unbreakable unity of Hungarian culture and its geographical 
environment. The principle “ethnic pockets in spaces/landscapes as culture gene-
rating peoples” proved to be truly useful for Hungarian ethnography, history and 
geography between the two world wars. Indeed, there was an effort to support 
and justify the perfect culture generating ability of the “core area” [“magterület”] 
of Hungarian culture through geographical, ethnographical and historical sys-
tems of argumentation, too.

All of the above ensured the connection between people’s history and ethnog-
raphy between the two world wars, which could be amply illustrated by several 
studies written by the most important ethnographer of this age, István Györffy 
(1884–1939). Györffy’s geographical knowledge, his research on landscape-regi-
on or ethnic pockets of population and his intention to utilize cadastral maps in 
the fields of settlement history, ethnography and linguistics as early as the 1910s, 
as well as his collections of toponyms, could provide a sound basis for this ac-
tivity. In addition, his ethnographical and geographical experiences in his work 
written of the folk culture of Hungarians residing in the valley of the river Fekete-
Körös at the borderline between the plain area of Alföld and Transylvania were 
complemented with historical source research and the examination of censuses 
of villeins and surveys of other items from the 18th and 19th centuries as well as 
family surnames. It is true that, for him, the exclusive basis for folk-ethnographi-
cal knowledge was extensive and comprehensive exploration of data, while about 

25  Bibó, István, “A magyarságtudomány problémája [The Problem of Hungarian Studies]”, 
In: Bibó István: Válogatott tanulmányok [Selected Studies] Vol. II. Budapest, 1986. 551–568. 554.
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the objective of his research in ethnic history, he said that he wanted to keep on 
the agenda the issues of space/territorial acquisition and loss of Hungarians as 
a crucial aspect of the existence of Hungarians. However, due to his efforts, he 
managed to explore and analyze not only the geographical positions of the above 
regions and settlements but also the long processes of the settlement, internal 
migration, demographics and economic and social relations of various ethnic 
groups and elements.26

The science policy aspirations of ethnography also accelerated its process of 
institutionalization. Both in the capital city and outside of it, university depart-
ments were established, and Museum of Ethnography [Néprajzi Múzeum] was 
connected to the academy of sciences through a growing number of channels. 
Hungarian Ethnographic Society [Magyar Néprajzi Társaság] was also thoroughly 
involved in investigating issues related to “social and political questions concer-
ning the entire area of Hungary, the Hungarian people and the Hungarian na-
tion” [a magyar népre, a magyar nemzetre és az egész Magyarország területére 
vonatkozó szociális és politikai kérdések], which is why the cultivators of social 
sciences thought that they could achieve their aims in this association.

Just like ethnography, geography also became a “science of fate” [“sorstu-
domány”] according to the expectation that suited the situation resulting from 
the peace treaty. As it has been mentioned above, the same way as ethnography 
was elevated to national status in the quality of the custodian of “genuine, de-
eply rooted Hungarian culture”27 both branches of geography elaborated a system 
of argumentation that was meant to validate and justify the inviolability of the 
Hungarian state space and Hungarian state borders with the help of arguments 
from social geography (human geography) and with the parallel exactness of na-
tural sciences (physical geography) to prove the deep embeddedness of Hungarian 
culture almost in its natural environment. Furthermore, just like ethnography was 
looking for the way out of the crisis of the “cultural condition”, geography sought 
to demonstrate the disintegrated existential space of Hungarian culture in an 
unbroken state of unity and to re-legitimize the spatial frames of this culture.

II. Theoretical concerns.

About the contemporary geographical theoretical directions and trends, Pál Teleki 
himself gives a comprehensive picture in his volume, where he provides a summa-
ry synthesis the formation, schools and outstanding personalities of “geographical 
thought” [“földrajzi gondolat”] (1917). Teleki’s writing is important because it 

26  About this, see: Keményfi, Róbert; “Csíki Tamás, Ungarische Volkstumsforschung”, 
In: Michael, Fahlbusch; Ingo, Haar; Alexander, Pinwinkler (eds.), Handbuch der Völkischen 
Wissenschaften: Band 2: Forschungskonzepte – Institutionen – Organisationen – Zeitschriften. Berlin, 
2017. 1165–1181; Erős, Vilmos, “Geistesgeschichte versus Volksgeschichte im Ungarn der 
frühen 1940-er Jahre: Gyula Szekfű und István Szabó über die Geschichte der ungarländischen 
Nationalitaeten”. = JUG. 35, 2019, 209–227.

27  About Hungarian education and ethnography, see: Kósa, László (ed.), A Cultural History 
of Hungary. Budapest, 1999.
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gives us an idea a hundred years later about the way of thinking of the geograp-
hers in the years around the peace treaty and how he saw the development and 
the contemporary means of his theoretical network. If we read the book carefully, 
we can essentially find an answer to the question posed above concerning why 
Hungarian geography imagined itself to be a synthetic science that would be 
able to rewrite the political (Big-Four-induced) process of the preparation for the 
unfavorable peace agreement by using irrefutable scientific arguments. From the 
perspective of this study, among the thoughts cited by Teleki, the ones that are 
important are those that lead up to the contention of the first decades of the 20th 
century, which closely connected the social spatial phenomena with the natural 
environment. To put it more succinctly here, these thoughts prompted the idea 
of the indivisible unity of state and nature.

Basically, geography in the second half of the 19th century was defined by the 
need to answer two questions, and the answers to these questions were believed 
to specify the subject matter of geography and its position among the rest of 
academic disciplines. As regards the answers to the first main question, that is, 
the specification of the subject matter of geography, major steps were taken by 
Karl Ritter (1779–1859), the founder of the comparative school of geography, 
and then by Ferdinand von Richthofen (1833–1905), the father of geomorpho-
logy, whose activities opened up the path from the pillars of Humboldt’s “holis-
tic” geography towards specialized natural geography. Thus, the simple question 
(word) Where? asked in chorography was replaced by the question What kind? to 
open the door to the complex and genetic question Why this kind? As a consequ-
ence of the ever increasing degree of the academic discipline differentiation in the 
second half of the 19th century however, Hungarian geography also had to face a 
serious challenge that seemed to threaten its own existence. The complex effect of 
influences, including the expansion of topographical knowledge, the systematic 
analysis of topographical, geological and mineralogical/petrological observations 
and data, and the surface differences deriving from the recognition of distinct 
soil, climate and hydrological conditions, from the natural side, while the begin-
ning of regular Hungarian statistical recording (1869) and the accumulation of 
economic, administrative, public and state-administration knowledge and expe-
rience from the social side, divided the discipline of geography, which had treated 
the Earth before as a unified entity, into several individual branches. At the end of 
the 19th century, geography was no longer able to execute a thorough analysis of 
this huge database according to the requirements of the age. What happened was 
that its former responsibilities were almost “slipping out” of the grip of geography 
while they were also breaking up into so many sub-disciplines. The ever finer 
analytical inquiries brought forth a whole range of novel academic branches (e.g., 
meteorology, geology, cartography, economics and statistics). Thus, the concep-
tualization of geography had to be reconsidered. 

The result of this regeneration was that the exact subject matter of geography 
was identified and clarified, a central issue in which now was the detailed analysis 
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of the surrounding natural or artificial/man-made (external) environment and the 
interpretation of its spatial relations: 

“Geography, as a spatial discipline, can focus only on the spatial relations, more 
briefly, dimensions, of the (earthly) world of phenomena”28

So, in the philosophy of the discipline of geography, the notion of space emerged 
as the basic and common subject of this field. According to Ritter however, space 
is not empty but “filled with objects”. What this essentially meant was that geog-
raphy, on the one hand, was supposed to come forward to accept the expansion of 
knowledge coming from its sub-fields and the consequent termination of holistic 
geography in the sense proposed by Humboldt, together with its division into 
different branches but, on the other hand, there was still a need for a discipli-
ne that would embrace and hold all of these multiple branches (including, for 
example, geology, biology and hydrology) together. That is to say, earth sciences 
should be able to integrate the numerous results of analytical thinking in order to 
create an overall picture.

According to the above, the second main question was about how geography 
could indeed achieve this integration in order to represent its inter-disciplinary 
position authentically. Evidently, not only the comprehensive assessment of na-
tural processes but also the space-transforming ability of social activities and their 
environmental imprints had to belong to the overall subject matter of geography. 
In his writing on the history of science, Teleki takes a closer look at the researchers 
who had had an influence on synthetic thinking. It was Ritter himself who wrote 
that the interactions between nature and human beings also had to be involved in 
the academic scope of interest of geography.29 A decisive part in the establishment 
of the so-called anthropogeography was played by Friedrich Ratzel (1844–1904). 
In his chief eponymous work (Antrophogeographie, 1882–1891, Stuttgart), he 
laid emphasis on the joint examination of human societies and the natural en-
vironment. Ratzel was convinced that human activities and organizational forms 
were determined by the environment. His determinist views influenced his later 
works too. In a piece on political geography (1897), he elaborated on how the 
position (Lage) occupied by individual states was responsible for their political 
power and role. The other pillar in Ratzel’s theory discussed the geographical 
determination of the nature of a culture/nation.30 This is exactly the thought 
that has been discussed extensively in geographical science historiography and 
the one that also appeared as a decisive idea in the system of argumentation 
used in Hungarian geography concerning the Trianon issue. Although Paul Vidal 
de la Blache’s (1845–1918) possibilism, which viewed the natural environment 
as secondary in determining human activities, was also available for Hungarian 
academic attitudes to this topic, in the shock caused by the peace terms, it was 

28  Strömpl, Gábor, “A geográfia mibenléte [The Nature of Geography]”, = Földrajzi 
Közlemények 49, 1921, 5–7, 100–105. 100.

29  Bulla–Mendöl, A Kárpát-medence, 1947. 207–208.
30  Ratzel, Friedrich, Politische Geographie. München–Leipzig, 1897.
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unmistakably the Ratzelian chief principle that got the upper hand. According to 
this, the events that had formed our geographical environment (the Carpathian 
Basin) necessarily determined our historical processes and shaped the so-called 
state-space occupation forms of the Hungarian nation in the way they could 
be seen then. It was exactly this feature that the contemporaries thought could 
present the effectiveness of geography. After all, as opposed to other sciences, it 
could display both sides; the natural and the human, together in combination. It 
was in the same theoretical circle that contemporary geographers listed a number 
of natural geographical arguments to prove the validity of the close connection 
between politics and the landscape, which was supposed to indicate the lands-
cape-theoretical justification of the Hungarian political scene.31

Furthermore, it was also in this period of the last war years that one of the 
most significant, although also problematic, areas of Teleki’s life achievement 
started to play a part of growing importance “in the service of the nation”. This 
was the so-called synthetic landscape doctrine, developed by Teleki himself and 
repeatedly detailed in as many as four major publications. 

The chief tenet of the precept is as follows: Landscape is an organic life unit in 
which the natural/environmental and the biological and social features (culture) 
are present together in a synthesis, complementing one another as inseparable 
from one another.

Teleki explained the concept of synthetic landscape first in a rather long pub-
lication in 1917.32 However, he had laid the foundation for this biological-social 
synthetic landscape concept almost twenty years before that date. In those earlier 
pieces, he partly welcomed and accepted the evolutionary theory of Darwinism, 
mentioning the necessary biological methods of analyzing societies, and partly raised 
his voice in support of the biological determination of human societies or, in his 
own words, “human communal existence” [“a humán társaslét”].33 A full analysis 
of Pál Teleki’s system of landscape theory would require a major separate study. 
For the immediate purposes of the present query, we would just need to highlight 
in his train of thought that he wished to re-integrate the disintegrated “kinds of 
knowledge” aimed at getting to know the Earth in the second half of the 19th 
century into a higher-level unit as the real subject matter of geography. What is 
more, he intended to synthesize these with the latest findings of life sciences (bio-
logy) and the processes of society that result in environmental (spatial) imprints 
to yield a new unity that would provide additional knowledge.

“The development and operation of human public bodies is so 
much subjected to the biological organisms, existential conditions 
and adaptation abilities of the individuals they consist of that socio-
logy simply cannot afford to leave them completely out of conside-

31  On this issue, see Hajdú’s studies cited in footnote 5.
32  Teleki, Pál, “Táj és faj [Landscape and Race]”, = Turán 2, 1, 1917, 17–30.
33  See Teleki, Pál, “Társadalomtudomány biológiai alapon [Social Sciences on a Biological 

Basis]”, = Huszadik Század 5, 1904, 318–322.
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ration. The human race lives and multiplies primarily according to 
the rules of animal life; it needs to reach a certain level of develop-
ment in order to be able to live a communal life.”34

*

One of the most exciting and intriguing questions in science history concerns 
how and on the basis of what prompts, influences, readings, talks or source exp-
lorations in the lifework of a researcher certain academic principles and findings 
emerge and how these elaborate principles become decisive and chief thoughts 
in the process of formulating specific ideas. How do they start out, what sort of 
theoretical considerations do they accept and which historical traditions of their 
field of science do they rely on in elaborating on their teachings? In the analysis 
of the geography-related responses given to the circumstances of the peace agre-
ement, an important aspect was recognized by the representatives of Hungarian 
historiography of geography. This meant that the personal familial ties of the 
geographers of the age could not be left out of consideration either. The birt-
hplaces, lands, properties and family members of some Hungarian geographers 
that had been lost as a consequence of the Trianon issue either consciously or 
unconsciously influenced the formulation of their geographical system of argu-
mentation. That is to say, the way of thinking mentioned above was represented 
not only by Teleki. The same circle of ideas, i.e., the principle of geography as a 
synthesizing science also appears in the decisive, comprehensive and multi-aut-
hor geographical works of the age, which propagate the idea of the necessity of the 
cause-and-effect relationship between social processes and natural phenomena.  

This is the point where the transitory quality of geographical sciences, i.e, 
the weakness and vulnerability of its double focus on natural and social sciences, 
comes to the fore, the point being that the geography of this age in fact combi-
ned the genuinely different academic practices used for physical geographical/na-
tural landscape relations and human geographical (which means, basically, social) 
processes. The simple reason for this “combination” was that the cultivators of 
Hungarian geographical sciences not only overlooked but also deliberately rejec-
ted the science-philosophical endeavor taking place exactly during the decades 
around the turn of the century that radically questioned and dismissed the confla-
tion of the practices used by natural sciences and social sciences. The Baden school of 
Neo-Kantianism invariably defined the subject matter of humanities as a reflected 
and constantly changing content and separated it from the subject-matter iden-
tification procedures of natural sciences based on objective rules and principles. 
Thus, geographers had to make a decision about what they wished to resear-
ch: social or natural spatial processes and environments. Once this decision was 
made, they needed to adjust the language of research accordingly. The language 
of geophysical formations and topographical, climatic changes is very much like 
mathematics, based on strict natural scientific principles. However, if geographers 

34  Ibid. 319.
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analyze the spatial structures of nations, states, ethnicities and cultures, they need 
to reach out for the practice of research in social sciences and the terminology 
of philosophy. This expected attitude means that, if we research the landscape 
(trans)formed by complex, natural and social processes, we, geographers, always 
need to take into consideration which aspect or dimension of the landscape we 
wish to examine. If, however, we do not pay attention to this rift between the in-
dividual approaches, we might find that the joint perspective of the two different 
research practices can very easily be a springboard for the mythic explanation 
of the connection between the physical landscape and the so-called soul of the 
people.35 Among the geographers of the age, Pál Teleki demonstrably kept track of 
these science theoretical clarification efforts of the Baden school. Nevertheless, 
Teleki flatly rejected Heinrich Rickert’s (1863–1936) view on the separation of 
the scientific fields described above36 and he continued to manifestly support 
the tenet about the natural and social synthesis of geography. In fact, what Teleki 
missed in Rickert’s theory was the refusal of allowing a transition between the 
two fields. Thanks to its synthesizing ability, the Hungarian geographer thought 
and repeatedly underlined in his studies on the relevant subject that geography 
would lead to “a more absolute and metaphysical understanding” [“abszolútabb, 
metafizikaibb megértéséhez vezet”] of the world beyond the opportunity to get 
to know physical sciences.37 The thing is that, if Teleki had acknowledged the 
validity of this path of science philosophy, his previous way of thinking would 
have been fundamentally questioned. His understanding of geography, which he 
professed from the very beginning of his career, would have been challenged. 
This concept on the one hand considered geography as a strict natural science, 
in a way that the former not only synthesized terrestrial natural phenomena but 
was also fit for simultaneously observing the physical environment and the so-
cial/cultural processes. On the other hand, Teleki had accepted the theorem of 
social organization on a biological basis as early as the beginning of his academic 
activities, which idea then would have had to be radically re-evaluated. (As 
the President of Hungarian Society for Racial Hygiene and Population Policy 
[Magyar Fajegészségtani és Népesedés-politikai Társaság], Teleki was a staunch 
adherent of eugenics, the doctrine about  the biological possibility of improving 
society. This conviction quite firmly bound and restricted Teleki’s views and his 
theoretical containment.38) However, it would have also knocked the bottom out 
of one of his chief academic achievements, presented above: the so-called land-
scape studies (understood) as organic life units. When taking this further to the 
national level and related to the Trianon issue, we can see that the Neo-Kantian 

35  Windelband, Wilhelm, Präludien. Aufsätze und Reden zur Philosophie und ihrer Geschichte. 
Bd. 2. Tübingen, 1924

36  Rickert’s book Kulturwissenschaft und Naturwissenschaft (1899) was published in Hungarian 
as Kultúrtudomány és természettudomány [Cultural Science and Natural Science] in Budapest by 
Franklin in 1923, after Teleki’s critique came out in 1922.

37  Teleki, Pál, “Szintézis és szisztéma a földrajzi előadásban [Synthesis and System in 
Geographical Presentation]”, = Akadémiai Értesítő 33, 1–12. 1933, 257–269. 263.

38  For an in-depth summary on this, see: Ablonczy, Pál Teleki, 2006.
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principle called into question quite radically the system of argumentation that had 
been worked out in so many details by representatives of Hungarian geography, 
which was supposed to justify the deep natural/landscape-based embeddedness of the 
Hungarian nation (culture and society) and, by extension, the inviolability of its 
existential space (state territory), at the negotiations and, later, during the decades 
of working towards a revision of the peace agreement.

This academic non-separation was also responsible for the conflation of 
relief-related (topographical) and historical processes, which moved forward qu-
ite naturally. In particular, in this case, it meant the projection of the billions of 
years of geological time processes and the millennia or, rather, just centuries, of 
human history on one another. In Hungarian geographical thinking of the first 
half of the twentieth century, the cause-and-effect relations were apparently re-
versed. Geographers did not discuss temporal changes of events taking place in 
space/territory but rather temporal processes that “could take place only in this 
way” on the basis of the space. They sought to prove the perfect and ideal quality of 
social and cultural processes taking place in spatial frames through the durability 
and permanence of the spatial frames themselves by offering the principle “time 
legitimizes”. However, this approach is exactly the fundamental characteristic of 
creation myths as well. It is evident that, in what we call mythic time structure, 
the past invariably determines the events of the future. That is to say, empiric time 
is determined by events taking place in primordial or preliminary time as these 
ages are the special times of the “creation” of nations.39

The essentially incorrect principle of “process determined in space structu-
red by temporal durability” prevailed in post-Trianon Hungarian geography in 
the formulations of several theories. Hungarian geography applied both the his-
torical and the geological (!) time perspective for justifying and validating the 
unity and integrity of the previous state space. This is how the state-geographical 
reading of the notion of Tisia terrane was produced by certain representatives 
of Hungarian geography, primarily, by Gyula Prinz, during the two decades of 
revisionist efforts. Further examples include the publication of the so-called bor-
der-permanence map [határállandósági-térkép], the emergence of the idea of the 
Carpathian Basin as a mesopotamic [Kárpát-medence mint mezopotamikus] (i.e., 
culture-generating) country space, or the concept of similarity between national 
stereotypes and geological stratification.40

39  Meletinsky, Elezar M., The Poetics of Myth, (Routledge), 2000.
40  The Tisia Theory contends that the mountain ranges of the Carpathians were created by 

crumpling up around a tectonic mass, which thus resulted in a perfect state space during the course 
of billions of years. See: Keményfi, Róbert, “Die Geologische Karte als politisches Instrument im 
Dienst der Nation. Der Mythos des Tisia-Massivs zwischen den beiden Weltkriegen in der un-
garischen Geographie”, In. Halinger, Peter; Oswalt, Vadim (eds.), Kampf der Karten. Marburg, 
2012, 216–227. – The so-called border-permanence map claims that the ranges of the Carpathian 
Mountains had set out the pre-1920 Hungarian state borders a thousand years ago, and these 
borders were the most stable in the whole of Europe. See with map in footnote 2 (Gyuris). The 
Carpathian Basin as a mesopotamic country: It was the alluvial plains areas inside the basin that 
served as the natural geographical basis for the development of Hungarian culture. See footnote 16 
(Keményfi).
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In this light, if we search for an answer to the question posed above concer-
ning the reasons for the belief in the political effectiveness of scientific findings, 
we can express an opinion about these notions of the age under scrutiny based 
just on several, carefully drawn conclusions.

III. Science and politics.

Basically, Hungarian geography of this age was determined by two main trains of 
thought. One of these was represented, not even doubted by the recent contem-
porary science-philosophical findings, by analyses built on data received through 
observations employing clear analytical methods and the exactness of natural sciences, 
finding their rationale in strict causality, which research perspective should be app-
lied not only in the analyses of natural processes but, in the (Auguste) Comte-ian 
sense of the term, it has to be rendered also in the organization of society.

Strict positivism and “clear”, experienceable facts (reality) are also inevitably 
at the core of processes in human geography. Thus, the geography of reasons must 
be cultivated in social analyses, too.41 Moreover, as it has been mentioned above, 
geography has its chief advantage over other sciences because of its ability to va-
lidate analyses directed at nature and society at the same time and find expression 
to discuss in a synthesis, like in the case of the present study, even environmen-
tal landscape adaptation of nations or the issues surrounding their existential 
spaces.42

However, it seems even more important to highlight in the Comteian con-
ceptual web the idea, which was also based on this foundation (and this is the 
second train of thought) and pervaded contemporary Hungarian geography as 
well since it interpreted the “belief of geographers in their national expediency” 
elated to the Trianon issue. More specifically, the deep conviction in the thought 
that, if scientists conduct research and analyses based on these unquestionable, strict 
foundations, then social and political (!) processes may also be seen predictably ahead 
of time. So, the task of scientists is to recognize scientific “truth” n the interest of 
assisting decision makers to recognize the correct path to improvement.43

It was in this sense that contemporary mainstream researchers attributed a na-
tional task and responsibility to geography and believed that it also had an inevitable 
role as a political expert at the same time. However, this happened exactly in the 
decades when social sciences (sociology) in the west were well beyond Comte’s 
concept and already working on separating the scopes of authority that belonged 
to science and politics, in order to detach their radically different rules and reg-
ulations from one another. One of the chief directions in the activities of Max 
Weber (1864–1920) was to sort out and clarify the epistemological field and 

41  Teleki, “Táj és faj”, 1917. 106.
42  It is likely that this conviction of Teleki was also shared by his master, Gyula Pikler (1867–

1937), who was an outstanding cultivator of the field of jurisprudence.
43 Comte, Auguste, Positive Philosophy of Auguste Comte. Part I. (1855). (Kessinger Publishing) 

2003.
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methodology of social sciences, not only in relation to natural sciences but also 
in relation to the field of impacts of politics. After two decades of conscious and 
thorough theoretical preparations, Weber managed to separate quite clearly the 
characteristics and roles of political and scientific activities from one another by 
1917/1919, first in two major presentations and then in writing.44 The anti-po-
sitivist German sociologist gave a characteristic assessment of the traditions of 
the different rules and regulations as well as the inconflatable spaces of discourse 
belonging to the two fields of science and politics.

In fact, the question of the relationship between science and politics is the 
most decisive issue in the lifework of Pál Teleki. Teleki knew and even acknow-
ledged and cited Max Weber’s works.45 Weber’s achievements and periodicals had 
been accessible in our capital city from as early as the turn of the century,46 and 
citations of his works appeared in the liberal periodical Huszadik Század,47 of 
which Teleki was also a regular reader. Nevertheless, the critique represented by 
Weber did not influence the thinking of the Hungarian geographer-politician. 
Pál Teleki was always intent on providing some kind of scientific basis for his 
policies. His strict, evidence-based scientific attitude was one of his trademarks:

“He did not usually bother about questions to which it is not possib-
le to give a fully objective answer of almost mathematical exactness. 
This is especially true about the geographical questions concerning 
ethnicities, to which he provided final and widely acknowledged 
answers, and he stabilized the wobbly foundations of science at least 
in these areas.”48

Teleki tried to make his political decisions by relying on the relevant scien-
tific literature, his excellent and all-round education, which he had acquired 
in several languages, the research findings available in his own profession and 
embedded in the most recently accessible international perspectives in social 
studies and natural sciences. He used the same sources for explaining the logical 
and causal (!) structure and, by extension, the correctness of his political views. 

What’s more, the same synthesizing idea saturated his approach to politics, too. 

44  Weber, Max, Wissenscahft als Beruf. München–Leipzig, 1919; Weber, Max, Politik als Beruf. 
München–Leipzig, 1919.

45  Teleki, Pál, Európáról és Magyarországról [About Europe and Hungary]. Budapest, 1934. 94.
46  Saád, József, “A magyar szociológia centenáriuma [The Centenary of Hungarian Sociology]”, 

= Szociológiai Szemle 10, 3, 2001, 3–18. Széchenyi, Ágnes, “A huszadik század hiányzó magyar sa-
jtótörténete [The Missing Hungarian Press History of the Twentieth Century]. – Adósságlista és 
javaslat [List of Debts and Proposal]”, = Magyar Tudomány 111, 10, 2004, 1150–1163. Remete, 
László, “A szociológiai kutatás könyvtári és információellátásáról [On the Library and Information 
Provision of Sociological Research]”, = Szociológia 11, 4, 1982, 597–609.

47  See Huszadik Század 18, 4, 1917, 35; 19, 4, 1918, 200; 19, 5, 1918, 281.
48  Cholnoky, Jenő, “Teleki Pál gróf [Count Pál Teleki]”, = Földrajzi Közlemények 67, 4, 1939, 

249–265.
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As regards the case of science and politics, including his own profession: Teleki 
published his opinion consciously and regularly on the one hand but, even on 
solving or handling a variety of difficult and not so difficult political situations, 
he always took sides in effect mostly unconsciously in the majority of cases. By 
this, I mean that his chief endeavor was to make sure that the findings of basic 
geographical research should justify and support his policy in an exact fashion. 

Epilogue: Trianon and geography.

Thus, Hungarian geography found its national role in elaborating the organic 
state studies according to which the only viable choice in this region of Europe 
was the idea constructed following Saint Stephen’s notion of the state. This 
assumes the unity of a state space and political organization that corresponds 
to the uniform physical landscape by becoming an organic part of the natural 
environment. However, Hungarian geography had no real choice about such 
magnitude of a superpower decision related to state geographical relations. It 
did its best to “deploy” all of its knowledge base, methodological apparatuses, its 
dual natural scientific billion-year-old and recent social sides jointly in its system 
of argumentation, while it also strove to develop new methods in the practice of 
cartography in order to achieve convincing visual force. It did all this because of 
the belief in contemporary Hungarian geographical sciences according to which 
the politically and geographically unified Carpathian Basin represented the space 
in which, to use the words of Gyula Prinz, the nation could live and may conti-
nue to live (if it could) its existence to its fullest.49

49  Prinz, Gyula, Az államföldrajzi kép. Budapest, 1938. (Magyar föld, magyar faj. Magyar 
földrajz. Vol. 3.) 240. – This study has been prepared with support received from the following 
funds: NKFIH OTKA K115886 and EFOP-3.4.3-16-2016-00021. The Hungarian version of this 
study, without figures (and with references to sources available only in Hungarian), is being con-
sidered for publication at present in a conferenc-proceedings volume to be issued by Hungarian 
National Museum.
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Szilvia Tömöri

THE TANGIBLE HERITAGE OF TRIANON

The First World War (between 1914 and 1918) also changed the forms and means 
of individual memory and official memory policy. Besides traditional oral narra-
tives, written diaries and correspondence, newspapers, photographs, monuments, 
and movies also preserved memories of war and soldiers. The memory of the war 
also appeared in objectified forms in the flats, either in the most ordinary places, 
such as a photograph of a family member fighting as a soldier or a framed military 
discharge letter has passed down from generation to generation in the family mem-
ory. Propaganda appeared in homes on utensils and ornaments made of various 
metals, porcelain, ceramics, and glass, adorned with portraits of rulers of the central 
powers, soldiers in uniform, battle scenes, and patriotic inscriptions. Evidence of 
war involvement and donations were also found in the flats, in their prominent 
places.

For Hungary, the First World War was concluded by the Treaty of Trianon. This 
decision and the revisionist efforts following it similarly have material memories in 
public spaces and homes, which bear much resemblance to the phenomenon of 
souvenirs and propaganda objects that appeared during the First World War.

As a result of the Trianon Peace Treaty, Hungary lost 2/3 of its territory and 1/3 
of its population as a losing party. The population had a hard time dealing with the 
situation. Constructions in public places, expression of trauma, anti-Trianon emo-
tions, souvenirs, personal belongings, toys, as part of everyday self-expression were 
present throughout social life. From the beginning of the 1920s, the commemo-
rations of Trianon, the rallies, and the inaugurations of statues, monuments, and 
the national flag provided a direct opportunity to commemorate the peace treaty.

In my study, I would like to present briefly the characteristics of irredentism 
and revision between the two world wars, and then illustrate the atmosphere of the 
era with a short description of related memorabilia and utility objects selected from 
the collection of the Hungarian Open Air Museum.

Jan Assmann distinguishes four levels of memory. Through mimetic memory, 
the practical knowledge of the past, that is, the experiences experienced, are passed 
down from generation to generation as personal, autobiographical memories. A 
memory can be kept alive through objects, be it a personal or community object. 
The role of speech and communication is manifested in the form of communicative 
memory, that is, the remnants of the past live on through historical descriptions 
and narratives. The fourth, cultural memory, also shapes our identity, the trans-
mission of past meanings in the form of spoken historical references and historical 
consciousness.1

1  Assmann, Jan, A kulturális emlékezet: Írás, emlékezés és politikai identitás a korai ma-
gaskultúrákban [The cultural memory: writing, remembrance and political identity in untimely culture]. 
Budapest, 1999. 19–20.
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In my writing, I deal with the memory of objects. Every object that is associated 
with a memory and given importance to can be considered a souvenir.2 Objects ‘re-
member and remind’ of an event with their signs, references, and specific inscriptions, 
and their decorations can tell a lot about the richness of a person’s emotional life, the 
extent and depth of their human relationships.3 It can be said that each generation 
has its own unique memorabilia, at the same time, different types of time, but most 
importantly different social times, are intertwined in a souvenir.4

Irredentism, revisionism

The Treaty of Trianon brought the revolutionary aspirations to life, the cult of 
irredentism, which appeared in Hungary at the end of the war, in 1918. Social or-
ganizations established in 1918–20, such as the National Propaganda Committee,5 
the Hungarian League for the Protection of the Territorial Integrity of Hungary,6 the 
Association of Awakening Hungarians,7 the Hungarian National Defence Association8 
and the Hungarian Foreign Affairs Association,9 played an important role in dissem-

2  Radnóti, Sándor, “Kis emlékmű-esztétika. [Small monument aesthetics]”, Beszélő 11, 2006, 
10, 52–58. 55.

3  Gráfik, Imre, “Emlékező tárgyak [Memorabilia]”, In. Szende, Katalin; Kücsán, József (eds.), 
Isten áldja a tisztes ipart – Tanulmányok Domonkos Ottó tiszteletére [God bless the decent industry – 
Studies in honor of Otto Dominic]. Sopron, 1998. (A Soproni Múzeum kiadványai, 3) 87–120. 92.

4  Kuntz, Andreas, “Emléktárgyak. A kortárs tárgyi kultúra néprajzi kutatása [Souvenirs. 
Ethnographic research in contemporary material culture]”, In. Fejős, Zoltán; Frazon, Zsófia (eds.), 
Korunk és tárgyaink – elmélet és módszer. Fordításgyűjtemény [Our era and objects – conception and 
method. Collection of translated studies]. Budapest, 2004. (MaDok füzetek 2) 40–56. 42.

5  The National Propaganda Commission was established by the National Council in 
November 1918 with the aim of promoting the democratic social order and the form of republican 
state among the population. The committee also sought to sympathize with the nationalities living 
in the country for a new Hungary that had embarked on a path of social reform. Pallós, Lajos, 
“Nem! Nem! Soha! Területvédő propaganda az első világháború után [No! No! Never! Territorial 
propaganda after the First World War]” = Rubicon 8, 1997, 1. Online: http://www.rubicon.hu 
(Downloaded on September 15, 2020).

6  It propagated abroad through personal contacts for territorial integrity, produced a number 
of pamphlets and other forms for distribution abroad and submitted them to the government. 
Pallós, “Nem! Nem! Soha!”, 1997.

7  It was a far-right, racist organization founded in November 1918, and was prominent in 
parliament and the press, especially until 1923.

8  The Hungarian National Defense Forces Association (MOVE) was a far-right group in 
Hungary led by Gyula Gömbös between the two world wars. Initially, it operated exclusively as a 
paramilitary non-governmental organization of military officers, with the aim of mobilizing against 
communist revolutionary ideals, protecting territories intended to be occupied by the enemy, and 
later supporting forces forcibly reduced under the Trianon terms of peace. https://hu.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Magyar_Orsz%C3%A1gos_V%C3%A9der%C5%91_Egylet (Downloaded on September 
15, 2020).

9  They organized readings, lectures, discussion evenings in Budapest and several rural cities 
and published a monthly magazine entitled Hungarian Foreign Policy and also published inde-
pendent works. Its purpose was to educate the general public on foreign policy. National minor-
ity issues, the issue of peaceful co-operation between nations were examined. “A Magyar Külügyi 
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inating the ideas.10 In addition to individual objectives, these organizations set out to 
protect territorial integrity, and the cult focused on nurturing and reviving the mem-
ory of historic Hungary.11 The principle stated that the disintegration of historical 
Hungary, which previously formed an ideal natural and political unity, was an unjust 
act and harmful to all mankind, and the complete restoration of the old borders as far 
as possible was the most sacred goal of Hungarian society. The first irredentist pass-
words also appeared: “It was so, it will be so!”, “No! No! Never!”, “Everything back”, 
“Hungarian Truth”, “Hungarian Resurrection”, “Truncated Hungary is not a country, 
the whole of Hungary is heaven”, the Hungarian Credo and others. The individual 
involvement of the members of the society also contributed to the spread of the cult, 
as the majority was personally affected by the loss of territory and population caused 
by the Treaties of Paris.12

Another concept that also emerged in the period between the two world wars 
is revisionism, which can be seen as a somewhat more moderate trend. The term 
comes from the Latin word revisio, which means review, that is, the idea itself 
sought to achieve a renegotiation of the treaty by legal means.13

The cult of irredentism was simultaneously present at the separate, yet closely 
interconnected levels of individuals, families, society, and the state. From the 
second half of the 1920s, Trianon commemorations held in the context of public 
holidays and semi-official rallies became regular. The community manifestations 
of the cult, the so-called monuments, national flags and the so-called Trianon 
crosses set up by the Revisionist League soon appeared throughout the country.14 
At the same time the cult was present in other areas of everyday life. In the early 
1920s, articles using the slogans and symbol sets of irredentism appeared in peo-
ple’s everyday object cultures, such as ornaments and utility objects, soda bottles, 
school supplies, plates, plaques. By purchasing irredentist items, the buyer not 
only gained access to consumer goods, but also exercised self-expression, in some 
way meeting a social expectation and processing the shock caused by the treaty.15

Miklós Zeidler, a researcher of irredentism and revision, distinguishes three 
types of symbol sets used by irredentism. The first and most common was the sim-
plification and transposition of the history of Christ’s suffering into Hungarian 
events. Irredentist propaganda also dates back to the events and figures of earlier 
ages, so among the motifs of the 1848/49 War of Independence they were found 
to be matched by the new irredentist symbols, including Kossuth as a people’s 
leader. The basis of the third type was the updating of the conquest-defence sym-
bol, as an interpretation of the territorial revision as a kind of new conquest. 

Társaság tíz esztendeje [Ten years of the Hungarian Foreign Association]”, = Magyar külpolitika 11, 
1930, 1, 3–9. 3.

10  Zeidler, Miklós, A magyar irredenta kultusz a két világháború között [The hungarian irreden-
tism and revisionism between the two world war]. Budapest, 2002. 11.

11  Ibid. 12.
12  Zeidler, A magyar irredenta, 2002. 11.
13  Ibid. 12.
14  Ibid. 27.
15  Ibid. 76.
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The symbols listed were complementary in some places and even fused into each 
other.16 Power sought primarily to mark itself with the distinctive symbols of its 
glorious past. After all, it is easier to accept the nascent cult if it fits in with other 
accepted ideas, symbols and ideals of the community, which elements are at least 
partially known and popular. Its effectiveness and the achievement of the target 
audience are also helped by the fact that its elements are constant, uniform, its 
rites can be repeated and that the appropriate institutional background is availa-
ble for its operation.17

One of the most characteristic forms of the objects as a national symbol 
became the territory of royal Hungary.18 The other characteristic symbol was the 
turul bird, which has several meanings. Its different representations have different 
expressive powers. Holding it seated indicates a position of power, its extended 
wing display illustrates its protective function, while its scanning representation 
indicates resurrection. The turul bird is a symbolic bird of Hungarian history, 
meaning falcon / hunting falcon in Turkish. In Hungarian prehistory, a totemis-
tic proverb is connected to it, Emese’s dream. According to the legend, the turul 
bird suggested her a dream in which a river emanates from Emese’s uterus, which 
spreads out in a foreign land. That is, she will have a newborn son who will lead 
the people out of her homeland, Levedia, and his descendants will be glorious 
kings. As a totem animal of the Árpád and as a consequence of it, it continued 
to be traded as a “symbol of the Hungarian nation”. Furthermore, the bird (by 
analogy: eagle, falcon) is a symbol of military virtues. From the autumn of 1918 
according to the order of the Ministry of Defence the turul became the official 
cap-badge of the Hungarian army.19 The symbol appeared on the monuments of 
the millennium and the First World War, and then became a popular figure in the 
irredentist propaganda publications and badges.

The frequently featured motif of objects and monuments is the figure of a 
warrior defending the coat of arms symbolizing the country. Iconographic fore-
shadowing of the depiction often occurred during the First World War, for ex-
ample on the military loan posters of Mihály Biró or on one of the badges of 
Lajos Berán, made for the 313th Infantry Regiment. The figure of the Hungarian 
soldier also played a prominent role in the graphic representation of the defensive 

16  Ibid. 53.
17  Zeidler, Miklós, “Kultusz és propaganda [Cult and propaganda]”, In. Ballabás, Dániel 

(ed.), Cult and propaganda [Kultusz és propaganda]. Eger, 2012. 7–17. 9.
18  Limbacher, Gábor, “A haza területe mint nemzeti jelkép [The territory of royal Hungary as 

a national symbol]”, In. Molnár, Jenő (ed.), Magyarság és a Kárpát-medence. Az első bécsi döntés című 
nemzetközi konferencia tanulmányai [Hungarians and the Carbathian Basin. Studies of the interna-
tional conference titled the first vienna award]. Veszprém, 2015. 169–192. 169.

19  Ságváry, György, Állami és uralkodói szimbólumok a magyar uniformis jelrendszerében 
[National and royal symbols in the hungarian uniform symbolism]”, In. Hausner, Gábor; Kincses, 
Katalin Mária; Veszprémy, László (eds.), “Kard és koszorú”. Ezer év Magyar uralmi és katonai jelképei 
[“Sword and garland”. Symbols of Hungarian rule and military for a thousand years]. Budapest, 2001. 
(A Hadtörténeti Múzeum értesítője, 4) 115–132. 128.
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bastion of the West, who in this case separated the peacefully built Europe from 
the Tartars and Turks.20

In the following, I present a few characteristic types of irredentist objects 
from the collection of the Hungarian Open Air Museum in Szentendre, without 
claiming completeness, illustrating the irredentist object culture of the period. 
These objects also appeared in the home environment, built into the object set of 
personal memories.

Figure 1. Military Memorial Certificate, 1937. Hungarian Open Air Museum, 1999.21.2.

The military memorial certificate made in the 1930s also features the national 
symbols of the era (flags, coats of arms, weapons) and the portrait of Miklós 
Horthy. At the four corners of the picture there are statues pointing towards 
the equator, above them the characteristic inscriptions of irredentism can be 
read: “Hungary was not, but will be!”, “Truncated Hungary is not a country, the 
whole of Hungary is heaven!”, “No, no, never!” and “Be a staunch believer in 
your homeland oh Hungarian!”. This picture also shows one of the best-known 
inscriptions to date, the prayer known as the Hungarian Credo, which is less 
well-known, but the first four lines of several stanza poems entitled The Creed. 
Its author Elemérné Szapplay Szeréna Papp-Váry wrote it for the competition 
announced by the Association of Defensive Leagues in September 1920, and 
her work came first from 126 contestants. The first verse of her poem in 1920 

20  Pallós, “Nem! Nem! Soha!”, 1997.
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became the Prayer of the Nation.21 Over the past decades, the lines have become 
folkloristic and the author’s name has been forgotten.

Figure 2. Ore Bull, 1925. Hungarian Open Air Museum 2011.41.1.

One of the interesting memories of the revision movement that unfolded after 
Trianon was the ore bull made in 1925, decorated with the coats of arms of the 
counties, depicting the map of Hungary after the Trianon decision and preserving 
dust from the counties of historical Hungary. Such silver-plated ore bulls were 
numbered and received by senior interior officials, former soldiers, gendarmes, 
and police officers in recognition of their service. There was also a certificate 
about the contents of the bull.22

21  Bíró-Balogh, Tamás, “»Egyszerű, rövid, populáris. Csonka Magyarország nem ország«: A 
revíziós propagandagépezet működése [»Simple, short, popular. Truncated Hungary is not a coun-
try«: revizionism movement]”, = Forrás, 39, 2007, 7–8, 86–105. 89.

22  Agreement 3, 1921, 258 3.
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Figure 3. Badge, late 1930s. Hungarian Open Air Museum, 2006.169.95.

Typical objects of the irredentist movement include “Trianon”, “For Transylvania”, 
“For the Highlands”, and so on or badges and insignia with the inscriptions 
or the coats of arms of the annexed cities. According to reports from contem-
porary newspapers, wearing them was not viewed well by the successor states 
among those beyond the borders, so they were severely punished.23 The owner 
of the piece preserved in the museum’s collection was Andor Tolnay, the excel-
lent-sounding leading man, who in the 1920s also performed in several rural 
theatres – Karcag, Székesfehérvár, Szeged, Cluj-Napoca – but also played in the 
Royal and Operetta Theatres in Budapest. Between 1933-38, he was the Director 
of the Buda Theatre, then he led a guest company at the National Theatres in 
Pécs and Košice. He settled in Szentendre with his wife and children, but they 
were on the road very often, they always spent a few months travelling where the 
head of the family performed with the company. In 1941 he visited the front as 
the director of the Camp Theatre, and he put plays on the stage for the soldiers 
serving there. He died on January 18, 1943 on the Ukrainian front in the town 
of Lavocsne.

23  Esztergom 26, November 20, 1921, 135.
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Figure 4. Soda bottle. Hungarian Open Air Museum, 2005.78.2.

Initially, the factories made the labelling of the soda bottles according to the cus-
tomer’s wishes, later – with etching and appropriate stickers – the soda could be 
made for themselves at home.24 The piece in the Museum features the inscription 
“No, No Never”, which is embossed and painted in a national colour, as a com-
modity for sale of the period, and a red berry green branch decoration is embossed 
around the inscription. The well-known slogan initially appeared on posters in 
French: “Voulez vous quarte Alsace?” below: “Non! Non! Jamais!” [“Do you want 
to quarter Alsace? No! No! Never!”]. Although the majority of the Hungarian 
people did not understand what was written on it, the text still achieved its goal. 
Everyone was wondering what the foreign writing meant, so it was remarked and 
further developed. The slogan appeared in a new form in early March 1919 in 
the liberal paper “World”. The advertisement of master instrument maker Mihály 
Fekete suggested this message: “No! No! Never! We are not going to buy an in-
strument anywhere else: only to the maker, Master Mihály Fekete, József körút 
9., phone 36-23.”25So the slogan was invented by the propaganda committee of 
the Károlyi government, then used by the master for advertising and only later 
monopolized by the right wing. It was a well-done slogan: everyone could use it.

24  Nagy, Krisztina, A szikvizes [The marker of the carbonated water]. Budapest, 2014. 40.
25  Bíró-Balogh, “Egyszerű”, 2007. 87.
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Figure 5. Wall-hanging. Hungarian Open Air Museum, 2020.2.1.

The characteristic irredentist symbols and inscriptions (Truncated Hungary is 
not a country, the whole of Hungary is heaven; Get everything back; We gave it 
with tears, we take it with blood, etc.) also appeared on the wall-hangings. The 
pre-printed wall-hangings were procured by women in handicraft shops, fairs, 
markets, but there were examples of the material being taken to the pre-press 
(printing) of the handicraft pattern and the selected pattern applied to it.26 A 
common motif of the wall hangings born in the period was the turul bird, the na-
tional coat of arms with angels next to it and the map of Hungary. In the picture, 
we can see a scout boy and a girl greeting the turul bird above the national coat 
of arms. His text (“Turul bird get there, don’t stop anywhere, take our message, 
there will be another Hungarian summer”) was written by Csaba Sassy, who was 
a soldier of the 10s of Miskolc in the First World War.

Figure 6. Plate. Hungarian Open Air Museum, 2014.59.4.

26  Kókai, Magdolna, “Falvédőre hímzett vágyak. Feliratos falvédők a Jász Múzeum gyű-
jteményében [Wonders embroidered on the wall-hangings. Signed wall-hangings in the collection 
of Jász Museum]”, = Tisicum – A Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok Megyei Múzeumok Évkönyve 21, 2012, 
91–100. 91.
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The pottery factories also quickly adapted to the new needs, and irredentist in-
scriptions and symbols appeared on the pots, Hungary falling to its pieces, with 
the inscription “No never” below. When parts of Hungary inhabited by nation-
alities were almost completely occupied, the National Propaganda Commission, 
established in 1918, was dealing with territorial propaganda abroad. It was then 
made by Ernő Jeges (Torontálvásárhely, January 12, 1898 – Budapest, November 
12, 1956), one of the founders of the Szentendre Artists’ Colony, the famous 
No! No! Never! his drawing, which became one of the best-known revisionist 
symbols of the Horthy era and appeared on all sorts of objects, posters, postcards, 
badges.27

Figure 7. Christmas tree decoration, 1930s. Hungarian Open Air Museum, 2014.202.24.

Irredentism appeared in all areas of life between the two world wars, so, for ex-
ample, the Christmas tree was decorated with extra content of pressed, coloured 
aluminium tinfoil Christmas tree ornaments, most of which depicted the coats 
of arms of the detached cities. The Museum’s collection includes a crowned piece 
depicting the Hungarian Kossuth coat of arms, decorated on two sides with a 
winged angel, with the “GOD BLESS HUNGARY!” sentence.

27  Bíró-Balogh, “Egyszerű”, 2007. 87.
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Figure 8. Board Game, 1934. Hungarian Open Air Museum, 2019.8.1.

Just as the First World War propaganda targeted children, so did the policy of 
irredentism in education and games. The conscious formation of national identi-
ty can also be seen in cultural policy and in the institutional education of young 
people in and out of school (scout movement, levente organization). The educa-
tional idea of the era was organized around the idea of revision, resonating with 
social grievances. From the syllable meaning of the name Trianon (“tria” and 
“non,” i.e. no three times), No, no, never! a slogan was born that also appeared 
on children’s everyday objects as one of the favourite depictions of school sup-
plies. From 1920 onwards, the first section of the poem “Hungarian Credo” was 
a compulsory part of the teaching material at the beginning and the end of it in 
primary and secondary schools. Maps and objects depicting torn off parts of the 
country conveyed the pain of the tearing. At the heart of school education there 
was the nurturing of irredentism, also the subject of textbooks, school papers, 
applications, graduation items.28 One of the best-known games of the period 
before the Second World War, the map-based social and employment game “Let’s 
Get Back Great Hungary’ and ‘Cycling Tour to a Hundred Hungarian Cities’ was 
made in several versions and survived several editions. The designers of the game 
were Gyula Bárdos and Elemér Koronghy. On the map depicting the counties 
of historical Hungary, we see the locations of 80 cities. The game comes with 80 

28  Szabó, Ildikó, “Nemzeti szocializáció a két világháború között Magyarországon [National 
socialization between the two world wars in Hungary]”, = Iskolakultúra 17, 2007, 2, 50–70. 59.
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postcards, each with a famous city attraction, with a short geographical descrip-
tion on the back. You can take turns and do laps or follow roads while cycling 
ont he map.

Figure 9. Set of cards. Hungarian Open Air Museum, 2018.49.9.

Among the cultural arguments of the irredentist cult, great emphasis was placed 
on the fact that the outstanding values of Hungarian culture remain in the areas 
destined for separation, which represent an irreparable loss. After the signing of 
the peace treaty, whole series of postcards were issued depicting the outstanding 
monuments of the annexed areas.29 The set of 156 cards was made in the 1920s 
and 1930s, some pages of which show photographs of famous places in Hungary 
before 1920 (eg Gyula, Banská Štiavnica, Szeged, Zólyom, Novi Sad, Zenta, 
Sighisoara, Nagykároly), and on the back historical information can be read next 
to the uniform inscription: “THE FAIR FAIR FOR GREAT HUNGARY”. A 
book called “Album of Our Desires” was also made to collect the cards.

Summary

The phenomenon of objects bearing the signs of irredentism that appeared 
from the 1920s bears many similarities in its features to the phenomenon of 
memorabilia and propaganda objects that appeared during the First World War. 
Propaganda and politics played a significant role in both, then moving away from 
them became part of family tradition and individual memory. Objects are often 
associated with a sense of nostalgia, a kind of sentimental and idealistic view of 
the past, a longing for something that once existed.30 By purchasing irredentist 

29  Pallós, “Nem! Nem! Soha!”, 1997.
30  Otto, Lene; Pedersen, Lykke L., “»Összegyűjteni« önmagunkat Élettörténetek és az em-

lékezés tárgyai [»To collect ourself« Objects of life story and remembrance”, In. Fejős, Zoltán; 
Frazon, Zsófia (eds.), Korunk és tárgyaink – elmélet és módszer. Fordításgyűjtemény [Our era and 
objects – conception and method. Collection of translated studies]. Budapest, 2004. (MaDok füzetek 
2) 28–39. 31.
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objects, the buyer not only gained access to consumer goods, but also exercised 
self-expression, in some way meeting a social expectation. Thus, the acquisi-
tion and possession of related objects also had community organizing power. 
Irredentism, as a socio-psychological self-therapy, partly fulfilled its function, as 
it somehow helped to process the trauma of war and the peace decision that 
ended it.31 Nowadays, descendants, newer and newer generations, do not carry 
personal Trianon pains, they are only indirectly affected, but their imprints can 
still be found in their everyday object culture and in the surroundings of their 
homes. The phenomenon can be felt even nowadays, we can choose from various 
“Hungarian” and “national” objects by going through the fairs or browsing the 
web-shops.

31 Zeidler, A magyar irredenta, 2002. 83.
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Réka Bozzay

DAS ANDENKEN AN DIE KINDERRETTUNGSAKTION 
IN DEBRECEN

Nach dem ersten Weltkrieg gab es verschiedene Versuche, Ungarn als Land, das den 
Krieg verloren hat, zu helfen. Eine wichtige Rolle spielten dabei Organisationen 
und Menschen, die ungarische Kinder in unterschiedliche westeuropäische 
Länder brachten, um diese dort aufzufüttern. Die Kinderrettungsaktion hinter-
ließ in Debrecen sowohl an der Universität als auch in der Stadt Spuren. In die-
sem Beitrag möchte ich die wichtigsten Ereignisse der Zwischenkriegszeit darstel-
len, die zum Andenken an die Kinderrettungsaktion beitrugen.

Am 8. Februar 2020 feierten wir das hundertjährige Jubiläum des Anfangs 
der holländischen Kinderrettungsaktion, in deren Rahmen der erste Zug am 
8. Februar 1920 den Keleti Hauptbahnhof verließ und 600 ungarische Kinder 
nach Holland brachte. Die protestantischen Hauptorganisatoren auf der nie-
derländischen Seite waren Baron Van Vredenburch und seine Frau, die für 
das Zentralkomitee für notleidende ungarische Kinder (Centraal Comité voor 
Noodleidende Hongaarse Kinderen) in Den Haag arbeiteten.1 Seitens der 
niederländischen Katholiken waren Arnold Frans Diepen, der Bischof von ‘s- 
 Hertogenbosch, und das Römisch-Katholische Komitee (Rooms-Katholiek 
Huisvestings-Comité) an der Rettungsaktion beteiligt.2 Auch bei Familien in 
Belgien wurden ungarische Kinder untergebracht. Für diese Aktion gründete 
Kardinal Mercier die Ungarische Kinderhilfe (het Hongaarsch Kinderwerk) in 
Turnhout und baute mit deren Sekretär Joannes Jansen ein dichtes Netzwerk 
im Land auf.3 Eine protestantische Rettungsaktion wurde in der Schweiz vom 
Berner Pfarrer Carl Irlet organisiert. An der Rettungsaktion für die ungarischen 
Kinder waren auch England und Schweden beteiligt.4

Ehrendoktoren

Die Kinderrettungsaktion war noch in vollem Gange, als die Ungarische 
Königliche István Tisza Universität in Debrecen zwei Organisatoren der protestan-

1  Aalders, Maarten J., “Kindertreinen naar Nederland (1919–1930)”, In. Aalders, Maarten 
J.; Pusztai, Gábor; Réthelyi, Orsolya (hrsg.), De Hongaarse kindertreinen. Een levende brug tussen 
Hongarije, Nederland en België na de Eerste Wereldoorlog. Hilversum, 2020. [weiterhin De Hongaarse] 
39–41.

2  Peijnenburg, J. W. M. “Diepen, Arnold Frans (1860–1943)”, In. Biografisch Woordenboek 
van Nederland. http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/bwn1880-2000/lemmata/bwn2/diepenaf (her-
untergeladen am 22. April 2020)

3  Hajtó, Vera, “De Belgen en de Hongaarse kinderen. Kinderhulpacties (1923–1927)”, In. 
De Hongaarse, 61–78. 65–66.

4  Csorna, Kálmán, A szociális gyermekvédelem rendszere. [Das System des sozialen Kinderschutzes]. 
Budapest, 1929. 153.
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tischen Aktion den Ehrendoktortitel verlieh: Carl Irlet für die schweizerische und 
Willem Carel Adrien van Vredenburch für die niederländische Aktion. Die Frage 
stellt sich, warum gerade in Debrecen die Ehrendoktorwürden verliehen wurden. 
An der István Tisza Universität wurde 1915 das erste Mal eine Ehrendoktorwürde 
an Professor József Pápay, Linguist und Mitglied der ungarischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, verliehen.5 In den folgenden Jahren wurden – bis zum akademi-
schen Jahr 1938/39 – insgesamt 72 ungarische und ausländische Wissenschaftler 
oder Personen des öffentlichen Lebens mit der Ehrendoktorwürde ausgezeichnet. 
Rev. James Macdonald Webster, Generalsekretär der Free Church of Scotland und 
des Jewish Commitee, wurde auf Empfehlung des stellvertretenden Staatssekretärs 
des Ministeriums für Kultus und Unterricht am 21. Oktober 1922 an der theo-
logischen Fakultät der Universität als erster mit der Ehrendoktorwürde ausge-
zeichnet. Er war lange der Leiter der schottischen Mission in Ungarn und blieb 
nach dem Ausbruch des ersten Weltkrieges noch monatelang in Ungarn. Nach 
seiner Heimkehr betreute er ungarische Internierte und Kriegsgefangene, hielt 
Vorlesungen, schrieb Artikel über Ungarn und versuchte die Aufmerksamkeit der 
westlichen Öffentlichkeit auf Ungarn zu lenken. Er organisierte Hilfsaktionen, in 
deren Rahmen Kleider und Lebensmittel gesammelt und nach Ungarn gebracht 
wurden.6 Die Verleihung der Ehrendoktorwürde an Rev. James Macdonald 
Webster spielte in den folgenden Jahren eine wichtige Rolle bei der Auswahl 
weiterer Kandidaten für die Ehrendoktorwürde. Neben der wissenschaftlichen 
Tätigkeit waren vor allem bei den ausländischen Kandidaten universitätspoli-
tische oder sogar landespolitische Faktoren ausschlaggebend. Bei den ausländi-
schen Ehrendoktoren scheinen zwei Faktoren von besonderem Belang gewesen 
zu sein: ihre protestantische (möglicherweise calvinistische) Religion und/oder 
ihr Wohlwollen gegenüber Ungarn nach dem Trianon-Vertrag.

Auch im Falle der zwei Kandidaten, die für ihre Arbeit bei der 
Kinderrettungsaktion ausgezeichnet wurden, waren vor allem kirchen- und lan-
despolitische Überlegungen ausschlaggebend. Die beiden hatten vorher keine di-
rekte Beziehung zu Debrecen und es gibt keine Beweise dafür, dass sie vorher in 
Debrecen und an der Universität waren. Aus einem viel späteren Brief von Sándor 
Csikesz, Professor der Theologie, an Imre Révész, Bischof des Kirchendistrikts 
jenseits der Theiss, geht hervor, dass László Ravasz, Bischof des calvinistischen 
Kirchendistrikts an der Donau und einer der wichtigsten Unterstützer der cal-
vinistischen Kinderrettungsaktion in Ungarn, sowie Pál Petri, der seit 1922 
Staatssekretär und Beauftragter für nicht-katholische Angelegenheiten im 

5  “Egyetemünk honoris causa doctorai” [Die Ehrendoktoren unserer Universität], In. Bacsó, 
Jenő (hg.), A Debreceni m. kir. Tisza István-Tudományegyetem Évkönyve és Almanachja az 1938–39-
es tanévről. [Jahrbuch und Almanach der königlichen István Tisza Universität zu Debrecen über das 
akademische Jahr 1938–39]. Debrecen, 1940. 360.

6  Tiszántúli Református Egyházkerület Levéltára [Archiv des calvinistischen Kirchendistrikts 
jenseits der Theiss] (weiterhin TtREL) II.2.c. Dékáni Hivatal iratai [Akten des Dekanats], Dose 12. 
Nr. 169.
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Ministerium für Kultus und Unterricht war,7 die Universität in Debrecen mit der 
Verleihung des Ehrendoktortitels an Carl Irlet beauftragten.8 Über den Anlass der 
Verleihung des Ehrendoktortitels an Baron Van Vredenburch wissen wir nichts 
Konkretes, aber da die zwei Herren die Ehrendoktorwürde gleichzeitig erhielten, 
kann man annehmen, dass auch in seinem Falle die Idee von Ravasz und Petri 
stammte. Für diese Vermutung spricht auch, dass die Professoren in Debrecen 
nichts über die Person und die wissenschaftliche Arbeit der Laureaten wussten 
und sich an Bischof Ravasz wandten, um eine Laudatio schreiben zu können. 
Die Theologen und die Geisteswissenschaftler schrieben zwei Briefe, aber nur der 
Entwurf der Briefe der Theologen ist erhalten geblieben. Bischof Ravasz freute 
sich sehr über die Nominierung und sandte auch die gewünschten Informationen 
zu.9 Er berichtete in einem späteren Brief, dass er Kálmán Kállay, Lehrer am 
Institut für Pfarrerausbildung, beauftragte, über Van Vredenburchs Leben und 
Arbeit zu schreiben, da die beiden schon seit Jahren zusammenarbeiteten.10

Wie viele Kinder aus Debrecen und der Umgebung an der Aktion beteiligt 
waren, wissen wir nicht. Warum sich die Universität in Debrecen dennoch be-
rechtigt fühlte, für die Arbeit für die Kinderrettungsaktion die Ehrendoktorwürde 
zu verleihen, begründete der Theologieprofessor Zsigmond Varga mit den folgen-
den Worten:

“Das höchste wissenschaftliche Forum des ungarischen 
Reformiertentums, die Theologische Fakultät in Debrecen, ist be-
rufen, die Wichtigkeit [der Aktion] zu betonen und sie calvinis-
tischen Gemeinden im In- und Ausland als Beispiel hinzustellen. 
Wenn jemand für die praktische Arbeit eines Pfarrers den Hut ei-
nes Ehrendoktors verdient, dann ist es unserer Meinung nach nur 
Debrecen, das Herrn Károly Irlet mit diesem Hut ehren kann.”11

7  Pál Petri. In. Kenyeres, Ágnes (hg.), Magyar Életrajzi Lexikon [Ungarisches biographisches 
Lexikon]. https://www.arcanum.hu/hu/online-kiadvanyok/Lexikonok-magyar-eletrajzi-lexikon-
7428D/ (heruntergeladen am 22. April 2020).

8  TtREL I.1.e.77. Nr. 27. Der Brief von Dr. Sándor Csikesz an Dr. Imre Révész, Debrecen, 
den 10. Januar 1939.

9  TtREL II.2.c. Dékáni hivatal iratai, Dose 14. Nr. 244. 
10  Magyar Nemzeti Levéltár Hajdú-Bihar Megyei Levéltára [Archiv des Komitats Hajdú-

Bihar des ungarischen Nationalarchivs] (weiterhin MNL HBML) VIII. 1/b. Rektori Hivatal iratai 
[Akten des Rektorats] Dose 18., Nr. 2225/1925. Der Brief wurde am 26. Mai 1925 geschrieben.

11  Kivonat a debreceni m. kir. Tisza István tudományegyetem református hittudományi 
karának 1925. évi április hó 24-én tartott XI. rendes ülése jegyzőkönyvéből. [Auszug aus dem 
Protokoll der 11. Sitzung der theologischen Fakultät der königlichen István Tisza Universität am 
24. April 1925] Nr. 191. Magyar Nemzeti Levéltár Országos Levéltára [Landesarchiv des ungari-
schen Nationalarchivs] (weiterhin MNL OL), Vallás- és Közoktatásügyi Minisztérium [Ministerium 
für Kultus und Unterricht] K636. Egyetemekre, főiskolákra, tudományos intézetekre vonatkozó iratok 
[Akten bezüglich Universitäten, Hochschulen und wissenschaftlicher Institute] (1870–) 1919–1944., 
Dose 189. Nr. 38915/1925.
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Carl Irlet wurde am 12. März 1879 in Twann am Bielersee in der Schweiz in 
eine städtische Patrizierfamilie hineingeboren. Er war der erste Pfarrer in seiner 
Familie und studierte im Ausland. Nach seiner Heimkehr wurde er Pfarrer in 
Solothurn, wo er sich mit Jugendfürsorge beschäftigte. Ab 1914 war er sieben 
Jahre lang im Kanton Aargau in der Gemeinde Baden als Pfarrer tätig. Während 
seiner Amtszeit in Baden organisierte er eine Gruppe von Freiwilligen, mit deren 
Hilfe er einen Diphterieausbruch, bei dem auch sehr viele Kinder starben, unter-
drücken konnte. Von Baden ging er nach Bern, wo er zur Zeit seiner Auszeichnung 
arbeitete und eine Hilfsorganisation ins Leben rief, die die Kinderrettungsaktion 
organisierte. Er wurde zufällig in die ungarische Rettungsaktion hineingezogen. 
Der Theologieprofessor Zsigmond Varga, der die Laudatio für Irlet schrieb, be-
richtete, dass eine schweizerische Dame nach Ungarn gekommen sei, um hier 
den Unglücklichen zu helfen. Sie habe die bettelnden, vernachlässigten, blut-
armen und hungernden Kinder auf den Straßen von Budapest gesehen, eine 
Gruppe von ihnen versammelt und in den Zug gesetzt. Unterwegs sei ihr das 
Geld ausgegangen und sie sei wegen der Konflikte mit den Behörden müde gewe-
sen. Da habe sie mit 70 ungarischen Kindern in einer unglücklichen Situation an 
der schweizerischen Grenze gestanden: Sie konnte nicht zurück nach Österreich, 
durfte aber auch die schweizerische Grenze nicht passieren. So wandte sie sich 
an Carl Irlet, der die schwierige Situation in wenigen Stunden lösen konnte und 
für die Kinder Unterkunft fand. Irlet gründete die Hilfsorganisation “Schweizer 
Hilfskomitee für Ungarkinder”, die eine große gesellschaftliche Unterstützung 
in der schweizerischen Öffentlichkeit fand. Dieser Verein kontaktierte die unga-
rische Liga für Kinderschutz (Országos Gyermekvédő Liga), die von der ungari-
schen Seite die Aktion organisierte. In der Laudatio wurde weiterhin die christli-
che Wohltätigkeit der schweizerischen Glaubensbrüder hervorgehoben, die “den 
hungernden, halb erfrorenen, obdachlosen ungarischen Kindern ein Zuhause, 
Speise, erziehenden Geist und eine christliche Atmosphäre bieten konnten.”12

Aus anderen Quellen ist bekannt, dass die Zeitgenossen in der Aktion wirt-
schaftliche und politische Erfolge sahen, und auch in der Laudatio von Irlet 
kommt dieser Aspekt vor:

“Er [Irlet] rettete ungefähr 10.000 Kinder, eine kleine zukünftige 
Armee von Ungarn. Wenn wir für jedes Kind mit einer 6 Kilogramm 
Gewichtszunahme rechnen, dann bedeutet es 6 Wagon Zunahme 
an ungarischem Leben in einem verwüsteten Land, das viel Blut 
verloren hat. Wir müssen auch den wirtschaftlichen Gewinn hinzu-
rechnen, den die Kinder mitgenommen haben, wie die Kleider und 
Geschenke. 
Dies war ein Import in Milliardenhöhe für unsere Wirtschaft. 
Dieser doppelte Gewinn ist aber gering, wenn wir hinzurechnen, 
wie erfolgreich die Aktion für die Seele der Kinder war. Was für ein 
großer Segen ist es, dass die verletzlichen Kinder in einem Alter, 

12  Ebenda.
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als sie für äußere Eindrücke sehr empfänglich waren, von der un-
eigennützigen Liebe, die in unserer Welt fast schon vergessen wur-
de, tief beeindruckt wurden. Sie haben Monate in einer starken, 
friedlichen, sauberen Kultur und in einer moralischen Atmosphäre 
verbracht. Wieviel Kinder gibt es, die dort beten und, als sie aus 
der Schweiz nach Hause zurückkehrten, ihre Heimat lieben gelernt 
haben. Letztendlich war diese Aktion die erfolgreichste ungarische 
Außenpolitik. Dank der ungarischen Kinder konnten die Schweizer 
Ungarn kennenlernen, das für sie bis dahin nur ein leerer Begriff 
war. Aus den fragmentierten Erzählungen und direkten Erlebnissen 
wurde der große Film der ungarischen Tragödie in den kleinen 
schweizerischen Dörfern und in den Gutshäusern Wirklichkeit. 
Die öffentliche Meinung hätte man nicht besser als auf diesem 
Weg informieren können. Die ungarischen Kinder waren unter den 
Kindern aller besiegten Nationen unbestritten die sympathischsten. 
Als alle anderen Aktionen schon beendet waren, ging die ungarische 
Aktion noch weiter. Natürlich konnten uns diese kleinen, blassen, 
unbewussten Diplomaten viel mehr Freunde gewinnen und brach-
ten die Seelen der zwei Völker einander näher, als es die Diplomaten 
jemals hätten erreichen können. Und für uns ungarische Calvinisten 
ist das Beispiel eines schweizerischen Pfarrers, der noch nicht einmal 
einen Kaplan hat, auch heutzutage 18 Stunden Religion unterrich-
tet und Vorsitzer einer der größten schweizerischen Organisationen 
(Urlaubsferienaktion) ist, unvergesslich. Welche große Pfarrerarbeit 
vollbringt er, dass er sein Vaterland für die Kinder einer fremden 
Nation begeistert, diese Aktion organisiert und eine grandiose mas-
senpädagogische Arbeit leistet.”13  

Ähnliche Gründe wie bei Irlet könnten auch bei der Auszeichnung von Baron 
Van Vredenburch eine Rolle gespielt haben, aber eine offizielle Begründung 
seiner Nominierung ist nicht erhalten geblieben. Baron Willem Carel Adrien 
van Vredenburch wurde am 28. Mai 1925 bei der außerordentlichen Sitzung 
der geisteswissenschaftlichen Fakultät von Károly Pap, Professor der unga-
rischen Literatur, und von Gyula Mitrovics, Professor der Pädagogik, für den 
Ehrendoktortitel vorgeschlagen. In der Laudatio verwiesen die Professoren auf 
die humanitären Verdienste des Kandidaten, die “für den großen Mann, für unse-
re Fakultät und dadurch auch für unsere István Tisza Universität eine große Ehre 
sein werden.”14

Wie László Ravasz in seinem Brief schon meldete, beauftragte er Kálmán 
Kállay, die geisteswissenschaftliche Fakultät über Baron Van Vredenburch zu in-

13  Ebenda. 
14  BTK Kari jegyzőkönyv [Protokoll der geisteswissenschaftlichen Fakultät], 28. Mai 1925 Nr. 

92. https://dea.lib.unideb.hu/dea/handle/2437/198847 (heruntergeladen am 22. April 2020, wei-
terhin BTK Kari jegyzőkönyv).
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formieren. Die Wahl von Ravasz war kein Zufall, da Kállay eine sehr wichtige 
Rolle in der Kinderrettungsaktion und auch später im wissenschaftlichen Leben 
von Debrecen spielte. Nach seinem Theologiestudium in Ungarn verbrachte 
Kállay drei Jahre als Stipendiat des Stipendium Bernardinum an der Universität 
Utrecht, wo er die niederländische Sprache erlernte. In Budapest wurde er 
Sekretär des Konvents und außerordentlicher Professor der Theologie und unter-
richtete Niederländisch in der Holländisch-Ungarischen Schule, wo die aus den 
Niederlanden heimkehrenden Kinder die holländische Sprache üben konnten. Auf 
Bitten von Van Vredenburch wurde Kállay nach Holland und später nach Belgien 
geschickt, wo er seine Aufgabe, laut Bischof Ravasz, ausgezeichnet erfüllte. Kállay 
predigte, sammelte Geld und sorgte für die Unterkunft der ungarischen Kinder. 
Kállay erhielt 1923 eine Stelle am Institut für calvinistische Pfarrerausbildung 
in Debrecen. Währenddessen blieb er auch in der Kinderrettungsaktion tätig. 
Von Januar bis März 1923 sorgte er für die Unterbringung von 800 ungarischen 
Kindern, im Februar 1924 reiste er nach Belgien, wo sein Dienst um ein Jahr 
verlängert wurde.15 Seine Arbeit an der Theologischen Fakultät der Universität 
Debrecen begann 1928. Er wurde Professor des Lehrstuhls für Altes Testament, 
war mehrmals Dekan der Fakultät und im akademischen Jahr 1941-1942 Rektor 
der Universität.16 Kállay spielte auch bei der Auswahl der späteren niederländi-
schen Ehrendoktorkandidaten eine wichtige Rolle. Dank seiner guten persönli-
chen Beziehungen korrespondierte er noch in den 50er Jahren mit der Universität 
Utrecht. Auf Bitten von Ravasz fasste Kállay in einem Brief aus Den Haag die 
wichtigsten Punkte des Lebenslaufs von Van Vredenburch zusammen,17 die spä-
ter von den Professoren, die die Laudatio schrieben, wortwörtlich übernommen 
wurden. 

Baron Willem Carel Adrien van Vredenburch wurde am 23. April 1866 in 
Utrecht in einer Patrizierfamilie geboren. Er studierte Jura und Staatslehre an 
der Universität Utrecht, wo er 1896 über die Staatslehre von Hegel (Staatsleer 
van Hegel) promovierte. Von 1898 bis 1910 war er Chefredakteur der nieder-
ländischen Tageszeitung “Dagblad voor Zuidholland en ʼs Gavenhage”. Im glei-
chen Zeitraum war er Sekretär des bürgerlichen und militärischen Pensionsrats 
(Burgerlijke en militaire Pensioenraad) und von 1908 bis 1910 war er Mitglied 
der Staatskommission für Rettungswesen (Staatscommissie voor Reddingswesen). 
Zwischen 1915 und 1919 arbeitete er als Mitglied des Stadtrats in Den Haag. Ab 
1920 war er Mitglied des Allgemeinen Rechnungshofs (Algemene Rekenkamer). 
Zwei Werke von ihm sind erschienen: Schets van het Utrechtse Studentenleven, 

15  Hermán M., János, “Miskotte, a magyar gyermekek holland pártfogója [Miskotte, der nie-
derländische Patron der ungarischen Kinder]”, =  Studia Doctorum Theologiae Protestantis 3, 2012, 
365–381. 374.

16  Vágási, Katalin, “Kállay Kálmán (1890–1959)”, In. Baráth, Béla Levente; Fekete, Károly 
(hg.), Őrállóvá tettelek: Műhelytanulmányok a debreceni teológiai oktatás és református lelkészképzés 
1850–2000 közötti történetéhez [Ich habe Dich zum Wächter gestellt: Studien über die Geschichte 
des theologischen Unterrichts in Debrecen und der calvinistischen Pfarrerbildung zwischen 1850 und 
2000]. Debrecen, 2019. 382–388.

17  MNL HBML VIII. 1/b. Rektori Hivatal iratai, Dose 18. Nr. 2124.
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worin er das Studentenleben in Utrecht beschrieb, und eine Arbeit über die nie-
derländische Staatsschuld. 1923 erhielt er vom Reichsverweser Miklós Horthy 
das Verdienstkreuz des Roten Kreuzes. 1924 wurde er zum Ritter des niederlän-
dischen Löwen (Ridder in de orde van de Nederlandsche leeuw) ernannt.18

Die Laufbahn und Nominierung von Van Vredenburch ergänzten die 
Debrecener Professoren mit den folgenden Sätzen:

“(…) Als es das erste Mal deutlich wurde, dass wir der größ-
te Verlierer des großen Kataklysmus sind und wegen den gro-
ßen Herausforderungen der Krisen nach dem Krieg nicht nur 
unsere Gegenwart, sondern wegen unserer physischen und seeli-
schen Erschöpfung auch unsere Zukunft gefährdet ist, folgte Van 
Vredenburch seinem Herzen und lenkte ohne Eigeninteresse die 
mitleidende Aufmerksamkeit der niederländischen Gesellschaft auf 
uns und begann mit einer landesweiten Aktion: Er rettete tausende 
von hungernden und gequälten Kindern für uns und für die ganze 
Menschheit.
Baron Van Vredenburch wusste nämlich von Anfang an, dass man das 
meiste und das dauerhafteste für die ungerecht gefallene ungarische 
Sache und für die Auferstehung der ungarischen Hoffnung durch 
die Rettung der Kleinen tun kann. Darum rief er im Januar 1920 
die Organisation “Centraal Comité voor Hongaarsche Kinderen” 
ins Leben und schickte als deren Vorsitzender seit 1920 25 unga-
rische Kinderzüge nach Holland mit ungefähr 11000 Kindern. Bei 
seiner Arbeit half ihm als seine rechte Hand seine Frau, die während 
der Rettungsaktion in Budapest unter ihren Kindern gestorben ist.
Aber warum sollten wir die moralische, wirtschaftliche und poli-
tische Wirkung der Rettungsaktion weiter darlegen? Unsere unga-
rischen Kinder erholten sich in den Armen ihrer niederländischen 
Pflegeeltern, in der frischen Seeluft, in einer Umgebung ohne Not 
schnell und kehrten gestärkt in Körper und Seele nach Hause zu-
rück. Wenn wir noch die vielen Geschenke, Spenden in natura 
und in Geld hinzurechnen, die die Kinder von den großzügigen 
Niederländern erhielten und immer noch erhalten, verstehen wir die 
moralischen und materiellen Erfolge der Aktion. Aber noch wert-
voller ist der geistige Gewinn, der tausenden unserer Kinder dort im 
Ausland sowohl in den glücklichen Häusern als auch in den vielen 
Kirchen eines tiefgläubigen Volkes von Jahr zu Jahr zuteilwurde, 
und auch die Hochschätzung, die sie durch ihr kluges und beschei-
denes Benehmen und ihr sympathisches und glückliches Gemüt für 
unsere Nation und unsere Sache gewinnen konnten. Weil diese klei-
nen Diplomaten die Aufmerksamkeit auf unsere Sache und unser 
Vaterland lenkten, konnten unserer ungarischen Sache einen viel 

18  Ebenda und Hermán M., “Miskotte”, 2012. 374.
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größeren Verdienst erweisen als die offizielle ungarische Diplomatie. 
Und weil ihre Seele von diesem unausrottbaren Idealismus durch-
drungen ist, dürfen wir hoffen, dass sie, wenn sie selber auch einmal 
in dieser von Idealen abgewandten Zeit Persönlichkeiten des öffent-
lichen Lebens sein werden, der Lebensauffassung treu bleiben, die 
sie in den Niederlanden kennenlernten.”19

Die Nominierung wurde einstimmig angenommen. In der Begründung der 
Nominierung wurden ähnliche Gründe genannt wie im Fall von Irlet. Die mo-
ralische Größe des Kandidaten wurde hochgeschätzt, weil er ungarische Kinder 
unterstützt und eine Hilfsorganisation gegründet hatte. Weiterhin wurde die 
Gastfreundschaft der Niederländer gelobt, weil sie die ungarischen Kinder in 
ihrem Zuhause beherbergt hatten. In der Laudatio wurde auch noch der finan-
zielle Gewinn erwähnt, weil die Niederländer die ungarischen Kinder mit vielen 
Geschenken und Geld unterstützt hatten. Auch hier wurde von den Kindern als 
kleinen Diplomaten gesprochen, die für die ungarische Sache viel Gutes erreicht 
hätten. 

Die Nominierung kam zuerst vor den Ministerrat, von dort wurde sie wei-
tergeschickt und von Horthy und Kultusminister Klebelsberg unterschrieben.20

Sowohl Irlet als auch Van Vredenburch wurden von der Verleihung der 
Ehrendoktorwürde unterrichtet. Irlet schrieb in seinem deutschsprachigen Brief, 
dass nicht nur er, sondern auch sein Volk und seine Mitarbeiter das Lob verdient 
hätten, und versicherte der Universität, dass er weiterhin für das Wohlergehen der 
ungarischen Jugend arbeiten werde. Er habe die Ehrendoktorurkunde nicht per-
sönlich entgegennehmen können, weil er ein halbes Jahr in Palästina verbringe und 
nach seiner Heimkehr seine Gemeinde nicht verlassen könne.21 Irlet erhielt die 
Urkunde auf diplomatischem Wege am 2. Dezember 1925.22 Van Vredenburch 
kam persönlich nach Debrecen und wurde im Rahmen eines großen Festes, zu 
dem Prominente der Stadt, des Komitats, der niederländischen Gesandtschaft, des 
Ministerium für Kultus und Unterricht, der ungarischen Kinderschutzliga usw. 
eingeladen wurden, am 7. Oktober 1925 zum Ehrendoktor der königlichen István 
Tisza Universität promoviert.23 Über die Feierlichkeiten berichtet das Jahrbuch der 
Universität sehr ausführlich.24 

19  BTK Kari jegyzőkönyv, 28. Mai 1925 Nr. 92.
20  MNL OL K636. Egyetemekre, főiskolákra, Dose 189. Nr. 38915/1925 und Nr. 45.928/1925. 
21  TtREL II.2.c. Dékáni hivatal iratai, Dose 14. Nr. 470.
22  “Egyetemünk honoris causa doctorai”, 1940. 361.
23  MNL HBML VIII. 1/b. Rektori Hivatal iratai, Dose 18. Nr. 185/1925. 
24  “Báró Vredenburch Vilmos C. A., a holland államtanács tagjának, a bölcsészettudomá-

nyok honoris causa doktorrá avatása alkalmából 1925. évi október hó 7-én tartott egyetemi köz-
gyűlés [Anlässlich der Verleihung der Ehrendoktorwürde an Baron Vilmos C. A. Vredenburch, 
Mitglied des niederländischen Staatsrats, am 7. Oktober 1925 gehaltene Generalversammlung]”, 
In. A Debreceni m. kir. Tisza István-Tudományegyetem Évkönyv és Almanachja az 1925-26-os tanévről 
[Jahrbuch und Almanach der ungarischen königlichen István Tisza Universität über das Jahr 1925-26]. 
Debrecen, 1927. 16–24.
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Die zwei Ehrendoktoren blieben mit der Universität nicht weiter verbunden. 
Van Vredenburch kam nicht mehr nach Debrecen. Irlet besuchte Debrecen das erste 
Mal 1937,25 obwohl er davor jahrelang regelmäßig nach Ungarn kam. Im Frühling 
1939 kam er noch einmal zusammen mit dem ehemaligen Minister Herrn Jäger 
und dessen Frau nach Debrecen, wo sie von Bischof Imre Révész empfangen wur-
den.26 Irlet arbeitete schon lange an der Gründung der ungarisch-schweizerischen 
Gesellschaft, einer Schwestergesellschaft der von Irlet im Jahre 1930 gegründeten 
schweizerisch-ungarischen Gesellschaft. Laut Sándor Csikesz kam die Idee der 
Gründung der ungarisch-schweizerischen Gesellschaft zuerst in Debrecen während 
der Enthüllung der Calvin und Zwingli Plaketten auf und Irlet hörte erst später 
davon und nahm dann zusammen mit Frigyes Verzár Kontakt zu László Ravasz 
auf.27 Die neue Gesellschaft diente der Stärkung der kulturellen Kontakte zwischen 
der Schweiz und Ungarn, bei der Irlet auch Debrecen eine Rolle geben wollte.28 
Als diese Gesellschaft 1940 endlich gegründet wurde, berichtete Irlet dem Bischof 
darüber.29 Schon im Sommer 1939 schickte Irlet sieben schweizerische Jungen und 
zwei Studenten nach Debrecen, damit sie an den Kursen der Sommeruniversität 
teilnehmen konnten.30 Um die Kontakte weiter zu verstärken schickte Irlet 1941 
Adolf Gehriger, einen jungen Mann, der zwei Jahre zuvor die kleine schweizerische 
Gruppe nach Debrecen gebracht hatte, zum Bischof. Irlet wollte Gehriger mit der 
Leitung der Jugendsektion der schweizerisch-ungarischen Gesellschaft beauftragen 
und durch Filme und Vorträge Interessierte für die Debrecener Ferienkurse werben. 
Weiterhin berichtete Irlet darüber, dass Imre Lengyel ein Werk über den Schweizer 
Johann Heinrich Fäsi verfasste, der in Ungarn in der deutschen protestantischen 
Gemeinde in Balmazújváros, in der Nähe von Debrecen tätig war.31

Die Erinnerung an die Kinderrettungsaktion tauchte Jahre nach dem Abschluss 
der offiziellen Aktion (1926) erneut auf. 1938 wollte das calvinistische Kollegium 
sein 400-jähriges Jubiläum feiern. Anlässlich der Feierlichkeiten wollte die Universität 
14 Ehrendoktorwürden und der Kirchendistrikt der calvinistischen Kirche jen-
seits der Theiss 36 Ehrenprofessuren des Kollegiums verleihen.32 Die Auswahl 
der Ehrendoktorkandidaten musste im Voraus durch das Ministerium für Kultus 
und Unterricht sowie durch das Auswärtige Amt beziehungsweise die ungarischen 

25  “Seelsorger Dr. Karl Irlet in Debrecen South English Legendary”, = Pester Lloyd, 23. April 
1937, 6. 

26  TtREL I.1.e.77. Nr. 566. Der Brief von Irlet an Imre Révész, Twann, den 23. Mai 1923. 
Jäger war zur Zeit des Besuchs kein Minister mehr, ab dem 26. Mai 1938 leitete er die Schweizer 
Gesandtschaft in Ungarn. Siehe: Maximilian, Jäger, Historisches Lexikon der Schweiz. https://hls-
dhs-dss.ch/de/articles/014855/2007-02-05/ (heruntergeladen: 14. April 2020).

27  TtREL I.1.e.77. Nr. 27. Der Brief von Csikesz an Révész, Debrecen, den 10. Januar 1939.
28  TtREL I.1.e.77. Nr. 566. Der Brief von Irlet an Révész, Twann, den 23. Mai 1923.
29  TtREL I.1.e.80. Nr. 490. Der Brief von Irlet an Révész, Twann, den 31. März 1940.
30  TtREL I.1.e.80. Nr. 490. Der Brief von Irlet an Révész, Twann, den 29. Juli 1939.
31  TtREL I.1.e.84. Nr. 800. Der Brief von Irlet an Révész, Twann, den 30. Juli 1941.
32  Csohány, János, “A korszakváltás évszázada (1849–1950), A Kollégium története 1941–

1950 között [Wechsel eines Zeitalters (1849–1950). Geschichte des Kollegiums zwischen 1941–
1950]”, In. Barcza, József (hg.), A Debreceni Református Kollégium története. Budapest, 1988. 
276–278.
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Gesandtschaften genehmigt werden.33 Aus der Liste der Ehrendoktorkandidaten geht 
hervor, dass man auf den Traditionen des Kollegiums beharrte, da alle Kandidaten ei-
ner protestantischen Religion angehörten und die Sache des Ungartums im Ausland 
vertraten. Unter den Kandidaten war der Ministerpräsident der Niederlande, 
Hendrik Colijn, der von den Professoren der juristischen Fakultät nominiert wurde. 
Colijn besuchte Debrecen 1914 und 1926. Während seines zweiten Besuchs wurde 
er auf dem Bahnhof namens des Kirchendistrikts von Prorektor Géza Lencz, namens 
der Debrecener Kirche vom stellvertretenden Pfarrervorsitzenden György Szele und 
namens der in den Niederlanden betreuten ungarischen Kinder von Kató Papp be-
grüßt. Er hielt eine Rede in der Kirche der Kossuth Straße: Calvinismus und die 
Weltpolitik.34 Auf seinen Besuch wurde auch in seiner Laudatio verwiesen und zwei 
Punkte wurden hervorgehoben:

“1, Dr. Colijn Hendrik verpflichtete mit seiner Aktion die ganze 
Welt zum Dank, als er – abgesehen von den Diensten, die er für 
sein Vaterland leistete, wie die Reorganisation der Armee und die 
Regelung der Finanzen durch Einführung wissenschaftlicher und fi-
nanzieller Reformen in den Niederlanden – mit Unterstützung der 
christlichen Kirchen eine antirevolutionäre Partei gründete, um die 
übertrieben freisinnigen und radikalen Richtungen in der Politik 
etwas entgegenzusetzen,35 und verhinderte, dass diese Richtungen, 
eine auf den christlichen Ideen basierende Gesellschaftsordnung 
verheeren und sich in einem geografisch kleinen, aber wirtschaftlich 
und kulturell führenden Land wie den Niederlanden verwurzeln. 
2. Dr. Colijn Hendrik zeigte während seiner langen Laufbahn im 
öffentlichen Leben mehrmals seine Liebe für Ungarn. Ein Beweis 
dafür ist, dass er die Versorgung der ungarischen Kinder in den 
Niederlanden beförderte, als er das Elend sah, das Trianon verur-
sachte. Ein Beweis seiner Sympathie und seines Interesses ist für 
uns aber auch, dass er uns in den traurigsten Jahren der Einsamkeit 
besuchte. Er kam nach Debrecen, besuchte das Kollegium, unsere 
Universität und hielt sogar eine Rede in der calvinistischen Kirche 
in der Kossuth Straße. Hier wies er darauf hin, wie wichtig die 
Organisierung des ungarischen Reformiertentums gegen die dest-
ruktiven internationalen Richtungen sei.”36

33  MNL OL K636 Egyetemekre, főiskolákra, tudományos intézetekre vonatkozó iratok (1870–) 
1919–1944., 877.d. 27254/1938.sz.

34  Debreceni Protestáns Lap 18. September 1926, 398. [Ohne Titel]
35  Nicht er, sondern Abraham Kuyper war der Gründer der Partei, aber nach dem Tod von 

Kuyper im Jahre 1920 wurde er der Parteiführer. Wilschut, A., De tijd van wereldoorlogen en crisis, 
1900–1950. Zwolle, 2006. 95. 

36  MNL HBML VIII.7/a.25.k. Jog- és Államtudományi Kar IX. rendkívüli ülése [9. 
Sondersitzung der juristischen Fakultät], den 2. Mai 1938.
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Neben Colijn erhielt auch Pfarrer W. A. Dekker, der an der 
Kinderrettungsaktion in Zeeland aktiv beteiligt war,37 eine Auszeichnung, und 
zwar den Titel des Ehrenprofessors des Kollegiums.38 Eine persönliche Laudatio 
der Ehrenprofessoren ist zwar nicht bekannt, aber die Auswahlkriterien schon. 
Sie wurden “gewählt aus Männern, die entweder in eigener Person besonderes 
Interesse für die Vergangenheit und Gegenwart des ungarischen Protestantismus 
und besonders des Kalvinismus [sic!] an den Tag gelegt haben oder aber sol-
che Kirchen, Hochschulen und andere christliche Institutionen vertreten oder 
solchen vorstehen. Die sich unseren ungarischen protestantischen Kirchen und 
Schulen gegenüber in der Vergangenheit oder der Gegenwart durch besondere 
Opferbereitschaft und Liebe ausgezeichnet haben.”39

Die Vilma királynő Straße

Königin Wilhelmina, oder Vilma, wie sie in Ungarn genannt wurde, feierte 1938 
ihr 40-jähriges Thronjubiläum. Die Feierlichkeiten zu diesem Anlass dauerten 
in den Niederlanden fast zwei Wochen. Auch die ungarische Presse schenk-
te den niederländischen Geschehnissen große Aufmerksamkeit, weil Königin 
Wilhelmina in Ungarn großes Ansehen genoss. Obwohl die Königin an den kon-
kreten organisatorischen Aufgaben nicht beteiligt war, unterstützte sie die unga-
rische Kinderrettungsaktion nach dem ersten Weltkrieg mit vollem Herzen. Die 
Rettungsaktion war noch im vollen Gange, als die Königin 1923 anlässlich ihres 
25. Krönungsjubiläums vom ungarischen Volk ein Bleiglasfenster erhielt. Darauf 
war die Königin in friesischer Tracht abgebildet, wie sie barfüßige ungarische 
Kinder, die ihr Blumen schenkten, umarmte.40 

Auch in Ungarn wurde des Krönungsjubiläums im Jahre 1938 gedacht. 
Am 11. September 1938 wurde in Budapest bei der Landesfahne eine große 
Feierlichkeit veranstaltet, damit “das Ungartum der großen Patronin der ungari-
schen Kinder seine Dankbarkeit aussprechen” konnte. An der Feierlichkeit nah-
men Mitarbeiter der niederländischen Gesandtschaft sowie niederländische und 
ungarische Prominente teil.41 In der Berichterstattung wurde darüber geschrie-

37  Szabó, Erzsi, “Ein großer Tag der Ungarischen Kinderschutzliga. Jugendfürsorge ist die 
Krone jeglicher sozialen Arbeit” = Pester Lloyd 29. April 1934., 14., Aalders, “Kindertreinen”, 2020. 
53.

38  TtREL I.1.b.347.k.  Püspöki hivatal iratai [Akten des bischöflichen Büros]. 3. Oktober 1938 
Nr. 290.

39  TtREL I.1.e.77. Nr. 27. Der Brief von Révész an Irlet, Debrecen, 18. Januar 1939.
40  Réthelyi, Orsolya, “»Légy reménységgel: Nézz Hollandiára./ Nézz királynéjára! Nem vagy 

többé árva.« Vilma királynő 1923-as trónjubileuma és a ’Magyar ablak’ a holland királyi palotában 
[Sei mit Hoffnung erfüllt, Schau nach Holland, Schau auf seine Königin! Du bist nicht mehr Waise. 
Das Thronjubiläum von Königin Vilma im Jahre 1923 und das ungarische Fenster im niederlän-
dischen königlichen Hof ]”, In. Bárány, Attila; Fazakas, Geregely Tamás; Pusztai, Gábor; Takács, 
Miklós (hrsg.), Németalföldi emlékek Magyarországon – Magyar holland kapcsolatok. Debrecen, 
2017. 122–143.

41  “Vilma királynő ünneplése a budapesti Országzászlónál [Die Feier von Königin Vilma bei 
der Landesfahne]” = Magyar Nemzet 13. September 1938, 9.
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ben, welche Rolle die niederländische Königin bei der Kinderrettungsaktion 
spielte, und auch ihre ungarische Verwandtschaft erwähnt.42 

Anlässlich des Jubiläums schrieb dr. Sándor Széll, Oberstuhlrichter und 
Autor zahlreicher heraldischer Artikel, in der Zeitschrift Városok Lapja am 15. 
August 1938, dass “Bezüglich dieses Jubiläums die Idee auftauchte, dass die schö-
neren Straßen oder Plätze in unseren größeren Städten nach der niederländischen 
Königin umbenannt werden könnten (Wilhelmina-út, Wilhelmina-tér).”43 Széll 
verwarf die Idee, den Straßen die ungarische Namensform Vilma zu geben, wie 
es 1920 in Budapest geschehen war.44 Széll schickte am 12. Oktober 1938 seinen 
Artikel und einen Brief an den Rektor der königlichen Tisza István Universität 
und schlug vor, dass man in Debrecen anlässlich des 400-jährigen Jubiläums des 
Kollegiums eine Straße nach Königin Wilhelmina umbenennen könne.45 Es war 
kein Zufall, dass gerade Széll mit diesem Vorschlag aufwartete. Er war jahre-
lang Sekretär des ungarischen Konsulats zu Rotterdam.46 Nach seiner Heimkehr 
arbeitete er bei der Reklameabteilung der Shell Erdöl AG.47 Seine Frau Erzsébet 
Kisjókai Szakál heiratete er 1929 in Hilversum vor Pfarrer W. A. Dekker, einem 
der niederländischen Organisatoren der Kinderrettungsaktion.48 Széll starb wahr-
scheinlich 1944, seine Frau flüchtete mit ihren Kindern in die Niederlande, wo 
sie Richter Van Assendorf heiratete.49 Dank ihrer niederländischen Beziehungen 
wurde sie eine der Organisatoren der Kinderrettungsaktion im Jahre 194750 und 

42  “Vilma királynő, kit uralkodói jubileumán most ünnepel a németalföldi nép [Königin 
Vilma, die anlässlich ihres Jubiläums durch das niederländische Volk gefeiert wird]” = Újság 4. 
September 1938, 25.

43  Széll, Sándor, “Wilhelmina Regina 1898–1938” = Városok Lapja 15. August 1938, 
409–410.

44  Ráday, Mihály (hg.), Budapesti utcanevek [Straßennamen in Budapest]. Budapest, 2013. 626.
45  TtREL II.2.a. Tanárkari jegyzőkönyvek [Protokolle des Professorenkollegiums] Dose 23, Nr. 

91., 18. Oktober 1938.
46  Er wurde am 14. Mai 1926 in Rotterdam als Mitarbeiter des Konsulats registriert. Stadsarchief 

Rotterdam, 494-03 Archief van de Gemeentesecretarie Rotterdam, afdeling Bevolking: bevolkings-
boekhouding van Rotterdam en geannexeerde gemeenten, Inv. Nummer 851-467. Gezinskaarten 
Rotterdam 1880–1940, pagina 502206. https://www.archieven.nl/nl/zoeken?mivast=0&mizig=10
0&miadt=184&milang=nl&mizk_alle=S%C3%A1ndor%20OR%20Sz%C3%A9ll&miview=tbl 
(heruntergeladen am 11. April 2019). Laut den Akten des Konsulats arbeitete er 1932 noch im 
Konsulat. MNL OL, Külügyminisztérium Levéltára [Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes], K 651 
Rotterdami tb. Főkonzulátus [Ehrenamtliches Konsulat in Rotterdam] b, Ügyviteli segédkönyv 
[Hilfsbücher der Amtsführung], Band 2. 1932. Névmutató [Namensregister]. 

47  MNL OL, Shell Kőolaj Rt. Ügyvezető Igazgatóság [Shell Erdöl AG. Geschäftsführendes 
Direktorat] Z 519. Aktenbund 2. Nr. 7.  A vezérigazgatóság részére készült pro-memoriák, fel-
jegyzések, kimutatások [Pro-memorien, Aufzeichnungen, Jahresausweise für das Generaldirektorat] 
1941–1942, Gehaltserhöhung Senior Angestellte, 1. Dezember 1940. 

48  “Házasság [Eheschließung]” = Nemzeti Újság, 26. Januar 1929, 8.
49  Erzsébet Kisjókai Szakál erzählte in einem Interview in Holland, wie sie nach Holland 

kam. “De Hongaarse schrijfster nodigde de troonpretendend uit” = De Telegraaf 3. Februar 1961, 2.
50  Horváth, Erzsébet, “»Egymás terhét hordozzátok«. Hollandiai gyermekmentő akció [Ihr 

tragt die Last von einander. Die niederländische Kinderrettungsaktion]”, In. Pusztai, Gábor; Bozzay, 
Réka (hg.), Debrecentől Amszterdamig. Magyarország és Németalföld kapcsolata [Von Debrecen bis 
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wurde unter dem Namen Erzsébet Kisjókai eine berühmte Schriftstellerin der 
ungarischen Emigration.51

Der Rektor der Universität fragte alle vier Fakultäten nach ihrer Meinung 
zu Szélls Vorschlag. Die theologische Fakultät unterstützte ihn wegen der engen 
niederländisch-ungarischen Beziehungen.52 Béla Tankó von der philosophischen 
Fakultät erfragte die Meinung der Fachleute des technischen Ingenieurbüros 
der Stadt. In den Protokollen der Fakultät wurde am 12. Dezember 1938 das 
Folgende notiert: “…ich würde einen Teil der Vilmos császár (Kaiser Wilhelm) 
[Ring]Straße rechts von der Simonyi Straße (die alte Erdősor) nach Königin 
Vilma, den linken Teil der Ringstraße neben der Universität nach Klebelsberg 
umbenennen, aus den anderen Teilen könnte man Teile der István Tisza Straße 
nach Plänen der technischen Abteilung abgrenzen.”53

Der Universitätsrat beschäftigte sich im Januar 1939 mit der Frage. Dort 
wurde festgestellt, dass in dieser Frage nur die theologische und die philosophi-
sche Fakultät Stellung nahmen und die Umbenennung der Straße nach der nie-
derländischen Königin unterstützten. Im Universitätsrat wurden zwei Punkte 
angenommen:

1. Als Zeichen der Ehre und Dankbarkeit gegenüber dem edlen 
niederländischen Volk, einem alten Freund des Ungartums, wird 
vorgeschlagen, den begründeten Beschluss der philosophischen Fakultät 
anzunehmen und die alte Erdősor nach Königin Vilma umzubenennen.

2. Die Straße soll nicht nach der für uns fremden und dem ungarischen 
Volk unbekannten Königin Wilhelmina umbenannt werden, wie das der 
Vorschlaggeber befürwortet, sondern nach der dem ungarischen Volk 
bekannten und sympathisch klingenden Königin Vilma, genauso wie die 
Vilmos császár Straße nicht Kaiser Wilhelm Straße heißt.54

Die Umbenennung der Straße nach der niederländischen Königin wurde in 
Debrecen auch von anderer Seite angestoßen. Einige Wochen nach Erscheinen 
des Artikels von Sándor Széll wurde ein Artikel von János Maizner in der 
Debrecener Zeitung Tiszántúli Független Újság veröffentlicht. In diesem Artikel 
(Uccát Vilma királynőről, also Eine Straße benannt nach Königin Vilma) schrieb 
er über die jahrhundertelangen Beziehungen zwischen den Niederlanden und 
Ungarn, erwähnte Admiral Michiel de Ruyter, der die Galeerensklaven befreit 
hatte, die ungarischen Peregrini, die an den niederländischen Universitäten stu-

Amsterdam. Die Beziehungen zwischen Ungarn und den Niederlanden]. Debrecen, 2010. 361–374. 
362.

51  F. Almási, Éva (hg.), Kortárs Magyar Írók [Zeitgenössische ungarische Schriftsteller] 1945–
1997. Budapest, 1998–2000. http://mek.oszk.hu/00000/00019/html/k/i006762.htm (herun-
tergeladen am 11. April 2019)

52  TtREL II.2.a. Tanárkari jegyzőkönyvek Dose 23, Nr. 91., 18. Oktober 1938.
53  MNL HBML VIII. 8.b. Bölcsészettudományi Kar Dékáni Hivatal iratai, Dose 29., Nr 38. 

1938–1939.
54  MNL HBML VIII.1/a. Egyetemi Tanácsi jegyzőkönyv [Protokoll des Universitätsrats], Band 

18. 1938–39.
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diert hatten, die Kinderrettungsaktion, den Besuch niederländischer Journalisten 
in Debrecen, die ausländischen Studenten der Nyári Egyetem (Sommerkurse 
der Universität) und die Promotion der Ehrendoktoren anlässlich des 400-jäh-
rigen Jubiläums des Kollegiums. Dieses letzte Geschehnis und das Jubiläum 
der niederländischen Königin hätten ihn dazu bewegt, jetzt die Leiter der Stadt 
Debrecen darum zu bitten, eine Straße in der Stadt nach Königin Vilma umzu-
benennen.55 Dieser Artikel verweist nicht auf den Artikel von Széll, aber da hier 
ähnliche Gedanken formuliert wurden, können wir annehmen, dass Maizner den 
Artikel von Széll kannte, obwohl er in seinem Brief an den Bürgermeister diesen 
Vorschlag als seine eigene Idee darstellt.56

Der Vorschlag der Universität und die Empfehlung der Tiszántúli Független 
Újság erreichten den Bürgermeister von Debrecen dr. Sándor Kölcsey. Die 
Entscheidung in dieser Frage ging nur langsam voran. Die Feierlichkeiten in den 
Niederlanden waren inzwischen vorbei, das Jubiläum des Kollegiums wurde ver-
schoben und endgültig abgesagt, so dass die Frage der Umbenennung einer Straße 
nach der niederländischen Königin nicht mehr so wichtig war. Auch János Sőregi, 
der Direktor des Déri Museums, wurde nach seiner Meinung gefragt. Er meinte, 
dass es nicht korrekt sei, eine Nebenstraße nach einer Königin umzubenennen, 
man aber in der Innenstadt von Debrecen die historischen Straßennamen be-
wahren müsse. Budapest sei als Hauptstadt eher berufen, Straßen nach ausländi-
schen Prominenten zu benennen. Sollte die Stadt aber trotzdem auf einer Vilma 
királynő Straße in Debrecen bestehen, solle man die Vilmos császár Straße teilen 
und den Teil rechts von der Simonyi Straße nach der niederländischen Königin 
benennen.57 Nach zweijähriger Aktenwirtschaft wurde die Umbenennung be-
schlossen,58 aber es wurden weiterhin keine echten Schritte in dieser Sache unter-
nommen. Die Akten wurden am 5. Februar 1940 in der Registratur abgelegt.59  
Kein Teil der Vilmos császár Straße wurde nach Königin Vilma umbenannt. 
Nach dem zweiten Weltkrieg wurden in Debrecen zwischen 1945 und 1956 viele 
Straßen nach ideologischen Vorschriften umbenannt.60 Aber in Ungarn, das das 
sowjetische System einführte, war es nicht mehr opportun, eine Straße nach einer 
westeuropäischen Königin umzubenennen.

55  [Maizner, János], “Uccát Vilma királynőről [Eine Straße benannt nach Königin Vilma]” = 
Tiszántúli Független Újság 4. September 1938, 9.

56  MNL HBML IV.B. 1406/b Debrecen város Polgármesteri Hivatalának iratai. [Akten 
des Bürgermeisteramtes der Stadt Debrecen] Általános közigazgatási iratok [Akten der allgemeinen 
Kommunalverwaltung] Dose 192. Nr. 1939:4314-5159, 4614/39. 

57  MNL HBML VIII. 700. A Debreceni Déri Múzeum iratai (1902–1970). [Akten des Déri 
Museums zu Debrecen]. Iktatott iratok [Registrierte Akten]. Dose 27., Nr. 463/938. 

58  MNL HBML IV.B. 1406/b Debrecen város Polgármesteri Hivatalának iratai. Általános 
közigazgatási iratok. Dose 192. Nr. 1939:4314–5159, 4614/39: 53178

59  Ebenda Nr. 1939:4314–5159, 4614/39: 53178, 53194/1939 VII
60  Balogh, László, “Debrecen utcaneveinek változása a kezdetektől napjainkig” [Die 

Veränderungen der Straßennamen in Debrecen von den Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart], In. Balogh 
László (hg.), Debrecen város utcanévkatasztere [Straßennamenkataster der Stadt Debrecen]. Debrecen, 
2007. 16.
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Fazit

In Debrecen wurde der Kinderrettungsaktion in unterschiedlicher Weise ge-
dacht. Das gemeinsame in dem Gedenken ist, dass es zum Teil auf Initiative 
von Personen passierte, die nichts mit Debrecen zu tun hatten. Die schweize-
rischen und niederländischen Organisatoren der Kinderrettungsaktion erhiel-
ten ihre Auszeichnungen auf Empfehlung des Ministeriums für Kultus und 
Unterricht beziehungsweise des Bischofs László Ravasz, da die Kandidaten vor-
her überhaupt keine direkten Kontakte zu Debrecen hatten. Aus den Akten der 
Universität geht hervor, dass der Gedanke der Auszeichnung der Organisatoren 
der Kinderrettungsaktion vorbehaltlos unterstützt wurde, zumindest kann man 
überhaupt keinen Vorbehalt der Professoren und Fakultäten bezüglich der 
Kandidatur der Organisatoren erkennen. Sollte jemand Gegenargumente formu-
liert haben, sind diese nicht notiert worden. 

Viele Jahre später, als das Kollegium sein Jubiläum feierte und Kandidaten für 
die Ehrendoktorwürde aufgestellt wurden, waren die protestantischen Kontakte 
und das Wohlwollen der Kandidaten gegenüber Ungarn wichtige Faktoren für 
die Auswahl. Die Unterstützung der Kinderrettungsaktion war ein wichtiger 
Punkt bei der Nominierung, aber nicht der einzige. Jedenfalls wurden der nie-
derländische Ministerpräsident und Pfarrer Dekker nicht auf Initiative anderer, 
sondern auf Initiative der Universität bzw. des Kollegiums nominiert.

Auch die Umbenennung einer Straße in Debrecen nach der niederländischen 
Königin war die Idee eines fremden Mannes, obwohl diese Idee später in einer 
Debrecener Zeitung Unterstützung fand. 

Zusammenfassend können wir festhalten, dass die Idee des Gedenkens der 
Kinderrettungsaktion in Debrecen zwar außerhalb der Stadt entstand, aber durch 
die Universität und teilweise auch durch die Stadt mit ganzem Herzen gefördert 
wurde.
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Gábor Pusztai

“WO MENSCHEN LEIDEN, MÜSSEN  
MENSCHEN HELFEN”

TRIANON UND DIE KINDERZÜGE IN DER 
NIEDERLÄNDISCHEN PRESSE

Das große nationale Trauma des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts heißt für die Ungarn 
bis heute Trianon. Der Name des Schlosses in Versailles, wo der Friedensvertrag 
am 4. Juli 1920 unterzeichnet wurde, steht symbolisch für das von Ungarn erlit-
tene Leid und Frustration. Zwei Drittel Gebietsverlust, der Zusammenbruch der 
Wirtschaft, Millionen, die sich auf einmal außerhalb der Grenzen von Ungarn 
befanden, die feindlich gesinnten neuen Nachbarn, hunderttausende Flüchtlinge 
und die enormen Reparationskosten zwangen das Volk auf die Knie. Nach dem 
verlorenen Weltkrieg, Revolutionen und Terror, Demütigung und Besatzung, 
Plünderung und Erniedrigung suchte man Hilfe im Ausland. Aus einem fernen, 
kleinen, nordwesteuropäischen Land kam unerwartet viel Interesse, Verständnis 
und Hilfe. Die niederländische Bevölkerung setzte sich für Ungarn und vor allem 
für die hilfsbedürftigen ungarischen Kinder ein. Dadurch wuchs das Interesse 
der Holländer für das ferne unbekannte Land im Osten und schließlich auch 
für dessen politische Situation. An erster Stelle stand für sie die Hilfe für die 
Kinder, danach ging man auf den Friedensvertrag von Trianon ein. Es war aber 
nicht selbstverständlich, dass die Niederländer nach dem ersten Weltkrieg helfen 
konnten oder wollten. Die Kriegsjahre hatten auch im neutralen Holland ihre 
Spuren hinterlassen.

Die Niederlande im ersten Weltkrieg

Die Niederlande waren im ersten Weltkrieg neutral. Im Laufe des Krieges 
war es aber nicht immer selbstverständlich, dass die Neutralität von allen 
Kriegsteilnehmern respektiert wurde. Vor allem nach der Besetzung des neu-
tralen Belgiens und Luxemburgs durch die deutschen Truppen wuchs der 
Zweifel, ob die Deutschen die niederländische Neutralität respektieren wür-
den. Die Niederlande mobilisierten deshalb ihre Armee und hielten ungefähr 
eine halbe Million Soldaten bis zum Kriegsende in Bereitschaft. Die Grenzen 
mussten nicht nur gegen feindliche Soldaten, sondern auch gegen immer ak-
tivere Schmuggler bewacht werden. An der Grenze zu Belgien wurde ein 332 
km langer elektrischer Zaun errichtet, um die Schmuggler abzuschrecken. Der 
Zaum kostete hunderten Menschen das Leben. Zu Kriegsbeginn wurde Holland 
vor allem von belgischen Flüchtlingen überschwemmt. Hunderttausende kamen 
über die Grenze und blieben bis zum Kriegsende. Die meisten Belgier kehrten 
nach 1918 in ihre Heimat zurück. Die Fischerflotte und die Handelsmarine er-
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litten peinliche Verluste in der Nordsee. Holländische Schiffe wurden entwe-
der von deutschen U-Booten torpediert oder von den Briten beschlagnahmt. 
Auch der Luftraum der Niederlande wurde oft von französischen, englischen 
und deutschen Fliegern verletzt. Wegen der geografischen Lage des Landes war 
Holland ein Eldorado der Spionagedienste verschiedener Mächte. Vor allem 
die Briten und die Deutschen waren aktiv. Rotterdam wurde zu einem wah-
ren Schlangennest der Spione, wo verschiedene Abwehrdienste ihre Büros hat-
ten. Die vielleicht berühmteste niederländische Spionin aus der Zeit war Mata 
Hari (alias Margaretha Geetruida Zelle, 1876–1917) die schließlich von den 
Franzosen festgenommen, verurteilt und hingerichtet wurde.1

Wegen dem Krieg war der Welthandel zusammengebrochen und das führte 
zu einer Wirtschaftskrise. Die Arbeitslosigkeit und die Preise stiegen in den 
Niederlanden, Lebensmittel waren immer schwieriger zu bekommen. Vor al-
lem die ärmeren Schichten der Gesellschaft litten Hunger. Lebensmittelmarken 
wurden eingeführt, aber die Situation war im Sommer 1917 unhaltbar ge-
worden und in Amsterdam brach ein Hungeraufstand aus. Der so genannte 
“Kartoffelaufstand” (aardappeloproer) dauerte eine Woche (vom 28. Juni bis 5. 
Juli 1917) und wurde schließlich von Soldaten blutig niedergeschlagen. Es gab 
natürlich auch Händler, die von der Kriegssituation profitierten. Vor allem der 
Handel mit Deutschland war sehr lukrativ und brachte viel Gewinn. Nach dem 
Krieg zählte Holland dreimal so viel Millionäre wie vor dem Krieg.

Die Niederländer waren, was die Sympathie für die kriegsführenden 
Parteien angeht, gespalten. Manche waren wegen dem Burenkrieg (1899–1902) 
in Süd-Afrika gegen die Engländer und für die Deutschen, andere waren wegen 
der Besetzung Belgiens und der Torpedierung der amerikanischen Lusitania 
gegen die Deutschen und für die Alliierten (Entente-Mächte). Den mächtigen 
Nachbarn im Osten haben die Niederländer im Allgemeinen als eine starke 
Bedrohung empfunden.

Im letzten Kriegsjahr war die Lage in den Niederlanden am schlimms-
ten. Nicht nur verursachte der zunehmende Lebensmittelmangel Unruhen 
im Heer und unter der Bevölkerung, sondern auch die Spanische Grippe for-
derte zehntausende Opfer. Im November 1918 brach auch noch eine sozia-
listische Revolution aus, angeführt von Pieter Jelles Troelstra. Die Inspiration 
der Sozialisten kam aus Russland und Deutschland, aber die Welle der “Roten 
Woche” brach sich an der breiten Masse der niederländischen Gesellschaft, 
die dem sozialistisch-kommunistischen Experiment argwöhnisch gegenüber-
stand. Der Großteil der niederländischen Bevölkerung blieb dem Königshaus 
Oranien-Nassau treu. Troelstra musste hinterher zugeben, dass er sich geirrt 
hat.

1  Brokken, Jan, Mata Hari: De ware en de legende. Amsterdam, 2017.
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Kinderhilfe

Die Niederlande konnten also den verheerenden Folgen des Krieges entgehen, 
kamen aber nicht unbeschadet davon. Das Land war zwar kein Schlachtfeld, 
die gesellschaftlichen Konsequenzen aber waren deutlich zu spüren. Unruhen, 
Wirtschaftskrise, Lebensmittelmangel, hunderttausende Flüchtlinge und die 
Spanische Grippe machten den Holländern das Leben schwer. Doch fanden die 
Niederländer nach dem Krieg, dass es ihre moralische Pflicht sei, Ländern und 
Leuten zu helfen, die vom Krieg wesentlich schwerer getroffen waren. Schon 
während des Krieges hatte man etwa 30.000 Kinder aus Deutschland aufgenom-
men.2 Nach dem Krieg wurden für Österreich und Deutschland eifrig Spenden 
gesammelt und man fing an, Vereine zu gründen, um bedürftige Kinder für 10–
12 Wochen Urlaub bei niederländischen Familien unterzubringen.3 1920 reisten 
allein aus Österreich monatlich 3.500 Kinder nach Holland ein.4

Die Holländer waren gern bereit, vom Krieg betroffenen Ländern auch 
auf eine andere Weise zu helfen. Zum Beispiel spendeten die Arbeiter der 
Ziegelsteinfabrik in Schiedam ihren Lohn einer Überstunde für die hungern-
den Kinder aus Wien.5 Diesem Vorbild folgten Arbeiter aus Eibergen, Rhenen, 
Grouw, Asten, usw.6 Auch für russische Kinder wurden Spenden gesammelt. Die 
Arbeiter einer Möbelfabrik aus Oosterbeek boten den bedürftigen russischen 
Kindern einen Teil ihres Lohnes als Spende an.7 Für Ungarn und für ungarische 
Kinder wurde im ersten Nachkriegsjahr noch nicht gespendet. Die Ursache dafür 
war, dass in den Köpfen der Niederländer Österreich-Ungarn ein Staat war und 
auch blieb. Man dachte also, dass die Spenden für Österreich auch für Ungarn ge-
meint waren. In Holland war man sich der Tatsache noch nicht bewusst, dass die 

2  Brief von Priester Greber an die niederländische Regierung im Namen des Vereins der 
Christlichen Hilfe, Coblenz, 4. April 1919. Nationaal Archief Den Haag, Ministerie van Binnenlandse 
Zaken: Armwezen, toegangsnummer: 2.04.55, bloknummer: B24092 Inventarisnummer: 551.

3  Solche Vereine waren für die deutschen Kinder zum Beispiel: Nederlandsche Centrale 
voor vakantiekinderen uit Duitsland [Niederländische Zentrale für Deutsche Urlaubskinder], 
Het Nederlandsche R.K. Huisvestingscomité [Niederländische Römisch-Katholische 
Urlaubskomission], Het Comité voor Nederlandse Kinderen in den Vreemde [Komission für 
Niederländische Kinder im Ausland], Verein zur Pflege Deutscher Kinder. Siehe: Brief von F.C.A. 
van der Minne, Offizier der niederländischen Grenzschutztruppe [administrateur van de grens-
bewaking] an den Justizminister, 22. September 1922. Nationaal Archief Den Haag, Ministerie 
van Binnenlandse Zaken: Armwezen, toegangsnummer: 2.04.55, bloknummer: B24092 
Inventarisnummer: 551.

4  Brief von Rijks-Comissie voor Vakantiekinderen uit Duitsland en België [Reichskomission 
für Deutsche und Belgische Urlaubskinder] an den Innenminister, Nijmegen, 2. März 1920. 
Nationaal Archief Den Haag, Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken: Armwezen, toegangsnummer: 
2.04.55, bloknummer: B24092 Inventarisnummer: 551.

5  “De nood in Oostenrijk en Hongarije”, = Dagblad voor Zuid-Holland en ’s Gravenhage, 16. 
Dezember 1919, 1.

6  “Voor de Weensche kinderen”, = Het Vaderland, 27. Dezember 1919, 3.
7  Brief der Direktion der L.O.V. Fabrik ans Niederländische Rote Kreuz, 31 Dezember 1919. 

Nationaal Archief Den Haag, Nederlandse Rode Kruis: Hoofdbestuur toegangsnummer: 2.19.224, 
bloknummer: 127101 Inventarisnummer: 318.
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Österreich-Ungarische Doppelmonarchie bereits 1918 auseinandergefallen und 
Ungarn ein selbständiger Staat geworden war, der dringend Hilfe brauchte. Eine 
ganze Reihe Zeitungsartikel mussten erscheinen, bis man sich der bedürftigen 
ungarischen Kinder bewusst wurde. Im Oktober 1919 wurde in den Zeitungen 
noch immer darüber debattiert, wo man mehr Hilfe brauchte, in Wien oder 
in Budapest. Ein Journalist von Het Vaderland versuchte die niederländischen 
Leser davon zu überzeugen, dass drei Viertel der Hilfe aus Holland nach Wien 
geschickt werden musste, und nur ein Viertel nach Budapest, da man dort die 
Hilfe nicht so nötig brauchen würde.8 Dass dieser Diskurs sich bald änderte, war 
zwei Freunden von Ungarn zu danken. Jan Clinge Fledderus (1870–1946) und 
Henriëtte Kuyper (1870–1933). Henriëtte Kuyper war die Tochter des niederlän-
dischen Ministerpräsidenten Abraham Kuyper (1837–1920), sie war zusammen 
mit ihrer Schwester, Johanna Kuyper (1872–1947) 1916 ein halbes Jahr lang 
in Budapest als Mitarbeiterin eines niederländischen Feldlazaretts (Nederlandse 
Ambulace) gewesen. Nach ihrer Heimkehr schrieb Henriëtte ein Buch über 
Ungarn, das 1918 unter dem Titel Hongarije in oorlogstijd [Ungarn zur Kriegszeit] 
erschien. Mit dem Buch stellte Henriëtte Kuyper den niederländischen Lesern 
das bislang unbekannte Ungarn vor, das somit greifbarer wurde.

Die andere Schlüsselfigur in der ungarischen Kinderhilfe war der nieder-
ländische Konsul in Budapest, Jan Clinge Fledderus (1870–1946). Er war seit 
1911 in Budapest tätig und kannte die Situation in der ungarischen Hauptstadt 
aus eigener Erfahrung. Er erlebte dort den Krieg, die Revolution von 1918, 
die kommunistische Räterepublik 1919, den roten und den weißen Terror, die 
rumänische Besetzung, die Ausplünderung des Landes, die Hungersnot und 
die Entbehrungen. Er machte die niederländische Bevölkerung 1919 darauf 
aufmerksam, dass die Not in Ungarn groß war und die Leute dringend Hilfe 
brauchten. Auch Journalisten sahen das Auseinanderfallen der Donaumonarchie 
und das dadurch hervorgerufene Leid. Ein Journalist der Zeitung De Haagsche 
Courant schrieb am 3. November 1919 in dem Artikel De spook van de honger 
(Das Gespenst des Hungers) über die Not im ehemaligen Österreich-Ungarn:

“In Budapest ist das Elend nicht kleiner als in Wien! (…) Hier darf 
keine Sympathie oder Antipathie für ein Volk eine Rolle spielen, 
kein Dafür oder Dagegen… wo es nicht nur um Erwachsene, son-
dern auch um Kinder geht. Alle Gefühle müssen vor dem Edelsten, 
Wichtigsten und Schönsten weichen: vor der Menschenliebe. Wo 
Menschen leiden, müssen Menschen helfen.”9 (Übersetzung Gábor 
Pusztai)

Die Menschenliebe der niederländischen Bevölkerung zeigte sich in ihrer 
Wohltätigkeit. Viele Vereine und Kommissionen wurden gegründet, um den 
ungarischen Kindern zu helfen, die wichtigste im November 1919, die Zentrale 

8  “Voor Oostenrijk en Hongarije”, = Het Vaderland, 31. Oktober 1919, 3.
9  “Het spook van den honger”, = De Haagsche Courant, 3. November 1919, 1.
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Kommission für bedürftige ungarische Kinder [Centraal Comité voor nood-
lijdende Hongaarsche Kinderen]. Von ungarischer Seite war die Nationale 
Kinderschutzliga [Országos Gyermekvédelmi Liga] verantwortlich für die 
Auswahl der Kinder und die Organisation der Reise nach Holland. Der erste Zug 
mit 600 Kindern fuhr im Februar 1920 aus Budapest los. Die “Kinderaktion” 
dauerte offiziell bis 1926, aber die Züge fuhren bis 1930 zwischen Ungarn und 
Holland. Insgesamt machten im Rahmen der Aktion 28.563 ungarische Kinder 
Ferien in Holland. Für manche dauerte der Aufenthalt in den Niederlanden nur 
einige Monate, für manche wurden es Jahre. Andere (ca. 10% der Kinder) blie-
ben für immer und fanden eine neue Heimat und eine neue Familie.

Die ungarischen Kinder bekamen nicht nur aus Holland Hilfe und 
Sympathie. Auch Belgien, die Schweiz, Schweden und England empfingen sie. 
Die Aktivitäten dieser Länder waren sehr unterschiedlich. Schweden half zwi-
schen 1920 und 1921 und empfing insgesamt 131 Kinder aus Ungarn. England 
war zwischen 1920 und 1930 aktiv, empfing aber insgesamt nur 603 Kinder. Die 
Schweiz öffnete ihre Türen für 10.608 ungarische Kinder. Belgien nahm erst 1923 
die erste Kindergruppe aus Ungarn auf, aber bis 1930 wurden bei Pflegeeltern 
dort 21.524 kleine Ungarn untergebracht. Wie aus diesen Zahlen hervorgeht, 
waren es die Niederlande, die die meisten Kinder aus Ungarn aufnahmen. Die 
Anwesenheit der ungarischen Kinder gehörte in diesen Jahren zum holländischen 
Alltag und dadurch nahm das Interesse für das ferne Land, seine Sprache, Kultur 
und politische Lage stetig zu.10

Ungarn in der niederländischen Presse

In der niederländischen Presse wurde natürlich über die Friedensverhandlungen 
in Paris und Versailles berichtet. Auch über den Friedensvertrag mit Ungarn im 
Schloss Trianon erschienen Artikel. Die Berichterstattung war aber ziemlich 
nüchtern und wortkarg. Man beschränkte sich auf Fakten und vermied meist 
eine Stellungnahme oder ein Urteil über die Rechtmäßigkeit oder Gerechtigkeit 
des Vertrages oder über die Folgen der Prinzipien von Wilson. Die Ereignisse in 
der großen Politik wurden also in der Presse genau verfolgt, aber eine subjektive 
Meinung oder eine journalistische Stellungnahme war äußerst selten. Nur einzelne 
Berichte wurden über die Situation in Ungarn in den Tagesblättern publiziert. Es 
ging meistens um Nachrichten, die Aufsehen erregen sollten. Eine Organisation 
der nationalen Minderheiten richtete im Januar 1920 einen Aufruf an die Welt 
und wies auf die Gefahren des geplanten Friedensvertrags mit Ungarn hin. Kein 
Frieden, sondern Krieg würde die Folge des Friedensvertrags von Versailles sein, 
wenn große Gebiete Ungarns den neuen Nachbarländern ohne Volksabstimmung 
abgegeben würden.11 Wie bekannt, wurden Volksabstimmungen meistens nicht 

10  Réthelyi, Orsolya, “Az új rokonság [Die neue Verwandtschaft]”, In. Aalders, Maarten J.; 
Pusztai, Gábor; Réthelyi, Orsolya (eds.), A gyermekvonatok [Kinderzüge]. Budapest, 2020. 79–110.; 
Pusztai, Gábor, Menekülés az idegenbe [Flucht ins Fremde]. Debrecen, 2017.

11  “Geen vrede maar oorlog”, = Het Centrum, 27. Januar 1920, 2.
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abgehalten (Sopron/Ödenburg und Umgebung bildete im Dezember 1921 eine 
der wenigen Ausnahmen); es gab vereinzelt lokale Konflikte im Grenzgebiet, bei 
denen auch geschossen wurde, aber zu einem Krieg kam es doch nicht.

In dem christlichen Tagesblatt De Amsterdammer erschien am 9. August 
1920 ein überraschender Bericht über die französische Initiative, die militäri-
schen Kräfte der mitteleuropäischen Staaten (Ungarn, Rumänien, Bulgarien, 
Jugoslawien, Tschechoslowakei) gegen Sowjet-Russland zu bündeln. Ungarn 
hätte mit einer Armee von 140.000 Soldaten an dem Krieg gegen die Sowjets 
teilnehmen sollen. Ungarn hätte der französischen Initiative zugestimmt, 
weil Frankreich hiervor einige Grenzkorrektionen und eine Überprüfung des 
Friedensvertrags in Aussicht gestellt hätte.12 Der Ton des Artikels war auch in 
diesem Fall nüchtern und sachlich.

Was aber die humanitäre Katastrophe in Ungarn angeht, so waren die Berichte 
umso emotionaler. In der Zeitung Het Vaderland erschien zu Weihnachten 
1919 ein Bericht eines ungarischen Offiziers aus Budapest. Die grausamen 
Monate der kommunistischen Räterepublik, die rumänische Besetzung und die 
Ausplünderung des Landes wurden in dramatischen Worten beschrieben. Ein 
auf die Knie gezwungenes, geplündertes Land wurde beschrieben, dem der ge-
plante Friedensvertrag wie eine dunkle Wolke über dem Kopf hing.13 Hungernde 
Kinder, tausende an Krankheiten leidende, frierende Stadtbewohner, das Leid 
des Landes wurde in den niederländischen Zeitungen mit vielen Details und 
subjektiven Leserbriefen beschrieben. Unter anderen rüttelten Clinge Fledderus 
und Henriëtte Kuyper die niederländischen Leser mit ihren Berichten, Aufrufen 
und Artikeln auf. Die Folge war eine Reihe von Hilfsaktionen für Ungarn. 
Lebensmittel, Medizin, Kleider und andere Hilfsmittel wurden ab Ende 1919 
gesammelt und in Zügen des niederländischen Roten Kreuzes nach Budapest 
geschickt. Kurz darauf folgte die Kinderaktion. Die ungarischen Kinder gehör-
ten in der Zeit zum niederländischen Alltag. In jeder Stadt, und in den meis-
ten Dörfern gab es ungarische Kinder, die eine kürzere oder längere Periode 
in Holland verbrachten. Mit der Anwesenheit der kleinen Ungarn wuchs das 
Interesse der einfachen niederländischen Bevölkerung für das Land am anderen 
Ende Europas. Damit wurden die Niederländer auch sensibler für die ungarische 
Sache, das heißt, für Trianon. Die humanitäre Kinderaktion hat also den Weg für 
die Niederländer freigemacht für ein politisches Interesse. Dieses äußerte sich in 
zahlreichen Büchern und Ausgaben über Ungarn.14 Eine dieser Ausgaben wurde 
vom Journalisten Franciscus Ignatius Max Schneiders geschrieben.

12  “Buitenlands overzicht”, = De Amsterdammer, 9. August 1920, 1.
13  “Hongerije. De nood in het land”, = Het Vaderland, 25. Dezember 1919, 2.
14  Zum Beispiel: Abbing, A. B. M, Het drama van Trianon. Amsterdam, 1931; Dekker, 

W. A., Van Godsdienst en Vaderland. Nijkerk, 1939; Hoekstra, Elly, Eenige bijzonderheden over de 
Hongaarsche taal. Utrecht, 1939; Noppen, Henry J. van, Eenige indrukken en beschouwingen over 
Hongarije en zijne bevolking. ’s Gravenhage, 1925; Vredenburch, W. C. A. baron van, Hongarije 
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Frans Schneiders und Trianon

Frans Schneiders fuhr 1933 als Journalist nach Ungarn um dort Reportagen über 
das Land zu schreiben. Er war damit nicht allein. Damals wurden viele Leute aus 
dem Westen vom ungarischen Revisionsverein [Magyar Revíziós Liga] eingela-
den, um über die Zustände in Ungarn zu berichten. Aus England, Frankreich, 
Italien und den Niederlanden kamen zahlreiche Delegationen, Politiker und 
Journalisten nach Ungarn, wo man versuchte, sie für die ungarische Sache, das 
heißt für die Revision des Friedensvertrages zu gewinnen.15 Vor allem unter 
den Niederländern gab es viele, die sich für Ungarn einsetzten. Der Postchef 
der Eisenbahnlinie Amsterdam-Venlo, A.G.M. Abbing war wegen seines Buchs 
Het drama van Trianon [Das Drama von Trianon] aus dem Jahr 1931 einer der 
bekanntesten Niederländer in Ungarn – zumindest in revisionistischen Kreisen. 
Abbing kam 1927 das erste Mal nach Ungarn, um Land und Leute kennen zu 
lernen. Er lernte als Autodidakt Ungarisch aus einem Deutsch-Ungarischen 
Wörterbuch und verbesserte seine Aussprache durch das Hören des ungari-
schen Rundfunks. Er schrieb auch ein Gedicht mit dem Titel Aan de rechters 
van Trianon (An die Richter von Trianon). Er besuchte das Land der Magyaren 
mehrmals und hielt zahlreiche Vorlesungen. Für seine Aktivitäten wurde er in 
Ungarn ausgezeichnet.16

Schneiders war Journalist in Leiden und gehörte dem Katholischen 
Journalistenverband an, arbeitete auch für den Katholischen Rundfunk (KRO) in 
Holland und schrieb Gedichte, die er unter dem Pseudonym “Troubadour” publi-
zierte.17 Als Mitglied der zwanzigköpfigen niederländischen Journalistendelegation 
kam er am Montag, den 8. Mai 1933 mit dem Zug über Wien in Budapest an. 
Der Leiter der Journalistengruppe war Leonardus van den Broecke, Chefredakteur 
der katholischen Zeitung De Tijd. Um einen Eindruck vom Programm einer aus-
ländischen Journalistengruppe in Ungarn zu vermitteln werde ich die zehn Tage, 
die Schneiders mit der Delegation in Ungarn verbrachte, detailliert beschrei-
ben. Die niederländischen Journalisten wurden bei ihrer Ankunft am Keleti-
Bahnhof in Budapest vom Pressechef des Außenministeriums, Ferenc Mengele, 
auf Deutsch und Französisch begrüßt. Mengele unterstrich in seiner Rede, dass 
Holland das erste Land war, das nach dem Krieg einen Hoffnungsschimmer 
für Ungarn bedeutete, weil die Niederländer tausende hungernde ungarische 
Kinder aufnahmen und damit die Zukunft der Nation sicherten. Dafür wer-
de die ganze ungarische Nation den Niederländern für immer dankbar sein.18 

en de Hongaren. Leiden, 1936; Wormser, C. W., Mijn Balkanreis. Bandoeng–Amsterdam, 1936; 
Schneiders, Frans, Hongarije. Het lied van de Donau. ’s-Hertogenbosch, [1937].

15  Fall, Endre, “A Magyar Revíziós Liga vendégei [Gäste des Revisionsvereins]”, = Magyar 
Külpolitika 14/6 (Juni 1933.), 1–2.

16  P.S., “A.G.M. Abbing nyilatkozata” [Die Äußerung des Herrn Abbing], = Magyar 
Külpolitika 14/6 (Juni 1933), 9.

17  Schneiders, Frans (Troubadour), Oden en Satyren. Hilversum, 1930.
18  Magyar Távirati Iroda (MTI) [Ungarische Nachrichtendienst], 13. Ausgabe, 14.15 Uhr, 

8. Mai 1933.
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Am nächsten Tag wurde die große niederländische Delegation zum Teeabend des 
Vereins Ungarischer Journalisten [Magyar Újságírók Egyesülete] eingeladen,19 
wo neben Journalisten auch ungarische Politiker, Diplomaten und hohe Beamte 
anwesend waren. In den nächsten Tagen besichtigten die Journalisten die unga-
rische Hauptstadt und aßen im Hotel Astoria in Gesellschaft mehrerer ungari-
scher Prominente zu Abend, unter anderem mit dem Direktor des Ungarischen 
Revisionsvereins Endre Fall, mit dem reformierten Bischof Géza Antal und dem 
Theologieprofessor Jenő Sebestyén.20 Die beiden letzteren hatten in Holland stu-
diert und sprachen ausgezeichnet Niederländisch. Am Mittwoch, den 10. Mai, 
besuchte die niederländische Delegation das ungarische Parlament, wo gerade 
eine heftige Diskussion über das Budget geführt wurde. Als die Niederländer 
auf der Galerie erschienen, unterbrach der Abgeordnete seine Interpellation und 
begrüßte die Journalisten mit herzlichen Worten. Als die anderen Abgeordneten 
die Delegation aus Holland bemerkten, fingen sie alle spontan an als Begrüßung 
zu applaudieren.21  Die Niederländer blieben zehn Tage in Ungarn und besuchten 
vor allem die Großstädte: Budapest und Umgebung, Debrecen, die südungari-
sche Stadt Szeged sowie Hortobágy (die ungarische Puszta). In Szeged, wo die 
Gruppe knapp zwei Tage verblieb, wurde das Programm gründlich vorbereitet. 
Im Stadtrat war eine Kommission aufgestellt worden, die für das Programm der 
Gäste verantwortlich war. Als sie am Freitag ankamen, wurden sie vom Vize-
Bürgermeister József Pálfy auf Deutsch begrüßt. Nach der Stadtbesichtigung be-
suchten sie den niederländischen Konsul der Stadt, Bernard Back.22 Beim festli-
chen Abendessen wurden vom Orchester die niederländische und die ungarische 
Nationalhymne gespielt, abwechselnd Reden gehalten, wobei der Chefsekretär 
der Handelskammer Sándor Tonelli die Kinderferien als festen Anhaltspunkt 
erwähnte. Auch der Vize-Bürgermeister Pálfy dankte den Niederländern für 
die gute Sorge der ungarischen Kinder, die sie während der Kinderaktion er-
fahren durften.23 Van den Broecke versprach im Namen seiner Kollegen, sich 
für eine bessere Zukunft der Stadt Szeged einzusetzen, die wegen Trianon zu 
einer Grenzstadt geworden war.24 Am nächsten Tag wurden die Journalisten mit 
Bussen zur Staatsgrenze zu Jugoslawien gefahren, wo sie anderthalb Stunden ver-
brachten und die Grenzlage beobachteten. Danach frühstückten sie auf einem 
Bauernhof, besuchten einen Dorfpfarrer, aßen zu Mittag im Hotel Kass und be-
kamen Szegediner Paprika, Picksalami und Szegediner Pantoffeln als Geschenke 
von ihren Gastgebern. Beim Abschied gaben die Journalisten ihren Gastgebern 

19  Magyar Országos Tudósító (MOT) [Ungarischer Nachtintenagentur], 15/103 (8. Mai 
1933.)

20  MOT [Ungarischer Nachtintenagentur], 15/106 (11. Mai 1933.)
21  “Költségvetési vita a magyar parlamentben” [Finanzhaushalt-debatte im ungarischen 

Parlament], = Prágai Magyar Hírlap 11. Mai 1933, 3.
22  “Pénteken húsz holland újságíró érkezik Szegedre [Zwanzig niederländische Journalisten 

kommen am Freitag nach Szeged]” = Délmagyarország 12. Mai 1933, 4.
23  “Hollandi újságírók Szegeden [Niederländische Journalisten in Szeged]”, = Délmagyarország 

13. Mai 1933, 3.
24  MTI [Ungarische Nachrichtendienst], 30. Ausgabe, 24.40 Uhr, 12. Mai 1933.
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gegenüber zu, dass sie in der Stadt so viel und so gut gegessen hatten, dass sie 
die nächsten zwei Tage sicher nichts zu Mittag essen würden.25 Am Nachmittag 
fuhren die Niederländer mit dem Zug zurück in die Hauptstadt.26 Am 14. Mai, 
es war ein Sonntag, fuhr die Gruppe per Zug nach Debrecen. Am Bahnhof in 
Debrecen wurden die Niederländer von einer Delegation der Stadt empfangen. 
Der Vize-Bürgermeister Elemér Vargha und der örtliche Vertreter des Vereins 
Ungarischer Journalisten Mihály Kolosváry-Borcsa hielten die Festreden, ein jun-
ges Mädchen, Kató Papp, die selbst mit dem Kinderzug in Holland gewesen war, 
begrüßten die Gäste auf Niederländisch und ein Kinderchor sang die niederländi-
sche Nationalhymne. Die Eltern der Kinder, die in Holland Urlaub machen durf-
ten, überhäuften die Gäste mit Blumen. Es war wieder der Chefredakteur von De 
Tijd, Van den Broecke, der auf die Begrüßungsreden antwortete. Er sprach über 
die jahrhundertealten Beziehungen zwischen Ungarn und den Niederlanden und 
hob die Rolle des niederländischen Nationalhelden Admiral Michiel de Ruyter 
hervor, der 1676 ungarische Protestanten befreit hatte und dessen Denkmal in 
Debrecen hinter der Großen Kirche steht. Die holländische Delegation wurde 
auch vom reformierten Bischof Dezső Baltazár empfangen. An einem festlichen 
Mittagmahl hielten Professor Kálmán Kállay und der Vize-Bürgermeister Elemér 
Vargha ihre Reden, auch der Vertreter des Ungarischen Revisionsvereins Professor 
Vilmos Haendel begrüßte die holländische Delegation. In seiner Antwort be-
tonte der niederländische Journalist J.J. den Bergh, dass die niederländische 
Presse immer für die ungarische Sache kämpfen werde. Die Gäste besichtigten 
die Sehenswürdigkeiten der Stadt (das Reformierte Kollegium, die Universität, 
den Stadtpark “Großen Wald” und die Universitätsklinik) und am Abend lud die 
Universität sie zu einem festlichen Diner ein. Am nächsten Tag fuhren sie nach 
Hortobágy und am Nachmittag verließen sie die Stadt Richtung Budapest, um 
von dort die Heimreise anzutreten.27 An der ungarischen Grenze schickten die 
Niederländer noch ein Telegramm an den Pressechef des Außenministeriums, 
Ferenc Mengele: “Am Grenzübergang von Ungarn möchten wir uns noch einmal 
herzlich für den liebevollen Empfang in ihrem schönen Land bedanken. Bitte 
bestellen Sie unsere herzlichen Grüße an die Herrn Légárdy, Lukács, Márkus 
und den Städten Szeged und Debrecen.”28 Kaum sechs Tage später, am 24. Mai, 
wurde in Ungarn von der Presseagentur MTI schon darüber berichtet, dass die 
Mitglieder der niederländischen Journalistendelegation in ihrem Land die ers-
ten Artikel über Ungarn publiziert hatten. In den Zeitungen De Telegraaf, Het 
Vaderland, De Maasbode und in andere Tagesblätter erschienen Artikel, in denen 
die Sympathie für Ungarn, die Schönheit des Landes, der freundliche Empfang ge-
lobt wurden und nicht zuletzt auch die Ungerechtigkeit des Friedensvertrags, die 
Tragödie einer Nation und die unvermeidliche Notwendigkeit der Revision von 

25  “Vasárnapi konferansz [Rede am Sonntag] ”, = Délmagyarország 14. Mai 1933, 7.
26  MTI [Ungarische Nachrichtendienst], 27. Ausgabe, 19.45 Uhr, 13. Mai 1933.
27  MTI [Ungarische Nachrichtendienst], 11. Ausgabe, 21.50 Uhr, 14. Mai 1933.
28  MTI [Ungarische Nachrichtendienst], 31. Ausgabe, 20.30 Uhr, 18. Mai 1933.
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Trianon beschrieben wurden. Die Ungarnreise der niederländischen Journalisten 
war aus der Sicht der Gastgeber ein großer Erfolg.

Schneiders machte sich als Mitglied der Delegation in Ungarn Freunde 
und verliebte sich in die schöne Tochter eines Industriellen, Erzsébet Szántó 
(1908–2004), die später seine Gemahlin wurde. Sie heirateten im Januar 1934 
in Budapest. Er wurde ein Freund Ungarns und ein Verfechter der ungarischen 
Sache.29 Schneiders wurde 1936 Sekretär des Katholischen Journalistenverbandes 
in Holland30 und im selben Jahr schrieb er ein Buch über Ungarn, wor-
in er einen Überblick über ungarische Geschichte, Kultur und Geografie gab.  
Das Buch erschien unter dem Titel Hongarije. Het lied van de Donau (Ungarn. 
Das Lied der Donau) beim Herausgeber Teulings in ’s-Hertogenbosch und wurde 
von Lajos Ébneth (1902–1982)31 illustriert.32 Der Autor heroisiert die ungarische 
Geschichte, bewundert die Literatur und die Musik der Magyaren und beschreibt 
das Leid, das der Friedensvertrag von Trianon verursachte. Am Anfang des Buches 
schreibt der Autor ein Kapitel mit dem Titel Warum? Hier erklärt Schneiders, wa-
rum er das Buch geschrieben hat, warum er so eine warme Sympathie für Ungarn 
hat und warum ein Ungar sein Land liebt wie “eine Mutter ihr Kind.” Nach einer 
langen Auflistung blutiger Kämpfe von Augsburg über Mohács bis Világos landet 
er zum Schluss beim Friedensvertrag nach dem ersten Weltkrieg und schreibt: 
“Weil zum Schluss dieser wahnsinniger Friedensvertrag das Land und das Volk 
unter seinen Feinden verteilte, damit vom Vaterland, das mit dem Blut von vie-
len rot gefärbt war, nicht mal ein Drittel übrig blieb.”33 Schneiders beschreibt in 
seinem Buch den Besuch an der Grenze bei Szeged ausführlich. Er sagt, dass er 
zur Staatsgrenze gefahren ist “um das Leid eines Volkes zu sehen.”34 Der Autor 
beschreibt, wie die neue Scheidungslinie zwischen beiden Länder entstanden sei: 
“Dort ist die Erde rot vom eigenen Blut. Dort haben moderne Barbaren mit 
ihrem Messer ins bibbernde Fleisch der sanften Erde hineingeschnitten. Dort 
hat ein kranksinniger Chirurg mit geschlossenen Augen in einen Leib geschnit-
ten, den er überhaupt nicht kannte.”35 Die dramatische Sprache sollte den hol-

29  Der Sohn des Ehepars, Ferenc Schneiders schrieb später über die Geschichte seiner Eltern 
ein Buch: Schneiders, Ferenc, Tot ziens in de hemel. Liefde en pennenstrijd in een verzuilde tijd. 
Amsterdam, 2010. 

30  “Nederlandsche R.K. Journalistenvereniging”, = Nieuwe Tilburgsche Courant 23. 06. 1936, 
6.

31  Lajos Ébneth wurde 1902 in Szilágysomlyó geboren. Er studierte Chemie und später an 
der Kunstakademie in Budapest. 1921 reiste er nach München, wo er bei Franz von Stuck Malerei 
und Bildhauerei studierte. 1923 ließ er sich in Holland nieder, wo er mit Kurt Schwitters zu-
sammenarbeitete und international bekannt wurde. 1949 emigrierte er nach Peru. Er wurde ein 
berühmter Künstler des Landes. Er starb 1982 in Chaclacayo bei Lima.

32  Schneiders, Hongarije, [1937].
33  “Omdat tenslotte het waanzinnige vredensverdrag van een tijger land en volk onder zijn vi-

janden verdeelde, zoodat geen derde gedeelte overbleef van den Moedergrond, die geverfd was met 
het bloed van velen.” Schneiders, Hongrije, [1937]. 14. Zitate aus dem Niederländischen wurden 
von Gábor Pusztai übersetzt.

34  “om het lijden van een volk te zien.” Schneiders, Hongrije, [1937]. 248.
35  “Daar is de grond rood van zijn eigen bloed. Daar heeft het mes van moderne barbaren 

gesneden in het lillend vlees der zachte aarde. Daar heeft een krankzinnige chirurg met gesloten 
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ländischen Leser erschüttern. Auf den nächsten Seiten steht der niederländische 
Journalist mit einigen ungarischen Grenzwächtern unmittelbar vorm Graben, 
der die Landgrenze markiert, währenddessen von der anderen Seite ein jugosla-
wischer Offizier sie beobachtet. Die Spannung zwischen den beiden Offizieren, 
der Zorn und die Wut sind deutlich zu spüren. Dann wird Schneiders zu einem 
Bauernhaus geführt, um zu demonstrieren, wie sinnlos und unverantwortlich der 
Friedensvertrag gestaltet wurde. Hier verläuft die Grenze quer durch das Haus 
des Bauers. “Weil die weise und friedensstiftende Grenze von Trianon das Haus 
des ungarischen Bauers durch die Mitte schneidet. Das Zimmer ist ungarisches, 
die Küche jugoslawisches Staatsgebiet. Die Ställe des Bauers stehen tief auf jugo-
slawischem Gebiet.”36

Im nächsten Kapitel, im Gefangenen, wird das Schicksal der Ungarn be-
schrieben, die sich wegen der neuen Grenzen in neuen Ländern wiederfanden. 
Sie waren vom Mutterland abgetrennt, wurden als Feinde der neugegründe-
ten Staaten wie Rumänien, die Tschechoslowakei oder Jugoslawien behandelt. 
“In diesem tausend und fünfhundert Jahre alten ungarischen Land wurden die 
Ungarn auf ihrem eigenen Grund und Boden zu Feinden, wurden sie auf dem 
Erbgut ihrer Vorväter als staatsgefährdend erklärt.”37 Auf den nächsten Seiten 
wird das Leid einer Mutter beschrieben, die ihre Kinder in Siebenbürgen nicht 
besuchen darf, die wiederum nicht mehr nach Ungarn reisen dürfen. Das Gebiet 
gehörte nämlich nach dem ersten Weltkrieg nicht mehr zu Ungarn, sondern zu 
Rumänien. Die Familie wurde zerrissen, die Kinder waren Gefangene in ihrem 
eigenen Geburtsland. Schneiders stellt sich die Frage, wie die Leute, denen so viel 
Unrecht angetan wurde, doch noch eine innerliche Haltung bewahren können. 
Seine Erklärung ist der christliche Glaube: “Ich dachte darüber nach, was es sein 
könnte, das diesem Volk nach so viel Leid noch Haltung gab. Es kann nur das 
gläubige Gebet sein, das von vielen Lippen zum Himmel stieg, die Liebe, die 
alles beherrschte und von vielen Herzen in die Erde drang und die ruhmreiche 
Vergangenheit, die ihnen Mut gab, ihr Gesicht zum Himmel richtete und ihre 
Füße fester im Boden verankerte.”38

Im Kapitel Trianon fragt der Autor sich, ob diese Tragödie einer Nation viel-
leicht “nicht das Spiel des Teufels gegen das Christentum ist.”39 Der katholische 
Autor zieht also eine Parallele zwischen Trianon und dessen Architekten einerseits 

oogen gesneden in een lichaam, dat hij niet kende. Schneiders, Hongrije, [1937]. 251.
36  “Want de wijze en vredestichtende grens van Trianon loopt midden door dit huis van een 

Hongaarschen boer. In zijn kamer is hij Hongaarsch, in zijn keuken Joego-Slawisch. Zijn stallen 
liggen verder weg op Joego-Slavisch grondgebied.” Schneiders, Hongrije, [1937]. 258.

37  “In dat vijftien eeuwen oude, Hongaarsche land waren de Hongaren vijanden geworden 
van hun eigen grond, staatsgevaarlijk op het erfdeel hunner Vaderen.” Schneiders, Hongrije, [1937]. 
267.

38  “Ik bepeinsde wat het moest zijn, dat dit volk staande hield in zooveel leed. Het kon niet 
anders zijn dan het geloovig gebed, dat van vele lippen naar den hemel vloog, de machtige liefde, 
die van vele harten in de aarde drong en het grootsch verleden, dat hen altijd weer oprichtte met 
het hoofd naar den hemel en de voeten vaster in den grond.” Schneiders, Hongrije, [1937]. 269.

39  “Ik vraag mij af of het niet het spel is van duivel tegen Christendom.” Schneiders, Hongrije, 
[1937]. 273.
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und dem Teufel andererseits. Das Urteil von Schneiders über den Friedensvertrag 
könnte nicht deutlicher sein. Das Werk wurde völlig im Sinne des ungarischen 
Revisionismus geschrieben. Eine reiche Kultur und eine heroische Geschichte 
Ungarns werden kontrastiert mit Unrecht und Leid. Die Ursache des Dramas 
ist laut dem Autor Trianon. Es wird keine Analyse dargelegt, es werden keine 
Meinungen konfrontiert, keine wissenschaftlichen Werke oder Statistiken zitiert. 
Schneiders wirkt nur auf die Emotionen des Lesers. Er stützt seine Behauptungen 
nicht mit Argumenten, sondern versucht ein schwarz-weißes Bild zu kreieren. Es 
wird nicht nach Ursachen gesucht, nur einzelne Teile eines Ganzen hervorgeho-
ben. Dazu benutzt er auch die Religion als Waffe. Was nach ihm die Holländer 
mit dem “ritterlichen Volk” der Ungarn verbindet, und das wird von Schneiders 
immer wieder stark unterstrichen, ist das Christentum. Wenn jemand aufgrund 
des Buches Antworten auf seine Fragen über das wie und warum von Trianon 
erwartete, musste er das Werk von Schneiders sicher enttäuscht niederlegen. Der 
Leser bekam vor allem ein subjektives, geschöntes Bild über Ungarn und sehr 
emotionale Darstellungen.

Das Propagandabuch von Schneiders wurde in der niederländischen Presse 
mehrfach rezensiert. De Bredasche Courant schrieb, dass das Buch großes Interesse 
verdiene und es “in viele niederländische Herzen wie ein warmer Sonnenstrahl 
eindringen”40 solle. De Haagsche Courant beginnt seine Rezension mit der 
Feststellung: “Seitdem in unserem Land nach dem Krieg eine große Zahl ungari-
sche Kinder aufgenommen wurde, ist das Interesse für alles, was in Ungarn pas-
siert, sehr groß.”41 Damit wird deutlich, dass das Werk von Schneiders als Folge 
dieses Interesses gesehen wird und in eine Reihe von Büchern und Ausgaben 
über Ungarn passt. Der Rezensent ist der Meinung, dass das Buch vor allem ein 
Loblied auf Ungarn sei und hebt das Unrecht von Trianon hervor. Das Limburger 
Dagblad verurteilt das Werk Schneiders als voreingenommen und subjektiv, der 
Autor sei ein Propagandist, aber das Ganze wirke überzeugend und poetisch. 
Der Rezensent fühlt sich letztendlich vom Schneiders “besiegt”.42 De Maasbode 
nennt das Buch einen dichterischen, aber einseitigen Reiseführer, der jedoch 
gerade rechtzeitig zum eucharistischen Weltkongress erscheine.43 Eine begeister-
te dichterische Erinnerung über die ungarische Seele wird das Buch in De Tijd 
genannt.44

Auch in der ungarischen Presse wurde das Erscheinen des Buches regist-
riert, obwohl das Werk nicht ins Ungarische übersetzt wurde. Die ungarischen 
Zeitungen lobten Schneiders als ‚unseren Mann in Holland‘, der sich für die 
ungarische Sache engagierte. Der niederländische Konsul A. Becht erzählte der 
Zeitung Budai Napló: “Wenn die ungarische Regierung den Herrn Schneiders 

40  “Boekbesprekingen”, = De Bredasche Courant, 22. Januar 1938, 2.
41  “Toegezonden boeken”, = De Haagsche Courant, 10. November 1937, 7. 
42  Kemp, Matthias, “Van Tokajer, Czardas en Puszta”, = Limburgsch Dagblad 27. November 

1937, 11.
43  L.H., “Het lied van de Donau”, = De Maasbode, 28. Oktober 1937, 5.
44  H., “Hongaarsche levenskunst”, = De Tijd, 25. März 1938, 5.
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beauftragt hätte ein Buch über Ungarn zu schreiben, dann hätte sie auch nichts 
Besseres oder Schöneres erwarten können.”45

Schneiders hat sich sein ganzes Leben lang für die ungarische Sache einge-
setzt. Ungarn und die Ungarn hatten in seinem Herzen einen besonderen Platz. 
Schneiders war nicht nur Journalist, sondern auch Übersetzer. Er interessier-
te sich vor allem für ungarische historische und religiöse Literatur. Er war der 
Übersetzer der Werke Het christelijk huwelijk [Die christliche Ehe] und De meester 
is daar en roept U! [Der Meister ist da und ruft!] des ungarischen Autors Tihamér 
Tóth (1889–1939).46 Er übersetzte aus dem Ungarischen Dit is geschied in oos-
tenrijk (Das ist in Österreich passiert) der ungarischen Autoren Andor Juhász 
und Sára Juhász.47 Den monumentalen historischen Roman von Zsolt Harsányi 
über das Leben des ungarischen Komponisten Ferenc Liszt hat er ebenfalls ins 
Niederländische übersetzt.48

Zusammenfassung

Die Kinderzüge waren eine außergewöhnliche humanitäre Aktion. Zehntausende 
ungarische Kinder wurden für einige Monate, manche sogar für einige Jahre aus 
dem Elend der Nachkriegszeit nach 1918 erlöst und ins Ausland verschickt. 
Neben Schweden, England, der Schweiz und Belgien hat Holland die meisten 
Kinder aufgenommen. Diese Kinderaktion hinterließ nicht nur persönliche 
Spuren bei den ungarischen Kindern und ihren niederländischen Pflegeltern. 
Die Kinderaktion beeinflusste die ganze Gesellschaft in den Niederlanden. Ein 
allgemeines Interesse entstand für Ungarn und seine Bewohner. Alles, was mit 
Ungarn zu tun hatte, war für die Holländer etwas Besonderes: Literatur, Kultur, 
Musik, Film, Religion, Gesellschaft und auch Politik. Auf diese Weise hat man 
sich in den Niederlanden warmgelaufen für die Revisionspolitik von Ungarn. 
Die ungarische Politik nutzte das allgemeine Interesse in Holland für Ungarn 
aus und organisierte Propagandatouren für Journalisten. Die Niederländer ka-
men, kosteten gerne den Tokajer und die gut gewürzten Speisen des Landes, be-
reisten gern das Gebiet und schrieben zu Hause gern über das schöne Ungarn 
und über das Unrecht von Trianon. Ohne die Kinderzüge wäre das alles nicht 
möglich gewesen. Die Kinderzüge tauchen überall in der Revisionspolitik auf: in 
Büchern, Zeitungsartikel, Buchrezensionen, Begrüßungsreden und Dankbriefen. 
Den Weg für die ungarische Revisionspolitik in den Niederlanden haben letzten 
endlich die armen, hungernden Kinder geebnet.

45  “Holland könyv Magyarországról [Ein niederländisches Buch über Ungarn]”, = Budai 
Napló 25. März 1937, 6. 

46  Tóth, Tihamár, Het chirstelijk huwelijk: religieuze voordrachten gehouden in het studiejaar 
1934–35 in de Pázmány Universiteitskerk te Budapest. Voorhout, 1936; Tóth, Tihamér, De meester 
is daar en roept U!: religieuze voordrachten gehouden in het studiejaar 1937–1938 in de Pázmány 
Universiteitskerk te Budapest. Voorhout, 1939.

47  Juhász, Andor; Juhász, Sára, Dit is geschied in Oostenrijk. Van Sarajevo tot Berchtesgaden. 
Tilburg, 1938.

48  Harsányi, Zsolt, Hongaarsche rhapsodie. Leiden, 1941.
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Orsolya Réthelyi

THE TRIANON PEACE TREATY AND THE CHILDREN’S 
TRAINS. REFLECTIONS ON REVISIONISM IN DUTCH 

AND BELGIAN CULTURAL PRODUCTION

Introduction

In his 1927 article evaluating the work of the Hungarian League of Child Protection 
(Országos Gyermekvédő Liga), Vilmos Neugebauer, the chairman of the League 
listed the advantages the humanitarian action of the Children’s Trains had brought 
about for Hungary.1 He first mentioned the details about the physical benefits 
for the health of children, the material advantage for the families, followed by 
the spiritual and psychological profit, since the children often came from families 
demoralised by poverty and hardship. He then proceeded to the great advantage 
the action brought about for Hungary in the field of tourism and trade and finally 
discussed the field of the political assets, with the following words:

“I could give a thousand and another thousand examples of the 
political implications and consequences, which I left for last. It can 
be stated that no hidden small villages exist today in Belgium, the 
Netherlands and Switzerland where they are not aware of Hungary’s 
geographical location and historical traditions, where they do not 
know about the high level of Hungarian literature and art.
It was in 1923 that in the parliament of Brussels – that is, in the 
parliament of a former hostile state – the MP Van Houck protested 
the injustices of the Treaty of Trianon on behalf of six others. All the 
MPs protesting alongside Van Houck were at the same time the fos-
ter fathers of a nice Hungarian child. A revisionist map was drawn 
in Hoogstraaten, a small town in Belgium, which was reproduced 
and distributed among the Belgian population. (…)

1  Neugebauer, Vilmos, “A magyar gyermekek üdültetése [The Action for The Hungarian 
Children]”, In. A nagy vihar hajótöröttei. Hivatalos feljegyzések, tanulmányok és más irások a háboru 
és a pusztitó béke idejéről [The Castaways of the Great Storm. Official Notices, Studies and Other 
Writings from the Time of the Great War and the Destructive Peace]. Budapest, 1927. 188–195. 
For the Children’s Trains see Aalders, Maarten J. “A Hollandiába tartó gyermekvonatok [The 
Children’s Trains to the Netherlands]”, In Aalders, Maarten J.; Pusztai Gábor; Réthelyi, Orsolya 
(eds.), A gyermekvonatok. Élő híd Magyarország, Hollandia és Belgium között az első világháború után 
[The Hungarian Children’s Trains. Living Bridge between Hungary, the Netherlands, and Belgium 
after the First World War]. Budapest, 2020, 39–59, and Hajtó, Vera, Milk Sauce and Paprika. 
Migration, Childhood and Memories of the Interwar Belgian-Hungarian Child Relief Project. Leuven, 
2016. 
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With this action we only endeavoured to do social work, true to 
our vocation and our flag, and look at the results: the children who 
went abroad through our efforts have also done an immeasurable 
service for the benefit of this nation that has been abandoned and 
forgotten by all.”2

It is obvious that even though – as Neugebauer emphasises in his report – the 
Children’s Train Action had a humanitarian and social objective, the image of 
Hungary created through the action, and the political message Hungary was try-
ing to convey was considered one of the important by-products of the action. 

The First World War and the political consequences following its ending, 
the bourgeois democratic revolution, the Hungarian Soviet Republic and the 
Romanian invasion had left Hungary devastated. The lack of food, coal, and basic 
supplies, the flood of refugees from the occupied territories and the resulting lack 
of housing meant that poverty was widespread, especially in Budapest and in the 
larger cities. Relief in the form of supplies sent by international humanitarian or-
ganisations was followed by the setting up of the Children’s Train Action, through 
which more than 60.000 Hungarian children were sent between 1920 and 1930 
for a few months to the Netherlands, Belgium, Switzerland, and to a lesser extent 
to the United Kingdom and Sweden, to recover from the hardships. Most of the 
children, as much as 82%, were sent to the Netherlands and Belgium.3

The Children’s Train Action brought about an intensive mobility of peop-
le between Hungary and the Netherlands, and from 1923 on, also between 
Hungary and Belgium. This meant a mobility of children in the first place, but 
also a mobility of the organisers of the action, politicians, teachers and priests, 
care givers, and the foster parents, who visited Hungary in organised trips. The 
intensive mobility also caused a vigorous exchange of cultural products, material 
and immaterial goods, ideas and concepts.4 In the following pages I wish to show 
how the 1920 Peace Treaty of Trianon and the revisionist goals of the Hungarian 
foreign policy communicated in interwar Hungary were received and articulated 
in those cultural products written in Dutch, which are in some way connected to 
the Children’s Trains. More specifically this means artistic and popular historical 
cultural products in Dutch, mainly written sources, produced mostly by Dutch 
and Belgian authors, but in some cases also by Hungarians. The focus will be on 
how the ideology is articulated, what its function was, how the cultural transfer 
came about, and what kind of relationship exists between these expressions of 
revisionism and the Children’s Trains.

2  Neugebauer, “A magyar gyermekek üdültetése”, 1927. 192–193.
3  Aalders, Maarten J.; Pusztai, Gábor; Réthelyi, Orsolya, “Száz évvel ezelőtt. Nemzetközi 

megvilágításban a Magyarországot, Hollandiát és Belgiumot összekötő gyermekvonatokról [A 
Hundred Years Ago. About the Children’s Trains between Hungary, the Netherlands, and Belgium 
in International Context]”, In. Aalders; Pusztai; Réthelyi (eds.), A gyermekvonatok, 2020. 7–8.

4  Réthelyi, Orsolya, “Az új rokonság. A gyermekvonatok a kora ’20-as évek magyar kultúrá-
jában [The New Family. The Children’s Trains in the Culture of the Hungarian Culture of the 
1920’s]”, In Aalders; Pusztai; Réthelyi (eds.), A gyermekvonatok, 2020. 79–110.
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The Children’s Trains and revisionist propaganda

Given the summary of Vilmos Neugebauer quoted above, it is an interesting ques-
tion whether revisionist propaganda was institutionally disseminated through the 
children travelling abroad. This cannot be ruled out, but in the research so far 
there is no evidence to support this idea.5 The children sent to the Netherlands 
and Belgium on the Children’s Trains frequently took presents for their foster par-
ents. There are some records presents distributed institutionally, on a large-scale, 
for instance a Budapest Guidebook provided for the young passengers of the first 
Children’s Train, which departed on 8 February 2020. We also know of the action 
of the Catholic branch of the Hungarian organisers, who commissioned an artis-
tic memorial print in 1923, which was distributed to the Catholic Dutch foster 
parents.6 However, none of these contained propaganda relating to Trianon. In 
her book on the Children’s Trains to Belgium Vera Hajtó states that “priests, 
teachers and journalists who accompanied the children carried propagandistic 
publications with them to Belgium. They spread brochures, books, maps and 
posters about the geographical, economic and social consequences of Trianon.”7 
This must have been the case in the period between the wars, in which the pri-
mary goal of Hungarian politics was to attain foreign support for the revision of 
the Trianon Peace Treaty. Ignác Romsics describes how, for instance, a new school 
curriculum was introduced in Hungary, in the 1920’s, that was based on three 
pillars: Christianity, nationalism and irredentism. “Every school day was to start 
and end with a short prayer, the ‘Magyar Credo’, which engraved the idea of a 
future ‘resurrection’ of old Hungary as an ‘eternal God-given truth’ in the mind 
of every pupil: I believe in one God / I believe in one homeland/ I believe in one 
eternal God-given truth, / I believe in the resurrection of Hungary.”8

Even though there is no direct evidence of the structural dissemination of 
propaganda by way of the children there are many signs of a sympathetic attitude 
to the Hungarian revisionist ideology in Dutch and Belgian cultural production 
connected to the Children’s Trains. This is visible for instance in the booklet put 
together by the Nederlandse Reisvereniging [Dutch Travel Association] in 1924 
for the group of Dutch tourists, mainly foster parents travelling to Hungary to 
meet their foster children again, and to get to know the country of these children 
better.9 Beside the programme and detailed practical information, the booklet 
also includes songs and poems. The Dutch and Hungarian anthems – the latter 
with the score, so it can be sung by the guests –, followed by the first two vers-

5  Maarten J. Aalders came to the same conclusion during his detailed research in Dutch 
archives. See Aalders, Maarten J., Nederlandse en Hongaarse protestanten gedurende het interbellum 
[Dutch and Hungarian Protestants in the Interwar Period] (2021). Forthcoming. I wish to thank 
Maarten J. Aalders for allowing me to read his unpublished book.

6  Réthelyi, “Az új rokonság”, 2020. 100–102.
7  Hajtó, Milk Sauce and Paprika, 2016. 50.
8  Romsics, Ignác, Hungary in the Twentieth Century. Budapest, 1999.149–150.
9  Programma voor de verenigingreis E 152, naar Budapest van 23 juni-3 juli 1924. (Facsimile 

edition). Amstelveen, 1987.
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es of the, so called, Hungarian Credo written by Elemérné Papp-Váry – quoted 
above by Romsics –, in original and in a Dutch translation.10 The limitations of 
this article do not make it possible to give an exhaustive list and analysis of all 
these products. Instead, I have chosen to show and analyse a selection of cultural 
products from different genres and media to indicate the widespread presence of 
knowledge of the “Trianon problem” and support for the revisionist standpoint. 

Language and grammar books

Language and grammar books for visitors are perhaps not the most evident pla-
ce to look for evidence of revisionist sympathies, but this genre is often a first 
point of contact between two cultures trying to establish a stronger bond. The 
Children’s Trains Action triggered the production of a multitude of Hungarian-
Dutch language books and dictionaries. The language guide, De vlugge Hongaar 
[The quick Hungarian] was written by the Hungarian author Sándor Széll and 
published around 1923 in Kampen, the Netherlands.11 The publication undoub-
tedly filled a gap that was caused by the growing interest in Hungarian language 
and culture in the Netherlands and a need to facilitate communication between 
participants of the Children’s Trains. The author, a protestant young man who 
worked at the Hungarian consulate in Rotterdam from the middle of the 1920’s, 
provided the reader with a wide range of information. Besides an introduction 
to the history of the language, phonological rules, conjugation and subjugation 
tables and a concise dictionary and phrase book, he also included translation and 
pronunciation exercises finishing the book off with “Reading and translation exer-
cises” in Hungarian and Dutch. These begin with the well-known slogan”Csonka 
Magyarország nem ország, egész Magyarország mennyország” [Maimed Hungary is 
not a country, Hungary in one piece is Heaven.], the first verse of the Hungarian 
Credo12,  the Lord’s Prayer, the first two verses of the Szózat by Mihály Vörösmarty, 
the Hungarian National Anthem, the Himnusz by Ferenc Kölcsey, the first verse 

10  Programma, 19, about the Hungarian Credo see below.
11  Széll, Sándor, De vlugge Hongaar: handleiding om zonder onderwijzer in korten tijd 

Hongaarsch te leeren lezen, schrijven en spreken (Rövid magyar nyelvtan és phraseologia). Kampen, 
[1923]; Pavlitzky, Petra, “Széll Sándor, De vlugge Hongaar”, In. Aalders, Maarten J.; Réthelyi, 
Orsolya (eds.), A gyermekvonatok – Tárgyak és emlékezet. A Migráció, irodalom és identitás: A gyer-
mekvonatok Magyarország, Hollandia és Flandria között a huszadik század első felében című work-
shop kiállítási katalógusa [The Children’s Trains – Objects and Memory. Exhibition Catalogue of 
the workshop ‘Migration, Literature and Identity: The Children’s Trains between Hungary, the 
Netherlands, and Flanders in the first half of the 20th Century’]. Budapest, 2018. (Néderlandisztikai 
füzetek / Cahiers voor Neerlandistiek, 9) 33–34.

12  Both this propaganda poem by Elemérné Pap-Váry – first only the first verse, which was 
later extended to 15 verses – and the slogan “Csonka Magyarország nem ország” by István B. Szabó 
were written for a poetic competition initiated by the Magyarország Területi Épségének Védelmi 
Ligája and the Védő Ligák Szövetsége in 1920 with the objective of creating a motto to expresses the 
necessity of irredentism. Vonyó, József, “A Magyar Hiszekegy születése [The Birth of the Hungarian 
Credo]”, = História 24, 2002, 1, 18–19.
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of the Talpra Magyar! [Rise, Magyar!] by Sándor Petőfi and finally all seven verses 
of the poem A hollandus szív [The Dutch heart] by Andor Kozma.13

Figure 1. “Reading and translation exercises” in Hungarian and Dutch in the phrasebook by 
Sándor Széll, De vlugge Hongaar. (Source: Németalföld-Magyarország Kulturális Transzfer 

Kutatóközpont, Budapest)

The propagandistic intent of displaying the two well-known revisionist slogans 
before the sacred texts of prayer and anthem, and canonical texts of Hungarian 
literature is clear. The learner of Hungarian might as well practice the language 
on these texts, which play such an important role in the Hungarian mentality of 
the interwar period. It is perhaps less evident why the last poem, by Kozma was 
included, what is more, in full length. This poem was written around in 1920 as a 
token of gratitude for the support that the Dutch showed to Hungary by hosting 
and feeding the Hungarian children.14 The complex metaphors in the typically 
protestant ideological frame of the poem draw a parallel between the present 
situation and the 17th century, when the Dutch Admiral Michiel de Ruyter was 
commissioned by the Dutch Republic – which had only recently achieved poli-
tical freedom from the Habsburg Empire – to free the Hungarian protestant gal-
ley-slaves. Hungary now “orphaned, pillaged and tortured” will take example of 

13  Széll, De vlugge Hongaar, 1923. 106–119.
14  For the complete text and a detailed analysis of this poem see Réthelyi, “Az új rokonság”, 

2020. 84
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the Dutch freedom fight in the 17th century and free itself from the bondage it is 
forced to suffer today. This poem – unknown today – had achieved an exemplary 
status and fame in de context of the Children’s Trains Action since the last verse 
was also included in Dutch on the magnificent stained-glass window given by the 
Hungarians to Queen Wilhelmina in 1923.15  

Art

The most notable example of the representation of revisionist ideology in art is 
the façade of a building in the Belgian town of Ieper / Ypres. This notable ex-
ample is discussed by Vera Hajtó in her book Milk Sauce and Paprika. In 1927 
Eduard Froidure, a local scholar commissioned the artist Maurice Deraedt to re-
construct the façade of his house on the main square of Ieper, which had suffered 
damage during the First World War. Froidure was not only a wealthy and much 
respected citizen of the town but was also actively involved in the Children’s Train 
Action as an important member of the Ieper committee of the relief project.16 His 
involvement in the action lead him to express his sympathy for the Hungarian 
revisionist cause through the iconographic programme on the façade of his house. 
This is arranged in a triangular position, with a relief the crowned Virgin Mary 
with Child on the tympanum above the second floor, surrounded with Latin 
inscriptions indicating that she is the patron of Hungary and of Ieper. Under 
the relief the inscription Regina Christi Regis Mater was carved. Below this, the 
tripartite relief of the balcony on the first floor includes the coat of arms of Ieper 
on the right, and the Hungarian coat of arms supported by two angels on the left. 
On a scroll above the coat of arms the well-known words of the Hungarian Credo 
were craved: “I BELIEVE IN ONE GOD, I BELIEVE IN ONE HOMELAND 
/ I BELIEVE IN ONE DIVINE ETERNAL JUSTICE / I BELIEVE IN THE 
RESURRECTION OF HUNGARY. AMEN”.

The message of the iconographic programme can be interpreted to indicate 
brotherhood between Hungary and Ieper in the shared patronage of the Virgin 
Mary and therefore the adoption of the revisionist goals of the Hungarians and 
expressing support of these. It is obvious that the action of expressing the sympa-
thy for the revisionism in the unchanging medium of stone, on the façade of the 
dwelling of an individual should be interpreted as a statement of strong compas-
sion,, expressed with great empathy.

15  Réthelyi, Orsolya, “»Légy reménységgel: Nézz Hollandiára. / Nézz királynéjára! Nem vagy 
többé árva«. Vilma királynő 1923-as trónjubileuma és a ’Magyar ablak’ a holland királyi palotában 
[’Have Hope: Look at the Netherlands, Look at its Queen! You are an Orphan no more.’ The 
Coronation Jubilee of Queen Wilhelmina in 1923 and the ’Hungarian window’ in the Dutch Royal 
Palace]”, In. Fazakas, Gergely; Bárány, Attila; Takács, Miklós; Pusztai, Gábor (eds.), Németalföld 
emlékei Magyarországon – magyar–holland kapcsolatok [The Memory of the Netherlands in Hungary 
– Hungarian-Dutch relations]. Debrecen, 2017. (Loci Memoriae Hungaricae, 5) 122–143.

16  Hajtó, Milk Sauce and Paprika, 2016. 81–84.
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Figure 2–3. Relief on the tympanum and detail of the balcony on the façade of the house of 
Eduard Froidure in Ieper (1927) (Source: Hajtó, Milk Sauce and Paprika, 2016. 83.)

Music

The intensive cultural transfer between Hungary and the Netherlands in the in-
terwar period resulted in several musical compositions from both sides in which 
the brotherhood of the two nations is emphasised. Among these musical com-
positions one can also find examples in which some kind of reflection of revisio-
nist idea can be found, for instance the song Hongarijen-Magyarország (c. 1925) 
accompanied by piano, which was written by the Dutch journalist and play-
wright, Alphony Laudy (1875-1970) and the composer, Anton Averkamp (1861-
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The most notable example of the representation of revisionist ideology in art is 
the façade of a building in the Belgian town of Ieper / Ypres. This notable ex-
ample is discussed by Vera Hajtó in her book Milk Sauce and Paprika. In 1927 
Eduard Froidure, a local scholar commissioned the artist Maurice Deraedt to re-
construct the façade of his house on the main square of Ieper, which had suffered 
damage during the First World War. Froidure was not only a wealthy and much 
respected citizen of the town but was also actively involved in the Children’s Train 
Action as an important member of the Ieper committee of the relief project.16 His 
involvement in the action lead him to express his sympathy for the Hungarian 
revisionist cause through the iconographic programme on the façade of his house. 
This is arranged in a triangular position, with a relief the crowned Virgin Mary 
with Child on the tympanum above the second floor, surrounded with Latin 
inscriptions indicating that she is the patron of Hungary and of Ieper. Under 
the relief the inscription Regina Christi Regis Mater was carved. Below this, the 
tripartite relief of the balcony on the first floor includes the coat of arms of Ieper 
on the right, and the Hungarian coat of arms supported by two angels on the left. 
On a scroll above the coat of arms the well-known words of the Hungarian Credo 
were craved: “I BELIEVE IN ONE GOD, I BELIEVE IN ONE HOMELAND 
/ I BELIEVE IN ONE DIVINE ETERNAL JUSTICE / I BELIEVE IN THE 
RESURRECTION OF HUNGARY. AMEN”.

The message of the iconographic programme can be interpreted to indicate 
brotherhood between Hungary and Ieper in the shared patronage of the Virgin 
Mary and therefore the adoption of the revisionist goals of the Hungarians and 
expressing support of these. It is obvious that the action of expressing the sympa-
thy for the revisionism in the unchanging medium of stone, on the façade of the 
dwelling of an individual should be interpreted as a statement of strong compas-
sion,, expressed with great empathy.

15  Réthelyi, Orsolya, “»Légy reménységgel: Nézz Hollandiára. / Nézz királynéjára! Nem vagy 
többé árva«. Vilma királynő 1923-as trónjubileuma és a ’Magyar ablak’ a holland királyi palotában 
[’Have Hope: Look at the Netherlands, Look at its Queen! You are an Orphan no more.’ The 
Coronation Jubilee of Queen Wilhelmina in 1923 and the ’Hungarian window’ in the Dutch Royal 
Palace]”, In. Fazakas, Gergely; Bárány, Attila; Takács, Miklós; Pusztai, Gábor (eds.), Németalföld 
emlékei Magyarországon – magyar–holland kapcsolatok [The Memory of the Netherlands in Hungary 
– Hungarian-Dutch relations]. Debrecen, 2017. (Loci Memoriae Hungaricae, 5) 122–143.

16  Hajtó, Milk Sauce and Paprika, 2016. 81–84.
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1934).17 The music is not dated, but we know that it was performed in 1925 in 
the Netherlands on a benefit concert for the Children’s Trains, and was probably 
also composed for that occasion. Later the text was translated into Hungarian 
by the catholic poet, priest, and university professor, Sándor Sík, and the piece 
was performed in Hungarian and Dutch on the St. Emmerich celebrations in 
Budapest in 1930.18

The lyrics do not mention the word Trianon but first they give a vivid pic-
ture of the sufferings and losses of Hungarians expressed with diverse exaggera-
ted romantic stereotypes with much poetic licence. These include descriptions 
of widows collecting the dead bodies resulting from war casualties with pain in 
the “Magyarenhart” [Magyar heart], the children suffering and dying from hun-
ger in an abandoned and orphaned nation, the pain of drifting homelessly and 
suffering desolation like a swarm of bees without a hive. In the third verse there 
is a change in the mood of the text (and the music) and the narrative directly 
addresses Hungary: “Comfort your offspring, Hungary, from suffering comes joy 
(…) Above towers and roofs / the dawn is arising / The sun of freedom in dire 
straits / The sun of Budapest climbs. / In Europe’s row of peoples / God bless you 
Hungary! / Holland’s blessing meets you / Holland’s joyful salutation greets you 
/ In your glorious new blaze, / As our brothers, Hungary!19 The emphasis on the 
death and hopes for resurrection of a nation were the commonly shared motifs 
and elements of the revisionist thinking.20

History books and propaganda

Books and pamphlets on Hungarian history are an evident source for elaborating 
on the fate of the country after the First World War and several examples of this 
genre have direct connections to the Children’s Trains Action.21 I will discuss here 

17  Hitter, Viktória, “Alph. Laudy & Ant. Averkamp: Hongarijen – Magyarország”, In. Aalders; 
Réthelyi (eds.), A gyermekvonatok – Tárgyak és emlékezet, 2018. 57–58, for the full text see Nagy, 
Roland, “Szavakat a tettek mellé! A holland-magyar kapcsolatok néhány nyelvészeti vonatkozása 
a gyermekmentő akciók idejéből [Words beside the deed! Some linguistic aspects of the Dutch-
Hungarian relations from the time of the Children’s Trains]”, In. Aalders; Pusztai; Réthelyi (eds.), 
A gyermekvonatok. 2020. 137–161.

18  “Het eeuwenfeest van den H. Emericus”, = De Tijd, 14 May 1930. 9.
19  Laudy, Alph.; Averkamp, Ant., Hongarijen – Magyarország. Bussum, (s.d.).
20  Hanebrink, Paul A., In Defense of Christian Hungary: Religion, Nationalism, and 

Antisemitism, 1890–1944. Ithaca–London, 2006. 111–112.
21  Some publications emphasize the poverty and suffering of the Hungarians, to recruit more 

foster parents for the Children’s Action from the local population, like the booklet Hongarije. 
Geschiedenis van een stervend volk [Hungary. The history of a dying nation.] by P. Koster (c. 1923). 
Others were published with the objective of making the Dutch public more familiar with the histo-
ry and rich culture of the Hungarians like the photo album Eenige indrukken en beschouwingen over 
Hongarije en zijne bevolking [Some impressions and considerations about Hungary and its popula-
tion] (1925) by of the diplomat Henry J. Noppen, the booklet Hongarije en de Hongaren [Hungary 
and the Hungarians] (1936) by W.C.A. Baron van Vredenburch, or the book Hongarije. Het lied 
van de Donau [Hungary. The song of the Danube] (1936) by the journalist Frans Schneiders.
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only one of these publications, Het drama van Trianon [The drama of Trianon] by 
A.G.M. Abbing (1931).

Arnoldus Gerardus Maria Abbing was the head postmaster in the Dutch town 
of Venlo and encountered Hungary through his involvement in the Children’s 
Trains Action in the early 1920’s. His fascination with the Hungarian culture led 
him to learn Hungarian. He published articles in Dutch papers, gave lectures on 
Hungarian subjects and translated several books from Hungarian. Abbing was a 
frequent guest in Hungary, he visited schools, gave lectures, spoke on the radio 
and maintained contacts with the Revíziós Liga [Revisionist League].22 In 1931 
he also published a 95-page book, Het drama van Trianon, which is a tractate add-
ressed to the Dutch people, arguing for the revision of the Trianon Peace Treaty. 
The first chapters of this book give a short introduction to the history of Hungary 
and from chapter four, a systematic point by point argumentation for the revision 
of the treaty. Though the author names the sources he used for his tractate, which 
include Hungarian, English, French and German publications, and is obviously 
well informed, his tone is personal and emotional. Abbing begins his book with a 
dedication in Hungarian and Dutch to those “who live in need and oppression on 
their own motherland, which was unlawfully given away as war booty.”23 In the 
introduction he makes a direct connection between his objective and that of the 
Children’s Trains Action: “The Children’s Action is a part of our past, however, a 
new action has begun, which is infinitely larger and more important, because it 
regards the life and future of a whole nation and once again Hungary approaches 
you with an entreaty.”24 He  includes quotes in Hungarian at different points of 
the text, “Nem, nem, soha” [No, no, never], his penultimate chapter is entitled 
“Csonka Magyarország” [Maimed Hungary], and includes the first verse of the 
Hungarian Credo in original and translation.25 He even includes an poignant son-
net of his own with the title 4 juni 1920-4 juni 1930. Aan de rechters van Trianon 
[4 June 1920-4 June 1930. To the Judges of Trianon], which ends with the fol-
lowing lines: “Here lies a land, ruined through your violence, / A brave people, 
bound in defencelessness / Her throat still squeezed by the hand of the enemy… 
/ And still with hope, it waits for the hour, / Through righteousness your injustice 
will pass, / To break its shackles, tired of the tainting.”26

22  Magyar Jövő, 13 June 1937. 8.
23  Abbing, A.G.M., Het drama van Trianon [The drama of Trianon]. Amsterdam, 1931. 8.
24  Abbing, Het drama, 1931. 11.
25  Abbing, Het drama, 1931. 87, 91.
26  Abbing, Het drama, 1931. 36
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Figure 4–5. Cover and map in Het drama van Trianon [The drama of Trianon] by A.G.M. Abbing 
(1931). (Source: Németalföld-Magyarország Kulturális Transzfer Kutatóközpont, Budapest)
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Literary History

The revisionist ideology also made its appearance in a literary history written 
in the period. W.A. Dekker’s Van Godsdienst en vaderland. Hoofdlijnen uit de 
geschiedenis der Hongaarse letterkunde [About religion and fatherland. The main 
lines of the history of Hungarian literature] (1939) was one of the four histo-
ries of the Hungarian literature written in Dutch that were published between 
the two world wars, all of which were directly connected to participants of the 
Children’s Trains Action.27 W.A. (Willem Abraham) Dekker (1888-1975) was 
a Dutch Calvinist priest, who came into contact with Hungary when he began 
helping the commission with recruiting foster parents in his Krabbendijke pa-
rish in 1922. He soon decided to learn Hungarian and continued organizing 
the relief for the Hungarian children in the Netherlands, for which work he was 
honoured with an award from the Hungarian Red Cross. He also arranged trips 
to Hungary and studied the Hungarian history and literature, which resulted is 
several translations, as well as theological and historical studies in Hungarian and 
Dutch journals. He was awarded the title doctor honoris causa by the University 
of Debrecen in 1938 and published his literary history and anthology as a token 
of gratitude for this award.28

Dekker articulated his sympathies for the revisionist cause repeatedly. When 
he was invited to the celebration of the Hungarian League of Child Protection 
in April 1934, he also talked about the injustice of the peace treaty in his public 
speech – which he gave in Hungarian – and finished this with quoting the well-
known words of the Hungarian Credo.29 His literary history, and impressive and 
thorough work of 300 pages, including a great number of Hungarian literary 
works translated by the author, has an outspoken Calvinist point of view. Dekker 
ends his historical overview of the Hungarian literature with two contemporary 
chapters. In chapter 25 “Christelijke literatuur” [Christian literature] he shows 
how contemporary Calvinism has enriched literary life, by for instance giving 
excerpts of the sermons of the Calvinist bishop, László Ravasz. He concludes his 
book with a last chapter “Végvári. Slot” [Végvári. Conclusion], with focus on lite-
rature that was produced as a reaction to the Trianon Peace Treaty, which he con-
sequently writes with the word “peace” between quotation marks. In this chapter 
he introduces the Transylvanian poet writing under the pseudonym Végvári, li-
terally meaning “border guard”.30 “In the Hungarian region of Transylvania – 
which is torn away from the ancient stem of Hungary and added to Romania 
– stands somewhere a secret transmitter, who time to time encourages the orp-

27  Dekker, W.A., Van Godsdienst en vaderland. Hoofdlijnen uit de geschiedenis der Hongaarse let-
terkunde [Of Religion and Fatherland. The Main Lines from the History of Hungarian Literature]. 
Nijkerk: G.F. Callenbach n.v. [1939].

28  Dekker, Van Godsdienst, 1939. 5.
29  “Ein großer Tag der Ungarischen Kinderschatzliga”, = Pester Lloyd, 29 April 1934.
30  Csontos, Márta, “A költői beszédmód és szereptudat új formája: a ’Végvári’ versek [New 

form of the Poetic Discourse and Identity: The ‘Végvári’ poems]”, = Bárka 27, 2019, 4, 109–116.
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haned Hungarians with his mighty preaching” – he writes.31 Dekker apparently 
did not know that the poet writing under this pseudonym  was the poet Sándor 
Reményik (1890-1941), but considered it necessary to include a selection of 
his poems in his work because of the importance of the message. Beside three 
poems by “Végvári”, he also included all fifteen verses of the Hungarian Credo by 
Elemérné Papp-Váry in translation in this chapter, indicating that “the first verse 
of this poem has been made the national anthem of Hungary”.32

Conclusion

The above selection of articulations of Hungarian revisionist ideology in Dutch, 
including the arguments as well as the well-known slogans and visual representa-
tions, makes it clear that the seeds of revisionism were not only imported to the 
Netherlands and Belgium through the Children’s Trains. They also frequently 
found a receptive soil in which the idea could take root and produce local pro-
pagandistic and artistic expressions of support. There is no evidence that syste-
matic dissemination of revisionist propaganda took place through the Children’s 
Trains, to the contrary, the fact that this was an apolitical humanitarian action 
was frequently emphasised by the organisers. Nevertheless, references to revisio-
nist ideology can be found in a wide spectrum of cultural production connected 
to the Children’s Trains Action. In some cases, this was certainly accompanied by 
a political conviction, in others it seems to be part of the general Hungarian cul-
tural baggage of the time. The large-scale humanitarian action of the Children’s 
Trains constituted a channel between Hungary, the Netherlands and Belgium, 
through which people, material and immaterial goods travelled intensively, du-
ring a period of more than ten years. The interest and sympathy that the Dutch 
and Belgian foster parents and organisers felt for the children was very frequently 
followed by an interest and sympathy for Hungary, its history and culture. It is 
hardly surprising, that since in this period Hungary communicated that revision 
of the national borders had a priority above all matters, this message was adopted 
and expressed by those sympathising with the country.

31  Dekker, Van Godsdienst, 1939. 293.
32  Ibid. 298.
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